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Abstract

This thesis examines evolutionary corporate within-industry diversification of biopharma-

ceutical companies, i.e., biotechnological firms in the pharmaceutical industry. It conducts

in-depth case studies of four German biopharmaceutical firms and uses an evolutionary lon-

gitudinal approach to study path-dependent product and technology diversification since

the firms’ foundations. Compared to existing literature, it draws a significantly differ-

ent picture of corporate diversification of entrepreneurial biopharmaceutical firms, which

is described as within-industry intra-segment diversification often comprising complemen-

tary resources and capabilities within mostly external or mixed mode diversification steps.

High resource position barriers, along with other variables, are said to cause this industry-

specific environment. Hence, instead of relatedness of diversification, thorough developed

dynamic diversification capabilities of firms are considered to cause long-term competitive

advantage resulting from learning curve benefits, economies of speed, and cost efficiencies.

Zusammenfassung

Diese Dissertation untersucht evolutionäre brancheninterne Diversifikation biopharmazeut-

ischer Unternehmen, d.h. biotechnologischer Unternehmen in der pharmazeutischen Indus-

trie. Es werden vier detaillierte Fallstudien deutscher biopharmazeutischer Unternehmen

präsentiert, die einen evolutionären und longitudinalen Fallstudienansatz zur Untersuchung

der pfadabhängigen Entwicklung von Produkt- und Technologiediversifikation seit Firmen-

gründung verwenden. Die Resultate zeigen ein von bisherigen Untersuchungen stark ab-

weichendes Bild des Diversifikationsprozesses junger biopharmazeutischer Unternehmen

auf, der als branchen- und segmentintern charakterisiert wird und häufig komplementäre

Ressourcen und Fähigkeiten sowie externe oder gemischte Diversifikationsformen umfasst.

Neben weiteren Einflüssen werden vor allem hohe Ressourcenbarrieren als Gründe für dieses

industriespezifische Umfeld angeführt. Daher sind anstelle von verbundener Diversifika-

tion sorgfältig ausgeprägte dynamische Diversifikationsfähigkeiten von Firmen notwendig,

um langfristige Wettbewerbsvorteile zu erzielen. Diese basieren auf Lernkurveneffekten,

Geschwindigkeits- und Kostenvorteilen.





1. Introduction

1.1. Framing the corporate diversification theme

This thesis deals with one of the central research topics within strategic management1:

corporate diversification, i.e., the firm’s scope and portfolio of business activities. It

emerged half a century ago through seminal contributions such as Ansoff (1957, 1965),

Penrose (1959), Chandler (1962), and Gort (1962).

In the original version of Ansoff’s ‘Corporate Strategy ’ published in 1965, the author sug-

gested considering the firm’s businesses as a portfolio of various activities and analyzing its

corporate (portfolio) strategy2 within the two dimensions product and market accord-

ing to the degree of novelty of its current scope (Ansoff (1965)). Four strategic options of

directions to develop a corporate portfolio arise. First, market penetration denotes growth

through the increase of market share in current products and markets. Second, market

development represents growth with current products into new market segments (such as

new applications or geographies). Third, product development refers to the creation of new

products. Fourth, diversification describes growth opportunities in new markets and with

new products. Johnson and Scholes (1993: 222) point out Ansoff’s emphasis on growth

and note that firms also operate in stable or declining market environments. Hence, two

additional strategic options arise: withdrawal as product-market exit, and consolidation

1Strategic management examines how firms perform strategy analysis and implementation at different

levels (corporation, business unit, operations). It emerged from concepts such as long-range, corporate

and strategic planning, and includes methods such as discounted cash flow (DCF) to analyze investment

projects and strategic portfolio analysis through, for instance, Ansoff’s product-market matrix or the

Boston Consulting Group (BCG) matrix (Drucker (1955, 1964), Ansoff (1957, 1965), Merritt and Sykes

(1963), Henderson (1979)). For an overview, see Johnson and Scholes (1993) or Hussey (1998).
2Ansoff (1965: 108, 121) differentiated two types of strategies. He defined portfolio strategy as “the assort-

ment of the business areas in which the firm intends to do business” in contrast to competitive strategy,

which is the way the firm “will attack the respective areas”. Thus, the former can be comprehended as

corporate strategy and the latter as the implementation strategy of this corporate strategy.

1



1. Introduction

Figure 1.1.: Product-market matrix and strategic options

Source: Johnson and Scholes (1993: 222) based on Ansoff (1965)

as the increase in product-market share driven through external factors (such as market

exit of a competitor) rather than internal factors (denoted as market penetration). All six

strategic options are summarized in Figure 1.1 using Ansoff’s matrix.

Expanding his original scheme, Ansoff (1987) presented a three-dimensional framework

to assess corporate portfolio strategy (see Figure 1.2). First, products/services or market

needs comprise a firm’s market offerings. Second, technology denotes the technological

base of these market offerings. Third, geography defines the regions or countries in which

a firm offers its products or services using its technological base. Besides the option to

abstain from portfolio adaption through market penetration, withdrawal or consolidation,

changes in one or several of these three dimensions leave the firm with seven strategic op-

tions. Ansoff first differentiates between internationalization (moving into new geography)

and diversification (keeping present geography). Within each category, a move into new

products/services with current technology is denoted as technology-related diversification

while a move into new technologies with current products/services is analogously described

as needs-related diversification. Finally, changes in both technology and market needs are

called unrelated conglomerate diversification.

2



1.1. Framing the corporate diversification theme

Figure 1.2.: Product-technology-geography cube and strategic options

Source: Author based on Ansoff (1987: 110)

Within the last decades, scholars have studied various different aspects of corporate diversi-

fication applying multiple theoretical foundations. Penrose’s resource-based view (RBV) is

presumably the most influential theoretical foundation. It describes firms as organizations

possessing different bundles of resources and capabilities such as products, technologies,

human capital, or managerial know-how, which are used to compete in the market and

play a pivotal role in the firms’ success (Penrose (1959), Wernerfelt (1984)). In contrast

to classic economic assumptions, resources are regarded as rare, less mobile and not easy

to acquire or build in-house. Resource differences can persist over time and are a central

cornerstone of competitive advantage. If firms possess excess resources, there might be a

certain incentive to exploit these resources through diversification in various ways. Ansoff’s

three denoted topics are presumably the most prevalent corporate diversification dimen-

sions: product diversification, i.e., changes in the products or services offered to meet

market needs, technological diversification, i.e., changes in the firm’s critical knowl-

edge resources, and geographic diversification or internationalization, i.e., changes

in the countries or regions where a firm is competing. While some authors focus on a single

diversification dimension, others examine the overarching construct encompassing several

dimensions, which is also denoted as corporate diversification.

3



1. Introduction

So far, scholars mostly have analyzed inter-industry diversification of large, multinational

corporations (MNC). Empirical studies often focused on rather conceptual topics such as

the firms’ diversity status at different points in time, which was measured and related

to various other studied variables – most frequently the firms’ performance. While some

theoretical contributions do exist, few empirical studies have examined in depth why firms

choose to diversify, and how the process of evolutionary dynamic diversification over a

longitudinal time period is carried out. Moreover, little is known about intra-industry

diversification of small and medium-sized enterprises (SME), which face different challenges

than MNC. Finally, few studies have aimed to explore the specific dynamic capabilities that

are necessary to manage evolutionary corporate diversification. Hence, there is a specific

need to further understand these aspects.

Therefore, this thesis analyzes the evolutionary development of the firm’s within-

industry corporate diversification with an emphasis on product & technology di-

versification. It explicitly studies the explanatory dimensions of corporate diversification,

i.e., why firms choose to diversify, how firms diversify with respect to direction, relatedness

and mode of diversification, how this is implemented, how previous diversification steps

and current business activities influence the firms’ diversification decisions, which limita-

tions diversification faces, and what characteristics dynamic capabilities that are needed

to master the corporate diversification process should have to successfully manage evolu-

tionary corporate diversification. The analysis is focused on entrepreneurial SMEs within

a young, dynamic, innovative, and high-velocity industry: the biopharmaceutical industry,

i.e., biotechnological companies within the pharmaceutical industry. This thesis conducts

in-depth case studies of four biopharmaceutical firms and uses an evolutionary approach

to study the path-dependent evolution of product and technology diversification over a

longitudinal time period since the firms’ foundations. To better allow comparisons, all

selected firms apply a similar business model focused on product development of drugs

and/or technology development of core platform technologies leveraged for drug R&D (de-

noted as product-oriented, technology platform, or hybrid business model). Geographical

diversification is only considered incidentally as it is not yet a major strategic imperative

to emerging entrepreneurial firms with a limited size and a focus on R&D activities.

This thesis provides seven contributions to the diversification literature. First, it charac-

terizes diversification of entrepreneurial biopharmaceutical firms as within-industry intra-

segment diversification that often follows a closely related pattern within few and fairly

narrow subclasses of the biopharmaceutical industry, which is grounded in the industry’s
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high resource position barriers. Second, it pictures technological and product diversification

as mutually reinforcing, cross-fertilizing, and coherent process which might naturally re-

sult in geographical diversification due to various industry-specific characteristics. Third,

it points out the importance of complementary capabilities and resources to understand

corporate diversification and its synergistic benefits in industries characterized through

high resource position barriers. Fourth, it shows that diversification of entrepreneurial

biopharmaceutical firms often applies an external or mixed mode of diversification, which

is grounded in high resource position barriers. This promotes an industry-specific diversifi-

cation paradigm characterized by a high level of collaboration through alliances and M&A

between multiple stakeholders such as universities, research institutes, biopharmaceuti-

cal firms, and pharmaceutical companies. Fifth, it shows that corporate diversification

paths of entrepreneurial biopharmaceutical firms are substantially influenced by oppor-

tunistic elements, which is explained by a different, more limiting corporate environment

of SMEs and various industry-specific exogenous environmental variables. Sixth, it pro-

poses the emerging construct of dynamic diversification capabilities, which are idiosyncratic

technological, managerial, and organizational capabilities that are necessary to generate

long-term competitive advantage through evolutionary corporate diversification in high-

velocity industries resulting from learning curve benefits, economies of speed, and cost

efficiencies. Seventh, it postulates that in industries characterized through high resource

position barriers, relatedness should be rather grasped as a necessary condition of corporate

diversification to redeploy firms’ existing resources and capabilities instead of a moderat-

ing variable of the diversification-performance linkage. Summarized, this thesis draws a

significantly different picture of the corporate diversification topic. It uses an evolution-

ary path-dependent research approach, applies a more in-depth analysis of within-industry

diversification, and reveals resource position barriers and dynamic diversification

capabilities as the two most important explanatory variables of corporate diversification

of entrepreneurial biopharmaceutical firms.

1.2. Structure and scope of this thesis

Having introduced the corporate diversification theme and the specific topic of this thesis,

this section outlines its structure and scope (see Figure 1.3).

Chapter 2 describes the theoretical foundation of this thesis. First, it provides an overview
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1. Introduction

Figure 1.3.: Structure of thesis

Source: Author

of the comprehensive corporate diversification literature and highlights some of the most

important findings. Second, different theoretical perspectives relevant to the corporate

diversification topic are discussed. Third, it highlights limitations of current research.

In chapter 3, the empirical research approach of this thesis is explained. First, it formulates

the research questions, which are derived from the literature discussion. Second, the qual-

itative case study methodology to be used is briefly outlined. Third, the research design

is described explaining the overall case study research process.

Chapter 4 presents four case studies of biopharmaceutical firms’ evolutionary corporate

diversification. Each case study follows the same structure containing four parts: a brief

outline of the firm’s activities and history, an overview of its evolutionary technology and

product portfolio, a summary of its Licensing and Acquisition (L&A) deals, and a within-

case analysis. Readers not familiar with the biotechnology industry are advised to review

the appendix chapter A, which provides an introduction to biotechnology, firms’ most

common business models, and the biopharmaceutical drug R&D process and its economics.

Chapter 5 provides an integrative cross-case analysis of the four case studies and for-

mulates tentative propositions summarizing mutual findings. Based thereon, the major

contributions of this thesis are derived and discussed in the light of the existing literature.

Chapter 6 summarizes the main results of this thesis, highlights its limitations and con-

cludes with providing some directions of further research.
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2. Theoretical background of corporate

diversification

This chapter introduces the corporate diversification literature (section 2.1), discusses the

research themes of this thesis from different theoretical backgrounds (section 2.2), and

identifies several limitations of current research (section 2.3).

2.1. Overview of the corporate diversification literature

The following section outlines a literature classification scheme, introduces product and

technology diversification, and discusses some of the most prevalent research findings.

2.1.1. Definition and classification of corporate diversification

Early attempts to study corporate diversification have been focused on products (Tempo-

rary National Economic Committee (1941), Federal Trade Commission (1957)) or products

and markets congruent with Ansoff’s product-market matrix and the notion of diversifi-

cation as the heterogeneity of output (Ansoff (1957, 1965), Gort (1962), Chandler (1962),

Rumelt (1974), Berry (1975)). Penrose suggested to think also of “a firm’s [..] areas of spe-

cialization”, i.e., its production or technological base and its market areas (Penrose (1959:

107)), which leads to the three commonly studied corporate diversification dimensions:

product, geography, and technology. Scholars regularly conceived corporate diversification

as a means of entering new businesses. However, changing investment priorities in existing

businesses also affect a firm’s diversification profile over time1. Expanding a definition by

1Let’s consider a firm generating equal revenues from each of its two business units. If it decides to direct

all of its future investments into one business considered to be more attractive, this revenue split will

likely shift and affect its future diversification profile.
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2. Theoretical background of corporate diversification

Booz, Allen and Hamilton (1985) taking strategies such as market penetration or volume

expansion into account, corporate diversification is understood as follows:

Definition: “Corporate diversification denotes a firm’s investments into its exist-

ing and/or new businesses that pursue the aim of spreading the basis of its business

not dependent of the direction, mode or motive of diversification.”

A vast body of literature on corporate diversification and related concepts2 has been pub-

lished since the seminal work of authors such as Wrigley (1970) or Rumelt (1974). Ra-

manujam and Varadarajan (1989) provide a useful literature classification framework that

distinguishes 11 themes relevant to corporate diversification research and highlights com-

monly examined linkages between them (see Figure 2.13). These themes can be further

clustered in three groups. First, four broadly used generic strategic management

concepts, namely the general (macroeconomic) environment, the industry environment,

firm characteristics, and the financial ex-ante or ex-post performance. Second, four di-

versification strategy concepts, namely the firms’ decisions to diversify, the direction

of diversification, the mode of diversification, and the diversity status4. Third, three di-

versification management concepts, namely the management of diversity-structure, the

management of diversity-systems, and the management of synergy5. This thesis examines

diversification strategy within three themes. The firm’s decision to diversify, the direc-

tion of diversification, and the mode of diversification. Other themes such as the industry

environment, firm characteristics, financial performance, and the management of diversi-

fication synergy will be considered as explanatory variables. The theoretical discussion in

section 2.2 therefore focuses on these three topics. Beforehand, product and technology

diversification and their coherence on financial performance will be highlighted as these

are the most common diversification research topics.

2As an example, the concepts of strategic fit and coalignment (Venkatraman and Camillus (1984), Venka-

traman (1989, 1990)) are related to the notion of corporate diversification and relatedness.
3Themes are exhibited by boxes and linkages by arrows showing the examined cause-effect relationship.
4The firms’ decisions to diversify examines the rationale of diversification. The direction of diversification

denotes its type (e.g., technology vs. product vs. geography, horizontal vs. vertical) and relatedness

(e.g., no diversification vs. related vs. unrelated). The mode of diversification described its implemen-

tation (e.g., internally, externally, or mixed modes such as joint ventures, in-/out-licensing, or strategic

alliances). Diversity status measures corporate diversification at different points in time.
5These concepts examine the implication of diversification on the corporate organizational structure, the

procedures to manage diversification, and the way to seek synergies from diversification moves.
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2.1. Overview of the corporate diversification literature

Figure 2.1.: Corporate diversification research classification: Themes & linkages

Source: Ramanujam and Varadarajan (1989)

2.1.2. Concepts and measures of corporate (product) diversification

Scholars have studied multiple directions of corporate diversification. Enforcing the idea

that similarities in output are congruent with relatedness, the firm’s products are proba-

bly the most popular way to capture corporate diversification6. Accurate measures of the

degree of corporate diversification are crucial to testing existing theories. Today, there are

three common measuring approaches: subjective categorical measures, objective continu-

ous measures, and subjective managerial measures (Pehrsson (2006b)).

Subjective categorical measures are based on taxonomies developed by researchers.

Most prominent are Rumelt’s (1974, 1982) and Wrigley’s (1970) categorical scheme of

four diversification classes (single business, dominant business, related business, unrelated

business), which are further split into subclasses. Each firm is allocated to one class based

on various computed ratios of the firm’s revenue distribution across their business units.

Revenue data was obtained from annual reports reflecting the firm’s individual business

unit classification instead of using standardized schemes such as the SIC code system or

its successor NAICS7 to reflect the firms’ unique history and own pattern of relatedness.

6Others are sales channels, technologies, customer segments, value chain, or geographies.
7See U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (2008) and U.S. Census Bureau (2008) for details.
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2. Theoretical background of corporate diversification

Objective continuous measures rely on standardized data following some classification

schemes, most commonly the SIC code system and its successor NAICS. Simple product-

count measures use the number of a firm’s active product or business areas as measure of

diversification (Gort (1962), Bass et al. (1978)). As an advancement, the narrow-broad

spectrum measure uses a two dimensional categorical counting approach (Berry (1971),

Varadarajan and Ramanujam (1987)). Broad spectrum diversity is defined as the number

of 2-digit SIC industries a firm is active in. (Mean) narrow spectrum diversity is defined

as the number of the firm’s active 4-digit SIC industries divided by its 2-digit industries.

Plugging both dimensions into a two-by-two matrix, four diversification categories are

derived. Product-count measures and Rumelt’s scheme are considered to have a high degree

of correspondence (Montgomery (1982), Varadarajan and Ramanujam (1987)) with each

approach suited for different purposes (Pitts and Hopkins (1982)). The concentric index is a

one-dimensional continuous diversification measure and adapted from the Herfindahl index,

which is mostly used to measure industrial concentration (Caves et al. (1980), Montgomery

and Wernerfelt (1988), Wernerfelt and Montgomery (1988), Montgomery and Hariharan

(1991)). It is computed for a firm active in n industries as D =
∑n

j=1mj
∑n

l=1ml ∗ rjl
with j 6= l where mj and ml are the proportion of the firm’s revenues in its j’s and l’s

3-digit industry and rjl a weighting factor being 1 if both 3-digit business units have an

identical 2-digit code and 2 if they have different 2-digit codes. The entropy measure is a

two-dimensional continuous diversification measure (Jacquemin and Berry (1979), Palepu

(1985)). Total diversification can be decomposed into related and unrelated diversification.

Entry into a new 2-digit industry group is considered as unrelated diversification, entry into

a new 4-digit industry within a current 2-digit industry group as related diversification,

and new activities within a current 4-digit industry as no diversification. Consider a firm

being active in n 4-digit industries, aggregated to s 2-digit industry groups and let pi and

ps be the proportion of the firm’s revenues in a 4-digit industry and 2-digit industry group

(n ≥ s, ps =
∑

i∈s pi). Unrelated diversification at a 2-digit industry group level equals

EU =
∑s

s=1 psln
1
ps
. Related diversification at a 4-digit industry level within a given 2-digit

industry group is derived as ER =
∑

i∈s
pi
ps
∗ lnpspi . Finally, total diversification at a 4-digit

industry level is computed as ET =
∑n

i=1 piln
1
pi

or ET =
∑s

s=1 psER + EU . Today, the

entropy measure is most commonly used as it is objective and continuous (as the concentric

index) and allows differentiation between unrelated, related and focused firms (as Rumelt’s

categorical scheme). However, criticism regarding the underlying SIC codes system exist

(see subsection 2.3.1).
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Subjective managerial measures extend previous approaches by incorporating addi-

tional attributes besides product-market attributes based on the firms’ management as-

sessment using managerial surveys. Nayyar (1992) noted that internally and externally

observed relatedness both diverge from the true relationship among a firm’s business.

Others examined alternative sources of relatedness of two businesses such as physical and

labor skills (Farjoun (1998)), managerial relatedness of the firms’ business lines (Ilinitch

and Zeithaml (1995)), or multiple attributes of technology, management skills, customers,

brand, supply chain, and market (Pehrsson (2006a)). While somewhat facing the prob-

lems of repeatability and comparability, they rightly point out the multi-dimensionality

of corporate diversification and call for a more complete assessment of relatedness con-

sidering product-market, resource, and value chain attributes (Farjoun (1998), Pehrsson

(2006a)). So far, no commonly applied corporate diversification measure exists that fulfills

the requirements of multidimensionality.

2.1.3. Concepts and measures of technology diversification

Technological diversification has been mostly examined in the context of technological

trajectories, knowledge spillover, or technology externalities (Jaffe (1986), Griliches (1995),

Grupp (1996), Verspagen (1997)). Two popular measuring approaches exist using either

R&D expenditure or patent filing data (Gerybadze and Stephan (2002)).

Measures based on R&D expenditures quantify technology diversification by the firms’

R&D input. Scherer (1982) uses Schmookler’s (1966) technology flow matrix, which rests

upon Leontief’s (1951) input-output analysis, to construct a relatedness matrix. It mea-

sures bidirectional relationships of technological innovations (inventor and consumer) be-

tween different industries and within one industry. Two industry sectors are considered

related if a high share of R&D carried out in one sector is used in the other one.

Approaches based on patent filing datameasure technological diversification by the firms’

R&D output. They analyze the distribution of firms’ patent activities across technology

fields using a standardized classification scheme such as the International Patent Classi-

fication (IPC) system (in ways similar to SIC-based measures of product diversification).

The patent distribution characterizes the firms’ location in the knowledge space and relat-

edness is quantified by using a distance measure. Putnam and Evenson (1994) constructed

their Yale-matrix based on Scherer’s technology flow matrix methodology to measure inter-

industry relatedness. Jaffe (1986, 1989) constructed the so-called cosine-index to measure
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the technological distance between two industry groups or firms, with the Euclidean dis-

tance being an alternative approach (Benner and Waldfogel (2008)). Various authors use

bibliometric methods for patent analysis by applying a co-classification occurrence analy-

sis of IPC patent codes (Engelsman and van Raan (1991, 1994), Grupp (1996), Verspagen

(1997)). They used the frequency of joint occurrence of two IPC codes as a measure of

technological relatedness of two industries. However, all these approaches are mainly used

for industry-level analysis. As an example, Breschi et al. (2003) analyzed patent-based

technological relatedness among 30 industry fields showing that pharmaceutics, organic

chemistry, and biotechnology are the three most related ones.

While the above approaches are of little help to assess technology diversification on the

firm level, strategy scholars have developed some applicable approaches. Using patent data,

standard measures were applied such as the concentric index (Argyres (1996)), an adapted

version of the concentric index (Miller (2004, 2006)), the Herfindahl index (Gambardella

and Torrisi (1998), Leten et al. (2007b)), Chiu et al. (2008)), the entropy measure (Gery-

badze and Stephan (2002)), and a patent-based index matching SIC industries (Silverman

(1999)). Using Scherer’s technology flow matrix, Robins and Wiersema (1995) constructed

a new resource-based relatedness measure of corporate diversification as opposed to the

commonly used concentric index and the entropy measure.

2.1.4. Diversification and performance as the dominant research topic

As many aspects of corporate diversification have been examined by scholars, several lit-

erature reviews are available today (Ramanujam and Varadarajan (1989), Hoskisson and

Hitt (1990), Datta et al. (1991), Palich et al. (2000), Martin and Sayrak (2003), Wan

et al. (2011), Hausschild and zu Knyphausen-Aufseß (2011)). However, a significant part

of research is devoted to the coherence of diversification and firms’ financial performance.

Hence, this topic is examined from different views in the following.

Corporate diversification and performance

Researchers have suggested different functional relationships between corporate diversifi-

cation and performance starting with Rumelt’s findings that highest performance is asso-

ciated with related diversification and lowest with unrelated diversification (Rumelt (1974,

1982)). Based on and extending Palich et al. (2000), Figure 2.2 summarizes five hy-
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2.1. Overview of the corporate diversification literature

Figure 2.2.: Coherence of diversification and financial performance

Source: Author based on Palich et al. (2000)

pothesized diversification-performance linkages discussed in the following: (a) the linear-

increasing model, (b) the inverted-U model, (c) the intermediate model, (d) the linear-

decreasing model, and doubts about a strong functional link denoted as (e) inconclusive.

Early research suggested that performance increases as corporate diversification does and

proposed the linear-increasing model (Gort (1962), Scherer (1980)). Theoretically, this

was thought to be caused by two advantages of the diversified conglomerates: market power

advantages and internal market efficiencies (Palich et al. (2000)). Market power advantages

could yield benefits to diversified conglomerates in the long run due to reduced competition,

which is mainly caused by anticompetitive behavior (Montgomery (1994)). Internal market

efficiencies are scale economies of a diversified firm caused by better access and optimized

allocation of labor or capital resources (Stulz (1990), Lang and Stulz (1994)). Critics

state that diversified firms also face disadvantages, e.g., over-investment in less attractive

business or information asymmetries between central and divisional management (Berger

and Ofek (1995)). Although confirming a diversification premium, Villalonga states that

findings in literature are generally sensitive to the chosen data and measures (Villalonga

(2004a, 2004b)). Besides, little empirical evidence supports this model.

The inverted-U model states that diversification increases performance up to an optimal

point and decreases thereafter with related diversification being superior to no or unrelated

diversification. A related diversified firm is thought to be financially more attractive than a

single business since it can benefit from, e.g., economies of scope, synergies, resource shar-
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ing, learning curve efficiencies, or technological diffusion within the firm (Porter (1985),

Lubatkin and Chatterjee (1994), Markides and Williamson (1994), Barney (1997)). Its

portfolio of multiple product lines and technologies then becomes mutually reinforced,

benefiting from reciprocal asset amortization. As the performance of conglomerates is con-

sidered to be more volatile (Hill (1983)), moderate diversification can minimize risks and

thereby has positive effects on the firm’s capital structure and cost of capital (Montgomery

and Singh (1984), Shleifer and Vishny (1991), Lubatkin and Chatterjee (1994)). Unrelated

diversification is considered to imply marginally declining benefits and marginally increas-

ing costs. Hence, operational synergies through reinforcing beneficial effects of a firm’s

portfolio diminish and additional challenges such as controlling, coordination, information

processing, or management of (less familiar) businesses arise and imply increasing costs and

inefficiencies, also denoted as diseconomies of scale (Prahalad and Bettis (1986), Hoskisson

and Hitt (1988), Markides (1992)). As a meta-analysis of research results by Palich et al.

(2000) has shown, the inverted-U model is probably most popular, although there is “still

considerable disagreement about precisely how and when diversification can be used to

build long-run competitive advantage” (Markides and Williamson (1994: 149)). However,

it was empirically proven by various scholars (Rumelt (1974, 1982), Singh and Montgomery

(1987), Palepu (1985), Varadarajan and Ramanujam (1987), Hoskisson and Hitt (1990),

Markides (1992, 1995), Lubatkin and Chatterjee (1994)).

The intermediate model generally follows the notion of positive but diminishing returns

of diversification (Markides (1992)). While it agrees with previous models that related

diversifiers outperform undiversified firms, it differs from the inverted-U model by regard-

ing related and unrelated diversification as somewhat similar, i.e., that additional cost of

unrelated diversification somewhat balances its benefits but do not prevail them (Palich

et al. (2000)). Besides, it argues that related diversifiers may also face difficulties in fully

exploiting economies of scope of its related business portfolio (Nayyar (1992), Markides

and Williamson (1994)). However, few scholars have empirically proven this model.

The linear-decreasing model follows the idea of decreasing returns of diversification,

also denoted as diversification discount. It agrees with the inverted-U model on the bene-

fits and outperformance of related diversification over unrelated diversification. However,

undiversified firms are thought to perform better than their related diversified counterparts

(Hill and Hansen (1991), Berger and Ofek (1995)). Scholars congruent with this view note

that due to market perfection, excess capacities can be more efficiently exploited externally

(Montgomery and Wernerfelt (1988)) and view diversification as a largely unnecessary phe-
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nomenon as it does not yield abnormal profits (Scherer (1980)). As a consequence, this

literature stream suggests disassembling diversified conglomerates into several specialized

firms to increase shareholder value. Various researchers have empirically verified the di-

versification discount (Montgomery and Wernerfelt (1988), Amit and Livnat (1988b), Hill

and Hansen (1991), Lang and Stulz (1994), Berger and Ofek (1995), Anand and Singh

(1997), Lins and Servaes (1999), Gomes and Livdan (2004)).

Finally, various studies found inconclusive results or attribute performance differences not

to differing diversification strategies per se, but variables such as ex ante firm performance,

market structure, organizational aspects, risk considerations, or institutional aspects. They

are discussed in the following.

Moderating variables of the diversification-performance link

Considering ex ante firm performance, related diversifiers appear to be more prof-

itable prior to diversification, and the firm’s tendency towards diversification is said to

be negatively correlated with its prior performance (Hall (1995), Mukherji (1998), Park

(2002, 2003), Gomes and Livdan (2004), Miller (2004)). That is, inferior performing firms

show a higher tendency to diversify as a means to escape underperformance often seeking

unrelated diversification whereas high performing firms tend to exploit related diversifica-

tion. Besides, the diversification discount is explained by firms diversifying into already

discounted businesses prior to diversification (Graham et al. (2002)). Campa and Kedia

(2002) note that both diversification and refocusing often follow an exogenous shock and

are therefore both value-enhancing strategies due to depressed prior performance caused

by these shocks. Summarized, ex post performance differences between unrelated and re-

lated diversifiers might be rather assigned to systematic ex ante performance differences of

diversifying firms and/or diversification targets, not to differences in relatedness.

Various researchers have stressed the importance of industry and market structures as

highly diversified firms were observed to compete in less profitable industries (Montgomery

(1985), Bettis and Mahajan (1985), Lang and Stulz (1994)). Instead of diversification

per se, market concentration, industry profitability, and market growth (Christensen and

Montgomery (1981)), market shares and industry profitability (Montgomery (1985)), firm

size and industry profitability (Chang and Thomas (1989)), and the industry’s barriers to

entry in terms of advertising, R&D, and capital intensity (Bettis (1981)) were considered

to cause performance differences. Firms in highly profitable industries are considered to
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more likely pursue related diversification whereas their counterparts in low-profit indus-

tries exploit less related diversification (Christensen and Montgomery (1981), Park (2002,

2003)). Moreover, diversified firms are considered only to face a diversification discount in

industries with a large number or high market share of specialized firms whereas a diver-

sification premium is notable in those industries with few specialized competitors (Santalo

and Becerra (2008)). Summarized, ex post performance differences between unrelated and

related diversifiers might be assigned to systematic ex ante differences of industry structure,

profitability and/or concentration.

Other scholars noted that organizational aspects impact the performance of different

diversification strategies (Markides and Williamson (1996)). Neglected administrative im-

peratives can depress performance significantly (Dundas and Richardson (1982)) as suc-

cessful diversification implementation yields positive returns of corporate diversification

rather than relatedness per se (Gary (2005)). Whereas cooperative organizational struc-

tures are considered to help the performance of related diversifiers, unrelated diversifiers

might be better off applying competitive multi-divisional structures (Hill and Hoskisson

(1987), Hoskisson (1987), Hill et al. (1992)).

Following portfolio theory, researchers view performance differences of various diversifica-

tion strategies as result of different risk profiles, i.e., firms associated with high perfor-

mance and high risks are generally related diversifiers and firms characterized by lower

performance and lower risk are usually unrelated diversifiers (Amit and Livnat (1988a,

1988b, 1989)). While following the linear-decreasing model, Bettis and Mahajan (1985)

note that related diversification is no guarantee for a favorable risk/return relationship,

and Hill and Hansen (1991) found that – while depressing performance – much of phar-

maceutical firms’ diversification efforts were driven by the attempt to reduce risk. Mansi

and Reeb (2002) view shareholders’ equity as a call option on the firm’s value and explain

the diversification discount as result of reduced risk depressing the value of this option.

Finally, the influence of institutional relatedness, i.e., ties with dominant institutions,

and differences in the diversification-performance relationship between developing and in-

dustrialized countries have been recently examined. Scholars postulated the existence of a

diversification premium in developing countries as unrelated conglomerates can better over-

come market imperfections prevalent in these countries (Peng and Luo (2000), Peng (2003),

Peng et al. (2005), Peng and Delios (2006), Lee et al. (2008)). However, the optimal de-

gree of the firm’s diversification will likely narrow as financial markets and the institutional
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framework of these countries improve over time, as can be seen by transitional economies

such as South Korea (Lee et al. (2008)). Ultimately, the diversification-performance re-

lationship converges towards that of developed countries (Peng et al. (2005)), somewhat

resembling a development in industrialized countries such as the U.S. in the 1960s to 1980s

(Markides (1992, 1995)). As a consequence, institutional relatedness should be considered

by scholars examining corporate diversification, internationalization and performance such

as Denis et al. (2002) or Chang and Wang (2007).

Technology diversification and its effect on the diversification-performance link

Since the notions on technology diversification and technological fusion (Pavitt (1988),

Pavitt et al. (1989), Kodama (1986a, 1986b)), the importance of the firm’s technology base

and its moderating effect on the coherence of corporate diversification and performance has

been increasingly studied. On an industry level, distinct technologies were found to become

increasingly inter-industry related through knowledge spillovers (Andersen (1998, 1999),

Fai and von Tunzelmann (2001a, 2001b)), resulting in formerly unrelated technologies

becoming more related (Cantwell and Noonan (2004)).

Multi-national corporations in all major industrialized regions are increasingly technolog-

ically diversified (Granstrand et al. (1992), Oskarsson (1993), Granstrand and Oskarsson

(1994)), i.e., expanding their technology bases in a wider range of activities, and there-

fore denoted as multi-technology corporations (Granstrand et al. (1989), Granstrand and

Sjölander (1990), Granstrand and Oskarsson (1994)). Technological diversity positively

affects innovative competence (Quintana-Garcia and Benavides-Velasco (2008)) and yields

spillover effects from (related) technological fields (Garcia-Vega (2006)). Knowledge re-

latedness is considered as a major explanatory variable of the direction of technological

diversification as firms spread their activities in related technology fields as consequence of

a learning process resulting in coherence (Teece et al. (1994), Breschi et al. (2003, 2004)).

Scholars urged that benefits from technology diversification should have an inverted-U

functional relationship due to diminishing marginal benefits resulting in a firm’s optimal

technological diversification (Bachmann (1998), Leten et al. (2007b, 2007a)).

As technological resources are a base of the firm’s product offering, scholars have increas-

ingly examined their interrelation (Torrisi and Granstrand (2004)). A firm’s technology

diversification is considered to be generally wider than its product diversification with com-

petences ranging in fields beyond its product core (Patel and Pavitt (1997), Granstrand
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et al. (1997), Granstrand (1998)). While firms recently reduced their product diversi-

fication, technology diversification continued to increase (Markides (1995), Gambardella

and Torrisi (1998), Gerybadze and Stephan (2002)). Firms competing in the same indus-

tries display fairly similar and stable technology profiles (Cantwell and Andersen (1996),

Patel and Pavitt (1997), Granstrand et al. (1997)). Besides, technology and product di-

versification are considered to be coherent, i.e., non-randomly linked in a dynamic and

evolutionary push-pull process that leads to mutually reinforcing cross-fertilization (Teece

et al. (1994), Granstrand (1998), Piscitello (2000), Suzuki and Kodama (2004), Leten

et al. (2007b)). Hence, the direction of technological diversification is heavily influenced

by the firm’s offered products (Patel and Pavitt (1997)) with diversification being a process

of reciprocal technology-related product diversification and product-related technology di-

versification (Granstrand (1998)). Moreover, technological diversification is constrained

by the technology base of a firm’s home country (Patel and Pavitt (1991, 1997), Zander

(1997)). Therefore, internationalization is considered to be important to technology di-

versification as a means to access new technological knowledge and capabilities through,

for instance, international innovation networks (Zander (1997, 1999, 2002), Cantwell and

Piscitello (2000, 2004)).

Only relatively few studies examined the relationship of technology diversification and per-

formance. However, they mostly postulated a positive relationship, i.e., increasing technol-

ogy diversification yielding in better performance due to portfolio interrelations (Robins

and Wiersema (1995), D’Este (2005), Miller (2006), Nesta (2008), Chiu et al. (2008)).

Some scholars noted the superiority of related over unrelated technology diversification

(Gemba and Kodama (2001), Steinemann et al. (2004)). Others stated that performance

increases as both the firm’s product and technology base are more interconnected and in-

tegrated (Silverman (1999), Piscitello (2004), Nesta and Saviotti (2006)) and that better

performance was associated with greater technological diversification, but lower product

diversification (Gambardella and Torrisi (1998)). While it might be too early to postu-

late a functional relationship, current empirical evidence suggests a linear-increasing link

between technology diversification and performance while keeping a moderately focused

product diversification. Therefore, firms should broadly diversify their technology base in

a way to best improve their offered products, but only diversify into product businesses

in which their existing technology base can be leveraged as an outstanding competitive

advantage. However, while technological diversity is high among firms producing differ-

ent products, within-industry technological diversification is relatively similar and rather
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low (Cantwell and Andersen (1996), Patel and Pavitt (1997), Granstrand et al. (1997)).

Therefore, one can question whether technology diversification really plays an outstanding

role in explaining sustained competitive advantage and abnormal returns.

2.2. Theoretical foundations of corporate diversification

The following section outlines the most relevant theories that play an influential role in

explaining corporate diversification.

2.2.1. Resource-based view (RBV)

Tracing back to Penrose’s seminal work, the RBV suggests comprehending a firm as a

bundle of resources and capabilities with diverse bundles explaining differences in com-

petitive advantage (Penrose (1959), Barney (1991)). Broadly, one can distinguish physical

(tangible) resources such as machines, skilled labor or products, intangible resources such

as brands, technological knowledge, managerial capabilities, geographic reach or process-

related capabilities, and financial resources (Chatterjee and Wernerfelt (1988)).

If a firm has excess capacities of resources, two principle strategic options arise: rent or

sell these resources to other firms, or use them internally for expansion or diversification

(Singh and Montgomery (1987)). Whereas the former implies transaction costs, the lat-

ter yields organizational costs (Chatterjee and Wernerfelt (1988)). Due to market failure

arising from resource immobility, resource heterogeneity, transaction cost economies, and

asymmetric information, expansion or diversification may be more attractive as firms can

internally employ excess resources more efficiently (Teece (1980, 1982), Barney (1991)).

Diversification into related new businesses is considered preferential to focusing on ex-

isting businesses or diversification into unrelated businesses as it yields synergies from

economies of scope through resource sharing and reemployment compared to diminishing

marginal returns of employing another unit of the same resource in an existing business

or lacking synergies of unrelated businesses (Barney (1997), Wan et al. (2011)). Arising

synergies could be either cost-reducing (i.e., sub-additive) economies of scope, revenue-

enhancing (i.e., super-additive) synergies, or (negative) dissynergies if organizational costs

outweigh the benefits of resource reemployment (Markides and Williamson (1994), Hauss-

child and zu Knyphausen-Aufseß (2011)). Besides, related diversification does not only
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allow synergies from better employment of existing resources, but also allows development

or acquisition of new resources (Markides and Williamson (1996)). By balancing the two,

the firm can achieve optimal growth (Penrose (1959), Rubin (1973), Wernerfelt (1984),

Mahoney and Pandian (1992)). Summarized, the initial decision to diversify is regarded as

a result of excess resources, and the rationale and direction of diversification is explained

by competitive advantages gained through beneficial synergistic scope economies due to

market failure of imperfect markets and transaction cost economies of resources that fulfill

the so-called VRIN-properties of the RBV, that is, a resource is valuable, rare, inimitable,

and non-substitutable (Porter (1985), Barney (1991, 1997)). RBV scholars therefore mostly

assume an inverted-U diversification-performance relationship.

Following the RBV, different preferential diversification directions for each of the three

resource types can be identified. Excess physical and intangible resources are considered

to result in related diversification following the previous arguments (Chatterjee and Wern-

erfelt (1988, 1991)). Excess financial resources apparently do not face market failure from

resource immobility, resource heterogeneity, or transaction costs. However, different types

of financial resources may still choose different diversification directions due to information

asymmetries between the firm and capital markets. Whereas internal financial resources

might favor unrelated diversification due to better information of the firm, external financial

resources are considered to more likely result in related diversification as capital markets

would directly penalize unrelated diversification with external capital through higher cost

of capital (Chatterjee and Wernerfelt (1988, 1991), Amit and Livnat (1988b)). However,

a firm’s direction of diversification is not only influenced by its resource profile, but also

by its distinctive competences and its dominant logic respective managerial mental model

(Mahoney and Pandian (1992), D’Aveni et al. (2004)).

Congruent to market entry barriers, scholars suggested the concept of resource position

barriers, which can be understood as specificity of resources necessary to compete within a

market (Wernerfelt (1984)). This concept is also denoted as resource, knowledge, or capa-

bility specificity. The higher the resource position barrier, the higher the expected market

return (Wernerfelt (1984)), and the more likely will firms that decide to diversify into this

market choose an external instead of an internal mode (Yip (1982)). Put differently, R&D

intensive firms with specific technological knowledge will more frequently employ excess

resources internally due to resource position barriers, which prevent competitors diversify-

ing into these markets (Miller (2004)). Hence, higher resource specificity should positively

impact the relatedness of diversification (Montgomery and Wernerfelt (1988)).
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Finally, RBV provides an explanation for sustained competitive advantage. Congruent

with resource immobility, competitors might have difficulties with imitating or acquiring

resources (Teece (1982), Montgomery (1994)). As a consequence, resource differences might

persist over time and scarce resources become strategic assets (Barney (1991), Markides

and Williamson (1994, 1996), Wan et al. (2011)). Through permanent redeployment of

these strategic assets in related businesses, a firm’s competitive advantage from economies

of scope could persist over time resulting in inter-temporal economies of scope (Markides

and Williamson (1994), Matsusaka (2001), Helfat and Eisenhardt (2004)).

Summarized, the RBV provides a theoretical explanation for the firm’s decision to diversify,

its rationale, its direction, and, to some extent, its mode of diversification. In the context

of corporate diversification, probably no other theory provides as much explanatory power

(Hausschild and zu Knyphausen-Aufseß (2011)) and therefore has become the dominant

paradigm. Theoretical notions such as the knowledge-based theory of the firm (Granstrand

(1998)) or the competence-based theory of the firm (Montgomery and Wernerfelt (1988),

Nelson (1991), Teece et al. (1994)) are based thereon and derived thereof.

2.2.2. Principal-agent theory (PAT)

The principal-agent theory (PAT) examines the contractual relationship between owners

(principals), which are considered to be risk-neutral, and managers (agents), which are

considered to be risk-averse and self-interested (Eisenhardt (1989a)). In the corporate di-

versification context, it is largely applied by financial scholars who assume perfect markets

resulting in a linear-decreasing diversification-performance relationship or the diversifica-

tion discount (Amihud and Lev (1981), Lang and Stulz (1994), Berger and Ofek (1995)).

Hence, diversification is regarded as an unnecessary and value-destroying phenomenon and

explained by the free-cash problem, i.e., self-interested managers employ surplus cash from

unused borrowing power and positive cash flows to diversify at the expense of the firm’s

principals (Mueller (1969, 1972)). There are three common diversification rationales of

self-interested managers (Montgomery (1994)). The first is to gain reputation through em-

pire building. The second is to increase the firm’s demand and reward for the manager’s

particular skills. The third is to reduce the executive employment risk, which can be most

effectively done by reducing the firm’s overall risk through corporate diversification.

Scholars applying the agency view also examined the relationship between managerial

ownership and corporate diversification assuming a negative link. Managerial ownership
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through, for instance, equity stakes or stock options is thought to realign agents’ and prin-

cipals’ interests, and thereby reduces corporate diversification and avoids value destruction

(Goranova et al. (2007)). Various scholars have empirically proven this hypothesis (Ami-

hud and Lev (1981), Denis et al. (1997), Lins and Servaes (1999)). However, recent studies

applying more thorough approaches have questioned these results (Lane et al. (1998), Ag-

garwal and Samwick (2003), Goranova et al. (2007)). To this thesis, the PAT is rather

irrelevant as case study firms have some kind of managerial ownership and/or are financed

by venture capital funds who are closely involved in approving major strategic decisions.

Hence, principal-agency problems should be mostly avoided.

2.2.3. Market power view

Economists traditionally used the market power view to explain diversification. According

to this theory, large diversified firms can exploit certain market power advantages that yield

in anti-competitive effects and harm smaller, undiversified competitors (Gort (1962), Berry

(1971), Scherer (1980)). These firms might then use their strong conglomerate power to

reduce competition and to intensify industry concentration to earn abnormal returns in the

long run (Montgomery (1994)). A diversified firm can exploit market power advantages

in several ways, e.g., through predatory pricing, reciprocal buying and selling, mutual

forbearance, barriers to entry, or information loss (Palepu (1985), Montgomery (1994),

Berger and Ofek (1995)). Predatory pricing refers to strategic intra-firm cross-subsidies to

lower prices in one business and thereby drive rivals out of the market. Reciprocal buying

and selling could yield benefits for a conglomerate if potential customers are simultane-

ously suppliers of the firm. Mutual forbearance refers to two conglomerates competing in

multiple markets, who recognize their mutual interference and conspire to compete less

intensely. Barriers to entry can be potentially heightened by diversified firms by entering

into industries formerly only populated by small undiversified firms and thereby laying the

foundation for industry consolidation. Information loss refers to the ability of diversified

firms to obscure the high profitability of single business units from competitors through

combined reporting. Scholars following the market power view, therefore, assume a linear-

increasing diversification-performance relationship. However, other researchers found that

unrelated diversified conglomerates have lower market power in their respective industries

than related diversifiers or focused firms (Montgomery and Singh (1984), Montgomery

(1985)). These scholars criticize the market power view for overemphasizing the overall
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(combined) market power of a conglomerate and for underestimating the importance of

specific capabilities and market power of industries or business segments.

Industrial organization and finance scholars also point out additional benefits of unrelated

diversified conglomerates that yield from internal market efficiencies. They are generated

through better access to resources such as labor and capital, a favorable capital structure,

and an optimized resource capital allocation (Scherer (1980), Stulz (1990), Shleifer and

Vishny (1990, 1991), Lang and Stulz (1994)). Other noted benefits include risk coinsurance

effects from combining less than perfectly correlated cash flows or tax benefits (Berger and

Ofek (1995)).

2.2.4. Evolutionary economics and dynamic capabilities

Evolutionary economics incorporates the evolutionary theory, i.e., the idea of selection &

variation, into economics (Nelson and Winter (1982)). It applies three major building

blocks adapted from evolutionary biology (Nelson and Winter (1982), Dosi and Nelson

(1994)). First, the unit of selection, which is the modifiable and improvable studied ob-

ject. Second, the adaption & variation process by which the studied unit is adapted and

improved and novelties are introduced. Third, the selection mechanism, which incorpo-

rates the notion of evolutionary fitness, as an interactive and multidimensional mechanism

through which selection of the studied unit occurs. Evolutionary economics differs from

neoclassical economics probably in four major aspects (Dosi and Nelson (1994), Nelson

and Winter (2002)). First, instead of viewing agents as perfectly rational, they assume

bounded rationality due to limited information and cognitive power. Second, it investi-

gates path dependency, i.e., the dynamic inter-temporal movement of the studied object

as current decisions or events are considered to be highly dependent on previous occur-

rences. Third, it explicitly views learning and discovery as crucial parts of the evolutionary

process. Fourth, it acknowledges both random and non-random elements in the variation

process. Summarized, evolutionary economics views the advancement of capabilities, re-

sources and routines as a path dependent, cumulative, trial-and-error learning

process of individual agents, firms as organizations, and the society as a whole8, who

apply rule-guided, context-specific and to some extent event-independent behaviors based

on previous cumulative experience (Dosi and Nelson (1994)).

8Dosi and Nelson (1994: 158) described evolutionary theory more generally as “a theory about how

society, or the economy, learn”.
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Applied to corporate diversification, Teece et al. (1994) proposed that firms diversify co-

herently, i.e., adding to some extent knowledge-related activities9, and explained varying

levels and patterns of corporate coherence by differences in firms’ corporate learning, path

dependencies, and selection. Low path dependency, slow learning and weak selection are

associated with the emergence of conglomerates. Rapid learning, tight selection, and con-

verging or high path dependency – e.g. prevalent in the biotechnology or computer industry

– are considered to favor network firms or specialized firms as learning is more effective in

related market-technology configurations. Coherence refers to both product and technol-

ogy diversification (Teece et al. (1994), Piscitello (2000, 2004)). Scholars examining path

dependency have often emphasized technological aspects, e.g., the influence of industry’s

technological paradigms and trajectories (Dosi (1982), Pavitt (1984)), the firm’s techno-

logical capabilities (Cantwell and Fai (1999), Cantwell (2004, 2006)), or complementary

assets as constraints of path dependency (Teece (1986)). Nevertheless, within-industry

technology diversification is generally low with the lowest diversity in product areas with

the highest technological change, i.e., computers and pharmaceuticals (Cantwell and An-

dersen (1996), Patel and Pavitt (1997), Granstrand et al. (1997), Gambardella and Torrisi

(1998)). Technology diversification might then be viewed as an underlying attribute of

product and market diversification as competitive advantage is not grounded in techno-

logical diversification per se but in the firms’ product and process diversity, which are

generated from similar technological knowledge bases and stimulated by technological op-

portunities (Pavitt (1998)). Scholars describe corporate diversification paths as a result

of a dynamic and evolutionary push-pull process of mutually reinforcing and

cross-fertilizing product and technology diversification (Granstrand (1998)), which

follows a knowledge-related pattern including knowledge commonalities and complemen-

taries (Breschi et al. (2003)) by searching for new opportunities to employ the firms’

capabilities (Matsusaka (2001)). Within this process, new customer requirements and

technological opportunities first induce incentives to expand the firm’s technology portfo-

lio through product-related technology diversification. Thereafter, technology-related product

diversification occurs by leveraging these technologies for new products (see Figure 2.3).

In addition, some products and/or technologies might be scrapped. These diversification

patterns might yield five advantages: economies of scale through leveraging one technol-

ogy in several products, dynamic economies of scale or inter-generational learning curve

9This also refers to findings by Pavitt et al. (1989) and Chandler (1990) that firms’ portfolios in terms

of sectoral priorities are relatively stable over time.
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Figure 2.3.: Corporate product and technology diversification over time

Source: Granstrand (1998, 2004)

experiences through increasing returns of technology usage and managerial experience,

economies of scope through shared input and technology cross-fertilization, inter-temporal

economies of scope through evolutionary resource redeployment, and economies of speed

through time-to-market advantages since combining internal with external technologies is

more time-consuming (Granstrand and Sjölander (1990), Markides and Williamson (1996),

Granstrand (1998), Helfat and Eisenhardt (2004)).

By adding the notion of path dependency, dynamic processes and technological opportuni-

ties, the RBV might be better grasped as evolutionary and dynamic theory (Lockett and

Thompson (2001)). A firm can then be viewed as a bundle of initial resources, which are ex-

tended, reemployed and/or scrapped in a resource transformation process (Granstrand

(1998)) driven by incremental learning and cumulative knowledge accumulation (Malerba

(1992)). Within this process, organizational and managerial capabilities are considered to

be crucial to the firms’ success (Dundas and Richardson (1982), Markides and Williamson

(1996), Teece (1996), Patel and Pavitt (1997), Pavitt (1998)). The managerial, organiza-

tional and strategic routines and capabilities that are used to adapt the firm’s resource

configuration by acquiring new, disposing old, and/or integrating or recombining exist-

ing resources are denoted as dynamic capabilities (Pisano (1994), Grant (1996), Teece

et al. (1997)). Dynamic capabilities can be comprehended as a firm’s higher-ranking or

first-order capabilities that are used to extend or modify its existing ordinary capabilities

(Winter (2003)). They comprise specific processes of strategic importance such as allianc-
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ing, strategic decision making, diversification, or M&A (Eisenhardt and Martin (2000)). In

moderately dynamic markets, dynamic capabilities are considered to resemble the classi-

cal concepts of routines and are characterized as analytical, detailed and stable managerial

processes with predictable outcome. In high-velocity markets (such as biotechnology), they

are different from routines as they emphasize evolutionary selection and are characterized

as fragile, simple and highly experiential processes with unpredictable outcome (Eisenhardt

and Martin (2000)). As dynamic capabilities are the firms’ evolutionary technological, or-

ganizational and managerial competences employed inside the firm to adapt its strategic

resource configuration over time, they are considered to cause long-term competitive ad-

vantage in high-velocity markets of rapid technological change (Teece et al. (1997), Teece

(2007)). This resembles the notion of inter-temporal economies of scope generated through

resources redeployment (Helfat and Eisenhardt (2004)). Whether or not a firm achieves

competitive advantage from resource reconfiguration depends on when it carries out the

reconfiguration, how costly this is, and whether or not the firm learns from past reconfig-

urations, i.e., timing, costs and learning benefits of dynamic capabilities (Zott (2003)). As

dynamic capabilities cost the firm by employing specialized personnel, some firms might be

better off applying less costly and somewhat opportunistic ad-hoc problem solving (Win-

ter (2003)). Summarized, this literature stream suggests more in-depth research of firms

competing in high velocity markets as competitive advantage is viewed to be generated

through dynamic capabilities inside the firm.

2.3. Limitations of current research results

The following section describes some of the most prominent limitations of current diversi-

fication research and thereby partially outlines the chosen research gap of this thesis.

2.3.1. Measurement constraints of corporate diversification

Scholars have examined the construct validity10 of diversification measures and its com-

ponents such as content validity, reliability or internal consistency, discriminant validity,

10Scholars also examined differences between accounting-based and market-based performance measures

(Chatterjee and Blocher (1992), Hall and John (1994)) and criticized the lacking usage of risk-adjusted

performance measures (zu Knyphausen-Aufseß (2000: 475)) or differences of popular databases (Davis

and Duhaime (1992), Martin and Sayrak (2003)). Neither of the two topics shall be discussed here.
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convergent validity, and nomological or criterion-related validity (Venkatraman and Grant

(1986)). While some claimed sufficient overall construct validity of popular subjective

categorical and objective continuous measures and examined differences between them

(Chatterjee and Blocher (1992), Hoskisson et al. (1993)), others questioned these results

and noted that they do not even capture the same construct of diversity (Hall and John

(1994), Sambharya (2000)). Most critics have claimed these common measures lack con-

tent validity, that is, they only insufficiently quantify and reflect the investigated concept

of corporate relatedness. As a consequence, the robustness of empirical results on the

diversification-performance coherence was somewhat put into question.

Content validity of continuous measures based on classification schemes such as the SIC

system face multiple criticism. First, they implicitly assume equal distances between dis-

tinct industry groups or industries although there is some significant varying degree of

breadth of SIC industries (Rumelt (1982), Hoskisson et al. (1993)). Second, distances

between SIC codes cannot be interpreted on a ratio or interval scale due to inadequate

differentiation of industries (Nayyar (1992)). Third, the SIC system is considered to only

provide limited information on strategic relatedness of businesses as it primarily focuses

on similarities in materials and product-market configurations (Markides and Williamson

(1994), Robins and Wiersema (1995), zu Knyphausen-Aufseß (2000: 476)). Thereby, SIC-

based measures concentrate on a single or few dimensions of relatedness while neglecting

various others (Davis and Duhaime (1992), Davis and Thomas (1993), Teece et al. (1994),

Hausschild and zu Knyphausen-Aufseß (2011)). Fourth, the phenomenon of vertical inte-

gration and diversification are not properly separated (Lemelin (1982)). Fifth, 4-digit SIC

codes are considered to be too broad to capture within-industry diversity or relatedness

(Dooley et al. (1996), Acar and Sankaran (1999), Silverman (1999), Stern and Henderson

(2004)). Sixth, the firm’s unique history and strategy might be inadequately represented

by SIC-based measures (Rumelt (1974), Montgomery (1982), Pehrsson (2006b)). Hence,

criticizing the lack of content validity of these measures is also grounded in the shortcom-

ings of the underlying SIC system (Hall and John (1994)). Seventh, both categorical and

continuous measures do not clearly differentiate the extent of diversification from related-

ness (Robins and Wiersema (1995)), and measure diversification on a business level and

thereafter aggregate them inadequately on the corporate level (Hoskisson et al. (1993)).

Eighth, continuous measures are lacking normalization (Acar and Sankaran (1999), Troutt

and Acar (2005)). Ninth, their missing separability of the number of business segments

and the percentage revenue distribution could yield in misleading results (Raghunathan
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Figure 2.4.: U.S. SIC codes of the pharmaceutical and biotechnology industry

Source: U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (2008), Marigold (2008)

(1995)) such as the related component of the entry measure and the concentric index pro-

ducing contradictory results due to different sensitivities (Robins and Wiersema (2003)).

Summarized, these measures might mistake the true dimension of relatedness and could

result in classification errors (Fan and Lang (2000)). Besides, empirical results might be

sensitive to chosen data and measures (Villalonga (2004a, 2004b)).

Subjective categorical measures are criticized for being reliant on the researchers’ judgment

potentially resulting in sampling errors (Hoskisson et al. (1993)). While they were less

frequently examined, they share many of the previous criticisms on continuous measures

as they are also based on business unit revenue data and are considered to have a high

correspondence with these measures (Montgomery (1982), Varadarajan and Ramanujam

(1987), Chatterjee and Blocher (1992), Hoskisson et al. (1993), Lubatkin et al. (1993)).

Common constraints of, for instance, the popular entropy measure can be illustrated by

a simple example for the biopharmaceutical industry. Figure 2.4 shows the relevant SIC

codes with pharmaceutical companies being captured in SIC industry group 28 (chemicals

and allied products) in industries 2833 to 2836, and biotechnology firms in industry group

87 (services) in industry 8731. Let’s consider a few hypothetical constellations applying the

entropy measure’s logic. First, a pure-play cardiovascular pharmaceutical company (SIC

code 2834, sub-code 283403) diversifies into parasitic & infective disease drugs (SIC code
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2834, sub-code 283408), which is considered as no diversification. Second, the same firm

instead diversifies into cardiovascular diagnostics (SIC code 2835), which is considered as

related diversification. Third, the same would be true if this firm chooses to acquire a cos-

metics firm instead (SIC code 2844). Fourth, if this firm instead acquires a biotechnology

firm (SIC code 8731) focused on biotechnologically produced cardiovascular drugs in the

same indications, this would be considered as unrelated diversification11. From a strategic

perspective, relatedness would be assessed very differently. Constellation four would be

regarded as no diversification – which is considered as unrelated diversification following

the SIC-induced logic of the entropy measure. Constellation two could be regarded rather

as related diversification, as an entry into diagnostics in the same therapeutic area could

yield significant synergy potential in many value chain steps (from basic research to sales &

marketing). Constellation one might be regarded as rather unrelated or somewhat related

diversification depending on the synergy potential in back-end loaded value chain steps.

Finally, constellation three is clearly an unrelated diversification step as there are literally

no commonalities between a cardiovascular drug company and a cosmetics firm. Summa-

rized, relatedness measurement in the SIC-based logic appears to be both somehow bizarre

and not fine grained enough. Hill and Hansen (1991: 198), who used the entropy measure

in a SIC-based within-industry study of corporate diversification of pharmaceutical firms,

faced exactly this challenge and concluded that “most of the diversification we observed

here, even at the 4-digit level, was at best only superficially related in character”.

2.3.2. Cross-industry vs. within-industry diversification

As previously outlined, scholars pointed out the importance of a number of moderating vari-

ables on the diversification-performance relationship such as firms’ ex-ante performance,

industry and market structure, organizational aspects, risk considerations, or institutional

differences (see pages 15 to 17). Industry effects are among the most relevant factors. As

an example, Bettis (1981) noted that four of the six highest performing firms in Rumelt’s

(1974) sample were mainly involved in the highly-profitable pharmaceutical industry and

distorted the study’s results. Scholars examining this phenomenon found industry effects

to explain 17 to 20% of the variance of firms’ business-segment profitability (Schmalensee

(1985), Wernerfelt and Montgomery (1988), McGahan and Porter (1997)) and at least 75%

11An example is pharmaceutical firm Bristol-Myers Squibb (primary SIC code: 2834) also active in cancer

R&D acquiring the oncology biotechnology firm Medarex (primary SIC code: 8731) in 2009.
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of variance in industry returns (Schmalensee (1985)). Moreover, business-segment effects

are considered to have an even stronger impact on firms’ business-segment profitability

than industry effects, explaining 32% (McGahan and Porter (1997)) as much as 44 to 46%

(Rumelt (1991)) of the variance12.

These findings are congruent with other scholars stating that diversification might not,

per se, affect profitability very much whereas choosing attractive (high performing) in-

dustries and businesses, and managing diversification successfully really yields positive

performance implications (Christensen and Montgomery (1981), Montgomery (1985), Bet-

tis and Mahajan (1985), Chang and Thomas (1989), Lang and Stulz (1994), Ilinitch and

Zeithaml (1995), Park (2002, 2003)). Rumelt (1991: 168) concluded that “industry analysis

is mistaken because these industries are too heterogeneous” and that “the most important

impediments to the equilibration of long-term rates of return are not associated with indus-

try, but with the unique endowments, positions, and strategies of individual businesses”.

While there is some divergence on the importance of industry effects between Rumelt

(1991) versus Schmalensee (1985) and McGahan and Porter (1997), their mutual find-

ings reinforce criticism on empirical results of studies on the diversification-performance

relationship as the majority of them failed to control a number of dependent variables

including industry effects and applied a cross-sectional study design (Palich et al. (2000),

Hausschild and zu Knyphausen-Aufseß (2011)). In combination with criticism on popu-

lar diversification measures, these findings additionally question the common wisdom of

empirical results. This raises two possible directions of future research. First, studying

inter-industry diversification in cross-sectional studies with more carefully chosen depen-

dent variables to control industry and business-segment effects, among others. Second,

to study intra-industry diversification in longitudinal studies on a more in-depth level in

different industries. However, the first possibility does not overcome the problems inherent

in SIC-based diversification measures resulting in so-called related diversification at the 4-

digit SIC-level being only superficially related (see page 29). Hence, there is some need for

more in-depth longitudinal studies of intra-industry respective within-industry

diversification on the industry and business-segment level that go beyond the 4-digit SIC

code level and inherit Rumelt’s notion of the unique positions and strategies of individual

businesses.

12Besides industry and/or business-segment effects, Schmalensee (1985), Rumelt (1991) and McGahan

and Porter (1997) did not find other variables such as year, corporate effects and market share effects

having a relevant explanatory power on differences in the firms’ business-segment profitability.
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Most of these critical observations are not new. Nevertheless, surprisingly few studies ex-

amined the phenomenon of intra-industry respective within-industry diversification. Some

researchers such as Palepu (1985) or Hill and Hansen (1991) focused on a single industry

but continued to apply common diversification measures. Because of this, they failed to

explicitly study within-industry diversification, which can to some degree be considered as

related diversification (Li and Greenwood (2004)). Findings from inter-industry diversifi-

cation research might be difficult to transfer to intra-industry diversification since (related)

diversification into market niches within the same industry might be conducted for different

motives and result in different implications. Hence, the phenomenon of within-industry

diversification is yet a “hitherto neglected strategy” (Li and Greenwood (2004: 1131)).

To my best knowledge, there are so far only three relevant studies on within-industry di-

versification published in high-ranked management journals (Li and Greenwood (2004),

Stern and Henderson (2004), Tanriverdi and Lee (2008)). Li and Greenwood (2004) stud-

ied performance implications of intra-industry diversification in the Canadian insurance

industry. They found that intra-industry diversification per se yields no benefits, but set-

tings of multi-market competition, i.e., the extent to which a firm’s market niche dispersion

resembles other firms, could have positive performance implication as they potentially al-

low benefits from mutual forbearance. The authors conclude that prior research might

have misinterpreted the reason why and in which settings diversification produces supe-

rior results. Stern and Henderson (2004) used an even finer-grained approach by studying

diversification and resource sharing within and across a business’ product lines and its

effect on the firms’ survival. Diversification within a firm’s primary product line was re-

garded as related diversification while expansions outside of its primary product line was

denoted as less related diversification. This approach follows the notion that resources are

less mobile than generally assumed, and that resource sharing is highly context-specific

in terms of technology and organization and only occurs in similar external environments

(Nelson and Winter (1982), Dosi (1988), von Hippel (1994)). This is specifically relevant

in technology-intense settings where tacit knowledge is prevalent. Stern and Henderson

(2004) studied this phenomenon in the U.S. personal computer industry by choosing a pop-

ulation approach, i.e., examining the entire population of firms, to avoid sample selection

and survivor biases from only regarding stock exchange-listed and still existing companies

that somehow survived the evolutionary selection process. They found that the path de-

pendency and environmental context of within-industry or within-business diversification,

e.g., the industry’s rate of technological change, matters substantially. Moreover, they ob-
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served resource immobility even across product lines within the same business due to tacit

knowledge, technological differences and organizational barriers such as disparate manage-

rial agendas. Tanriverdi and Lee (2008) examined the benefits of packaged software firms

applying different within-industry diversification strategies on the production side (sup-

ported operating systems) and consumption side (served product markets)13 and studied

the complementarity of the two strategies, that is, how one strategy increases marginal

returns of implementing the other and vice versa. The concept of complementarities is

particularly prevalent in industries that are characterized through network externalities,

high switching costs, and lock-in. They found that implementing a complementary related

strategy both on the production and consumption side mutually increases each others’

returns through cost and revenue synergies and results in higher sales growth and market

share whereas only implementing one related diversification strategy reduces sales growth

and/or market share. Moreover, complementary related strategies are considered to be

highly path-dependent due to network externalities resulting in lock-in and high switch-

ing costs of customers. Summarized, the phenomenon of within-diversification is a rather

unexplored concept. As a consequence, multiple dimensions of this phenomenon remain

unexplained and result in a vast body of potential research questions.

2.3.3. Evolutionary aspects of corporate diversification

In the last two decades, the corporate diversification literature was substantially enriched

through ideas originating in evolutionary economics (see section 2.2.4). As a consequence,

scholars applied ideas such as corporate learning, path dependencies or evolutionary se-

lection and created useful frameworks such as the concept of dynamic capabilities or

Granstrand’s (1998) notion of corporate diversification paths as mutually reinforcing and

cross-fertilizing product and technology diversification. This enhanced particularly the

most prevalent theoretical construct of explaining corporate diversification: the resource-

based view of the firm.

So far, a large part of empirical diversification studies applying evolutionary economic con-

cepts have focused on technological diversification. As an example, technological trajecto-

13On the production side, relatedness refers to the degree a firm’s products are developed for similar

operating systems and thereby share common development resources resulting in cost synergies. On

the consumption side, it refers to the extent a firm offers multiple products for the same customer base

resulting in cost and revenue synergies through, e.g., cross-selling or shared SG&A expenses.
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ries, paradigm, and relatedness were studied on the country, industry, or firm level. Some

scholars also examined the technological diversification path of firms (Suzuki and Kodama

(2004)). Nevertheless, these concepts were applied to a lesser extent to corporate diversi-

fication. In particular, there is some need for a more in-depth understanding of the firm’s

motive, dynamics and reasons of corporate diversification in high-velocity industries, which

are characterized by rapid technological change. One way could be to adopt approaches

of studying technological diversification paths to corporate diversification. Applying the

concept of dynamic capabilities, this could help to better understand how and why firms

diversify, which limiting environmental factors exist, and how firms operationalize corpo-

rate diversification as evolutionary resource transformation and redeployment processes

over time. Incorporating the previous outlined limitations, future research should take

up recent calls towards studying corporate diversification on an intra-industry level and

thereby inherently will have to use finer-grained levels of studying corporate diversification

beyond the 4-digit SIC code level. Two recent studies by Stern and Henderson (2004) and

Tanriverdi and Lee (2008) chose evolutionary approaches to examine corporate within-

industry diversification in a dynamic setting and thereby might lead the way towards a

different level of analyzing corporate diversification.

2.3.4. ‘Quo vadis’ corporate diversification?

Summarized, the effects of corporate diversification on the firm’s performance “appears to

be far more complex than the average effect across industries estimated by earlier research”

(Santalo and Becerra (2008: 878)) with multiple dimensions moderating the relationship,

such as offered products, organizational aspects, the technology base, industry environ-

ment, the firm’s previous performance, geographic diversification, or risk considerations

– to name just a few. Moreover, the firm’s “sources of competitive advantage that are

responsible for high performance may lie more in complex relationships among factors

found at multiple levels of analysis than in any single factor or set of factors found at

only one level of analysis” (Stimpert and Duhaime (1997: 579)). So far, empirical studies

have mainly focused on inter-industry conglomerate diversification studying a limited set

of variables and measuring corporate diversification on a rather abstract level. However,

little is known about intra-industry diversification of non-conglomerate firms in

high-velocity industries. Besides, there is some need for richer analysis recognizing the

multi-dimensional and complex structures and interrelationship that influence both corpo-
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rate diversification and its performance implications. As Stern and Henderson (2004: 502)

pointed out, “diversification might be better conceived as a pattern of resource deployment

within a specific industry that both enables and constrains a businesses’ ability to cope

with environmental change”. They conclude that this “suggests a rich research agenda at

bringing ideas about organizational evolution and environmental selection into the realm

of diversification and resource sharing”. Hence, there is some need for in-depth and

longitudinal analysis of dynamic and evolutionary within-industry corporate

diversification paths. It includes richer analysis of variables and multiple dimensions

such as environmental, organizational, technological, managerial, financial and product-

specific criteria of corporate diversification. This thesis aims to partially contribute to

closing this gap and choses a qualitative case study approach as this allows study of a

broad set of variables and dimensions. This chapter described the most prevalent corpo-

rate diversification research topics, their theoretical foundations, and their limitations and

possibilities of future research. Therefore, the following chapter will outline the specific

research questions, the chosen research methodology and the applied research design of

this thesis.
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This chapter defines the major research questions of this thesis (section 3.1), outlines

the case study research methodology used (section 3.2) and describes the research design

(section 3.3).

3.1. Research problem and questions

The following section outlines the research questions of this thesis. It seamlessly builds

on the previous literature chapter, therein describing limitations of current research and

existing research gaps.

This thesis uses an exploratory and explanatory case study approach to examine intra-

industry diversification within a single, relatively homogeneous industry: the biopharma-

ceutical industry, i.e., biotechnology companies in the pharmaceutical industry. To capture

the evolutionary dimension of corporate diversification, it grasps a firm’s evolutionary cor-

porate diversification as a string of pearls of multiple diversification (and focusing) steps

resulting in a firm-specific corporate diversification path1. Following this idea, a firm faces

multiple diversification opportunities throughout its historical evolution. An opportunity

could be linked to product, technological and/or geographical diversification, and might

apply an internal, mixed, or external mode of diversification. If a firm chooses to pursue

a specific diversification opportunity, its corporate scope and profile changes. If it decides

against this opportunity, no change occurs. Hence, a firm’s corporate diversification path

results from the chronological order of its pursued diversification opportunities (see Figure

3.1).

1For the purpose of this thesis, corporate focusing steps are understood as corporate diversification as

well as they can be grasped as de-diversification steps revoking previous diversification efforts. This

follows previous empirical diversification studies, which implicitly examine both corporate focusing and

diversification by measuring the extent of corporate diversification at different points in time.
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Figure 3.1.: Illustrative corporate diversification path

Source: Author

As within-industry diversification was so far rarely studied and diversification research al-

most exclusively focused on large conglomerates (Li and Greenwood (2004)), this thesis

starts by examining the rationale and evolution of intra-industry diversification of small

and medium-sized entrepreneurial biopharmaceutical firms. This question is of particular

interest as objectives could differ from previously observed reasons due to industry-specific

and firm-size differences, and might change over time. There could be various possible

patterns such as needs-based diversification to exploit resource complementaries or com-

monalities, portfolio risk diversification to manage the unforeseeable outcome of the risky

biopharmaceutical R&D process, and/or diversification for growth as part of a firm’s strat-

egy implementation to evolve its activities, also denoted as business development (Kind

and zu Knyphausen-Aufseß (2007)). This leads to the first research question:

RQ1: Why do entrepreneurial biopharmaceutical firms pursue within-industry di-

versification?

Since the research approach of this thesis studies a firm’s evolutionary corporate diversifi-

cation path by examining its historical diversification steps, it allows a more in-depth anal-

ysis and can shed light on the complex, multi-dimensional and evolutionary phenomenon

of corporate diversification (Stimpert and Duhaime (1997)). Of particular interest are four

areas. First, the firm’s direction of diversification, i.e., whether it diversifies its product
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and/or technology base, to what extent they choose to horizontally diversify or vertically

integrate, and how these preferences are linked to its business model. Second, its type of

diversification or relatedness, i.e., what differences, complementarities, or commonalities

additional activities have to previously existing ones. Third, the firm’s chosen mode of

diversification such as internal development, mixed mode steps through alliances or joint

ventures, or external steps through licensing agreements, M&A activities or spin-offs, and

its influence on the decision, direction and type of diversification. Fourth, how an en-

trepreneurial firm implements corporate diversification, i.e., to what extent it is driven by

strategic planning and considerations vs. opportunistic ad-hoc decision making. Hence,

the second research question is as follows:

RQ2: How do entrepreneurial biopharmaceutical firms diversify with respect to

direction, relatedness and mode of diversification, and how is this within-industry

diversification implemented?

While singular diversification steps are of interest, the cumulative result of multiple steps

allows the investigation of the pattern of a firm’s evolutionary corporate diversification

path. Hence, corporate within-industry diversification can be studied in a longitudinal set-

ting as dynamic resource redeployment and/or resource acquisition process that follows the

notion of trial-and-error (Markides and Williamson (1994), Granstrand (1998), Matsusaka

(2001), Mathews (2003)). This permits further exploration on how and why entrepreneurial

biopharmaceutical firms develop and acquire new capabilities and resources over time and

how they redeploy them, how this process is linked inter-temporally, and what advantages

or disadvantages it yields. In addition, the limiting factors of this process and the effects

of disruptive events on the future direction of corporate diversification can be studied.

Due to its case study approach, attention can be drawn to a broader set of variables that

might influence this process, such as technological, managerial, financial, value chain, or

market-product attributes. This leads to the following third research question:

RQ3: How does path dependency, i.e., previous diversification steps that led to the

firms’ resource and capability configuration, shape the firms’ corporate diversifica-

tion paths, and what are their major influential or limiting factors?

Although technological competences play an important role in generating diversification

benefits in a technology and science driven environment such as the biopharmaceutical in-
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dustry, organizational and managerial capabilities and routines are crucial to successfully

implement corporate diversification. Following the notion of dynamic capabilities (Pisano

(1994), Grant (1996), Teece et al. (1997)) and its interpretation as higher-ranking or first-

order capabilities used to extend or modify existing ordinary capabilities (Winter (2003)),

the organizational and managerial routines needed to orchestrate the evolutionary dynamic

corporate diversification process can then be understood as dynamic diversification capa-

bilities. These dynamic diversification capabilities are critical in mastering the dynamic

corporate diversification process, i.e., the evolutionary process of acquisition, reconfigu-

ration, and/or disposal of a firm’s resources and capabilities over time, and to generate

long-term competitive advantage in high-velocity markets of rapid technological change

(Teece et al. (1997), Teece (2007)). Hence, the characteristics and features of these dy-

namic diversification capabilities are of specific interest and need to be further understood

as there is yet only little known. Therefore, the fourth and last research question is as

follows:

RQ4: What characteristics in terms of technological, organizational, and/or man-

agerial routines and processes should dynamic diversification capabilities have to

successfully manage the firms’ evolutionary corporate diversification?

Summarized, this thesis combines a Penrosian resource-based view with an evolutionary,

path-dependent research approach to study corporate diversification. It examines the hith-

erto underexplored phenomenon of intra-industry diversification in the young, dynamic,

innovative, and high-velocity biopharmaceutical industry that is characterized through

rapid technological change. Hence, it aims to further understand the necessary dynamic

capabilities that are crucial to successfully master corporate diversification more in detail.

3.2. Research methodology

This section briefly describes the selected research methodology. A comprehensive intro-

duction to this methodology is omitted as this thesis follows state-of-the art approaches

based on various seminal contributions (Glaser and Strauss (1967), Eisenhardt (1989b),

Pettigrew (1990), Yin (2003), Siggelkow (2007), Eisenhardt and Graebner (2007)).

Given the type of research questions, a qualitative research methodology is more suitable

than a quantitative method. It allows focus on a larger number of variables for investi-
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gating the cause-effect relationship more in detail. However, multiple qualitative research

strategies do exist, such as experiments, surveys, or case studies. Yin (2003: 5) provides

a useful framework to determine an appropriate method based on three criteria: (a) the

form of research questions asked (e.g., how, why, who, what, where, how many, how much),

(b) the researcher’s control over behavioral events, and (c) the focus on contemporary vs.

historical events. Yin concludes that the case study methodology is adequate if “a ‘how’

or ‘why’ question is being asked about a contemporary set of events over which the inves-

tigator has little control” and adds that case studies differ from histories by having access

to “direct observation and systematic interviewing” as two other sources of evidence (Yin

(2003: 8-9)). Others state that case studies are useful for motivation and inspiration of

emerging research questions where little is known, and to illustrate theoretical concepts

(Siggelkow (2007)). The latter is specifically true “in the context of longitudinal research

that tries to unravel the underlying dynamics of phenomena that play over time” such as

“dynamic processes (e.g., path dependency or evolutionary processes)” (Siggelkow (2007:

22)). As previously outlined, this thesis primarily examines ‘how’ and ‘why’ questions in

a directly observable context of contemporary, but not controllable, events. While the

corporate diversification literature is fairly rich, there is little known about the specific

topic of evolutionary within-industry corporate diversification and dynamic corporate di-

versification paths in a longitudinal context. Hence, the case study methodology seems to

be best suited for this research context.

One can distinguish three types of case studies, which are not mutually exclusive: de-

scriptive case studies, which aim to discover a new phenomenon, exploratory case studies,

which are used to gain new insights and hypotheses, and explanatory case studies, which

aim to analyze the cause-effect relationship (Eisenhardt (1989b), zu Knyphausen-Aufseß

(1995), Yin (2003)). In addition, von Schroeter (2004) differentiates three general case

study approaches, which are more or less appropriate for different types of case studies:

The Harvard Business School single case approach, Eisenhardt’s open multi-case study

approach, and Yin’s theory-based multi-case study approach. Table 3.1 outlines each ap-

proach briefly. Their most important differences are the theoretical foundation prior to

entering the research field and the theory generalization. Harvard’s approach mostly re-

frains from theory links. Eisenhardt’s approach aims to be “as close as possible to the ideal

of no theory under consideration” prior to conducting case studies while aiming to build

grounded theory thereafter (Eisenhardt (1989b: 536)). Yin’s approach suggests prior the-

oretical research and generalizing case findings for theory contribution. While not further
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Single case (Harvard
Business School tradi-
tion)

Eisenhardt’s open
multi-case study ap-
proach

Yin’s theory-based
multi-case study ap-
proach

aim detecting contingency theory building theory enhancing
no. of variables many several limited set
level of detail deep open analysis, mainly

qualitative data
detailed open analysis,
qualitative and quantita-
tive data

specific, focused analysis,
qualitative and quantita-
tive data

no. of cases 1 4-10 not specified
theoretical ex ante not existing ex ante mostly not existing ex ante already analyzed
foundation
generalization not feasible feasible feasible
researchers (exam-
ples)

Harvard Business School
tradition

Eisenhardt (1989b), Pet-
tigrew (1990), Eisenhardt
(1991)

Yin (2003)

Table 3.1.: Characteristics of different case study approaches (Source: von Schroeter

(2004))

detailed in this thesis, there are academic discussions on the strength and weaknesses of

case study research in general (e.g., Eisenhardt (1989b), Pettigrew (1990), zu Knyphausen-

Aufseß (1995), von Schroeter (2004)) and about the paradigm of different schools of case

studies, in particular the single vs. multiple case study approach and whether case study

research shall be based on prior theoretical research or not (Eisenhardt (1989b), Dyer and

Wilkins (1991), Eisenhardt (1991), Yin (2003), Glaser and Strauss (2009)). This thesis

uses both an exploratory and explanatory case study design as it aims to gain new insights

into the specific topic while simultaneously trying to explore the underlying cause-effect

relationship of certain studied phenomena. Yin’s theory-based multi-case study approach

is most appropriate to the research questions of this thesis for three reasons. First, they are

based on a profound theoretical foundation. Second, this thesis aims to enhance existing

diversification theory by exploring new, previously neglected dimensions. Third, it uses a

specific and focused analysis approach with a clearly defined set of variables.

3.3. Research design

The following section describes the chosen research design of this thesis, i.e., the research

process, the case selection, the data collection, and the case analysis.
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Figure 3.2.: Case study research process

Source: Author based on Yin (2003: 50)

Case study research process

The chosen research process follows a state-of-the-art approach outlined by Yin (2003)

incorporating contributions from Eisenhardt (1989b) and Eisenhardt and Graebner (2007).

Therefore, a detailed discussion of the principles of case study research will be omitted.

Instead, the following describes the chosen research process summarized in Figure 3.2.

At the beginning, an in-depth review of the diversification literature was conducted to

identify research gaps. The theoretical part and the research questions were developed

in parallel as this was a mutually beneficial process. Thereafter, potential cases were

selected and the data collection process was outlined (see next paragraphs for details).

The latter specifically included two activities. First, the development of an analytical

framework for the case study analysis, which was used to derive the specific requirements

for data collection. Second, the draft of a case study questionnaire to interview senior

executives of the participating firms. Drafts of the research questions, the framework and

the questionnaire were discussed with four health care industry executives: an executive

board member of an entrepreneurial biotechnology firm, a director at a biotechnology-

focused investment bank, a partner at a top-tier strategy consulting firm focused on the

pharmaceutical industry, and a business development manager at a medical technology

firm with prior experience in the biopharmaceutical industry2. Based on these discussions,

the research questions, framework, and questionnaire were slightly refined. Prior to each

case study interview, a detailed data collection was conducted as this was the base of the

interview. Once a case study interview was conducted, it was analyzed stand-alone in a

within-case analysis. As soon as all individual case studies were finalized, a first draft of

the cross-case analysis was drafted. By reviewing both theoretical background and within-

2Discussions also benefited from all four partners having a post-graduate academic degree.
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case findings, it was refined several times. Finally, the cross-case findings were compared

with the existing diversification literature.

Case selection

Non-representative case selection is among the most common criticism of case study re-

search in general (Yin (2003), Eisenhardt and Graebner (2007), Siggelkow (2007)). How-

ever, it mistakes the aim of case study research, which is to develop grounded theory in

contrast to test theory. As a consequence, theoretical sampling is both appropriate and

necessary just as it is in the case of laboratory experiments whereas large-scale quantita-

tive research needs to randomly select a representative sample (Eisenhardt and Graebner

(2007: 27), Siggelkow (2007: 20)). Therefore, proper case selection is among the most

critical steps in case study research and has to follow closely the respective research aim.

In the context of this thesis, there were four case selection criteria. First, firms should have a

similar business model to compare like with like and to ensure a replication logic necessary

for a multi-case setting (Eisenhardt (1989b: 534), Yin (2003: 47)). This thesis focuses

on biotechnology companies in the pharmaceutical industry (so-called red biotechnology

firms) that develop their own drugs and/or platform technologies leveraged for drug R&D.

Therefore, firms had to apply a product-oriented, technology platform3 or hybrid business

model (see appendix A.3 for a detailed definition). Ideally, the sample should include two

firms applying a product-oriented and two firms applying a hybrid or technology platform

business model. Second, firms should be all located in one country (Germany) to avoid

country biases in the general industry environment (e.g., financing), which could strongly

differ. Third, case study firms had to be of a certain minimum age & diversification history.

This was essential as drug R&D is a time-consuming process. If firms are too young, they

often have not yet diversified their founding products and/or technologies and are not

relevant for the research questions of this thesis. Fourth, there was a certain preference

towards stock exchange-listed companies for two practical reasons. First, publicly listed

biotechnology firms tend to be larger and more diversified due to better financing and

3The notion of a technology platform firm is somewhat fuzzy. The selection process only included compa-

nies that develop highly innovative technologies central to the drug R&D process, such as proprietary

compound platforms (e.g., antibodies, rationally designed small molecules). To avoid possible sample

biases, it excluded firms that develop technologies that are either not an inherent part of drug R&D

or less innovative (e.g., new drug delivery systems). These firms are facing both a different risk-reward

profile and a distinct general environment (e.g., venture capital (VC) financing).
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thus better fit these criteria. Second, there are more secondary data available to enrich

case studies with multiple data sources due to disclosure directives of publicly listed firms.

However, it was attempted to have at least one private company as control instance in the

sample to study differences between private and public companies.

Applying these criteria narrows the number of possible case study firms: while there were

395 German biotechnology firms at the end of 2007, only 19 companies were publicly

listed (Ernst & Young (2008: 5)). Of those, eight firms met both the business model and

minimum age & diversification history criteria and were selected as potential case study

firms (five applied a product-oriented, two a hybrid, and one a technology platform business

model). These firms were consequentially asked for interviews with senior executives.

Three firms agreed to participate while the others denied for unknown reasons. With

MorphoSys and MediGene founded 1992 and 1994, respectively, two of the oldest, largest

and most diversified German biopharmaceutical firms were among them. Together with

4SC and Curacyte, the sample contains two product-oriented and two hybrid firms. One

firm was privately held and all four firms had a sufficient diversification history. Hence, the

sample meets both its own set requirements and common guidelines (Eisenhardt (1989b:

545)).

Data collection

The data collection process was organized in three steps. First, secondary research was

conducted to establish a sound fact base for the interviews. Second, primary research

was undertaken by interviewing senior executives of the firms. Third, focused additional

secondary research was carried out on specific aspects while writing the individual case

reports. Thereby, data collection and case analysis were overlapping processes in-line

with common suggestions on case study research (Glaser and Strauss (1967), Eisenhardt

(1989b)).

Prior to data collection, a proprietary analysis framework was developed to assess cor-

porate diversification in the biopharmaceutical industry (see next paragraph for details).

While developing this framework, required data was defined within three areas of inter-

est to populate the framework and serving as additional explanatory variables. First, the

firms’ corporate profile and history including key financial figures, financing activities, and

business model. Second, the firms’ previous and current technology and product portfolios

including their evolution over time. Third, the firms’ most important Licensing and Acqui-
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sition (L&A) deals. Templates of standardized tables and figures to summarize collected

data were drafted prior to and refined throughout the data collection process. They were

later included in the case study reports as the database of the within-case analysis4.

Thereafter, secondary research started. The most important data source was the case

study firms’ disclosed information such as annual and quarterly reports, press releases,

and current and previous versions of corporate web pages5. Additionally, various other

sources were consulted, e.g., broker reports of investment banks, industry reports of re-

search companies (e.g., Bloomberg, IMS Health, and various other firms available via

Thomson Research), reports of strategy consulting firms, press articles, and news services

to access older press releases and articles (e.g., Factiva, OneSource). A predefined checklist

of available sources was ticked off resulting in several hundred documents with thousands

of pages for each case study. Once finished, obtained data was reviewed and summarized

in tables. It turned out that official company information was most important as most

other sources were primarily based on them as well.

Following secondary research, ‘face to face’ interviews with executives of the participating

case study firms were conducted. The summarized secondary research results were used

as the interview foundation presented to the interviewees. There were two requirements

to select interview partners. First, they had to be senior executives of the firms such as

the CEO, CFO, or Vice President of Business Development to have a good perspective on

corporate and diversification strategy. Second, they had to have worked for the case study

firms for several years to be knowledgeable of past events. Both requirements were fulfilled

in all interviews. However, these requirements limited the chances to interview several

persons of one company to triangulate different perspectives. All interviews lasted between

3 to 4.5 hours and used the same structured questionnaire to discuss five areas of interest

(see appendix B for the complete questionnaire). First, the firm’s corporate strategy was

discussed including its evolution over time. Second, its diversification strategy including

evolutionary changes was reviewed. Third, the firm’s most important diversification steps

were jointly identified. Thereafter, the same set of questions was discussed for each of

these steps. Fourth, the firm’s resulting overall corporate diversification path and its

various phases were discussed. Fifth, the overall corporate evolution was jointly reviewed.

All case study interviews were conducted in German and electronically recorded using a

4The Curacyte case study is the only exception as one table on corporate figures is missing for a specific

reason: as a private firm, these figures were not publicly disclosed and were not available.
5Old versions of web pages were accessed through the Internet archive http://www.archive.org.
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Figure 3.3.: Framework of biopharmaceutical corporate diversification

Source: Author

digital voice recorder. Literal transcripts of 22 to 26 pages per interview were produced.

Quotations, which were later included in the within-case analysis, had to be translated from

German to English. As a consequence, they are often not literal one-to-one translations

as they aimed to retain the gist of the original statements. For this reason, all interview

partners received a draft of the individual case study report and the interview transcript,

and were asked to actively review and approve the included quotes.

Case study analysis

The case analysis is the most critical part of case study research. Its approach depends

on the specific research questions. This thesis applies two types of analysis: within-case

analysis of each case study, and cross-case analysis to find common patterns across all

studied cases.

Central to the within-case analysis of this thesis was a proprietary framework to assess
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corporate diversification of biopharmaceutical firms at different points in time. The frame-

work is shown in Figure 3.3 and was refined by the author based on ideas by zu Knyphausen-

Aufseß, Zaby, and Kind (2006), Kind (2007: 149-188) and Kind and zu Knyphausen-Aufseß

(2007). It comprises the eight most important diversification dimensions of a bio-

pharmaceutical company within the following four categories: its business model, its value

chain focus or vertical integration, its product diversification, and its technology diversifi-

cation. The firm’s business model denotes its principle strategic focus and differentiates

three common models6: the product business model, the technology platform business

model, and the hybrid business model (see appendix A.3 for details). Firms applying

one of the first two models focus solely on developing products (drugs) or technologies

leveraged by other companies to develop drugs. Hybrid companies develop both technol-

ogy platforms and leverage these technologies for their own drug R&D. Second, the firm’s

value chain focus denotes the degree of its vertical integration across different steps

of the biopharmaceutical value chain (see appendix A.4 for details). Third, the firm’s

product diversification is measured through five dimensions of its product pipeline: its

drugs’ target classes, compound classes, route of administration (RoA), drug novelty, and

therapeutic areas (TA) and indications7. Whether a diversified approach in any of these

dimensions contributes to the firm’s corporate diversification depends on its value chain

focus. Target class and compound class are mostly relevant in drug discovery. Different

route of administration might require additional capabilities and are relevant in early drug

development. Drug novelty is a measure of risk diversification. Therapeutic area and

indication matter in drug development and S&M. Fourth, the firm’s technological di-

versification is measured through a single dimension using an undefined set of attributes

as there is no predefined set of proprietary technologies. Geographical diversification

6Others also list the fully integrated pharmaceutical company (FIPCO) model, which emerges from a

product or hybrid company through vertical forward integration into S&M. Since vertical integration

is covered in a separate dimension, the FIPCO business model is not included to avoid redundancies.
7The five product diversification dimensions use different level of measures. Target class, compound

class, and therapeutic area (TA) and indication use a two-tier classification scheme with a nominal

scale differentiating six target classes, three compound classes and 12 therapeutic areas respectively.

Compound classes can be further split into a predefined set of subclasses. The other two dimensions

use an undefined set of attributes as subclasses. Indication is the subclass of TA and not exhibited

in the figures for clarity reasons (but included in the product pipeline tables). It uses an adaptation

from standard schemes such as WHO (2007) or EphMRA (2008). RoA and drug novelty use a one-tier

classification scheme with a nominal and ordinal scale respectively and a predefined set of attributes.

Drug novelty differentiates the degree of innovation with NME being the most innovative one.
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was not included in the framework and is only considered incidentally in some case studies.

Biopharmaceutical R&D is a fairly globalized, science-driven business with a high degree

of global knowledge sharing. Hence, geographical diversification only becomes important

once a firm starts its own S&M activities. As the examined case study firms are mostly

R&D-centered businesses, it is not yet a managerial priority.

Each case study analysis is structured similarly in four sections. The first three sections

present the collected database within the previously outlined three areas of interest: cor-

porate history and profile, technology and product pipeline, and Licensing & Acquisitions

(L&A) deals. The fourth section uses the proprietary analytical framework for the within-

case analysis. It is structured similarly to the interview questionnaire discussing the firm’s

evolutionary corporate diversification in five subsections: the firm’s corporate strategy, its

diversification strategy, its various diversification steps, its resulting diversification path,

and its overall corporate evolution. The within-case analysis thereby follows an approach

best described as impose – decompose – recompose. In the first two subsections, the firm’s

evolutionary corporate and diversification strategy are introduced on a rather high strategic

level. In the third subsection, this strategy is decomposed by discussing the firm’s historic

diversification steps in-depth. It incorporates valuable insights from the case study inter-

views. In the fourth subsection, these diversification steps are recomposed to describe the

firm’s evolutionary diversification path. This path is structured in phases and illustrated

through various diversification profiles using the framework shown in Figure 3.3. In the

fifth subsection, within-case findings and conclusions are summarized.

The cross-case analysis links the various findings of the within-case analysis of the four cases

with the research questions and theory. While it does not involve a proprietary analysis

framework, it follows recognized recommendations such as to analyze data in various ways,

to form categories, or to visualize cross-case findings through figures and tables (Eisenhardt

(1989b: 540-544)). As a result, a set of tentative propositions are formulated, which are

thereafter compared with the existing literature.

There are common quality criteria of empirical social research a case analysis has to fit,

most importantly construct validity, external validity, reliability, and internal validity (Yin

(2003: 33-39)). Multiple steps were employed to fulfill each criteria. Construct validity and

external validity were guaranteed through the outlined analytical framework, a predefined

data source checklist, a standardized case study structure and format, and a clear review

process of both the case databases and drafts of the case study reports. Both the analytical
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framework and the data source checklist made sure that multiple available sources of evi-

dence were consulted and that data collection covered all needed explanatory variables for

all cases on a comparable level of information. The framework and the standardized case

study structure and format guaranteed a replication logic essential to a multi-case study

approach. By collecting data from the firms’ incorporation until the end of the review pe-

riod (end of 2008), a fully-fledged ‘chain of evidence’ was ensured. While summarizing data

for each case study, redundancies across different sources became increasingly high, which

was a good sign of data completeness. Prior to a case study interview, each interviewee

was asked to review the collected database to check accuracy and integrity. Thereafter,

each interviewee received a literal interview transcript and a draft of the case study report

and was asked to review and comment on them. Reliability of both secondary and pri-

mary research was ensured through the above described measures and a structured case

study protocol, which included an overview of the dissertation project, research gaps and

questions, the proprietary analysis framework, and the actual case study questionnaire.

Interviewees received an excerpt of it prior to the interview to prepare themselves. While

not formally included in the protocol, the structure and format of the case analysis were

drafted prior to conducting interviews. Internal validity was assured through three mea-

sures. First, the path-dependent research design implicitly necessitated time-series analysis

of the studied variables and phenomenon beginning from the firms’ incorporation until the

end of the review period8. Second, explanation building was used both for the within-case

analysis and the cross-case analysis (e.g., to explain the causalities of the firms’ discussed

diversification steps). Third, an adapted form of pattern matching was applied. Although

empirically observed patterns were not yet compared with predicted ones in the within-

case analysis, the cross-case propositions were already drafted prior to case interviews and

subsequently iterated. Cross-case analysis used pattern matching to compare the studied

phenomena of various cases and to link them to the cross-case propositions.

8Time-series analysis was not conducted statistically but as a means of a chronological examination of

studied variables, which is a recognized approach according to Yin (2003: 124-127).
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firms’ corporate diversification

In the following chapter, case studies of four German biopharmaceutical companies are

discussed in-depth, focusing on technology and product diversification strategies, and the

firms’ evolutionary corporate diversification paths. In sections 4.1 to 4.4, each case is first

presented and afterwards analyzed stand-alone (within-case analysis).

Since this thesis studies within-industry diversification of companies in the biopharma-

ceutical industry, specific knowledge is required to fully comprehend the examined topic.

Readers new to the biopharmaceutical industry are referred to an extensive introduction

provided in appendix A. It contains a definition and evolutionary overview of biotechnology

(section A.1), an overview of the biotechnology industry (section A.2), a differentiation of

various business areas, business segments, and business models (section A.3), an introduc-

tion into the complex biopharmaceutical drug R&D process (section A.4), and an overview

over the economics of biopharmaceutical drug R&D (section A.5).

Nevertheless, it is worth outlining the biopharmaceutical drug R&D process as the

most important biopharmaceutical value chain step1 since this will be highly relevant to

the case study analysis later on (see section A.4 for details). One commonly differentiates

various R&D steps, which can be clustered into research or discovery phases, development

phases, and approval and post-approval phases (see Figure 4.1). The research phases are

target identification (TI), target validation (TV), lead identification (LI), and lead opti-

mization (LO) and are carried out in vitro in the laboratory. TI and TV aim to identify

and subsequently validate a so-called target, which is generally a molecule such as a pro-

tein or receptor in the human body that causes a disease. LI and LO aim to identify and

further optimize a so-called compound or drug candidate, which is another molecule bind-

1The five value chain steps are research & development (R&D), sales & marketing (S&M), manufacturing,

distribution, and support & services. See Figure A.7 in appendix section A.3 for details.
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Figure 4.1.: Phases and milestones of pharmaceutical R&D process

Source: Author based on Pisano (2006: 46)

ing to the target and thereby somewhat counter-reacting the disease. The development

phases of a compound starts with preclinical (PC) trials, in which a drug is studied in vivo

within animals. This is followed by three clinical trial phases, in which a drug is studied in

vivo within humans. Before starting clinical trials, a so-called ‘Investigational New Drug

(IND)’ or ‘Biological Investigational New Drug (BIND)’ application has to be submitted

to the regulatory agencies. As this involves disclosure of intellectual property (IP), patent

application is commonly filed prior to submitting an IND/BIND. In clinical phase I (CI),

also known as safety trials, the drug’s safety or toxicity is studied in a small group of

healthy humans. In clinical phase II (CII), known as efficacy trials, the drug’s efficacy

and dosage is studied in a group of ill patients. CII trials are sometimes also divided into

clinical phase IIa (CIIa) to assess a drug’s dosage and clinical phase IIb (CIIb) to prove its

efficacy. The successful completion of a CII trial is called the ‘Proof of Concept (PoC)’ and

is a major value point in drug R&D. Clinical phase III (CIII) development aims to prove,

in a statistically significant manner, that the drug is efficacious by using a larger group of

ill patients and to study potential rare side effects. The approval and post-approval phases

start with registration and approval (R&A) by filing a ‘New Drug Application (NDA)’

or ‘Biological License Agreement (BLA)’ with one or several regulatory agencies to seek

market approval of a drug. In some cases, post-approval clinical phase IV (CIV) trials

are required by regulatory agencies, e.g., to detect rare long-term side effects. As one can

imagine from the lengthy process, drug R&D is a time-consuming, highly risky and very

expensive business (see section A.5 for details). The following rule of thumb for the eco-

nomics of biopharmaceutical drug R&D, i.e., average R&D times, probability of success,

and average R&D costs, is useful to highlight: first, the average time for drug R&D lies

between 12 to 14 years. Second, out of several tens of thousands compounds considered

as potential drugs initially screened within early research, around ten will enter preclinical
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development, four will enter clinical tests and only one will end up as drug being marketed.

Third, the average R&D costs per approved drug is in the hundreds of millions $ with pop-

ular studies estimating the total costs as high as $1.2B to $1.3B also taking the costs of

R&D failures into account (DiMasi and Grabowski (2007)). This explains the outstanding

significance of diversification strategies to biopharmaceutical companies.

4.1. Case study 1: 4SC AG

4.1.1. Corporate profile and history

In 1997, 4SC AG was founded as “4 Scientific Computing GmbH” in Würzburg, Germany,

by Dr. Stefan Busemann, Dr. Ulrich Dauer, Dr. Klaus-Peter Gulden and Dr. Daniel

Vitt. The founding idea was to accelerate the drug discovery & development process by

virtualizing high-throughput screening (vHTS) through computing methods, which were

previously developed and patented by the firm’s founders at the University of Würzburg.

In 1998, the firm was renamed “4SC GmbH” and received undisclosed seed capital as a loan

from the government-backed biotechnology business incubator BioM. This allowed 4SC to

accomplish the first prototype of its vHTS technology platform in the same year and laid

the foundation for closing its series A venture capital (VC) financing round in August

1999 raising e2.7M2 (see Table 4.1). Thereafter, the firm moved from Würzburg to the

Innovation Center Biotechnology3 in Martinsried near Munich, where the firm established

its laboratories and corporate headquarters and started its operations by building up a

team of medicinal chemists, biologists and computer scientists. 4SC primarily focused on

the development and further improvement of its core technology platform.

In 2000, it was transformed into a stock corporation (“Aktiengesellschaft”) and became

4SC AG. In the same year, it started its first owned proprietary drug discovery projects

by leveraging its core technology platform. To further finance these activities, 4SC closed

2According to the register of companies, BioM brought in its capital share within the series A VC financing

round in the form of a loan previously provided to 4SC. Thus, the listed amount of its series A VC

financing round presumably also includes the initial seed capital provided as loan by BioM.
3‘Innovations- und Gründungszentrum Biotechnologie’ (IZB), a Martinsried-based technology startup in-

cubator specifically focused on life-science startups located next door to the Max-Planck Institute of

Biochemistry, the Max-Planck Institute of Neurobiology, the Hämatologikum of the Helmholtz Cen-

ter Munich, the biology, chemistry and pharmacy departments and the gene research center of the

University of Munich.
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type (details) datea amount investors (purpose, if aid money)

PIPE (capital increase) 06/08 e29.5M Santo Holding, undisclosed investors
PIPE (capital increase) 08/07 e16.8M Santo Holding, Heidelberg Capital Private Equity
PIPE (capital increase) 05/07 e3.4M undisclosed investors
PIPE (capital increase) 05/06 e4.3M undisclosed investors
IPO (only listing) 12/05 e0.0M none – no capital increase within IPO
VC (series E) 11/05 e10.2M 3i, BioM, Deutsche Venture Capital
VC (series D) 07/05 e6.5M 3i, BioM, Deutsche Venture Capital, Bayern Kapital, KfW

Mittelstandsbank, Mulligan BioCapital
aid money (grant) 05/05 e2.9M BioChancePlus program of German Federal Ministry of Edu-

cation and Research (R&D cooperation with Ulm University
for Kv1.3)

VC (series C) 05/03 e9.0M 3i, Deutsche Venture Capital, Mulligan BioCapital, BdW
Beteiligungsgesellschaft für die deutsche Wirtschaft, BioM

aid money (grant) 12/02 e2.2M European Union (R&D cooperation with Lund University and
others for staphylococcus aureus project)

VC (series B) 12/00 e17.1M 3i, Deutsche Venture Capital, BioM, Bayern Kapital,
KfW Mittelstandsbank, BdW Beteiligungsgesellschaft für die
deutsche Wirtschaft, Mulligan BioCapital

aid money (grant) 10/00 e1.3M European Commission (R&D cooperation with Universities of
Heidelberg & Liverpool and others for anti-malarial project)

VC (series A) 08/99 e2.7M Deutsche Venture Capital, KfW Mittelstandsbank, BioM,
Bayern Kapital

total e105.8M

aFormats applied are either mm/yy, yyyy or qq/yy

Table 4.1.: 4SC AG financing environment as of 31.12.2008 (Source: 4SC’s corporate filings

& website, press search, EvaluatePharma)

a series B VC financing round raising e17.1M and also received a e1.3M European Com-

mission research grant for an R&D cooperation with academia in late 2000 (see Table 4.1).

In 2002, 4SC already had 70 employees, generated an EBIT of e-8.1M, and an operational

and investment CF of e-9.8M due to its own drug R&D (see Table 4.2). Hence, it closed its

series C VC financing round raising e9.0M in early 2003 and received a e2.2M European

Union research grant for joint drug R&D with academia in late 2002.

In early 2004, 4SC spun off its lab information management software solution into ‘quattro

research GmbH’, in which 4SC still owns a 48.8% stake (see Figure 4.2). Presumably as a

consequence, 4SC reduced its operating costs by e1.7M and the number of employees by 16

in 2004. Due to significantly increased revenues resulting from an out-licensing deal with

Serono and fee-for-services, negative EBIT and operational CF in 2004 were both almost
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figurea 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008

revenue [eM] 0.6 1.0 3.0 2.1 3.7 1.4 3.0
- collaborative business [eM] n/ab 1.0 1.4 1.9 2.0 1.4 2.2
- drug discovery & dev. [eM] n/ab 0.1 1.7 0.1 1.7 0.0 0.8
operating costs [eM] 8.6 10.2 8.5 8.4 9.2 9.7 15.7
- COGS [eM] n/ab 0.3 0.3 0.6 0.6 0.4 1.4
- R&D [eM] n/ab 7.0 5.4 4.3 5.7 6.2 11.5
- SG&A [eM] n/ab 1.9 1.8 3.0 2.4 2.8 3.0
- others [eM] n/ab 1.0 0.9 0.5 0.5 0.2 -0.2
EBIT [eM] -8.1 -9.2 -5.5 -6.3 -5.5 -8.3 -12.7
operational CF [eM]

-9.8
-7.6 -4.4 -5.7 -6.2 -6.6 -9.4

investment CF [eM] -0.2 -0.1 -0.1 -2.3 -5.1 -22.8
financing CF [eM] 7.2 7.4 3.4 10.7 4.1 19.6 29.2
market capitalization [eM] - - - 45.8 42.3 65.2 88.1
share price [e] - - - 4.35 3.69 3.43 3.09
outstanding shares [#m] - - - 10.5 11.5 19.0 28.5
employees [#] 70c 72c 56 49 55 69 85
- R&D n/ab n/ab 40 35 40 49 61
- SG&A n/ab n/ab 16 14 15 20 24

aAs of period end (December 31) bNot reported cYear-average (period-end figure not disclosed)

Table 4.2.: 4SC AG corporate figures 2002-2008 (Source: 4SC (2005, 2006, 2007a, 2007b,

2008a))

halved to e-5.5M and e-4.4M (see Table 4.2). In summer 2005, 4SC closed its series D VC

financing round raising e6.5M to further fund its drug R&D and received another research

grant totaling e2.9M for joint drug R&D with a university (see Table 4.1).

In December 2005, 4SC became a publicly listed company through its IPO in the Prime

Standard of Deutsche Börse. The IPO was carried out without capital increase – a novelty

among German biotechnology companies (Ernst & Young (2006b: 77, 87)). Instead, 4SC

decided to raise an additional e10.2M within a pre-IPO series E VC financing round in

November 2005. Relatively shortly after its IPO, 4SC placed several capital increases to

further fund its drug R&D projects, in particular its clinical projects: in May 2006, May

2007 and August 2007, 4SC raised e4.3M, e3.4M and e16.8M (see Table 4.1). The latter

capital increase is of major importance to 4SC since the firm gained Santo Holding AG4,

the investment holding of the Sprüngmann family, as new majority shareholder owning

4Santo Holding has partially reinvested the Sprüngmann family’s funds received through the e5.65B

trade sales of the generics companies Hexal and Eon Labs to Novartis in spring 2005. Thereafter, the

Sprüngmann family became one of the leading private investors in the German biotechnology market.
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Figure 4.2.: 4SC AG business segments and legal entities

Source: 4SC (2008a: 24)

31.3% (4SC (2007a: 8)). As a consequence of its stake exceeding the 30% threshold, Santo

Holding launched a mandatory take-over bid to all remaining 4SC shareholders offering the

legal minimum price according to the German Securities Acquisition and Takeover Act in

December 2007. However, few shareholders accepted this offer. As a consequence, Santo’s

stake in 4SC did not increase significantly and 4SC remained a publicly listed company

with sufficient free float.

At the end of 2006, 4SC spun off its quorum sensing blocker R&D project into QuoNova,

which was founded jointly with XL TechGroup and was later renamed to Quiescence.

While XL TechGroup owns 90% in QuoNova and provides further funding, 4SC continues

to own 10% (see Figure 4.2). In addition, 4SC reveived a one-time payment from XL

TechGroup. Altogether, 4SC’s operating costs remained relatively unchanged since the

firm first published corporate figures in 2002. The number of employees even decreased

from 70 in 2002 to 55 in 2006. Due to increased revenues in its fee-for-services business

and two significant one-time payments in its drug discovery & development business5, 4SC

was able to lower its negative EBIT and negative operational CF between 2004 to 2006

compared to 2002 and 2003 (see Table 4.2).

In May 2008, 4SC joined its majority shareholder Santo Holding in providing capital to

the biotechnology company Nexigen GmbH by acquiring a 3.7% stake within Nexigen’s

series A VC financing round. Thus, all of the firm’s subsidiaries are either spin-offs or

strategic investments (see Figure 4.2). 4SC’s own operating business always remained

organized in one legal entity located in Martinsried, Germany. In June 2008, 4SC closed

a e29.5M capital increase to conclude its first significant acquisition: parts of Nycomed’s

54SC received a one-time payment from Serono in 2004 and from XL TechGroup in 2006.
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oncological portfolio containing eight projects6. The capital increase was again primarily

signed by Santo Holding, whose stake in 4SC increased to 48.7% (4SC (2008a: 9)). Since

this deal only included intellectual property but no legal entity, 4SC did not establish

another subsidiary. Due to the broadened project pipeline and increased expenses related

to clinical trials of two projects, 4SC’s number of employees, operating costs, negative

EBIT and negative operational CF significantly increased in 2008 (see Table 4.2).

Today, 4SC operates in two business segments: the collaborative business and its owned

drug discovery and development (see Figure 4.2). Within the collaborative business

segment, 4SC offers drug discovery fee-for-service to other pharmaceutical or biotechno-

logical firms leveraging its technology platform for LI and/or LO against targets provided

by these partners. The offered services vary depending on the contracts. Some include

only the generation of a hit list of possible lead molecules, others also include synthesizing

and biologically testing these leads, and some even imply lead optimization. However, all

resulting projects are afterwards solely developed by the firm’s partners. 4SC typically re-

ceives upfront payments, technology licensing fees and/or research funding for its services,

potential milestones payments depending on further development progress, and sales roy-

alties should resulting projects reach the market. Within its owned drug discovery and

development business, 4SC leverages its technology platform to identify new promising

development candidates and consequently further develops these projects until they reach

the proof of concept (PoC) in humans.

4SC’s current corporate profile is summarized in Table 4.3. The firm applies a hybrid

business model, although its technology platform is primarily used for its owned drug R&D

and only secondarily used to offer fee-for-services7. In its owned drug R&D business, 4SC

focuses on potential blockbuster indications with high unmet medical need and in which

its technology can be applied particularly well. The firm states that this applies to diseases

that are linked to abnormally high rates of cell division (so-called hyperproliferation) within

the therapeutic areas oncology, musculoskeletal (inflammation) and systemic anti-infectives

(anti-virals) (4SC (2007b: 69)). However, the firm’s therapeutic foci are the former two.

4SC covers all value chain steps from lead identification (LI) to proof of concept (PoC) in

humans at the end of clinical phase II. Its pipeline sourcing strategy is primarily focused

on its owned in-house R&D by leveraging its technology and also includes R&D alliance

6Nycomed decided to divest the oncological business following Nycomed’s acquisition of Altana Pharma.
7Ernst & Young (2002b: 17) lists 4SC as a “TechProduct” company, meaning it uses its in-house developed

technologies primarily for owned drug R&D and only secondarily to offer services.
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R&D focus owned proprietary drug R&D (primarily), fee-for-service drug discovery services
for third parties using its 4SCan technology platform (secondary)

therapeutic focus oncology, musculoskeletal (inflammation)
business modela Product Technology Hybrid FIPCO
value chain focusa TI TV LI LO PC CI CII CIII R&A S&M
pipeline sourcing in-house R&D, R&D alliances (primary); M&A (secondary)
strategy summary Build-up and develop a portfolio of drug R&D projects within several phases from

LI to PoC and later generate long-term potential through out-licensing deals with
external partners to obtain milestones payments and specifically sales royalties.
Ideally, 4SC wants to achieve a certain steady state within its portfolio: its 4SCan
technology is used to fill up the pipeline within drug discovery (input). Projects
are developed towards PoC and sometimes discontinued on their way (throughput).
Late-stage projects exit the pipeline through out-licensing deals (output).

locations (dateb) Martinsried, Germany (1997)

aActive value chain steps or business model printed bold bFormats applied are either mm/yy, yyyy or qq/yy

Table 4.3.: 4SC AG corporate profile as of 31.12.2008 (Source: 4SC’s corporate filings)

with academic institutions or other biopharmaceutical companies to complement its own

capabilities and resources. However, the firm also acquired several projects in the past.

Therefore, external L&A deals appear to be an option as well. 4SC’s strategy concentrates

on building up a pipeline of drug R&D projects leveraging its technology platform, devel-

oping these projects until proof of concept, and out-licensing them afterwards to external

partners. The firm aims to primarily generate value through milestones payments and

sales royalties of these out-licensed projects.

4.1.2. Technology and product pipeline evolution

4SC developed two major technology platforms throughout its corporate evolution.

These technologies are summarized in Table 4.4 and included in the chronological technol-

ogy and product pipeline evolution shown in Figure 4.3.

The firm’s core technology is its 4SCan virtual high-throughput screening (vHTS)

technology platform, which 4SC has developed and improved since its foundation. 4SCan

transforms the principles of high-throughput-screening from the laboratory (in vitro) to

the computer (in silico). For this purpose, the three-dimensional structure of a target is

simulated in a 3D computer model. Afterwards, the firm’s database is screened for 6.2

million commercially available chemical small molecules and billions of combinatorially
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name innovator datesa description

4SCan vHTS platform
technology

4SC 1997
active

Integrated technology platform for virtual High-Throughput-Screening (vHTS) and ADMET predic-
tion of compound candidates in silico (within the computer). Used to screen the firm’s library of 6.2
million in silico small-molecule compounds by simulating their binding against a target. Applies several in silico
compound ADMET prediction methods to minimize the compound attrition rate. Generates hit list of several
hundred potential compounds as result of vHTS screening. These compounds are subsequently chemically syn-
thesized in vitro and biologically tested (in vitro assays). 4SC states that 4SCan significantly increases the drug
discovery efficiency (� hit rate in biological tests increased by factor 20-50, � hit-to-lead time halved, � time
saving from target to CI of 2.5 years). 4SCan is the firm’s base of both its collaborative business and owned
drug discovery & development business since all home-grown projects are derived from it.

quattro/suite 4SC 1999
until
02/04

Lab information management system (LIMS) software suite for (bio-)pharmaceutical and chemical R&D
and scientific research, especially within HTS/vHTS-based drug R&D. Contains four applications sold stand-
alone or integrated within quattro/suite: electronic lab journal (quattro/LJ) to document data of scientific
experiments electronically and thereby secure IP/patents – comparable to paper lab journal. HTS Data Anal-
ysis (quattro/Workflow) to automate raw data processing of HTS/vHTS within one integrated tool. Chemi-
cal spreadsheet (quattro/DS) to analyze and visualize HTS/vHTS data within LI & LO. Compound logistics
(quattro/CM) for stock and life cycle management of chemical substances within R&D, R&A and S&M (pur-
chase/synthesis, registration, inventory mgmt.). Divested into spin-off company quattro research in 02/04.

aIf two dates given: first date denotes start date, second date denotes end date. If one date given: denotes start date of active technology. Formats applied are either mm/yy, yyyy or qq/yy

Table 4.4.: 4SC AG technology pipeline as of 31.12.2008 (Source: 4SC’s corporate filings & website, press search, quattro research’s

website, EvaluatePharma, IMS Health)
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feasible and producible chemical small molecules. By predicting the ADMET parameters

of compounds against a given target, 4SCan generates a hit list of potential compounds,

which are subsequently chemically synthesized and biologically tested. For this purpose,

4SC additionally built up medicinal chemistry and biology capabilities and laboratories

in-house to integrate further in vitro and in vivo drug discovery & development steps.

Besides, 4SC previously developed quattro/suite, a lab information management

system (LIMS) software solution consisting of four applications, which are sold sep-

arately or combined. While is was not an integral part of the firm’s 4SCan technology

platform, its development was started in 1999 to support 4SC in its drug discovery work

using 4SCan. Two of its four modules are dedicated to handling or analyzing HTS/vHTS

data and are thus presumably a major prerequisite for using 4SCan. The other two can be

generally applied in (bio-)pharmaceutical and chemical R&D and scientific research labs.

In February 2004, 4SC spun off this technology into the newly-founded quattro research

GmbH, in which it continues to hold a minority stake and with which 4SC has a long-term

contract for continuing software usage, support and further development.

4SC’s owned product pipeline comprises 23 disclosed R&D products as well as several

undisclosed early-stage or fee-for-service projects. The latter are not listed in Table 4.5

since their intellectual property is owned by 4SC’s partners. All product candidates are

chemical small molecules as compound class and – if disclosed – use an oral route of

administration (RoA)8. Since 4SC concentrates on innovative drugs, they are said to be

new molecular entities (NME) as drug novelty9. Except for acquired projects, in-house

developed compounds are derived from the firm’s 4SCan technology platform. All projects

can be clustered into four groups according to their therapeutic areas: musculoskeletal

(inflammation), oncology & immunomodulators, systemic anti-infectives and others.

In its musculoskeletal therapeutic area, 4SC has four home-grown pipeline projects in

three indications: rheumatoid arthritis (RA), inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) such as

Chron’s disease or ulcerative colitis, and multiple sclerosis (MS). The firm’s lead muscu-

loskeletal project 4SC-101 is an inhibitor of the enzyme class dehydrogenase currently in a

CIIa trial against rheumatoid arthritis and a CI trial against inflammatory bowel disease.

8The RoA is however only of minor strategic importance for drug discovery & early development phases.
9Drug novelty is of limited explanatory power since it is hard to conclude whether a drug will be a NME or

me-too before approval. However, 4SC’s focus on NMEs is an important part of its corporate strategy.
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drug name partner target target compound compound novelty RoA therapeutic therapeutic status
[othersa] [roleb] class molecule class molecule [patent] areac indication(s)d [phasee]

4SC-101
[SC12267,
DHODH
inhibitor]

Serono
(now:
Merck
Serono)
[LE-term.]

enzyme
(dehydro-
genase)

dihydroorotate
dehydrogenase
(DHODH)

chemical
(small
molecule)

anti-arthritics
dihydroorotate
dehydrogenase
(DHODH)
inhibitor

NME
[patented]

oral musculo-
skeletal

rheumatoid arthri-
tis (RA)

active
[CII]

inflammatory
bowel disease
(IBD)f

active
[CI]

multiple sclerosis
(MS)g

inactive
[sus-
pended]

4SC-102
[SC71492,
SC71570]

- undisclosed nuclear factor
of κ light
polypeptide
gene enhancer
in B-cells 1

chemical
(small
molecule)

transcription
factor NFκB
pathway
inhibitor

NME
[patented]

oral musculo-
skeletal

rheumatoid arthri-
tis (RA)

active
[PC]

inflammatory
bowel disease
(IBD)f

active
[PC]

Kv1.3 Ulm Univ.
Hospital
[RD]

ion channel
(potassium
channel)

potassium
voltage-gated
channel

chemical
(small
molecule)

potassium
channel antag-
onist

NME
[patented]

oral musculo-
skeletal

multiple sclerosis
(MS)

active
[disc.]

autoimmune
projecth

- undisclosed undisclosed chemical
(small
molecule)

NFκB inhibitor NME
[patented]

oral musculo-
skeletal

rheumatoid arthri-
tis (RA)

active
[disc.]

4SC-201
[HDAC drug
1, BYK-
408740]

Nycomed
[S]

enzyme
(hydrolase)

histone
deacetylase
(HDAC) 1 & 2

chemical
(small
molecule)

histone
deacetylase
inhibitor
(HDI)

NME
[patented]

oral oncology &
immuno-
modulators

solid & hematolog-
ical tumor indica-
tions

active
[CI]

Table 4.5: 4SC AG product pipeline – continued on next page
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drug name partner target target compound compound novelty RoA therapeutic therapeutic status
[othersa] [roleb] class molecule class molecule [patent] areac indication(s)d [phasee]

4SC-202
[HDAC drug
2]

Nycomed
[S]

enzyme
(hydrolase)

histone
deacetylase
(HDAC) 1, 2, 3
& 8

chemical
(small
molecule)

histone
deacetylase
inhibitor
(HDI)

NME
[patented]

oral oncology &
immuno-
modulators

general cancer indi-
cations

active
[PC]

4SC-203
[SC71710,
4iP]i

ProQinase
[EP]

enzyme (ki-
nase)

aurora kinases
A & B

chemical
(small
molecule)

VEGF-recep-
tor, aurora-ki-
nase inhibitor

NME
[patented]

oral oncology &
immuno-
modulators

acute myeloid
leukemia (AML)

active
[PC]

4SC-205 Nycomed
[S]

enzyme (ki-
nase)

kinesin family
member 11

chemical
(small
molecule)

EG5 kinesin in-
hibitor

NME
[patented]

oral oncology &
immuno-
modulators

solid & hematolog-
ical tumor indica-
tions

active
[PC]

4SC-206
[SC68896,
S2209,
proteasome]

- enzyme
(protease)

proteasome chemical
(small

20S-
proteasome-
endopeptidase-
complex-
inhibitor

NME
[patented]

oral oncology &
immuno-

multiple myeloma
(MM)

active
[PC]

molecule) modulators brain cancer active
[PC]

Virologik
[LE]

systemic
anti-
infectives

general viral indi-
cations

active
[PC]

PLK1 Nycomed
[S]

enzyme (ki-
nase)

polo-like kinase
1 (drosophila)

chemical
(small
molecule)

polo-like kinase
1 (PLK1) in-
hibitor

NME
[patented]

unknown oncology &
immuno-
modulators

general cancer indi-
cations

active
[disc.]

TLR7 Nycomed
[S]

receptor
(subclass
undisclosed)

toll-like recep-
tor 7 (TLR7)

chemical
(small
molecule)

toll-like recep-
tor 7 (TLR7)
antagonist

NME
[patented]

unknown oncology &
immuno-
modulators

general cancer indi-
cations

active
[disc.]

CCB
cell cy-
cle blocker

Nycomed
[S]

undisclosed undisclosed chemical
(small
molecule)

cell cycle in-
hibitor

NME
[patented]

unknown oncology &
immuno-
modulators

general cancer indi-
cations

active
[disc.]

Table 4.5: 4SC AG product pipeline – continued on next page
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[othersa] [roleb] class molecule class molecule [patent] areac indication(s)d [phasee]

HDAC
drug 3

Nycomed
[S]

enzyme
(hydrolase)

histone
deacetylase
(HDAC)

chemical
(small
molecule)

undisclosed undis-
closed

unknown oncology &
immuno-
modulators

undisclosed active
[disc.]

HDAC
drug 4

Nycomed
[S]

enzyme
(hydrolase)

histone
deacetylase
(HDAC)

chemical
(small
molecule)

undisclosed undis-
closed

unknown oncology &
immuno-
modulators

undisclosed active
[disc.]

oncology
projecth

- undisclosed undisclosed chemical
(small
molecule)

undisclosed NME
[patented]

oral oncology &
immuno-
modulators

solid tumor indica-
tions

active
[disc.]

4SC-301
[SC75741,
H5N1
program]

University
of Münster
[RD]

undisclosed H5N1 H7N7
influenza A
viruses

chemical
(small
molecule)

transcription
factor NFκB
pathway
inhibitor

NME
[patented]

oral systemic
anti-
infectives

avian influenza
(H5N1/H7N7)

active
[PC]

hepatitis C treat-
ment

active
[PC]

anti-mala-
rial project
[4SC1000269]h

University
of Heidel-
berg [RD]

undisclosed undisclosed chemical
(small
molecule)

ketoguanidines-
based anti-
malarial agent

NME
[patented]

oral systemic
anti-
infectives

malaria treatment active
[disc.]

quorum
sensing
blocker
(QSB)

QuoNova
[B], Tech.
Uni. Mu-
nich [RD]

undisclosed undisclosed chemical
(small
molecule)

quorum sens-
ing inhibitor

NME
[patented]

oral systemic
anti-
infectives

cystic fibrosis (CF) sold

staphylococ-
cus aureus
project

Lund Uni-
versity
[RD]

undisclosed staphylococcus
aureus bacteria

chemical
(small
molecule)

undisclosed NME
[undis-
closed]

unknown systemic
anti-
infectives

staphylococcus au-
reus infections

inactive
[sus-
pended]

SC76803
[Schwarz
urological
therapy]

Schwarz
Pharma
(now:
UCB)
[LE-term.]

undisclosed undisclosed chemical
(small
molecule)

undisclosed NME
[patented]

oral genito-
urinary

urinary incon-
tinence (UI),
diabetes, obesity

inactive
[sus-
pended]

Table 4.5: 4SC AG product pipeline – continued on next page
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drug name partner target target compound compound novelty RoA therapeutic therapeutic status
[othersa] [roleb] class molecule class molecule [patent] areac indication(s)d [phasee]

potassium
channel
antagonist
(BK ion
channel)

- ion channel
(potassium
channel)

human Ca2+
activated and
voltage-dep.
potassium
channel BKCa

chemical
(small
molecule)

potassium
channel
antagonist

undis-
closed

unknown respiratory asthma inactive

central
nervous
system

CNS disorders inactive

genito-
urinary

urinary inconti-
nence (UI)

inactive

genito-
urinary

erectile dysfunc-
tion

inactive

transplan-
tation
project

- undisclosed undisclosed chemical
(small
molecule)

undisclosed NME
[patented]

unknown undisclosed transplantation re-
jection

inactive

ophthalmo-
logy
project

- undisclosed undisclosed chemical
(small
molecule)

undisclosed NME
[patented]

unknown sensory or-
gans

ophthalmology inactive

aDenotes other name(s) used for this drug, e.g., research codes or former brand names bRole of partner: B = Buyer (of product), EP = Equal (R&D) Partner, LE = Licensee,

LR = Licenser, MA = M&A firm (acquired or merged with firm), RD = R&D Partner, S = Seller (of product); term. = terminated agreement cBased on EPhMRA TA classification

dFirst indication listed denotes primary indication. Other listed indications are secondary indications eDenotes latest phase of product

f In particular ulcerative colitis and Crohn’s disease gFurther line extension into chronic-inflammatory skin diseases such as psoriasis or atopic dermatitis (AD) possible

hIdea pool project according to 4SC (2007a) - further development undecided i4SC jointly holds project’s intellectual property together with ProQinase (50% share)

Note: no fee-for-service products displayed since projects’ intellectual property is hold by 4SC’s partners and since only few details on these products are disclosed

Table 4.5.: 4SC AG product pipeline as of 31.12.2008 (Source: 4SC’s corporate filings & website, 4SC’s stock offering prospect

2007, press search, Bloomberg, Datamonitor, EvaluatePharma, IMS Health, PharmaProjects)
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It was previously evaluated preclinically for treatment of multiple sclerosis10. In May 2004,

Serono acquired an in-licensing option for 4SC-101 after completion of CI development but

did not execute this option. The three other projects are of minor strategic importance

since they are within discovery phases or backup projects currently of lower priority: 4SC-

102 is developed against rheumatoid arthritis and inflammatory bowel disease as well, but

uses a different therapeutic approach and belongs to a class of innovative substances de-

veloped by 4SC, so-called inhibitors of the NFκB signal pathway. It was de-prioritized in

2008 due to mixed results in preclinical studies and good progress with 4SC-101, which is

developed in the same indications (4SC (2008a: 22)). Kv1.3 is an early-stage antagonist of

certain ion channel, potassium channel, as target class and is developed against multiple

sclerosis in an R&D cooperation with Ulm University supported by a research grant. Fi-

nally, 4SC’s autoimmune project is a backup compound against rheumatoid arthritis and

also belongs to the class of NFκB signal pathway inhibitors.

In its oncological therapeutic area, 4SC has 11 pipeline projects. Its lead oncological

project 4SC-201 was acquired from Nycomed in summer 2008 together with seven other

projects. It is one of four acquired histone deacetylase (HDAC) inhibitor projects all tar-

geting the enzyme class hydrolase. 4SC-201 is currently evaluated in a CI trial against

solid and hematological tumor indications. 4SC-202 is the second acquired HDAC project

currently in preclinical development in unspecified cancer indications. 4SC-205 was ac-

quired from Nycomed as well and targets a different target class, the enzyme class kinase.

It is in preclinical development against solid and hematological tumor indications – the

same indication as 4SC-201. 4SC-203 is a joint project with ProQinase targeting the en-

zyme class kinase as well and currently in preclinical development against acute myeloid

leukemia (AML). 4SC-206 targets a third type of enzymes, so-called proteases, and is

currently in preclinical development against multiple myeloma (MM) and brain cancer. In

addition, 4SC out-licensed this project in viral indications to Virologik. Besides, the firm

disclosed six additional discovery projects of minor strategic importance. Five of these

projects were acquired from Nycomed and are evaluated in undisclosed indications: PLK1

also targets the enzyme class kinase. TLR7 targets a receptor as target class. The two

other HDAC projects denoted as HDAC drug 3 and HDAC drug 4 both target the enzyme

class hydrolase. No further information is available on the project CCB. Finally, 4SC’s

oncology project is a backup project developed against solid tumor indications.

104SC (2007b: 74) still names multiple sclerosis and chronic-inflammatory dermatological diseases (e.g.,

psoriasis, atopic dermatitis) as possible future line extensions.
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In 4SC’s systemic anti-infectives therapeutic area, the firm today mainly develops 4SC-

301, which was started as a line extension from 4SC’s musculoskeletal NFκB inhibitor

program (e.g., 4SC-102) and is developed against avian influenza and potentially hepatitis

C in an R&D cooperation with the University of Münster. As of today, the three other

projects are of minor strategic importance. Two projects originated from R&D consortia

comprising several European universities and were sponsored by two research grants from

the European Union and the European Commission for early drug discovery & develop-

ment of compounds against malaria and staphylococcus aureus infections. Finally, the firm

previously developed its quorum sensing blocker (QSB) against cystic fibrosis, which re-

sulted from an R&D cooperation with the Technical University Munich. 4SC divested this

product through a spin-off in late 2006.

Its other projects consist of previous development and discontinued candidates. While

not relevant today, they are of interest to the firm’s evolutionary path. SC76803 was

previously a Schwarz Pharma project and derived from the 4SCan technology within a

fee-for-service agreement with 4SC. Schwarz discontinued all urological projects after UCB

acquired the firm and transferred SC76803’s intellectual property to 4SC. However, 4SC

never continued development due to a lacking strategic fit and evaluates out-licensing. Its

remaining three projects belongs to a group of programs in various therapeutic areas and

indications which were started in 4SC’s early years of drug discovery and discontinued in

2002 and 2003 (4SC (2007b: 65)). The potassium channel antagonist was evaluated in

various indications and therapeutic areas such as asthma, central nervous system (CNS)

disorders, urinary incontinence and erectile dysfunction. 4SC’s transplantation project was

preclinically developed against transplantation rejection. Finally, its ophthalmology project

was preclinically developed against an undisclosed ophthalmological disorder.

Since products were developed at different points in time, 4SC’s chronological product

pipeline evolution including changes in development phases is shown in Figure 4.3.

Within its early phase of own drug discovery after its start in 2000 until early 2003,

4SC developed projects in various therapeutic areas (TA): 4SC-101 in musculoskeletal, its

potassium channel antagonist in respiratory, central nervous system and genito-urinary, an

ophthalmology project in sensory organs and a transplantation project in an undisclosed

TA. Most likely, the development of 4SC-102 in musculoskeletal and 4SC-206 in oncology

were also started in this period11. In addition, 4SC was engaged in three R&D cooperations

11The start year is unclear but of minor importance. As of the end of 2002, 4SC had five projects in

preclinical development, according to the firm’s website in November 2002.
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Figure 4.3.: 4SC AG product and technology pipeline evolution

Source: 4SC’s corporate filings & website, press search, Bloomberg, Datamonitor,

EvaluatePharma, PharmaProjects

with academia regarding systemic anti-infectives, in which 4SC used its 4SCan technology

for LI & LO. The quorum sensing blocker, the anti-malarial and the staphylococcus aureus

projects are resulting from these cooperations. In early 2003, 4SC focused its pipeline

on two therapeutic areas – musculoskeletal and oncology – and discontinued projects in

other areas (except its R&D cooperation projects). Thereafter, 4SC added fewer pipeline

projects, these mainly through R&D cooperations, line extensions and acquisitions. In

2003, 4SC-203 was started as a joint program with the biotechnological firm ProQinase.

Since 2004, the firm’s musculoskeletal lead project 4SC-101 is evaluated in line extensions

against multiple sclerosis, which was, however, suspended, and later against inflammatory

bowel disease. In 2005, Kv1.3 originated from another R&D cooperation with academia.

At the end of 2006, the firm divested its quorum sensing blocker project and most likely

did not further continue development of its staphylococcus aureus project after the four-

year research grant expired. In 2007, development of 4SC-301 as a line extension of an

existing project was started in another R&D cooperation with academia and two backup

projects denoted as an autoimmune project and an oncology project were first disclosed
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(which might be part of several other undisclosed discovery backup projects). In summer

2008, 4SC significantly enlarged its pipeline by acquiring eight oncological projects from

Nycomed. As of the end of 2008, 4SC’s eight most important projects were 4SC-101 in

rheumatoid arthritis, 4SC-101 in inflammatory bowel disease, 4SC-201, 4SC-202, 4SC-203,

4SC-205, 4SC-206 and 4SC-301 (4SC (2008a: 23)).

4.1.3. Licensing and Acquisition (L&A) deals

Throughout its corporate evolution, 4SC concluded various licensing & acquisition (L&A)

deals. The most important deals are summarized in Table 4.6 denoting the type of deal

and its dimension (product and/or technology), the partner and its role within the deal,

start and end dates, a detailed deal description, covered products and/or technologies, and

financial conditions.

While a detailed discussion of these deals and its impact on the firm’s corporate diversifi-

cation is provided in the following subsection, several types of deals can be differentiated.

First, fee-for-service deals with pharmaceutical and biotechnological companies commer-

cialize the firm’s 4SCan technology platform. Second, several R&D alliances with academia

or other biotechnological firms aim to co-develop early-stage drug discovery projects and

leverage its 4SCan technology platform. Third, trade sales deals divest non-strategic prod-

ucts and technologies. Fourth, out-licensing deals of products (including those in non-

strategic indications) aim to maximize the value of the firm’s product pipeline. Fifth,

Mergers and Acquisitions (M&A) deals strengthen and broaden the firm’s product and

technology portfolio. Sixth, a sales and marketing (S&M) alliance enlarges the geographi-

cal focus of commercialization of both technologies and products.

4.1.4. Within-case analysis

This subsection discusses 4SC’s corporate strategy and core business, its diversification

strategy, major diversification steps, its resulting diversification, and its overall corporate

evolution and performance. This part is based on the already presented fact base as well as

on a case study interview with 4SC’s Chief Financial Officer (CFO), which was conducted

in November 2008.
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type partner datesc deal details incl. products / financials received
[dim.]a [role]b technologiesa by licenser (LR)d

M&A
[P]

Nycomed [LR] 07/08 Takeover of parts of Nycomed’s oncology R&D pipeline and IP.
8 new projects significantly strengthen 4SC’s oncology business
(previously 3 projects: 4SC-203, 4SC-206, oncology project).

4SC-201, -202, -205,
PLK1, TLR7, CCB,
HDAC drug 3 & 4 [P]

UP: e14M

out-
licensing
[P]

Virologik [LE] 05/08
active

Outlicensing of 4SC-206 and backups in viral infection indica-
tions to Virologik. 4SC continues R&D with 4SC-206 in cancer
indications (indication split). R&D cooperation to share costs.

4SC-206 [P] UP: e0.75M; RSM: up
to e56.5M; SR: undis-
closed

M&A
[P&T]

Nexigen [LR] 05/08 Acquisition of 3.7% stake in Nexigen’s first VC round (in vivo
HTS screening technology (TI to LO) of protein-protein inter-
actions; protein inhibitors in cancer and viral infections (HIV,
HCV)). 15-month complete takeover-option granted to 4SC.

Nexigen’s protein
inhibitors [P], Nexigen’s
in vivo screening
technology [T]

UP: e0.16M

fee-for-
service
[T]

AiCuris (Bayer
spin-off) [LE]

02/08
active

Drug discovery services using its 4SCan vHTS technology for LI
& LO against hepatitis, HIV, influenza and multi-drug resistant
hospital-acquired infections. Option to extend agreement.

4SCan [T] RF: undisclosed

trade
sale [P]

XL TechGroup [LE] 12/06 Divestiture of QSB to newly founded QuoNova (subsidiary of
XL TechGroup) to focus pipeline projects on inflammatory and
cancer. In parallel, drug development service agreement for QSB.

quorum sensing blocker
(QSB) [P]

UP: $2M; RF: undis-
closed; EI: 10% in
QuoNova

fee-for-
service
[T]

Schwarz Pharma
(now: UCB) [LE]

10/06
until
2007

Drug discovery services using its 4SCan vHTS technology for
LI against undisclosed Schwarz Pharma central nervous system
targets.

4SCan [T] RF: undisclosed

R&D
alliance
[P]

Inst. of Molecular
Virology, University
of Münster [O]

04/06
active

R&D cooperation for development of influenza virus (H5N1 or
bird flu) infections treatments as means to carry out line exten-
sion of 4SC’s NFκB program (4SC-102) into viral indications.

4SC-301 [P] undisclosed

S&M
alliance
[P&T]

Summit
Pharmaceuticals
[LR]

11/05
active

Exclusive S&M alliance, in which Summit of Japan is solely
responsible to acquire cooperation partners for 4SC among
Japanese pharmaceutical companies.

- UP, SR: depending on
cooperation

Table 4.6: 4SC AG Licensing & Acquisitions (L&A) deals – continued on next page
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type partner datesc deal details incl. products / financials received
[dim.]a [role]b technologiesa by licenser (LR)d

R&D
alliance
[P]

Applied Physiology
Dept., Ulm Univ.
Hospital [O]

04/05
active

R&D cooperation on new (chemotherapeutic) drug candidates
against auto-immune diseases, in particular multiple sclerosis.
4SC uses its 4SCan vHTS technology for LI & LO.

Kv1.3 [P]; 4SCan [T] e2.9M BMBF research
grant (over 30 months)

fee-for-
service
[T]

Sanwa Kagaku
Kenkyusho [LE]

01/05
until
10/06

Drug discovery services using its 4SCan vHTS technology for LI
& LO against two SKK diabetes targets. MS reached in 01/06,
10/06.

4SCan [T] RF, RM, SR: undis-
closed

fee-for-
service
[T]

Solvay
Pharmaceuticals
[LE]

2005 un-
til 2006

Repeated drug discovery services under two agreements (2005,
2006) using its 4SCan vHTS technology for LI against several
undisclosed Solvay targets.

4SCan [T] RF, RM: undisclosed

fee-for-
service
[T]

Mutabilis [LE] 09/04
until
Q4/04

Drug discovery services using its 4SCan vHTS technology for
LI of anti-infective compounds against an undisclosed Mutabilis
target (likely hospital-acquired infections).

4SCan [T] RF, UM: undisclosed

out-
licensing
[P]

Serono (now:
Merck Serono) [LE]

05/04
until
03/05

Out-licensing of 4SC-101 DHODH inhibitors after lead compound
SC12267 finishes CI. In 03/05, 4SC completed CI study. However,
Serono terminated agreement & IP returned to 4SC.

4SC-101 [P] UP, RF, UM: up to
e56M; SR: undisclosed
[terminated]

trade
sale [T]

quattro research
[LE]

02/04 Spin-off of 4SC’s lab information management system software
solution (quattro/suite) into newly founded quattro research
GmbH. Both partners sign a multi-year services contract.

quattro/suite [T] EI: 48.8% in quattro
research; cash: e0.26M
(over 72 months)

fee-for-
service
[T]

Switch Biotech [LE] 10/03
until
09/04

Drug discovery services using its 4SCan vHTS technology for LI
& LO against a Switch target for treatment of Psoriasis (derma-
tology). Switch filled bankruptcy in 2004.

4SCan [T] RF, UM, SR: undis-
closed

fee-for-
service
[P&T]

Schwarz Pharma
(now: UCB) [LE]

09/03
until
12/06

Drug discovery services using its 4SCan vHTS technology for
LI & LO against a Schwarz urological target. In 12/06, deal
terminated b/c Schwarz stopped urological TA after trade sale
to UCB. Project IP transferred to 4SC in exchange for SR.

SC76803 [P]; 4SCan [T] RF, RM, SR: undis-
closed [original]; SR to
Schwarz: undisclosed
[12/06]

Table 4.6: 4SC AG Licensing & Acquisitions (L&A) deals – continued on next page
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fee-for-
service
[T]

Esteve [LE] 07/03
until
07/04

Drug discovery services using its 4SCan vHTS technology for LI
& LO of drug candidates against several Esteve CNS targets.

4SCan [T] undisclosed

fee-for-
service
[T]

Sanofi-Synthélabo
(now: Sanofi-
Aventis) [LE]

07/03
until
11/04

Drug discovery services using its 4SCan vHTS technology for LI
against two undisclosed Sanofi targets.

4SCan [T] TLF, RF, UM, RM,
SR: undisclosed

R&D
alliance
[P]

ProQinase [EP] 04/03
active

R&D cooperation for development of anti-cancer protein kinase
inhibitors. ProQinase to provide cancer-related target kinases.
4SC to use its 4SCan vHTS technology for LI and to synthesize
drug leads. ProQinase to screen and test leads pharmacologically.

4SC-203 [P]; 4SCan,
ProQinase’s protein
kinases platform [T]

equal share of project
rights

fee-for-
service
[T]

Boehringer
Ingelheim [LE]

02/03
until
05/04

Drug discovery services using its 4SCan vHTS technology for LI
of novel ligands against three undisclosed Boehringer Ingelheim
targets.

4SCan [T] UP, RF: undisclosed

fee-for-
service
[T]

Schering (now:
Bayer Schering)
[LE]

10/02
termi-
nated

Drug discovery services using its 4SCan vHTS technology for LI
against an undisclosed Schering target.

4SCan [T] RF, UM: undisclosed

fee-for-
service
[T]

Recordati [LE] 08/02
until
11/02

Drug discovery services using its 4SCan vHTS technology for LI
against an undisclosed Recordati target.

4SCan [T] RF, UM: undisclosed

R&D
alliance
[P]

Lund University [O] 08/02
active

Research consortium coordinated by Lund University incl. 6 aca-
demic partners on drug discovery against staphylococcus aureus
infections. 4SC uses its 4SCan vHTS technology for LI & LO.

staphylococcus aureus
project [P]; 4SCan [T]

e2.2M EU research
grant (over 48 months)

fee-for-
service
[T]

G2M Cancer Drug
(now: Topotarget)
[LE]

02/02
until
12/02

R&D alliance to jointly develop cancer drugs. 4SC uses its 4SCan
vHTS technology for LI of human histone deacetylase inhibitors.
In 12/02, deal terminated and changed in fee-for-service deal. All
IP transferred to G2M.

4SCan [T] SR, LR: undisclosed

Table 4.6: 4SC AG Licensing & Acquisitions (L&A) deals – continued on next page
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type partner datesc deal details incl. products / financials received
[dim.]a [role]b technologiesa by licenser (LR)d

fee-for-
service
[T]

ProCorde (now:
Trigen Holdings)
[LE]

01/02
until
12/02

R&D alliance to jointly develop atherosclerosis and heart failure
drugs. 4SC uses its 4SCan vHTS technology for LI against two
ProCorde targets. In 12/02, deal terminated and changed in fee-
for-service deal. All IP transferred to ProCorde.

4SCan [T] RF, SR: undisclosed

fee-for-
service
[T]

Wilex [LE] 01/02
until
06/02

Drug discovery services using its 4SCan vHTS technology for LI
& LO of urokinase-type plasminogen activator (uPA) inhibitors
in tumor metastasis for Wilex’s compound WX-293.

4SCan [T] RF, UM: undisclosed

R&D
alliance
[P]

Technical
University Munich
[O]

10/01
until
12/06

R&D collaboration for drug against diseases caused by bacterial
biofilms (e.g., cystic fibrosis). 4SC uses its 4SCan vHTS technol-
ogy for LI & LO. In 12/06, resulting product QSB divested.

quorum sensing blocker
(QSB) [P]; 4SCan [T]

undisclosed

fee-for-
service
[T]

Axxima
Pharmaceuticals
(now: GPC
Biotech) [LE]

09/01
termi-
nated

Drug discovery services using its 4SCan vHTS technology for LI
& LO against an Axxima protein kinase target for the treatment
of human cytomegalovirus (HCMV) infections. Axxima gets IP
for infectious disease indications and 4SC for all other indications.

4SCan [T] UM, SR: undisclosed

R&D
alliance
[P]

Universities
Heidelberg &
Liverpool [O]

10/00
active

Research consortium headed by Universities of Heidelberg & Liv-
erpool incl. 6 academic partners on drug discovery against severe
malaria. 4SC uses its 4SCan vHTS technology for LI & LO.

anti-malarial project
[P]; 4SCan [T]

e1.3M EC research
grant (over 60 months)

fee-for-
service
[T]

Antisense Pharma
[LE]

n/a Drug discovery services using its 4SCan vHTS technology to an
undisclosed extent.

4SCan [T] undisclosed

aDeal dimension: T = Technology, P = Product, P&T = Product and Technology, O = Other

bRole of partner: LR = Licenser, LE = Licensee, EP = Equal Partner, O = Other; if LR or LE: firm’s role complementary to partner (LR if partner LE and vice versa)

cIf two dates given: first date denotes start date, second date denotes end date. If one date given: denotes deal disclosure date. Formats applied are either mm/yy, yyyy or qq/yy

dFinancial details: EI = Equity Interest, LF = Licensing Fee, LR = Licensing Royalties, MS = Milestone (reached), RF = Research Funding, RM = R&D Milestones

RSM = R&D and S&M Milestones, SR = Sales Royalties, TLF = Technology Licensing Fee, UM = Unspecified Milestones (either RM or RSM), UP = Upfront Payment

Table 4.6.: 4SC AG Licensing & Acquisitions (L&A) deals as of 31.12.2008 (Source: 4SC’s corporate filings & website, press

search, Datamonitor, EvaluatePharma)
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Corporate strategy and core business

4SC’s corporate strategy aims to build up a commercially successful and profitable bio-

pharmaceutical drug discovery and development company that generates signif-

icant value for its shareholders and is able to finance further growth one day through

internal financial resources. To achieve this vision, the firm is developing home-grown in-

novative drug candidates (NMEs) of a certain compound class (chemical small molecules)

from target selection or LI until completion of CII (proof of concept in humans). Drug

candidates are primarily derived from the firm’s core business, its 4SCan vHTS technol-

ogy platform. This technology is leveraged for LI & LO against various public domain or

third party targets since the firm does not carry out a significant amount of target research.

Drug candidates are primarily developed against blockbuster indications12 with high un-

met medical need in the oncological and musculoskeletal therapeutic areas (TA). Due to

its value chain focus from LI to CII, 4SC attempts to out-license projects subsequently to

proof of concept to external partners. Within out-licensing deals, 4SC specifically aims to

generate long-term commercial potential through milestones payments and sales royalties

instead of upfront payments since it believes that this is the true lever for value maxi-

mization. While 4SC applies a hybrid business model, it points out that its collaborative

business was never the firm’s primary strategic focus:

“We always aimed to be a drug discovery and development company leveraging

our technology primarily for our own purposes. Technology commercialization

through fee-for-service was successful and commercially attractive. Yet, it was

not the focus of the company.” (Chief Financial Officer, 4SC AG)

The firm’s core competencies around LI & LO using its 4SCan technology are further

complemented through in-house capabilities in medicinal chemistry, chemical synthesis,

pharmacology and preclinical and clinical development. Additional competences and or-

ganizational assets in back-end loaded value chain steps such as registration & approval

(R&A), sales & marketing (S&M), manufacturing, distribution and patient support are

outside of 4SC’s strategic value chain focus. As they are considered non-strategic, they

are subsequently outsourced. This also applies to some capabilities within the firm’s value

chain focus, such as conducting clinical trials13. The firm adds:

12The firm defines a blockbuster indication as one with expected annual peak sales above e500M.
13Manufacturing of clinical trial material is outsourced to contract manufacturing organizations (CMOs),

and clinical trials and study analysis to contract research organizations (CROs) (4SC (2007b: 83)).
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“Our strategic value chain focus is very important: it also controls the firm’s size

and cash burn rate and avoids many organizational challenges in downstream

value chain steps. Yet, we retain significant parts of the value added to our

R&D pipeline once proof of concept is established.”

(Chief Financial Officer, 4SC AG)

4SC admits that vertical forward integration into CIII, R&A and S&M might be a future

strategic option, which will be considered opportunistically if two prerequisites are met14.

First, if a drug candidate targets an indication with high unmet medical need and smaller

peak sales potential such as an indication with orphan drug status since this implies lower

CIII development costs affordable for an entrepreneurial biotechnological company. Second,

if this drug is marketable through a relatively focused S&M approach, e.g., targeting

specialist hospitals.

Diversification strategy

4SC states that its corporate strategic focus on chemical small molecules (compound class)

and innovative drugs, i.e., NMEs (drug novelty), within oncology and musculoskeletal (ther-

apeutic area) is a major delimiter of its diversification strategy since it aims to stay focused

within these dimensions. Therefore, the firm aims to achieve closely related diversification

(type of diversification) to reduce the risk of product development (rationale of diversifica-

tion) by broadening its product pipeline in three regards. First, the firm attempts to add

additional products to reduce the risk of product failure of a single project. Second, it aims

to target additional indications within these two therapeutic areas to reduce the risk of

increasing competition in a single indication. Third, by diversifying its target classes and

its degree of novelty, 4SC strives to achieve a balanced risk-return profile. With respect to

the last, 4SC uses both validated and not validated public domain or third party targets

in various target classes15. The firm explains:

14Within selecting indications for further clinical development, 4SC generally analyzes six major parame-

ters of potential indications: complexity and costs of clinical studies, trial risk, degree of competition,

number of cases p.a., degree of unmet medical need, and potential to achieve an enhanced patent

lifetime through an orphan drug status.
15A validated target could be one that is targeted by an already approved drug or for which a significant

number of scientific publications exist. Thus, this lowers risks, but also limits product opportunities.
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“As an emerging firm being dependent on external financial sources and partner-

ing deals, you have to stay focused to be credible to and recognized by both poten-

tial investors and partners, and to achieve certain synergies between projects.

However, within this focus, one has to reduce the high risks of biopharmaceuti-

cal R&D through pipeline diversification. There are several prominent examples

of extremely focused one-product companies being in severe problems following

the failure of their lead project.” (Chief Financial Officer, 4SC AG)

4SC aims to achieve a certain steady state through a diversified portfolio balanced across

different phases, indications and product candidates. This shall be achieved by three mea-

sures. First, the firm generates “pipeline input” by leveraging the firm’s 4SCan technology

to fill up the product pipeline. Second, 4SC aims to achieve “pipeline throughput” by fur-

ther developing projects while some might be discontinued for manifold reasons on its way.

Third, it attempts to realize “pipeline output” through out-licensing deals with external

partners. 4SC aimed to primarily diversify its product portfolio internally through in-

house development and/or within a mixed mode through R&D alliances as it believed that

only very few external diversification opportunities fit the firm’s strategic focus and pass

the scientific due diligence. However, 4SC’s current pipeline consists primarily of projects

derived in mixed or external diversification steps (mode of diversification). Following the

firm’s rather product-oriented business model, diversification was mostly product-related

(direction of diversification)16. Besides potential financial constraints, 4SC concludes that

possible diversification adjacencies have to fit both to the discussed corporate strategic fo-

cus and the firm’s existing capabilities. In summary, the firm aims to diversify its products

with respect to indications and number of drug development candidates while remaining

focused within its existing capabilities, core competencies and focused dimensions. This di-

versification strategy is also guided by the belief that closer related diversification steps are

ceteris paribus more successful than less related ones (coherence of type of diversification

and success). 4SC acknowledges time-to-market as a possible disadvantage of this strategy

since the firm has to distribute scarce financial resources among more projects, slowing-

down the development progress and postponing the commercialization of drug candidates.

However, compared to a relatively high risk concentration of a more focused approach, this

appears to be the lesser evil to 4SC.

16Although Table 4.6 contains many technology-related fee-for-service deals, most strategically important

steps were product-linked.
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Diversification steps

In the first couple of years after starting its operations in summer 1999, 4SC concentrated

its efforts on developing and improving its core asset, 4SCan, and building an early-stage

pipeline of drug discovery projects derived from this technology. In parallel, the firm started

to commercialize its technology through various fee-for-service deals. Although

typical business development activities and no diversification steps in a narrow sense, these

deals were a central part of the firm’s strategy to build up its collaborative business. While

deal extent and value varied and deal closure was rather opportunistic depending on the

partners’ willingness to sign a deal, they followed the same strategic rationale. First, they

externally validated the firm’s 4SCan technology through partners. Second, they earned

highly profitable revenues in the short term providing a certain cross-financing effect of

4SC’s own drug R&D and thereby lowering its capital requirements. Third, they generated

a certain long-term commercial potential through milestone payments and sales royalties,

although 4SC admits that this was only partially achieved in fee-for-service deals. Fourth,

they established valuable contacts in the biotechnological and pharmaceutical industry that

could be of help for later partnering activities of their owned drug candidates.

In the beginning, 4SC mainly concluded fee-for-service deals with fellow German biotech-

nology start-ups such as Axxima in September 2001, Wilex and ProCorde in January 2002,

G2M17 in February 2002 and Antisense Pharma at an undisclosed point in time18 (see Table

4.6). Following its initial success of closing several deals within half a year, 4SC was able to

conclude agreements with mid-size and large-size (“Big Pharma”) European pharmaceutical

firms such as Recordati in August 2002, Schering in October 2002, Boehringer Ingelheim

in February 2003, Sanofi and Esteve in July 2003 and Schwarz Pharma in September 2003.

Besides the above mentioned strategic rationale, these deals were even more attractive

to 4SC for two additional reasons. First, they implied a reputation gain since the firm’s

partners were highly regarded pharmaceutical companies. Second, they bore the potential

for repeated business since these firms have higher demand for drug discovery services due

to higher R&D budgets and broader product pipelines. 4SC also continued fee-for-service

deals with fellow biotechnology companies such as Switch in October 2003 and Mutabilis

17The agreements with ProCorde and G2M were originally set up as R&D alliances with shared intellectual

property. For undisclosed reasons, they were both transformed into fee-for-service deals in December

2002 with all intellectual property transferred back to 4SC’s partners.
18The agreement with Antisense Pharma was never officially announced and only mentioned in a stock

exchange document related to a capital increases in 2007 (4SC (2007b: 87)).
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in September 2004. Subsequently, the collaborative business generated annual revenues in

the range of e1.0M to e2.2M between 2003 and 2008. While no segment-specific results

were disclosed, it amounted for between 9% (2003) and 22-23% (2005 & 2006) of annual

operating costs and thereby provided a significant cross-financing effect (see Table 4.2).

Following its huge initial technology commercialization success, especially between late

2001 and 2003, 4SC thereafter only concluded a few deals primarily with mid-size pharma-

ceutical companies. These deals include Sanwa Kagaku Kenkyusho of Japan in January

2005, Solvay in 2005, a repeated deal with Schwarz Pharma in October 2006 and a deal

with fellow German biotechnology company AiCuris in February 2008. Since AiCuris is

a Bayer spin-off financed by 4SC’s majority shareholder Santo Holding, the shareholder

overlap might have been a major reason for closing this deal. However, 4SC’s collaborative

business became less important with its own product pipeline maturing, since the firm

always aimed to become a drug discovery and development company primarily focusing on

its owned drug candidates. Hence, 4SC rather focused on internally validating the 4SCan

technology through out-licensing an in-house developed drug candidate instead of contin-

ued external validation, which was already achieved through many fee-for-service deals. In

addition, the potential cross-financing effect of its collaborative business shrank relative to

the firm’s growing cash burn rate in recent times. 4SC summarizes this as follows:

“Our collaborative business was a very profitable by-product in the founding

years. In addition, deals with highly regarded pharmaceutical firms such as

Schering, Boehringer Ingelheim and Sanofi were crucial corporate milestones

for our later development since they gave our 4SCan core technology an excel-

lent reputation. However, the collaborative business was never the focus of our

corporate strategy, which aimed to become a drug R&D company. Hence, over

time, capacities were shifted more and more towards our owned drug develop-

ment as our pipeline was maturing.” (Chief Financial Officer, 4SC AG)

Parallel to technology commercialization, 4SC started its own in-house drug R&D in 2000.

Back then, 4SC’s product R&D was spread among various TAs only somewhat related.

These activities were complemented by the first diversification steps: several early-stage

R&D alliances with academia, i.e., a research consortium headed by the Universities

of Heidelberg and Liverpool in October 2000, a cooperation with the Technical University

Munich in October 2001, and a research consortium headed by the Lund University in

October 2002 resulting in three early-stage systemic anti-infective product candidates.
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R&D alliances with academia for building a scientific network were part of 4SC’s strategy

to gain access to complementary knowledge and capabilities in non-strategic fields or areas of

their own weakness such as specific target knowledge, assays and animal models in certain

indications. However, their implementation was rather opportunistic19. In addition, two

alliances were supported through significant public research grants and thereby presumably

provided its own financing enabling 4SC to broaden its product pipeline and validate its

4SCan technology without investing much of their own money. Strategic fit and relatedness

might have been less important. One might speculate whether the firm would have started

these projects without substantial public research grants.

In early 2003, 4SC decided to focus its owned drug discovery and development

activities on the oncological and musculoskeletal therapeutic areas (TA) (4SC (2007b:

65-66)). The rationale of this strategic focusing step was to concentrate 4SC’s financial

and human resources on its core competencies within the most promising therapeutic areas

and to sharpen the firm’s corporate profile. The latter might also have been a requirement

to secure further financial resources. 4SC discontinued its early-stage pipeline projects in all

other therapeutic areas and limited its systemic anti-infective activities, which primarily

comprised the QSB project beside others that were part of various research consortia

supported by public research grants, on the retention of intellectual property. Subsequently,

the firm planned to commercialize this intellectual property through deals with external

partners. This was operationalized within one deal in December 2006: 4SC divested its

QSB project into newly founded QuoNova, in which XL TechGroup holds a majority stake

(90%) and provides further financing and 4SC holds the remaining 10%. Aside from a

payment of $2M booked as drug R&D revenues in 2006 (see Table 4.2), 4SC receives

research funding from a fee-for-service agreement with QuoNova and might contribute in

its long-term development through its minority stake. 4SC summarizes:

“We had to focus on our core competencies and thus decided to discontinue

some non-strategic projects. In addition, the continued development of QSB

would have required substantially broadening our capabilities in non-strategic

adjacencies. Through the spin-off of QSB, we were able to monetize our IP

and might further contribute in its development without investing additional

money.” (Chief Financial Officer, 4SC AG)

19Identifying a university institute with the required scientific knowledge and the willingness to corporate

are considered to be the most challenging steps in setting up an R&D alliance with academia.
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In April 2003, 4SC concluded an R&D alliance with fellow biotechnology company

ProQinase to jointly develop anti-cancer drugs resulting in the project 4SC-203. As

before, this deal aimed to gain access to complementary knowledge and capabilities since

ProQinase possesses a platform of over 150 kinases – a certain enzyme class (target class)

used as drug targets especially in oncology – and was very related to the firm’s previous

activities and TA focus. Both firms combined their core capabilities within TI & TV

(ProQinase) and LI & LO (4SC). Thus, 4SC further diversified its activities among different

target classes and projects. Although this deal possessed a very good strategic fit to

4SC’s corporate strategy, the firm admits that it was rather opportunistic and based on

a coincidental contact, in which both firms discovered common strategic aims and the

complementary synergy potential of an alliance. The firm adds:

“Through the ProQinase alliance, we got access to unique knowledge of kinases

as a target class of high relevance within cancer research. In combination with

our 4SCan technology, this alliance achieved compelling synergies by combin-

ing complementary capabilities within drug R&D without extra investments in

capability expansion.” (Chief Financial Officer, 4SC AG)

In February 2004, 4SC spun off its quattro/suite technology into newly-founded

quattro research20 and signed a multi-year contract with quattro research granting 4SC

full access to all quattro/suite software tools. As within its first strategic focusing step

in early 2003, this divestiture was primarily done to focus 4SC on its core competencies

within drug R&D and to optimize the usage of financial resources since the firm no longer

considered quattro/suite as part of its core competencies. In addition, it aimed to exploit

cost synergies and economies of scale through external marketing of quattro/suite to other

(bio-)pharmaceutical or chemical firms and scientific research labs. Prior to the spin-

off, this was presumably harder to achieve for two reasons. First, quattro/suite was not

4SC’s corporate focus and thus attracted less management attention and human resources.

Second, selling software that handles confidential R&D data might be challenging if the

seller actively competes with some of its customers. The firm summarizes:

“4SC continues to use all quattro/suite software tools for its drug R&D at lower

costs, and quattro research gained new customers and achieved profitability.

Hence, this spin-off was a win-win.” (Chief Financial Officer, 4SC AG)

20quattro research GmbH is owned by its management team (51.2%) and 4SC (48.8%).
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In May 2004, 4SC granted an out-licensing option of its lead project 4SC-101 to

Serono after the conclusion of CI trials in an agreement totaling up to e56M in upfront and

milestone payments in addition to undisclosed sales royalties. This strategic deal would

have validated the 4SCan technology and its derived drug candidates, provided significant

cash resources and long-term revenue potential and established a proof of business model

in line with 4SC’s corporate strategy to out-license drug candidates prior to entering CIII

trials21. Nevertheless, Serono decided not to exercise its option after 4SC-101 successfully

finished CI in March 2005. While Serono never disclosed an explanatory statement, it is

likely that an adaptation of Serono’s corporate strategy was a major explanatory factor22.

In the following, 4SC continued CII development on its own and only retained the e1.7M

option premium booked as drug R&D revenues in 2004 (see Table 4.2).

In the following two years, 4SC concluded two other R&D alliances with academic

institutions. In April 2005, it signed a development collaboration with the Ulm Univer-

sity for its Kv1.3 multiple sclerosis project, which was closely related to 4SC’s previous

activities and corporate focus. Within this alliance, the university conducted electro-

physiological and mechanical studies for 4SC. It was supported by a e2.9M public research

grant. Therefore, it is unclear whether it was concluded primarily to expand capabilities

in complementary areas or to get access to public support to broaden the product pipeline

without significant additional investments of their own money. In April 2006, 4SC signed

a collaboration with the Institute of Molecular Virology of the University of Münster for

preclinical trials of 4SC-301 in influenza virus indications. 4SC-301 was started as a sys-

temic anti-infective line extension of its inflammatory NFκB pathway inhibitor program

after 4SC recognized its potential in viral indications. Therefore, this diversification step

was both opportunistic and rather unrelated to 4SC corporate focus and strategy. The

primary strategic rationale was once again to gain access to complementary knowledge, ca-

pabilities and infrastructure with two respects. First, the research group at the University

of Münster possessed unique scientific knowledge as a pioneer of biological research of the

NFκB signaling pathway in influenza infections. Second, 4SC-301’s development requires

21Although 4SC generally aims to establish proof of concept in humans before out-licensing projects, it

states to pragmatically decide to out-license projects already in earlier phases if an interested partner

offers an attractive deal structure.
22In 2005, Serono considered various strategic growth options including aggressive in-licensing and M&A

deals since it believed that growth is a major prerequisite to remain competitive. After an unsuccessful

evaluation period, Serono started to evaluate its own sales in late 2005, which led to the e10.6B takeover

of Serono through Merck KGaA in September 2006.
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specific prerequisites such as an influenza wild-type virus and S3 laboratory conditions23,

which the firm did not possess and which are expensive to acquire. Hence, 4SC provided

third-party funds to the university to outsource 4SC-301’s R&D. The firm concludes:

“4SC-301 is an outlier in our corporate strategy and focus and is only partially

related to other activities. However, we could not neglect its promising scientific

potential.” (Chief Financial Officer, 4SC AG)

In November 2005, 4SC signed a S&M agreement with Summit Pharmaceuticals

of Japan, which is solely responsible for acquiring cooperation partners among Japanese

pharmaceutical companies. This step could be interpreted as a geographical diversifi-

cation step. While no detailed information was disclosed24, it is obvious that 4SC aimed

to increase the number of potential cooperation partners through this deal. Japanese firms

are a major part of the pharmaceutical industry with several top 50 players being head-

quartered in Japan25. However, it is often considered difficult for western firms to conclude

L&A deals with Japanese companies without awareness of the local business culture and

strong local network – in contrast to deals between European and North American com-

panies. Therefore, emerging biopharmaceutical companies tend to sign strategic S&M

alliances with local firms as means of expanding its geographical partnering activities.

In May 2008, 4SC concluded its first external diversification step through the acquisition

of a minority stake in Nexigen. In addition, it agreed to a 15-month take-over option of

all remaining shares from Nexigen’s investor Santo Holding, which is also 4SC’s majority

shareholder. The rationale of this strategically-driven step was to potentially complement

its technological base and capabilities through Nexigen’s in vivo HTS screening technology

of protein-protein interactions, which can be applied from TI to LO of small molecules and

other compound classes. Thus, 4SC could potentially backward integrate its value

chain coverage into TI & TV. As of the end of 2008, the takeover option was not

yet executed. While Nexigen’s business model and technology is fairly related to 4SC’s

activities, its owned drug R&D of protein inhibitors primarily within systemic anti-infective

and secondarily within oncology is only partially related26. 4SC concludes:

23Laboratory safety requirements are classified from S1 (lowest) to S4 (highest). S3 denotes high security

laboratories requiring, e.g., a vacuum tube and special air filters to avoid air circulation out of the lab.
24This deal was never officially announced and only mentioned in a stock exchange document related to

capital increases in 2007 (4SC (2007b: 186)).
25All other top 50 pharmaceutical companies are headquartered in the U.S. or Western Europe.
26Nexigen applies a similar business model to 4SC’s: it develops own drug candidates, which are derived
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“Nexigen’s promising technology and capabilities would supplement our owned

technology base and further strengthen parts of our value chain coverage, hence

making it a good strategic fit with 4SC.” (Chief Financial Officer, 4SC AG)

In the same month, 4SC out-licensed 4SC-206 in all viral indications to Virologik

while continuing owned R&D in oncology. The firm received a e0.75M upfront payment

booked as drug R&D revenues in 2008 (see Table 4.2), and is eligible for milestone payments

of up to e56.5M and undisclosed sales royalties. Thus, 4SC generated cash and significant

long-term potential without investing their own money. In addition, both firms concluded

a cost and scientific knowledge sharing agreement to potentially generate cost synergies.

While fitting to 4SC’s corporate strategy, the firm admits that it was an opportunistic

deal since it did not actively search for partners. Instead, Virologik recognized 4SC-206’s

potential in viral indications in a coincidental contact of both firms. The deal was signed

following extensive tests of the compound through Virologik. 4SC adds:

“This was a ‘windfall profit’ to use since we generated cash and long-term poten-

tial through an out-licensing deal within an indication outside of 4SC’s owned

R&D focus.” (Chief Financial Officer, 4SC AG)

Through its second external diversification step, 4SC acquired eight oncological R&D

projects including a CI asset from Nycomed in July 2008. The deal included the projects’

intellectual property in oncological indications in exchange for a e14.0M upfront payment,

but no further assets or employees, no milestone payments and no sales royalties. The

acquired assets had a very good strategic fit to 4SC since they were very closely related

to its previous activities with respect to capability requirements, horizontal product di-

versification dimensions and vertical value chain focus: all projects were chemical small

molecules (compound class), innovative drugs (drug novelty), developed against oncologi-

cal indications (TA) and in R&D phases – late drug discovery or early development – in

which 4SC can significantly generate value added using its existing capabilities. 4SC only

added one important target class, the enzyme class hydrolase targeted by four projects

including its CI product 4SC-201, and one less important target class, a receptor targeted

by one discovery project. However, adding additional target classes was strategically less

important since 4SC never possessed a target class focus. The firm admits that this deal

was opportunistic since Nycomed decided to divest its oncological R&D projects and con-

from its core platform technology and which shall be out-licensed after preclinical or early clinical

development, and offers drug discovery fee-for-services leveraging its technology to third parties.
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tacted 4SC indirectly through a broker. 4SC states that broadening its product pipeline

and diversifying the risks of its drug R&D while being able to stick to its strategic focus of

not diversifying its capabilities and potentially exploiting synergies between closely related

oncology projects were the deal’s major strategic rationales, as the firm explains:

“This transaction was a perfect strategic fit and a unique opportunity to us since

we were able to broaden our pipeline and diversify our risks without broadening

and diversifying our capabilities too much. Adding a second promising clini-

cal asset was another benefit since capital markets mostly only value clinical

projects. Previously, 4SC was sometimes incorrectly regarded as a one-product

firm. Finally, the purchase price was very attractive to us.”

(Chief Financial Officer, 4SC AG)

Further enabling factors of this deal were the strong support of 4SC’s shareholders, who

underwrote a concurrent e29.5M capital increase, and Nycomed’s proposal of a pure asset

deal since 4SC wanted to avoid common problems within post merger integration such as

adaption of its staff or diverging corporate cultures. In order to ensure a proper technology

transfer, 4SC hired some key employees from Nycomed’s oncology division subsequent to

the asset purchase. The firm points out an additional factor:

“In context with comparable deals such as R&D alliances, having full ‘freedom-

to-operate’ and to ‘be in the driver’s seat’, e.g., owning all IP or having the

freedom to decide to sell or hold the IP, is a major strategic goal of 4SC. Oth-

erwise, one always depends on one’s partners’ willingness of, e.g., out-licensing

a project.” (Chief Financial Officer, 4SC AG)

Summarizing, this external diversification step was also a major change in 4SC’s pipeline

sourcing strategy since the firm previously relied on home-grown product candidates sup-

plemented by various R&D alliances to gain access to complementary capabilities.

Diversification path: phases and profiles

4SC’s corporate evolution can be comprehended in three phases. All phases are drawn on

a time line including the deals and corporate development steps within each phase, which

are drafted below the corresponding phases (see Figure 4.4). In addition, corporate diver-

sification profiles for these phases illustrating 4SC’s business model, vertical integration
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Figure 4.4.: 4SC AG diversification path, phases and major milestones

Source: Author

and horizontal diversification at interesting points in time are shown in Figures 4.5 and

4.6.

4SC’s first diversification phase, denoted as development & commercialization of

drug discovery technologies, started with the firm’s foundation in 1997. Since commer-

cialization and further technology improvement is an ongoing process, the corresponding

diversification profile is shown for a point in time typically representing this phase before

the successor phase started (see profile 1999 in Figure 4.5). In this phase, 4SC developed

its core technology platform 4SCan and its enabling add-on software technology quat-

tro/suite, which was later divested. Since 4SC did not undertake owned drug discovery

and development in the beginning of its incorporation, the firm applied a pure technology

platform business model and the corresponding profile in Figure 4.5 does not display any

horizontal diversification or vertical integration.

The ongoing commercialization of 4SC’s core technology platform can be taken as success

since the firm achieved its strategic goal to externally validate its technology platform

through a significant number of fee-for-service deals, including two of the top 20 phar-

maceutical firms (Boehringer Ingelheim, Sanofi) and several mid-size pharmaceutical com-
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Figure 4.5.: 4SC AG diversification profiles 1999 and 2002

Source: Author

panies (Esteve, Recordati, Sanwa Kagaku Kenkyusho, Schering, Schwarz, Solvay). Thus,

4SC generated, according to the firm, highly profitable revenues ranging from e1.0M to

e2.2M between 2003 and 2008 or a yearly revenue average of e1.6M (see Table 4.2). In

addition, long-term potential through milestone payments and sales royalties was created,

although the firm admits that this potential is only relatively moderate. Nevertheless,

4SC’s collaborative business never contributed to more than one quarter of its operating

costs, providing a certain cross-financing effect, but no significant financing source of its

owned drug R&D. The addressable market for 4SC’s drug discovery services (LI & LO of

chemical small molecule compounds) is presumably much larger and would possibly have

provided high growth potential. However, 4SC never aimed to apply a pure technology

platform strategy and regarded fee-for-service deals rather as a by-product conducted to

validate its 4SCan technology and establish valuable industry contacts and a certain repu-

tation. From this point of view, the firm’s decision to not further emphasize its technology
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commercialization and to divest its enabling technology quattro/suite fits 4SC’s corporate

strategy of creating value by developing its owned drugs.

4SC’s second diversification phase, denoted as unfocused product R&D in various

TAs, began with the firm’s entry into its owned drug R&D in 2000 and lasted until early

2003 (see the corresponding diversification profile 2002 in Figure 4.5). 4SC applied a hybrid

business model and planned to expand its vertical integration from LI until proof of concept.

Throughout this phase, it remained limited on drug discovery and preclinical development.

Within its horizontal diversification, the firm always applied a focus on chemical small

molecules as compound class, which all used an oral route of administration and are said

to be NMEs as drug novelty. Besides, the firm started to develop projects against very

diverse indications in seven distinct therapeutic areas. While the target classes of most of

these projects were not disclosed, 4SC targeted at least two enzyme classes (dehydrogenase

and protease) and one ion channel class (potassium channel). Hence, this time period can

be interpreted as a phase of “trial-and-error”: 4SC built a pipeline consisting of various

compounds derived from its 4SCan technology in a widely diversified range of therapeutic

areas, indications and target classes. In early 2003, 4SC presumably evaluated the scientific

and commercial potential of its projects and their indications, and subsequently decided

to focus on the most promising ones.

The success of this phase is somewhat difficult to evaluate as 4SC was yet a private company

disclosing only little information. As of November 2002, the firm claimed that five projects

were in preclinical development: a rheumatoid arthritis project (most likely 4SC-101),

a cancer project (most likely 4SC-206), its quorum sensing blocker (QSB) project, the

transplantation project, and its ophthalmology project. As of the end of 2008, the first

two projects were still in the firm’s development pipeline. A third one, its QSB project,

was sold to XL TechGroup for $2M and an 10% equity stake in the firm owning QSB.

Considering the high attrition rate of drug R&D, this seems to be a considerable success.

The firm’s third diversification phase, denoted as focused product R&D in oncol-

ogy and musculoskeletal, began with the firm’s decision in early 2003 to focus its owned

drug R&D primarily on these two therapeutic areas with minor activities in systemic anti-

infectives. Two diversification profiles are shown for this phase: one prior to the firm’s IPO

in mid 2005 and one following its substantial pipeline extension through the acquisition of

a number of Nycomed’s oncology projects in late 2008 (see profiles 2005 and 2008 in Figure

4.6). Besides focusing its therapeutic areas, 4SC’s horizontal diversification only changed
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Figure 4.6.: 4SC AG diversification profiles 2005 and 2008

Source: Author

with respect to its focused target classes: 4SC expanded its activities into the enzyme class

kinases through the R&D alliance with ProQinase in 2003, and the enzyme class hydro-

lase and an undisclosed receptor through the portfolio acquisition in 2008. In parallel, 4SC

gradually expanded its vertical integration as projects moved into later development stages.

Besides, the firm clearly focused its platform technology portfolio on its core drug discov-

ery technology 4SCan and subsequently divested its software quattro/suite. Through the

takeover option for Nexigen, it might complement its technology portfolio through a sec-

ond technology and thereby backward integrate its value chain focus into TI & TV in 2009

(see profile 2009 in Figure 4.6). While 4SC yet applies a hybrid business model, the firm’s

strategic priority gradually moved towards a pure product R&D business model. Sum-

marized, 4SC consequently operationalized its corporate strategy throughout this phase in

manifold respects. First, it gradually focused on its owned product R&D business. Second,

it chose a therapeutic focus on potential blockbuster indications with high unmet medical
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need, in which its core 4SCan technology may apply especially well, and discontinued less

promising projects. Third, it diversified the risk of drug R&D by broadening its develop-

ment pipeline, its focused target classes and the degree of novelty of used targets. Fourth,

4SC divested non-strategic technologies and products.

Due to the long and expensive drug R&D process, evaluation of the success of this phase is

inconclusive through traditional economic measures. However, one might evaluate the out-

come of major L&A deals. The Virologik deal and the spin-offs of both quattro research

and QuoNova were clearly successful since all deals commercialized non-strategic intel-

lectual property and created cost synergies, cost reductions, short-term returns through

upfront and fee-for-service payments and/or long-term revenue potential through mile-

stone payments, sales royalties and minority stakes27. The recent acquisition of parts of

Nycomed’s oncology portfolio is hard to evaluate before projects are out-licensed. However,

4SC successfully concluded the clinical phase I trial of the acquired oncological lead project

4SC-201 a few months later and states having paid a very attractive price. Nevertheless,

the termination of its important out-licensing deal of its first home-grown project 4SC-101

to Serono in March 2005 was certainly a serious setback to the firm’s commercialization

strategy. This deal would have provided an important external technology validation and

a significant financing source. The firm adds:

“Having an option to out-license our first project was a major corporate mile-

stone. The non-execution of this option did not redound to our advantage and

led to questions from third parties. However, we were absolutely convinced of

4SC-101’s potential – verified by its consecutively very good R&D progress.”

(Chief Financial Officer, 4SC AG)

The firm’s positive assessment of 4SC-101 was apparently shared by both its investors

and capital markets: throughout 2005, 4SC raised e16.7M in two VC financing rounds

primarily devoted to 4SC-101’s further development and successfully completed its IPO

(see Table 4.1). In May 2008, 4SC finally achieved its important milestone to out-license

its first project in a certain therapeutic area to Virologik, thereby externally validating its

4SCan technology.

27As example, quattro research achieved revenues of e0.58M and e0.84M and a result of e0.03M and

e0.1M in 2007 and 2008 and thereby increased the value of 4SC’s minority stake (4SC (2008a: 71)).
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Overall corporate evolution and performance

From the extensive discussion of 4SC’s corporate and diversification strategy, and its di-

versification steps, path and phases, one can draw several case study-specific observations.

First and foremost, 4SC always aimed to primarily leverage its corporate core – its

4SCan technology platform – for proprietary product R&D since the firm believes

that drug R&D offers the highest value added in the biotechnology industry, despite the

firm applying a hybrid business model many years after its foundation (observation 1).

Besides, the firm intended to limit its value chain focus until products reach proof of

concept in humans since it believes this offers the most attractive risk-return profile

covering substantial parts of the value added with drug R&D while limiting the financial

investments into single products (observation 2). Horizontal diversification into addi-

tional projects was an implication of its strategy to leverage its drug discovery technology

and capabilities and creating future “pipeline input” (observation 3). Finally, 4SC showed

some initial interest in geographical diversification through an S&M alliance for its

technologies and/or products in Japan, although no partnering agreement with a Japanese

pharmaceutical firm was concluded thereafter until the end of 2008 (observation 4).

Second, diversification was a strategic priority to the firm used as a means of active

portfolio management to reduce the overall risk of product R&D and to generate

further business opportunities and growth potential by adding further projects in

existing and new target classes as pipeline input (observation 5).

Third, most of 4SC’s diversification steps were very closely related to its core business

and capabilities, centering around its 4SCan technology platform used for drug discovery

and development of chemical small molecules as compound class and following the firm’s

later applied focus on the oncological and musculoskeletal therapeutic areas28 (observa-

tion 6). While most diversification steps remained closely related to 4SC’s knowledge and

capabilities, they were mostly of complementary nature to supplement the firm’s ex-

isting pipeline or capabilities in areas of its weakness (observation 7). Aside from

its fee-for-service deals, most diversification steps shown in Figure 4.4 involved comple-

mentary assets: 4SC complemented its research capabilities, e.g., with respect to medical

28The firm’s only less related diversification step was its internally-derived 4SC-301 project, which is a line

extension in a completely different therapeutic area. Since its further development was outsourced to

the University of Münster in an R&D cooperation and thus did not imply diversification of the firm’s

capabilities, this therapeutic area diversification is of lower strategic importance.
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targets through various R&D alliances, specifically its most important alliance with Pro-

Qinase. It might potentially supplement its technology to backwardly integrate into TI &

TV through its option to take over Nexigen. It might gain access to potential partners

in another geographic region through its S&M alliance with Summit. Finally, 4SC sub-

stantially broadened its product pipeline through the acquisition of several of Nycomed’s

oncological R&D projects.

Fourth, most of 4SC’s diversification steps were product-related following its focus

on proprietary product R&D29 (observation 8). Besides, most steps were of opportunistic

nature driven by personal networks, industry conferences, brokers, or a partner’s willing-

ness to divest projects such as in the case of Nycomed (observation 9). While a fair part

of these steps were strategically neither intended nor initiated by 4SC, they had a good

fit to the firm’s corporate strategy. Finally, a larger number of its diversification

steps applied a mixed or external mode (observation 10). Whereas both technologies

were developed internally, this is particularly true with respect to 4SC’s product portfo-

lio: except for 4SC-101, 4SC-102, and 4SC-206, most other projects were developed within

R&D alliances leveraging the 4SCan technology and the partners’ knowledge in the specific

biology and target or acquired externally in a single L&A deal.

Fifth, 4SC’s overall diversification path can be seen as a chain of mostly oppor-

tunistic diversification steps, which were substantially driven by external factors

such as deal supply or financial constraints, and several disruptive events such as its first

pipeline prioritization in 2003, its technology spin-off in 2004, and the termination of the

alliance for its lead project in 2005 (observation 11). Diversification steps and disruptive

events significantly changed the firm’s scope and diversification profile over time as the

firm divested or suspended a large part of its initial products and/or technology and added

others through diversification efforts. Nevertheless, the firm managed to implement its

corporate strategy to become a product-oriented drug R&D company, although

this was presumably delayed due to limited financial resources (observation 12).

Finally, it is of interest to evaluate the overall performance of 4SC’s corporate evolutionary

path both from a financial and an R&D perspective. Financially, the only relevant measure

can be the firm’s valuation and stock price development as 4SC does not yet generate any

significant revenues. The firm’s opening share price at its IPO was e4.41. At the end of

294SC also concluded several fee-for-services deals, which are technology commercialization steps but are

not considered diversification steps from a supplier’s point of view.
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2008, it reached a share price of e3.09 – a decline equaling -30% in three years. Never-

theless, this view is inconclusive as most projects are still within development. Therefore,

it is insightful to evaluate the R&D progress of 4SC’s most important drug development

projects in recent years compared to industry standards: 4SC-101, 4SC-102, 4SC-203,

4SC-206, and 4SC-30130 (see Figure 4.3). 4SC’s lead project 4SC-101 made considerable

progress somewhat in-line with the industry’s average development times (see Table A.2).

Although it did not reach its primary CIIa trial end point31, the firm states satisfaction

with its results and progress (4SC (2007a: 14, 24)). For its other four preclinical projects,

4SC disclosed only slow R&D progress since 2005 – the year in which the firm started to

publish extensive material as a public company. While the firm initially aimed to move

some of these projects into clinical trial by 200732, none of them reached this goal at the

end of 2008. Aside from the de-prioritization of 4SC-102, the termination of 4SC-101’s out-

licensing to Serono in March 2005 might be a major explanation since 4SC subsequently

lacked an important additional financing source and had to continue funding of 4SC-101’s

expensive CII trials. 4SC continued to concentrate its major R&D efforts in recent years on

one project: 4SC-101 (4SC (2008b: 65-67)). Hence, the firm only partially accomplished

its pipeline diversification strategy due to external financial constraints and so far remained

a relatively focused ‘one-product-in-clinical-trials company’ until its recent acquisition of

several of Nycomed’s oncology projects. Summarized, this case study demonstrates the

outstanding importance of the financing environment and its implication on the evolution-

ary corporate diversification of entrepreneurial biopharmaceutical drug R&D companies

applying a business model that heavily depends on significant external financing for many

years before potentially reaching positive cash flows. The firm summarizes:

“Overall, 4SC never left its strategic path and initial strategy to become a drug

development company with a focused pipeline broadly diversified among various

projects. However, due to financial constraints in the past, we could not always

go full speed and had to focus on fewer projects compared to our initial goal.”

(Chief Financial Officer, 4SC AG)

30Kv1.3 and Nycomed’s former projects are too short within 4SC’s pipeline to evaluate their progress.
31This study contained 120 patients in two treatment groups and one placebo group. The placebo group

showed unexpected high positive effects resulting in insignificant treatment advantages.
32At the end of 2005, 4SC aimed to have up to three additional projects in clinical trials by 2007. At the

end of 2006, the firm aimed to apply for clinical trials approval of 4SC-102 and 4SC-206 before the end

of 2007. At the end of 2007, 4SC stated that two of its four projects 4SC-102, 4SC-203, 4SC-206 and

4SC-301 could reach clinical trials by the end of 2008 (4SC (2005: 21, 2006: 6, 2007a: 6)).
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4.2. Case study 2: Curacyte AG

4.2.1. Corporate profile and history

In early 2000, Curacyte AG was founded as AbGen GmbH in Martinsried near Munich. The

key founding ideas initially invented at a university by AbGen’s scientific founders were two

early-stage targets in the fields of oncology and immunology, for which compound programs

should be developed, an antisense technology, which was the scientific base of one of these

targets, and a third early-stage oncology project (see subsection 4.2.2). Simultaneous to its

incorporation, AbGen received a e0.3M seed financing round from the government-backed

biotechnology business incubator BioM (see Table 4.7). In June 2000, a consortium of

venture capital firms led by Munich-based TVM Capital invested e7.0M in Curacyte’s

series A venture capital (VC) financing round under the condition that the founders agree

to hire an experienced executive management team to hold the positions of CEO and

CFO. AbGen’s lead investor, TVM Capital, proposed Dr. Helmut Giersiefen as CEO and

Dr. Andreas Zaby as CFO, who both joined AbGen shortly thereafter. Prior to joining

AbGen, both worked for the health care practice of the management consulting firm Bain

& Company. In addition, Dr. Giersiefen possessed 18 years of pharmaceutical development

experience as project director at Roche AG and co-founder of The Medicines Company.

In fall 2000, AbGen hired a staff of ten people, mainly scientists and technicians, and set

up a laboratory infrastructure in Munich. Subsequently, the firm started the technology

transfer from the university institute and replicated scientific experiments. After several

months work, it turned out that key elements of the firm’s founding product ideas and

technology were scientific artefacts impossible to discover in a pre-investment due diligence.

In January 2001, AbGen decided to discontinue its founding product ideas and technology

(“technology breakdown”). The shareholders and board of directors had two courses of

action: either to liquidate the company and reimburse the remaining capital, or to continue

the firm’s operation by starting intensive business development activities to retrieve both

a technological basis and a critical mass of development projects. They chose the latter

option considering the experienced management team, the scientific staff and the recently

acquired laboratory infrastructure (Patzelt et al. (2006)). Subsequently, AbGen GmbH

was transformed into a stock corporation (“Aktiengesellschaft”) and renamed to become

Curacyte AG in January 2001.

Following its technology breakdown, the firm evaluated several options to regain a tech-
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type (details) datea amount investors (purpose, if aid money)

VC (series C – second
closing)

12/05 e15.0M TVM Capital, PharmaBio Development (Quintiles Transna-
tional Group), Hopp family

aid money (grant) 09/05 n/ab NIH National Institutes of Health (CI/CII trials of Hemoximer
in cancer patients receiving IL-2)

aid money (grant) n/ac n/ab German State of Saxonia (undisclosed)
VC (series C – first
closing)

02/05 e16.5M TVM Capital, CFH Corporate Finance Holding (Sachsen
LB Group), IBG Beteiligungsgesellschaft Sachsen-Anhalt,
S-Beteiligungsmanagement Leipzig, Mittelständische Beteili-
gungsgesellschaft Sachsen, GZ Paul Partners, IKB Private Eq-
uity, Alpinvest, The Stroh Companies

aid money (grant) 06/04 e1.1M BioChancePlus program of German Federal Ministry of Edu-
cation and Research (LI & LO of FXIIIa inhibitors)

aid money (grant) 12/03 e0.5M German State of Thuringia’s Ministry of Science (R&D collab-
oration with the University of Jena for LO & PC of matriptase
inhibitors)

aid money (grant) 10/03 e1.2M German State of Thuringia’s corporate technology develop-
ment program (LO & PC of FXa inhibitors)

VC (series B) 06/02 e7.0M TVM Capital, AlpInvest Partners, KfW Mittelstandsbank,
The Stroh Companies

VC (series A) 06/00 e7.0M TVM Capital, undisclosed consortium
VC (seed) 03/00 e0.3M BioM
total e48.6M

aFormats applied are either mm/yy, yyyy or qq/yy bAmount undisclosed

cDate undisclosed; following the acquisition of IBFB in 02/05

Table 4.7.: Curacyte AG financing environment as of 31.12.2008 (Source: Curacyte’s cor-

porate filings & website, press search, Datamonitor)

nological basis and drug R&D product pipeline. In June 2001, Curacyte in-licensed a new

technology and two projects from the University of Jena and concluded a long-term R&D

alliance with the university. In June 2002, Curacyte founded its first wholly owned sub-

sidiary Curacyte Chemistry GmbH in Jena to further strengthen this collaboration and

to ensure the knowledge utilization of the scientific inventors (see Figure 4.7). Curacyte

Chemistry hired three key scientific inventors from the University of Jena and concentrated

on chemical synthesis of small molecule compounds. The decision to found a subsidiary

was aided by the fact that Jena is located in the Eastern German state Thuringia. Cura-

cyte thereby gained access to public financial support for regional development in Eastern

Germany in addition to public research grants available for biopharmaceutical start-ups in

Germany. In the following two years, Curacyte raised e2.8M through three government

grants, two of which were sponsored by the state of Thuringia (see Table 4.7).
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Figure 4.7.: Curacyte AG legal entities

Source: Curacyte’s corporate filings & website, press search

To further strengthen its product pipeline, Curacyte merged with VitaResc Biotech AG,

another Munich-based biopharmaceutical firm, under Curacyte’s management team and

name in June 2002. VitaResc was founded in March 1999 as spin-off of PathoGenex GmbH

by Curacyte’s lead investor TVM Capital33, Dr. Ulrich Delvos as CEO, who previously

headed PathoGenex as CEO for two years and spent ten years with the Hoechst subsidiary

Behringwerke AG, and Stan Yakatan. Besides two in-licensed discovery projects, VitaResc

had one clinical phase II project, which it acquired through its acquisition of Apex Bio-

science Inc. in July 1999. Following the merger with Curacyte, VitaResc’s management

team left the merged company and Apex Bioscience became Curacyte’s second subsidiary

(see Figure 4.7). Thus, the merged entity had three locations in Munich and Jena (both

Germany) and Durham, NC (USA). Along with this merger, investors of both companies

agreed to provide e7.0M in a series B VC financing round (see Table 4.7).

In February 2005, Curacyte acquired IBFB Pharma GmbH of Leipzig, which was renamed

Curacyte Discovery GmbH and became the firm’s third subsidiary and fourth location (see

Figure 4.7). Subsequently, Curacyte relocated most of its activities to Leipzig and closed

its research labs in Munich to concentrate its discovery work in Leipzig and Jena. As within

its previous M&A deal, Curacyte closed the first tranche of its series C VC financing round

in conjunction with this acquisition and raised e16.5M (see Table 4.7). In the following

years, Curacyte again received significant public financial support of undisclosed size from

the Saxon state government due to its new Leipzig-based subsidiary located in the Eastern

33Both PathoGenex and VitaResc Biotech received funding from Curacyte’s lead investor TVM Capital.
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German state of Saxonia. Additionally, Curacyte’s subsidiary Apex Bioscience received a

grant of undisclosed size from the U.S. National Institutes of Health for CI/II development

of its clinical lead project in a line extension (see Table 4.7).

Following the acquisition of IBFB, Curacyte evaluated an initial public offering (IPO)

at the Frankfurt Stock Exchange as a means of further financing. It therefore intensified

contacts to investment banks to consider this option and was named as one of the “hottest”

IPO candidates of 2005 by various financial publications. Due to manifold reasons such as

the stock market environment in general and the firm’s listed biotechnological peer-group

companies’ performance in particular, Curacyte decided not to pursue its IPO plans and

never returned to this initial plan later on. As an alternative, Curacyte closed a second

tranche of its series C financing round in December 2005 and raised another e15.0M (see

Table 4.7). Thus, the firms’s series C VC financing round became the largest VC financing

round among German biotechnological companies in 2005 (Ernst & Young (2006b: 68)).

In February 2007, Curacyte decided to merge its subsidiary Curacyte Chemistry into Cu-

racyte Discovery to concentrate its drug discovery and technology platform development

activities within its subsidiary in Leipzig. Curacyte’s other subsidiary Apex Bioscience

remained responsible for the clinical development of the firm’s clinical product.

In August 2008, Curacyte sold its subsidiary Curacyte Discovery to The Medicines Com-

pany and thereby divested its complete drug discovery business, its main technology plat-

form and most employees. Subsequently, Curacyte uses the financial resources provided

by the trade sale to further develop its clinical project. Shortly after the divestiture of

Curacyte Discovery, Curacyte’s CFO left the firm. Curacyte’s CEO stepped down as CEO

a few months later and joined The Medicines Company – the firm he co-founded and which

acquired large parts of Curacyte’s business through its subsidiary Curacyte Discovery. In

November 2008, VitaResc Biotech’s co-founder and previous CEO Dr. Ulrich Delvos was

appointed as new CEO of Curacyte.

Curacyte’s current corporate profile is summarized in Table 4.8. The firm applies a

typical product-oriented drug R&D business model and focuses on cardiovascular diseases

in acute / intensive care conditions. Since the divestiture of its drug discovery business,

Curacyte’s value chain focus is the clinical development of its lead project Hemoximer in

its primary indication (CIII) and two line extensions (CII and CI/II). As a consequence,

the firm possesses no attempts for further pipeline sourcing activities.
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R&D focus owned proprietary drug R&D
therapeutic focus cardiovascular (in acute care / intensive care conditions)
business modela Product Technology Hybrid FIPCO
value chain focusa TI TV LI LO PC CI CII CIII R&A S&M
pipeline sourcing None (focused one-product company)
strategy summary Further clinical development of its remaining clinical product Hemoximer (PHP)

in its primary indication (CIII) and two line extensions (CI/II and CII).
locations (dateb) Munich, Germany (03/99 and 03/00); Durham NC, USA (07/99);

prior: Jena, Germany (06/02 to 02/07); Leipzig, Germany (02/05 to 08/08)

aActive value chain steps or business model printed bold bFormats applied are either mm/yy, yyyy or qq/yy

Table 4.8.: Curacyte AG corporate profile as of 31.12.2008 (Source: Curacyte’s corporate

filings & website)

4.2.2. Technology and product pipeline evolution

Curacyte always applied a pure product-oriented drug R&D business model. However, the

firm possessed several technologies throughout its corporate evolution, which it leveraged

for its own in-house drug discovery efforts. The most important technologies and technol-

ogy platforms and the chronological technology pipeline evolution are summarized in

Table 4.9 and Figure 4.8.

Curacyte’s initial key founding antisense technology was in-licensed in June 2000 from an

undisclosed university. Since this technology turned out to be a scientific artefact, it was

discontinued in January 2001 and is of no importance to the firm’s further evolution.

Through its technology acquisition efforts following the technology breakdown, Curacyte

in-licensed its most important technology in June 2001 from the University of Jena: the

serine protease technology platform, which was subsequently further improved in-house and

within an R&D cooperation with the inventing university. The core of this platform tech-

nology was specific scientific knowledge of the structure-response relationship of a certain

target class – so-called trypsin-like serine proteases, a certain type of enzyme – and a spe-

cific compound class – chemically synthesized small molecule inhibitors – and included a

focused library of several hundred patented proprietary serine protease inhibitors. This

platform was used to start several drug discovery programs in oncological and cardiovas-

cular (blood coagulation) indications. Curacyte divested this technology to The Medicines

Company in August 2008 together with its drug discovery pipeline.
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antisense technology undisclosed
university

06/00
until
01/01

Undisclosed antisense technology used for one of the firm’s two initial founding projects. Key founding
technology of AbGen GmbH (later Curacyte AG). Discontinued in 01/01. Projects derived from this technology:
IMNAD

serine protease technol-
ogy platform

University
of Jena

06/01
until
08/08

Curacyte’s key technology platform for rational drug design (RDD) of chemical small molecule in-
hibitors (compound class) against certain enzymes, so-called trypsin-like serine proteases (target class).
The technology platform is based on specific patented knowledge of the structure-response relationship of these
compounds (synthetic small molecule serine protease inhibitors) and targets (trypsin-like serine proteases) and
includes a library of ∼300 patented proprietary small molecule inhibitors, which is used for LI & LO
of compounds against specific targets in certain indications (hemostatis and anti-coagulation). Sold to The
Medicines Company together with complete discovery and preclinical development pipeline in 08/08. Projects
derived from this technology: CU2010, FXa inhibitors, uPa inhibitors, matriptase inhibitors

PDE-4 technology
platform

IBFB
Pharmab

02/05
until
2007

Compound library of small molecule inhibitors of phosphodiesterase 4 (PDE-4). Suspended in 2007
together with PDE-4 inhibitors. Projects derived from this technology: PDE-4 inhibitors

stem cell technology IBFB
Pharmab

02/05
until
03/08

Patented technology / method for generating stem cell types originating from certain tissues (incl.
fat, bone, and cartilage cells from human dermal fibroblasts or primary fibroblasts) used both scientifically and
for future therapeutic applications. The technology’s main advantage is the rapid, low-cost and uncomplicated
means to prepare autologous tissue replacements to enhance the clinical applications of adult stem cells. Sold
to Fraunhofer-Institute for Cell Therapy and Immunology (IZI) in 03/08.

aIf two dates given: first date denotes start date, second date denotes end date. If one date given: denotes start date of active technology. Formats applied are either mm/yy, yyyy or qq/yy

bThe technology was previously developed by IBFB Pharma, which later became Curacyte Discovery

Table 4.9.: Curacyte AG technology pipeline as of 31.12.2008 (Source: Curacyte’s corporate filings & website, press search,

Datamonitor, IMS Health)
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Besides, Curacyte acquired two additional technologies through its acquisition of IBFB

Pharma in February 2007. First, its PDE-4 technology platform, which comprises a com-

pound library of small molecule inhibitors of a specific target, so-called phosphodiesterase

4 (PDE-4). Curacyte further applied this technology platform until 2007, when the firm

discontinued the PDE-4 inhibitors program. Second, a stem cell technology, which did not

fit to Curacyte’s post-acquisition strategy and was commercialized through a trade sale to

the Fraunhofer-Institute for Cell Therapy and Immunology (IZI) in March 2008.

Curacyte’s product pipeline consisted out of 13 R&D programs (see Table 4.10). Cura-

cyte’s most important product isHemoximer (PHP) – a cardiovascular project currently

in clinical development against distributive shock as primary indication and cardiogenic

shock and septic shock in cancer patients receiving interleukin-2 as line extensions. Pre-

viously, Hemoximer was also developed against rheumatoid arthritis. Hemoximer is a

chemically modified natural protein (human hemoglobin) as compound and interacts with

nitric oxide (NO) as target since the NO overproduction is stated as physiological cause

of shock. Hemoximer is Curacyte’s only project in clinical development. The product

was originally developed by Ajinomoto of Japan and in-licensed by Apex Bioscience for

further development in 1993. It became part of Curacyte’s pipeline through its merger

with VitaResc Biotech in 2002. VitaResc acquired Apex in 1999. While it fits to the firm’s

cardiovascular therapeutic focus, it is somewhat less related compared to all other pipeline

projects with respect to its technological base, its target class and its compound class.

In addition to Hemoximer, Curacyte had six other discovery and preclinical pipeline

projects within the cardiovascular / blood coagulation therapeutic area. Its two most

important projects, CU2010 and Factor Xa inhibitors, were both small molecule inhibitors

of a specific enzyme class, serine proteases, and both derived from the firm’s serine protease

technology platform. While the Factor Xa inhibitors program was originally started at the

University of Jena and in-licensed together with the serine protease technology platform,

CU2010 originated from in-house R&D. The two projects were developed against hemosta-

sis and venous thrombosis respectively. The firm also developed Factor XIIIa inhibitors –

a small molecule inhibitors program of another enzyme class, so-called transglutaminase

– against deep vein thrombosis (DVT). Factor XIIIa was one of the two projects started

in-house shortly after the firm’s technology breakdown in January 2001. The other three

projects – TPO receptor agonist, VTR-TI and VTR 4 – were of minor importance to the

firm. The TPO receptor agonist was a chemical small molecule agonist of the growth factor

thrombopoietin receptor and was one of Curacyte’s founding projects. VTR-TI and VTR
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Hemoximer
[PHP]

Ajinomoto
[LR], Apex
Bioscience
[LE],
VitaResc
[MA]

n/a (no
class)

nitric oxide
(NO)

natural
(protein)

pyridoxalated
hemoglobin
polyoxyethy-
lene (PHP) -
chemically
modified
natural human
hemoglobin

NME
[patented]

injection cardiovas-
cular

distributive shock active
[CIII]

cardiogenic shock
(congestive heart
failure)f

active
[CII]

Hemoximer+
interleukin-2
(IL-2)

septic shock in can-
cer patients receiv-
ing IL-2 (malig-
nant melanoma, re-
nal cell carcinoma)

active
[CI/CII]

CU2010 [PK
inhibitors]

The
Medicines
Co. [B]

enzyme
(serine
protease)

plasmin & plas-
ma kallikrein
(PK)

chemical
(small
molecule)

plasmin & plas-
ma kallikrein
(PK) inhibitor

NME
[patented]

injection cardiovas-
cular

hemostasis (pre-
vention of surgical
blood loss)

sold

Factor Xa
inhibitors
[FXa]

University
of Jena
[LR], The
Medicines
Co. [B]

enzyme
(serine
protease)

Factor Xa
(FXa)

chemical
(small
molecule)

FXa inhibitor NME
[patented]

oral cardiovas-
cular

venous thrombosis suspen-
ded,
sold

Factor XIIIa
inhibitors
[FXIIIa]

The
Medicines
Co. [B]

enzyme
(transglu-
taminase)

Factor XIIIa
(FXIIIa)

chemical
(small
molecule)

FXIIIa peptite
inhibitor

NME
[patented]

injection cardiovas-
cular

deep vein thrombo-
sis (DVT)

suspen-
ded,
sold

VTR 4 [anti-
LPS MAb]

SNBTSg

[LR],
VitaResc
[MA]

n/a (endo-
toxin)

lipopoly-
saccharide
(LPS)

biological
(MAb)

anti-lipopoly-
saccharide
(anti-LPS)

undisclo-
sed
[patented]

parenteral cardiovas-
cular

systemic inflamma-
tory response syn-
drome (SIRS)

inactive

Table 4.10: Curacyte AG product pipeline – continued on next page
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VTR-TI
[thrombin
inhibitors]

Behringwerke
(now: CSL
Behring)
[LR],
VitaResc
[MA]

enzyme
(serine
protease)

thrombin chemical
(small
molecule)

pegylated
dipeptidic
thrombin
inhibitor

NME
[patented]

injection cardiovas-
cular

deep vein thrombo-
sis (DVT)

inactive

biopolymer coating
agent to prevent
surface clot forma-
tion

inactive

TPO recep-
tor agonists

- growth fac-
tor

thrombopoietin
receptor
(TPO)

chemical
(small
molecule)

thrombopoietin
receptor ago-
nist

NME
[patented]

unknown cardiovas-
cular

thrombocytopaenia inactive

PDE-4 in-
hibitors
[CD160130]

IBFB
Pharma
[MA], The
Medicines
Co. [B]

enzyme
(esterase)

phospho-
diesterase 4
(PDE-4)

chemical
(small
molecule)

type 4 cyclic
nucleotide
phospho-
diesterase
inhibitor

NME
[patented]

unknown oncology &
immuno-
modulators

chronic lympho-
cytic leukemia
(CLL)h

inactive,
sold

uPA inhibi-
tors [CJ463]

University
of Jena
[LR], The
Medicines
Co. [B]

enzyme
(serine
protease)

urokinase chemical
(small
molecule)

urokinase-type
plasminogen
activator (uPa)
inhibitor

NME
[patented]

injection oncology &
immuno-
modulators

cancer inactive,
sold

matriptase
inhibitors
[CJ730,
CJ697]

The
Medicines
Co. [B]

enzyme
(serine
protease)

matriptase
(trypsin-like
serine pro-
tease)

chemical
(small
molecule)

3-amidino-
phenylalanine-
type matrip-
tase inhibitor

NME
[patented]

injection oncology &
immuno-
modulators

metastatic malig-
nancies

inactive,
sold

Table 4.10: Curacyte AG product pipeline – continued on next page
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IL-4 inhibi-
tors

- cytokine
(inter-
leukin)

interleukin 4
(IL-4)

chemical
(small
molecule)

IL-4 inhibitor NME
[undis-
closed]

unknown oncology &
immuno-
modulators

allergy inactive

DECC undisclosed
university
[LR]

undisclosed undisclosed chemical
(small
molecule)

undisclosed
DNA inhibitor

NME
[patented]

injection oncology &
immuno-
modulators

cancer inactive

IMNAD undisclosed
university
[LR]

undisclosed undisclosed chemical
(small
molecule)

undisclosed
antisense com-
pound

NME
[patented]

injection oncology &
immuno-
modulators

undisclosed inactive

aDenotes other name(s) used for this drug, e.g., research codes or former brand names bRole of partner: B = Buyer (of product), EP = Equal (R&D) Partner, LE = Licensee,

LR = Licenser, MA = M&A firm (acquired or merged with firm), RD = R&D Partner, S = Seller (of product); term. = terminated agreement cBased on EPhMRA TA classification

dFirst indication listed denotes primary indication. Other listed indications are secondary indications eDenotes latest phase of product fEU and U.S. orphan drug status

gScottish National Blood Transfusion Service (SNBTS) hEU orphan drug status

Table 4.10.: Curacyte AG product pipeline as of 31.12.2008 (Source: Curacyte’s corporate filings & website, press search,

Bloomberg, Datamonitor, IMS Health)
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4 were both acquired through Curacyte’s merger with VitaResc Biotech and were both

previously in-licensed by VitaResc. VTR-TI was closely related to Curacyte’s previous

pipeline in all product pipeline dimensions since it is a small molecule inhibitor target-

ing serine protease developed against deep vein thrombosis – an indication against which

Curacyte was already developing its FXIIIa inhibitors. In contrast, VTR 4 was a techno-

logically unrelated project belonging to a different target and target class (endotoxin) and

compound class (biological monoclonal antibody).

In its oncology & immunomodulators therapeutic area, Curacyte also had six dis-

covery and preclinical pipeline projects, all of which were chemically synthesized small

molecule programs. The two most important ones were the firm’s PDE-4 inhibitors and

uPa inhibitors. The PDE-4 inhibitors program was obtained through the acquisition of

IBFB Pharma, targeted an enzyme class called esterase and was developed against chronic

lymphocytic leukemia (CLL). The uPa inhibitors program was originally in-licensed from

the University of Jena, where is was derived from the serine protease technology platform,

and consequently targeted the enzyme class serine protease. It was developed in a not fur-

ther specified cancer indication. The matriptase inhibitors program was Curacyte’s fourth

project derived from its core serine protease technology platform. It subsequently targeted

the same target class and was developed in-house against metastatic malignancies. Its

three other projects – its IL-4 inhibitors, DECC and IMNAD – were of minor importance

to the firm. The IL-4 inhibitors program targeted the cytokine interleukin 4 and was

developed against a not further specified allergic reaction. No detailed information was

disclosed for the firm’s two founding projects DECC and IMNAD.

Since Curacyte developed these 13 programs at different points in time, the firm’s chrono-

logical product pipeline evolution including changes in development phases is shown

in Figure 4.8. Its two founding projects DECC and IMNAD, which were started in fall

2000, were already discontinued in January 2001 within its technology breakdown. In

the summer of 2001, Curacyte started one in-house product idea – the FXIIIa inhibitors

program – continued its founding TPO receptor agonist project and in-licensed the uPa

inhibitors and FXa inhibitors from the University of Jena. At the end of 2001, Curacyte

started two additional projects in-house: its matriptase inhibitors and its IL-4 inhibitors.

Through its merger with VitaResc Biotech in June 2002, three additional projects were

added to the firm’s pipeline: Hemoximer, VTR-TI and VTR 4. As a consequence of this

merger, the pipeline grew to nine projects, of which one was developed in its primary indi-

cation and two line extensions. Shortly after the merger, Curacyte discontinued its TPO
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Figure 4.8.: Curacyte AG product and technology pipeline evolution

Source: Curacyte’s corporate filings & website, press search, Bloomberg, Datamonitor

receptor agonists. In 2003, it started its in-house project CU2010 and reviewed its current

product pipeline within the first portfolio prioritization. As a result, VTR-TI, VTR 4

and the IL-4 inhibitors were discontinued. Besides the addition of the PDE-4 inhibitors in

February 2005 through the acquisition of IBFB Pharma, no further changes in Curacyte’s

product pipeline occurred until mid-2007, when Curacyte started a second portfolio pri-

oritization effort. Consequently, the firm decided to fully focus on cardiovascular projects

and to discontinue all existing oncological projects: PDE-4 inhibitors, matriptase inhibitors

and IL-4 inhibitors. Besides, it concentrated all efforts in the cardiovascular therapeutic

area on its most promising projects: its clinical project Hemoximer in its primary indica-

tion and two line extensions and its preclinical candidate CU2010. As a consequence, its

FXa inhibitors and FXIIIa inhibitors were reprioritized. In addition, it discontinued its

Hemoximer line extension in rheumatoid arthritis. In August 2008, the firm sold its entire

discovery and preclinical pipeline to The Medicines Company including its preclinical lead

project CU2010. Thereafter, all resources were concentrated on the further development

of Hemoximer.
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4.2.3. Licensing and Acquisition (L&A) deals

Curacyte concluded several licensing and acquisition (L&A) deals throughout its corporate

evolution. The most important deals are summarized in Table 4.11 denoting the type of

deal and its dimension (product and/or technology), the partner and its role within the

deal, start and end dates, a detailed deal description, covered products and/or technologies,

and financial conditions. As Curacyte evolved as a merger of VitaResc Biotech and the

former Curacyte, Table 4.11 includes deals from both firms as well as the initial in-licensing

of the firm’s main clinical asset Hemoximer by Apex Bioscience Inc. in 1995.

While a detailed discussion of these deals will be provided in the following subsection 4.2.4,

it is of interest to note that most deals were related to managing the firm’s technology

and/or product portfolio. Thus, these deals were either in-licensing, out-licensing, M&A

or trade sales deals. In addition, Curacyte signed one R&D alliance, one S&M alliance,

and one fee-for-service deal to gain access to complementary capabilities.

4.2.4. Within-case analysis

This subsection discusses Curacyte’s corporate strategy and core business, its diversifica-

tion strategy, major diversification steps, its resulting diversification path, and its overall

corporate evolution and performance. This part is based on the already presented fact

base as well as on a case study interview with Curacyte’s former Chief Financial Officer

(CFO)34, which was conducted in October 2008.

Corporate strategy and core business

While Curacyte always applied a product drug R&D business model, its corporate strategy

and core business changed throughout its evolution and can be understood in two periods.

In its first period from its founding days until the middle of 2008, the firm’s corporate

strategy aimed to build up a broad horizontal diversified and vertical integrated

product pipeline in form of a pyramid, i.e., it encompassed several discovery and preclin-

ical projects as well as projects in different clinical stages, concentrated on cardiovascular

34Curacyte’s former CFO resigned from his position with the firm shortly before the case study interview

in August 2008.
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trade
sale
[P&T]

The Medicines
Company [LE]

08/08 Sale of Curacyte’s subsidiary Curacyte Discovery GmbH to The
Medicines Company, which includes Curacyte’s preclinical lead
compound CU2010, its serine protease technology platform, all
other discovery & PC development projects such as its FXa and
FXIIIa inhibitors programs and all former technology platforms.
Further RM, SM and SR with respect to clinical progress of
CU2010. Curacyte to solely focus its activities on the clinical
development of its clinical project Hemoximer.

CU2010, FXa, FXIIIa,
all other discovery
projects [P]; serine
protease technology
platform, PDE-4
technology platform [T]

UP: e14.5M; RM (if
CU2010 reaches CII):
e10.5M; SM: undis-
closed; SR: low single-
digit percentage

trade
sale [T]

Fraunhofer-
Institute for Cell
Therapy and
Immunology (IZI)
[LE]

03/08 Divestiture and transfer of its proprietary stem cell technology to
the Fraunhofer-Institute for Cell Therapy and Immunology (IZI).
Complements IZI’s core competence in regenerative medicine
(cell-based therapeutic application of in vitro cultured biological
tissue to restore or replace diseased or damaged tissue or organs).

stem cell technology [T] undisclosed (back-end
deal with milestone
payments and/or sales
royalties)

M&A
[P&T]

IBFB Pharma [LR] 02/05 Acquisition of IBFB Pharma, which is focused on protein chem-
istry & engineering and cell culture technology. IBFB also offers
CMO of collagen and antibodies. As part of this merger, Cura-
cyte raises its series C VC financing round, relocates its corporate
headquarters to Leipzig and closes its labs in Munich.

PDE-4 inhibitors [P];
stem cell technology,
PDE-4 technology
platform [T]

undisclosed; combined
with series C VC-round

S&M
alliance
[P]

Haemochrom
Diagnostica [LE]

07/04
termi-
nated

S&M agreement for four of Curacyte’s serine protease inhibitors
programs to leverage the potential of its proprietary serine pro-
tease inhibitors library into the research market in Germany, Aus-
tria and Scandinavia.

VTR-TI, uPa inhibitors,
CU2010, FXa inhibitors
[P]

undisclosed

Table 4.11: Curacyte AG Licensing & Acquisitions (L&A) deals – continued on next page
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[dim.]a [role]b technologiesa by licenser (LR)d

out-
licensing
[T]

Gambro
Dialysatoren [LE]

09/02
until
09/03

Sub-licensing of its serine protease technology platform to Gam-
bro Dialysatoren, which will exploit the technology’s utility
in non-therapeutic extracorporeal blood treatment applications
(haemodialysis). Deal not extended after evaluation phase ex-
piry.

serine protease
technology platform [T]

undisclosed

M&A
[P]

VitaResc Biotech
[EP]

06/02 Merger of Curacyte and VitaResc Biotech under current Cura-
cyte’s name and management team, supported by the series B VC
financing round from lead investors of both companies. The new
Curacyte develops treatments for critical care conditions, inflam-
matory diseases, atopic allergies, thrombocytopenia, and cancer,
has a balanced R&D pipeline with compounds in discovery and
phase CII and core competencies in drug development (VitaResc)
and RDD & drug discovery (Curacyte).

Hemoximer (PHP),
VTR 4, VTR-TI [P]

undisclosed; combined
with series B VC-round

in-
licensing;
R&D
alliance
[P&T]

University of Jena
[LR]

06/01 Curacyte in-licenses IP covering University of Jena’s serine pro-
tease technology platform and two inhibitors programs. Addi-
tionally, a research collaboration to jointly develop both tech-
nology and products and to ensure proper know-how transfer
was concluded. In 06/02, Curacyte founded subsidiary Curacyte
Chemistry GmbH in Jena to further enhance joint R&D.

FXa inhibitors, uPa
inhibitors [P]; serine
protease technology
platform [T]

undisclosed

in-
licensing
[P]

Behringwerke-
Hoechst (now: CSL
Behring) [LR]

07/00 VitaResc acquires worldwide exclusive license to VTR-TI for the
acute treatment & prophylaxis of deep vein thrombosis after hip
and knee surgery from the Hoechst subsidiary Behringwerke.

VTR-TI [P] undisclosed

fee-for-
service
[P]

Evotec [LR] 07/00
until
2003

Evotec to provide services to jointly develop a protocol for high
yield synthesis of VitaResc’s VTR-TI. In 10/01, deal extension to
scale up the chemical production of VitaResc’s anti-thrombotic
drug VTR-TI for clinical trials.

VTR-TI [P] undisclosed

Table 4.11: Curacyte AG Licensing & Acquisitions (L&A) deals – continued on next page
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in-
licensing
[P&T]

undisclosed
university [LR]

06/00 Curacyte in-licenses the two early-stage projects DECC and IM-
NAD and an undisclosed antisense technology from an undis-
closed university and its scientific founder.

DECC, IMNAD [P];
antisense technology [T]

undisclosed

in-
licensing
[P]

Scottish National
Blood Transfusion
Service (SNBTS)
[LR]

10/99 VitaResc Biotech in-licenses VTR 4 from SNBTS. VTR 4 was
developed in an R&D alliance of Novartis and SNBTS. Novartis
retains development re-entry rights upon completion of certain
milestones. VitaResc plans to start CI end of 2000.

VTR 4 [P] undisclosed

M&A
[P]

Apex Bioscience
[LR]

07/99 VitaResc Biotech acquires Apex Bioscience (founded as Strohtech
Inc. 1985 in Detroit, MI (USA); renamed & relocated 1993 to
Durham, NC (USA)). Apex’ lead compound Hemoximer (PHP) is
a recombinant hemoglobin-based drug against sudden blood pres-
sure drops in patients suffering from nitric oxide-induced shock.

Hemoximer (PHP) [P] undisclosed

in-
licensing
[P]

Ajinomoto [LR] 03/95 Apex Bioscience in-licenses exclusive worldwide rights (outside
Japan) to Ajinomoto’s pyridoxalated hemoglobin polyoxyethy-
lene conjugate (PHP), which is developed against distributive
shock stand alone and in conjunction with chemotherapeutic
agents.

Hemoximer (PHP) [P] undisclosed

aDeal dimension: T = Technology, P = Product, P&T = Product and Technology, O = Other

bRole of partner: LR = Licenser, LE = Licensee, EP = Equal Partner, O = Other; if LR or LE: firm’s role complementary to partner (LR if partner LE and vice versa)

cIf two dates given: first date denotes start date, second date denotes end date. If one date given: denotes deal disclosure date. Formats applied are either mm/yy, yyyy or qq/yy

dFinancial details: EI = Equity Interest, LF = Licensing Fee, LR = Licensing Royalties, MS = reached Milestone, RF = Research Funding, RM = R&D Milestones, RSM = R&D and

S&M Milestones, SM = S&M Milestone, SR = Sales Royalties, TLF = Technology Licensing Fee, UM = Unspecified Milestone (SM, RM or RSM), UP = Upfront Payment

Table 4.11.: Curacyte AG Licensing & Acquisitions (L&A) deals as of 31.12.2008 (Source: Curacyte’s corporate filings & website,

press search, Bloomberg, Datamonitor)
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and oncology in acute care35. Within this time, the firm had two core businesses, which

were built up or acquired over time. First was its clinical project Hemoximer (PHP)

in different clinical phases in its primary indication and two line extensions. Second was

its serine protease technology platform and thereof derived discovery projects,

from which three of the firm’s four most important early-stage projects were obtained36

and which fully focused on one target class (serine protease) and one compound class

(chemical small molecule inhibitors). While these cores were not related with respect to

its technological base (technology platform, target class, compound class) and organized in

different legal entities and locations37, they were related by therapeutic area. Even before

its early technology breakdown in January 2001, Curacyte applied a similar early-stage

strategy since it planned to derive several projects from its then core antisense technology:

“Our serine protease technology platform and inhibitors library was our true

core competence within drug discovery and leveraged for drug R&D. Before our

technology breakdown, we planned to apply a similar strategy leveraging our

founding technology. The further clinical development of Hemoximer is our

core within drug development.” (former CFO, Curacyte AG)

A primary reason to establish a broad horizontally diversified and vertically integrated

product pipeline was the strategic aim of enabling an exit for the firm’s investors in the

mid-term through a trade sale or IPO – with a clear preference towards an IPO. Since

investors and accompanying investment banks often demand a certain risk diversification

through a broader diversified and vertically integrated product pipeline as a prerequisite,

Curacyte started various product portfolio diversification efforts to build up these assets

in the first years after its incorporation. After the firm decided not to pursue an IPO, this

strategy changed fundamentally:

“Our corporate strategy was aimed to facilitate an exit of our investors. After

our planned IPO was not realized, several assumptions within our corporate

strategy did not apply any longer, such as having a broad and diversified product

pipeline.” (former CFO, Curacyte AG)

35As an example, such an approach might include, e.g., one CIII, two CII, three CI and various preclinical

and discovery projects to balance the risks of product development failures.
36CU2010, FXa and uPa inhibitors. The PDE-4 inhibitors were part of the the IBFB Pharma merger.
37Its discovery and preclinical activities were centered in Leipzig and previously in Jena and Munich. Its

clinical activities were primarily conducted through its U.S.-based subsidiary and partially coordinated

through the firm’s corporate headquarters.
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In the following, the firm considered two options: either raise further capital through

additional financing rounds and thereby diluting the existing investors’ share in the firm,

or refocus Curacyte’s activities through a trade sale and/or portfolio prioritization to reduce

the cash burn rate and to finance further activities through existing financial resources and

potentially the sales price of some of the firm’s assets. As the firm adds:

“For the executive management of a VC-financed biotech company, it is of high

importance to consider the effects of major strategic decisions on its existing

shareholders. We were convinced to maximize the existing shareholders’ value

by focusing on our clinical asset Hemoximer and selling our preclinical portfolio

to finance Hemoximer’s further development – instead of diluting our existing

shareholders through additional financing rounds. This was a true turning point

in Curacyte’s corporate strategy.” (former CFO, Curacyte AG)

As a consequence, the firm focused its activities on the cardiovascular therapeutic area in

mid 2007 and sold its complete discovery and preclinical drug development activities in mid

2008. In its second period starting thereafter, Curacyte’s corporate strategy was to max-

imize the value of its solely remaining late stage clinical product Hemoximer

by fully concentrating its efforts on this project.

The firm points out that stringent risk management of a firm’s product portfolio is a

strategic priority and key challenge to the executive management of every biopharmaceu-

tical firm to generate value within this industry:

“Risk management, i.e., identifying and discontinuing products with a low prob-

ability of success early on and thereby concentrating resources on more promis-

ing products [..] is the art of pharmaceutical R&D.”

(former CEO, Curacyte AG (Source: Ernst & Young (2003d: 61)))

“Active risk management of the product pipeline, especially with respect to the

early discontinuation of less promising projects, is the art of management of a

biopharmaceutical firm.” (former CFO, Curacyte AG)

Diversification strategy

Curacyte claims that diversification was an important part of its corporate strategy in

its early days for different reasons (rationale of diversification). In early 2001, the di-
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versification of its product and/or technology base to resolve the firm’s crisis following

its technology breakdown was essential and de facto became its primary purpose. After

having re-established a technological base through an in-licensing deal, it aimed to further

diversify and vertically integrate its product pipeline to reduce the overall risk of its product

pipeline. This was primarily done with respect to a possible future IPO and the expecta-

tions of accompanying investment banks and future shareholders. Once these major initial

diversification efforts were completed, diversification was of lower priority and became part

of active portfolio management together with regular portfolio prioritization and focusing,

which partially resulted in out-licensing or trade sales deals. The firm adds:

“Diversification of our product and technology pipeline – especially following

our technology breakdown – was a major part of our initial strategy to build up

a balanced pipeline of early and late stage projects and become an ‘IPO-able’

company. Once completed to our satisfaction in 2002, diversification was of

minor importance to us.” (former CFO, Curacyte AG)

Diversification in order to further accelerate growth beyond a point, in which the firm

possessed a sufficiently balanced product portfolio, was never a strategic aim of Curacyte.

The firm states that this would have only led to an expense growth difficult to finance for

an entrepreneurial biotechnological company. Not surprisingly given the firm’s product-

oriented business model, the direction of diversification had been mostly product-related.

The firm used all different modes of diversification such as M&A deals, R&D alliances,

in-licensing deals from academic institutions and other biopharmaceutical companies and

in-house development. If possible, it preferred home-grown development for risk and cost

reduction purposes. Besides, the firms remarks on not having a particular preference on

the mode of external diversification steps with the exception of a certain skepticism of

transactions with academic institutions. The firms summarizes this as follows:

“Each transaction with external parties bears transaction risks due to infor-

mation asymmetries and implies transaction costs. Hence, in-house R&D as

means of diversification is the preferred option, although not always feasible with

respect to capabilities or R&D phases. Besides, whether to acquire or in-license

a promising asset mainly depends on the available deal. However, in-licensing

deals with academic institutions are highly difficult since the academic world

follows different objectives and does not necessarily possess the same profes-

sionalism within pharmaceutical development.” (former CFO, Curacyte AG)
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With respect to relatedness (type of diversification) and its coherence with success, the

firm differentiates between different external modes (in-licensing vs. M&A). In the case

of in-licensing, the firm believes that ceteris paribus unrelated diversification steps tend

to have a lower probability of success compared to more related ones since firms often do

not possess the required capabilities and human capital in-house to fully capitalize the

in-licensed intellectual property. The firm adds:

“Together with in-licensing IP, it is of high importance to gain access to the nec-

essary capabilities – if not sufficiently available in-house. Within most deals,

this will not be the case. Getting access to key employees and integrating them

within your own organization is then a very important post-licensing require-

ment to ensure success.” (former CFO, Curacyte AG)

With M&A deals, the firm concludes there should not be a clear performance difference

since the acquirer obtains both intellectual property and capabilities. However, two poten-

tial drawbacks in a due diligence phase of a rather unrelated asset remain and might result

in an overestimation of the asset: possible information asymmetries between buyer and

seller, and lack of knowledge and capabilities of the buyer to accurately assess the asset’s

scientific and commercial potential.

Curacyte states having applied three deal evaluation criteria when screening potential di-

versification adjacencies. First, assets had to be in the cardiovascular or oncological

therapeutic area and to focus on acute care38, i.e., treatments applied in hospitals. The

firm believes that acute care drugs are easier to market due to its more focused sales ap-

proach compared to drugs prescribed by general practitioners, and that they burden fewer

toxicity risks since patients are only treated for a relatively short time period compared

to drugs targeting chronic diseases. Second, the scientific and commercial evalua-

tion of the asset’s probability of success and economic potential are considered. Curacyte

states only having evaluated potential assets in target classes, compound classes and/or

therapeutic areas, in which the firm’s scientists possessed the necessary knowledge for due

diligence. So, potential assets tended to be related to prior activities. Third, Curacyte eval-

uated whether it was able to secure additional financial resources to ensure the further

38This focus was not strictly applied throughout the technology acquisition process following the technology

breakdown since the firm did not have any core technology or products to which in-licensed assets had

to fit. However, since the CEO and several employees had a deep knowledge of the cardiovascular

therapeutic area, there was a clear preferences towards in-licensing a knowledge-related asset.
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development of a potential asset – either by combining the transaction with a financing

round with existing and/or new investors or by considering liquidity provided by the seller

or the sold vehicle. The firm adds:

“The scientific evaluation and access to sufficient financial resources were the

two most important screening criteria. A certain relatedness of an asset’s target

class, compound class and/or therapeutic area was a prerequisite for evaluation:

without sufficient knowledge of in-house scientists, you cannot ensure a proper

scientific due diligence. However, there are only few opportunities that com-

pletely suit your own focus in terms of target class, compound class, therapeu-

tic area and so on. With respect to risk diversification, one has to think twice

anyway if acquiring assets that completely fit your own focus is the preferred

choice.” (former CFO, Curacyte AG)

Diversification steps

In the following, the most important diversification steps are discussed in its evolutionary

order. These steps include the firm’s most important L&A deals and some other diversifi-

cation steps, such as portfolio prioritization.

Besides its initial in-licensing deal in June 2000, which led to the firm’s formation and was

already exhaustively outlined in subsection 4.2.1, Curacyte’s effort to rebuild a technol-

ogy base and discovery product pipeline in 2001 was its first notable diversification

step and part of its technology acquisition strategy following the technology breakdown in

early 2001. This technology acquisition strategy evaluated three strategic options. First,

in-house start of new drug discovery programs. Second, technology in-licensing from aca-

demic institutions. Third, L&A deals to license or acquire technologies and/or projects

from other biopharmaceutical companies or to acquire other biopharmaceutical companies

(see Patzelt et al. (2006: 251)).

In addition to one home-grown drug discovery project started in-house in the summer of

2001, this technology acquisition strategy was operationalized through an in-licensing deal

with the University of Jena in June 2001. Through this deal, Curacyte obtained two drug

discovery projects and a new technology platform, from which it derived another two ad-

ditional discovery projects shortly afterwards – adding up to six discovery projects by the

end of 2001. While this deal was not part of a strategic plan but a reaction to resolve the
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firm’s initial crisis, it was the result of a systematic business development effort follow-

ing the crisis. Curacyte systematically detected various licensing opportunities through

its personal network, pharmaceutical business development databases and various primary

research endeavors such as screening yearly reports of academic research institutions to

identify promising technologies (Patzelt et al. (2006: 251)). Within its screening process,

potential targets had to fit two criteria besides common licensing prerequisites (such as

scientific validity, a possible commercialization and a sufficient intellectual property (IP)

protection). First, Curacyte had a certain preference for projects in cardiovascular in-

dications, since its CEO and several of its scientists had deep knowledge of this area39.

Second, the out-licensing partners had to be willing to engage in a long-term R&D coop-

eration with the firm. Given its previous disappointing experience with in-licensing deals

with academia, the latter was of importance to ensure the usability of the licensed IP40.

This also led to the foundation of the firm’s subsidiary Curacyte Chemistry a year later,

which encompassed the chemical synthesis laboratory and capabilities, as the firm adds:

“It was of high importance to ensure the access to key scientists and a proper

technology transfer after in-licensing the university’s IP. Hence, we first con-

cluded the R&D alliance with the university providing them third-party funds

for further R&D. Second, we founded a subsidiary in Jena a year later and

build up our own chemical synthesis laboratory to employ key scientists from

the university who did not want to move to our Munich headquarters.”

(former CFO, Curacyte AG)

Although Curacyte regained a technology base for drug discovery through this in-licensing

deal, it aimed to further broaden its activities across additional projects and other (later

stage) development phases. For this reason, Curacyte’s management continued screening

potential candidates in the course of the year 2001. No licensing candidate and only one

of the four identified potential merger candidates met Curacyte’s strategic fit criteria in

addition to the above mentioned common licensing prerequisites. This strategic fit was

defined as Curacyte’s preference of later (clinical) development stage projects and a cer-

39To interpret this as relatedness to prior activities, capabilities or core competencies would overstate this

preference given the firm’s short corporate history of only a couple of months and the fact that its

founding pipeline contained two oncological projects.
40This primarily included access to and frequent interactions with the technology’s scientific founders and

funded third-party research for further technology enhancement and to organize a smooth technology

transfer from the university institute into the firm’s research labs.
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tain reciprocal benefit of each others’ core competencies41. However, Curacyte was able to

start negotiations with this fourth candidate – VitaResc Biotech AG – in November 2001

and agreed on a merger of both companies in June 2002. Through this second diversifica-

tion step, Curacyte became a vertically integrated drug discovery & development

company focused on acute care cardiovascular and oncological indications.

The first strategic rationale of this transaction was to obtain a broader and more balanced

product portfolio including discovery, preclinical and especially clinical projects to further

diversify the firm’s risk in case of future project failures. While Curacyte had several early-

stage discovery projects and a solid technology platform for further drug discovery efforts,

VitaResc mainly consisted of its clinical project Hemoximer, which was obtained through

its acquisition of Apex Bioscience42. Besides Hemoximer, VitaResc only had a relatively

sparse project and technology pipeline consisting out of two early-stage projects, which

were previously in-licensed as well (see Table 4.11). Thus, both firms had an unbalanced

product portfolio in opposite ways and combined complementary assets with respect to

the maturity of their pipeline to form a strategic fit for both partners. This was of high

importance and the deal’s second strategic rationale since the combined entity was able to

secure further financing more easily due to its broader and more balanced portfolio, as the

firm explains:

“Previous to our merger with VitaResc, our pipeline was very early-stage. Al-

though very promising, our projects were years from entering later stage devel-

opment phases. VitaResc had a promising CII clinical asset but no noteworthy

discovery projects. Within the time of the merger, potential investors favored

companies with broad, ideally pyramid-like product pipelines including discovery

and late stage products and thereby a built-in risk mitigation. Further financ-

ing rounds with these unbalanced product portfolios would have been tough for

both companies stand-alone. Hence, there was a clear benefit for both merger

partners.” (former CFO, Curacyte AG)

Overall, both firms were clearly related since VitaResc’s main asset Hemoximer fit Cura-

41Curacyte’s core competencies were the firm’s expertise in LI &LO of chemical small molecule inhibitors

and its knowledge of a certain target class biology – serine proteases. VitaResc’s core competence was

the clinical development of its main cardiovascular project.
42It is of interest to add that VitaResc was founded in March 1999 with the idea to acquire another

company within a relatively short time period. At the date of foundation, Apex Bioscience was already

a known potential acquisition candidate and was acquired only four months later.
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cyte’s focus on the cardiovascular therapeutic area in acute care (relatedness within the

TA). With respect to target class and compound class, Hemoximer was a rather distinct

asset. Since Hemoximer was already in an ongoing CII trial in its primary indication, this

was of minor importance. VitaResc’s two discovery projects were both in the cardiovas-

cular TA with one being related and the other one being unrelated to Curacyte’s focused

target class & compound class. However, both projects were of minor importance as well

since VitaResc’s valuation was largely based on its clinical asset. While this diversification

step followed Curacyte’s strategy to become an ‘IPO-able company’, it was to a certain

degree opportunistic. A major supporting external factor was both firms’ shareholder over-

lap with TVM Capital being a shareholder of both companies, which presumably eased

the due diligence phase. The firm adds:

“The gaps of both companies’ product pipelines were obvious. Hence, all parties

did benefit from the merger – not least our mutual shareholders, who were a

strong supporting factor of this transaction.” (former CFO, Curacyte AG)

Following this merger with VitaResc, Curacyte carried out a portfolio prioritization in

2003, which can be interpreted as “de-diversification” or focusing step. Both firms already

started to think about prioritization throughout its merger negotiations. As a result, the

combined company discontinued both of VitaResc’s discovery projects VTR 4 and VTR-

TI and Curacyte’s IL-4 inhibitors program. The strategic rationale of this focusing step

was to concentrate its joint efforts on its commercially and scientifically most promising

development candidates, as the firm highlights:

“As an entrepreneurial VC-financed biotechnological company, it is impossible

to conclude a merger and continue all previous projects. A central idea of each

merger is to prioritize the combined portfolio and to concentrate the financial

resources on the most promising candidates.” (former CFO, Curacyte AG)

In parallel, Curacyte started commercialization efforts of its serine protease technol-

ogy platform in areas outside of the firm’s business focus, in which this technology offered

scientific potential, allowing a possible diversification into new business areas43. This was

operationalized through two deals. First, Curacyte sub-licensed its serine protease technol-

ogy platform to Gambro Dialysatoren in September 2002, who evaluated the technology’s
43This strategy is somewhat related to the commercialization strategy of other firms. As an example, Mor-

phoSys also leveraged it HuCAL antibody compound library outside of its core therapeutic application

by entering the research market and later formed a second business unit out of this business.
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application in its haemodialysis medical devices. Second, Curacyte signed a S&M alliance

with Haemochrom Diagnostica in July 2004 to market its serine protease inhibitors and

compound library in the research market, i.e., to research institutes and pharmaceutical

in-house R&D departments outside of Curacyte’s business focus. However, these diversifi-

cation efforts were not pursued for a long time due to a lack of success of its initial steps:

Gambro did not extend its evaluation license and Haemochrom only sold inhibitors in few

cases and relatively small amounts.

In February 2005, Curacyte agreed to acquire IBFB Pharma GmbH of Leipzig to streng-

then its drug discovery business. Curacyte obtained IBFB’s small molecule inhibitors

libraries and derived development projects, especially its lead PDE-4 inhibitors program.

However, unlike previous L&A deals, this acquisition was not mainly done to further extend

and diversify Curacyte’s product and/or technology portfolio. The primary objective was

Curacyte’s aim to further strengthen its drug discovery and preclinical development core

competencies with respect to both human resources, i.e., experienced employees in chemical

synthesis and molecular biology, and technical infrastructure such as laboratory space. As

a secondary objective, Curacyte planned to close another financing round. According to

the firm, this is often easier to achieve together with a promising L&A deal. As a third

(minor) objective, Curacyte was able to get access to additional public financial support and

achieved a more attractive cost structure at its Leipzig-based location compared to Munich

with respect to both wages and prices of technical infrastructure. As a consequence,

Curacyte decided to close its laboratories in Munich, which previously had approximately

a dozen employees carrying out biological tests and recombinant expression of targets, and

relocated these activities together with its headquarters to Leipzig. Its chemical synthesis

activities remained in Jena and clinical development in Durham, NC. The firm summarizes

the logic of the deal as follows:

“IBFB Pharma had very skilled staff within chemical synthesis and molecu-

lar biology to characterize and test compounds and a state-of-the art chemical

synthesis laboratory. Previously, we did not possess these capabilities in this en-

tirety. Extending both capabilities and infrastructure were the primary reasons

to acquire IBFB. Besides, we were able to close another VC financing round,

got access to public grants and achieved a more attractive cost structure.”

(former CFO, Curacyte AG)

Hence, this was not a product and/or technology diversification step, but rather a capability
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diversification and strengthening move that was clearly related to Curacyte’s activities for

two reasons. First, IBFB’s product pipeline and technologies mainly focused similar target

classes (enzymes) and the same compound class (chemical small molecule inhibitors) in

one of Curacyte’s focused therapeutic areas (oncology within acute care). Second, due to

IBFB’s focus on chemical small molecule inhibitors, both capabilities and infrastructure

were very similar. As most L&A transactions, this deal had an opportunistic element

although IBFB Pharma was identified as a target in a strategic pre-M&A review process.

Additionally, a major external factor was the concurrent closing of another VC financing

round.

Curacyte claims to have acquired IBFB Pharma to strengthen its core drug discovery and

preclinical development competencies. One might question whether the gained capabilities

and knowledge outweighed the loss following the closure of its Munich laboratories since

most employees decided to reject the firm’s offer to move to Leipzig44. While impossible

to judge from an outside perspective, the firm explains:

“It is always a firm’s loss if scientists, who acquired valuable knowledge over

time, leave the company. Nevertheless, we had biological competences within

both our Munich and Leipzig subsidiaries and only lacked some assays and

corresponding knowledge in Leipzig. We were able to transfer these capabilities

relatively fast to compensate the loss.” (former CFO, Curacyte AG)

In 2007, Curacyte carried out its second, more important strategic portfolio prioritization.

As a consequence, Curacyte decided to completely focus its discovery and preclinical

activities on the cardiovascular therapeutic area (TA) and discontinued all dis-

covery products and related technologies in its oncological therapeutic area. In addition,

the firm concentrated all discovery and preclinical development efforts on its early-stage

lead compound CU2010 and suspended its remaining two other cardiovascular research

projects – the FXa and FXIIIa inhibitors programs – from development (see Figure 4.8).

The primary reason of this step was financial restrictions: since requirements of cardio-

vascular and oncological projects within preclinical development are very different, e.g.,

with respect to animal models or toxicity studies, Curacyte did not possess the financial

resources to further fund all R&D projects and to hire more employees to build up all

required capabilities in both TAs in-house. Therefore, the executive management decided

44The firm offered all employees to join its Leipzig location without any cuts in wages or benefits. However,

only few accepted this offer and remained with the firm.
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to focus on a single project in one therapeutic area by evaluating all projects and picking

the most promising one, i.e., the one with which the firm will most likely enter clinical

trials (entry into man) fastest. As a result, CU2010 was picked. The firm adds:

“The value points and milestones within the biopharmaceutical R&D process

are of importance to strategy decisions. Entry into man is such an important

value point. Since we had to focus our activities due to financial restrictions,

we chose the project with which it was possible to reach entry into man fastest.

Hence, we suspended all oncology projects and focused on CU2010.”

(former CFO, Curacyte AG)

Thereafter, Curacyte started attempts to materialize its shelved products and technolo-

gies through L&A deals to divest non-strategic assets that were not within the firm’s

corporate strategic focus. In one case, this strategy was operationalized: in March 2008,

Curacyte sold its stem cell technology, which it obtained through the acquisition of IBFB

Pharma, to the Fraunhofer-Institute for Cell Therapy and Immunology (IZI) for undis-

closed milestone payments and sales royalties.

In August 2008, Curacyte decided to focus its pipeline solely on its clinical asset

Hemoximer by selling its Leipzig-based subsidiary Curacyte Discovery GmbH to The

Medicines Company – the firm Curacyte’s CEO co-founded – and became a late stage

one-product company45. The deal included all intellectual property to Curacyte’s pre-

clinical lead compound CU2010, to its core serine protease technology platform, to its

shelved cardiovascular and oncological projects and to all other previously used technology

platforms and also comprised the firm’s technical infrastructure in Leipzig and Curacyte’s

complete drug discovery and preclinical development capabilities of its approximately 30

employees in Leipzig. In exchange, Curacyte received a e14.5M upfront payment. Addi-

tionally, Curacyte will receive another e10.5M if CU2010 reaches clinical phase II trials,

and an undisclosed sales milestone and undisclosed sales royalties should CU2010 reach

the market.

45Curacyte Discovery was a good strategic fit to The Medicines Company since it had a similar therapeutic

focus on cardiovascular drugs within acute hospital care. While The Medicines Company had two

marketed products, which generated revenues in the hundreds of millions of $ p.a., it had no in-house

research, no laboratories of its own and no products in discovery or preclinical development and thus

wanted to strengthen its early-stage pipeline. In addition to Curacyte Discovery GmbH, it acquired a

second preclinical compound program through the acquisition of Targanta Therapeutics in early 2009.
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The primary objective of this step was to further finance the clinical phase III development

of Hemoximer without diluting the existing shareholders by reducing the cash burn rate

through focusing the firm’s activities and reinvesting the sales prices. Curacyte points out

that this strategic step was mainly driven by restricted financial resources and valuation

considerations and carefully balanced with its corresponding alternatives – a further VC

financing round or a strategic partnership for the CIII development of Hemoximer:

“This decision was clearly driven by our firm’s valuation since we were convinced

that this would maximize our shareholders’ value. Alternatives would have been

either a further financing round or a strategic partnership for Hemoximer’s CIII

trials. However, the former would have diluted existing shareholders’ value.

With the latter, partnering offers would not have fully reflected Hemoximer’s

commercial potential since product valuations are much higher after a CIII is

successfully finished. Hence, we decided to further develop Hemoximer in-house

and to finance this step through the sale of our remaining other activities to fully

retain this value for our shareholders.” (former CFO, Curacyte AG)

With respect to its corporate strategy and its existing shareholders, the firm adds:

“Our corporate strategy always aimed to permit an exit of our existing sharehold-

ers via an IPO or trade sale within the mid-term. Always continuing organic

growth and investing further money is clearly not such a (mid-term) exit option.

Initially, we pursued an IPO. Thus, we built up a broad and vertically integrated

pipeline since this was a major prerequisite of a later IPO. Once we decided not

to become a public company, we were not forced to remain fully integrated and

broadly diversified. Consequently, we optimized our value following a review of

our strategic options.” (former CFO, Curacyte AG)

Diversification path: phases and profiles

Curacyte’s corporate evolution can be comprehended in four phases. Throughout the first

two, the firm broadened its activities through several horizontal diversification and

vertical integration efforts. Throughout the latter two, it narrowed its activities on

the most promising ones through pipeline focusing and prioritization steps. All four

phases are drawn on a time line including the deals and corporate development steps within

each phase, which are drafted below the corresponding phases (see Figure 4.9). In addition,
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Figure 4.9.: Curacyte AG diversification path, phases and major milestones

Source: Author

corporate diversification profiles for these phases illustrating Curacyte’s business model,

vertical integration and horizontal diversification at interesting points in time are shown

in Figures 4.10 to 4.12.

Curacyte’s first diversification phase, denoted as early-stage cardiovascular & on-

cology drug discovery, lasted from its foundation until mid 2002. Two diversification

profiles are shown for this phase: one consecutive to each of the two initial in-licensing deals

(see profiles 2000 and 2001 in Figure 4.10). Within this phase, Curacyte’s vertical integra-

tion remained limited on drug discovery, and the firm applied a typical product-centered

business model, which it never changed throughout its corporate evolution. Its platform

technologies changed as the firm in-licensed University of Jena’s serine protease technology

platform after its initial antisense technology turned out to be a scientific artefact. In

its horizontal diversification dimensions, Curacyte remained relatively focused throughout

this phase: while it had projects in two target classes (enzymes and growth factors) and

in two enzyme subclasses (serine protease and transglutaminase), the firm’s core target

class focus following the in-licensing of its serine protease technology became one enzyme

subclass: serine protease. Besides, it clearly focused on chemical small molecules as com-

pound class, which were all innovative NMEs (drug novelty) using an oral or injection route
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Figure 4.10.: Curacyte AG diversification profiles 2000, 2001 and 2002

Source: Author

of administration and were developed with the two therapeutic areas cardiovascular and

oncology. As the firm never changed its drug novelty class focus and as the route of admin-

istration is relatively unimportant for discovery and preclinical projects, both attributes

are not further highlighted in the following discussion46.

The firm’s initial technology in-licensing and following technology breakdown was clearly

unsuccessful. However, the firm applied relatively fast and consequent crisis management

to limit its financial loss. Besides, it rebuilt a new technology base in a structured process

and in-licensed its new serine protease technology platform relatively fast after its initial

technology breakdown. From this technology platform, Curacyte derived four early-stage

46Drug novelty is of limited explanatory power to Curacyte’s horizontal diversification since it is hard

to conclude whether a project will be an NME or me-too before the approval of a drug compared to

drugs of the same class. Route of administration only plays a certain role for late stage projects, line

extensions or products with new drug delivery mode.
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discovery programs. Three of these projects – CU2010, FXa inhibitors, and uPa inhibitors

– later entered preclinical development and became three of Curacyte’s four important

discovery programs. This also includes the firm’s preclinical lead project CU2010, which

was close to entering clinical development when being sold to The Medicines Company.

Hence, this phase was a considerable R&D success to Curacyte. From a financial side, it is

inconclusive to judge this phase for two reasons. First, a significant part of the sales price

of Curacyte’s divestiture of its preclinical activities is dependent on milestone payments

and sales royalties. Second, it is unclear how much the firm invested into these projects.

The firm comments:

“At the point we in-licensed the serine protease technology and projects, they

were within early-stage discovery. Today, one program is close to entering

clinical trials. Hence, I do think this is a considerable R&D success.”

(former CFO, Curacyte AG)

Curacyte’s second diversification phase, denoted as vertically integrated cardio-

vascular & oncology drug discovery & development, started in mid 2002 through its

merger with VitaResc Biotech and lasted until mid 2007. Three diversification profiles are

drafted for this phase: one consecutive to Curacyte’s merger with VitaResc in 2002, one

following the firm’s portfolio prioritization in 2003 and one after the acquisition of IBFB

Pharma in 2005 (see profile 2002 in Figure 4.10 and profiles 2003 and 2005 in Figure 4.11).

Most significantly throughout this phase, Curacyte vertically forward integrated into clini-

cal development through its merger with VitaResc in 2002. Since this step was carried out

as an acquisition, it did not imply a major adaption of the firm’s organization or in-house

capabilities. As a consequence of this acquisition and its own in-house R&D activities, its

horizontal diversification widened as well in two relevant dimensions in 2002. First, Cu-

racyte formally added cytokine as a third target class. However, within its first portfolio

prioritization in 2003, the firm fully focused on the enzyme target class and discontinued

projects in other areas. While the firm added a third enzyme subclass – esterase – through

its acquisition of IBFB Pharma in 2005, Curacyte always kept primarily focused on one

single class of enzyme targets – serine proteases – in its drug discovery projects. Projects

in other target classes were of lower importance. Second, Curacyte added biological and

natural compounds as two additional compound classes. While Curacyte discontinued the

development of its acquired biological MAb soon after the acquisition, the firm contin-

ued to develop compounds in two distinct compound classes: chemical small molecules in
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Figure 4.11.: Curacyte AG diversification profiles 2003 and 2005

Source: Author

research and natural proteins in clinical projects. Besides, Curacyte remained active in

both the oncological and cardiovascular therapeutic area throughout this phase. Finally,

Curacyte obtained two additional technology platforms through the acquisition of IBFB

Pharma in 2005. While this deal primarily aimed to gain access to additional capabilities,

its PDE-4 inhibitors program was derived from one of these technologies and contributed

a relevant discovery program to Curacyte’s discovery pipeline.

While no financial data were disclosed with respect to both M&A deals, they were both

presumably seminal for two reasons. First, the firm was able to diversify and broaden its

product portfolio, primarily through its merger with VitaResc adding a clinical asset in

CII trials to its discovery pipeline. Second, it complemented its drug discovery capabilities

through the acquisition of IBFB Pharma. Thus, the firm gained a more mature profile,

being recognized by investors and the capital market and potentially fulfilled the prereq-
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uisite to become a publicly listed company. While an IPO was never realized, its more

balanced portfolio presumably eased further financing rounds. Curacyte was able to se-

cure significant additional funding as part of both M&A transactions: in 2002, it obtained

e7.0M in its series B VC financing round as part of its merger with VitaResc. In 2005,

Curacyte secured e31.5M through its series C VC financing round in two closings in the

course of its acquisition of IBFB Pharma and thereafter. Altogether, this was a relative

success to the firm. Judging this phase’s success from an R&D perspective is rather incon-

clusive. On the one hand, its discovery and preclinical projects showed considerable R&D

progress. On the other hand, its clinical lead project Hemoximer only slowly progressed in

CII development and only entered CIII trial in early 2008, around 8.5 years after VitaResc

acquired Hemoximer as a CII asset. The firm comments on its two acquisitions and its

thereby derived diversification as follows:

“As VitaResc’s and Curacyte’s projects were both allocated within the same ther-

apeutic area and similar indications, our discovery staff was able to benefit from

the know-how of our clinical staff, e.g., within preclinical development, animal

models, or selection of possible indications. We further extended our discovery

capabilities through the acquisition of IBFB Pharma and thereby formed a well-

positioned biopharmaceutical firm, which was able to secure sufficient funding

to finance its R&D activities. Therefore, I consider this as relative success.”

(former CFO, Curacyte AG)

Curacyte’s third diversification phase, denoted as vertically integrated cardiovas-

cular drug R&D, started with the firm’s second and larger portfolio prioritization in

2007 and lasted until mid 2008 (see profile 2007 in Figure 4.12). This phase is character-

ized by the firm’s decision to focus on its cardiovascular lead projects Hemoximer in its

clinical pipeline and CU2010 in its discovery and preclinical pipeline, and to suspend all

other early-stage projects. As a result of this, the firm suspended its two platform tech-

nologies acquired from IBFB Pharma as they were primarily used in oncological projects.

While its vertical integration remained unchanged, Curacyte also adapted its horizontal

diversification in two relevant dimensions. First, Curacyte solely focused on the enzyme

subclass serine protease as target class. Second, the firm discontinued its oncological ac-

tivities and focused on the cardiovascular therapeutic area. Curacyte thereby reversed its

previous attempts to diversify its R&D risks across various projects and accumulated the

risks of drug R&D within two projects.
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Figure 4.12.: Curacyte AG diversification profiles 2007 and 2008

Source: Author

From an outside perspective, it is almost impossible to judge the success of this phase

due to limited financial information. One might speculate that its focusing and pipeline

prioritization was an enabling step to the later successful divestiture of Curacyte’s preclin-

ical activities. As a consequence of this prioritization, Curacyte might have been able to

concentrate its financial and human resources on the development of its preclinical lead

project CU2010 and thereby accelerate its development. Since drugs with finished preclin-

ical development generally yield much higher sales prices, this might have been a feasible

strategy to maximize Curacyte’s value added from its discovery and preclinical programs.

In its fourth diversification phase, denoted as late stage cardiovascular drug de-

velopment, starting with the divestiture of its complete discovery and preclinical pipeline

in mid 2008, Curacyte significantly reversed its corporate profile and strategy (see profile

2008 in Figure 4.12). Due to the divestiture of all discovery and preclinical projects and its
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sole focus on one project, it became clearly focused in all horizontal product diversification

dimensions. Since the firm sold all technologies as well, it had no further platform tech-

nology. Finally, Curacyte focused its vertical integration on clinical phases and enhanced

its clinical project Hemoximer into a CIII phase in its primary indication in early 2008.

Summarized, Curacyte’s current corporate profile in terms of horizontal diversification, ver-

tical integration and business model strongly resembles Apex Bioscience’s profile in 1999

when the firm was acquired by VitaResc Biotech. In line with that, VitaResc Biotech’s

co-founder and last CEO, Dr. Ulrich Delvos, became CEO of Curacyte in November 2008

after Curacyte’s previous executive management left the firm47. The firm comments this

phase and its success as follows:

“Through this trade sale, we generated the required financials to pursue the CIII

development of our clinical lead project without diluting our shareholders, which

was a success to us. In addition, we maintained potential long-term upside

through milestone payments and sales royalties.” (former CFO, Curacyte AG)

Overall corporate evolution and performance

From the extensive discussion of Curacyte’s corporate and diversification strategy, and its

diversification steps, path and phases, one can draw several case study-specific observations.

First and foremost, Curacyte always aimed to maximize its shareholders’ value within

a reasonable time frame of several years and to secure as much of the firm’s gener-

ated value added for its own investors as possible (observation 1). Initially, the

firm aimed at the ideal of achieving this value maximization goal through an IPO. Hor-

izontal diversification through the in-licensing deal with the University of Jena in 2001,

vertical integration through the merger with VitaResc Biotech in 2002 and capability re-

inforcement through the acquisition of IBFB Pharma in 2005 were means to achieve this

goal since a product portfolio that was horizontally diversified and balanced among R&D

phases was considered as a major prerequisite for an IPO. Once an IPO was no longer

considered, Curacyte’s strategic direction was reversed. In 2007, the firm concluded a hor-

izontal ‘de-diversification’ or focusing step on its two lead projects, and in 2008, it limited

its vertical integration. Thus, horizontal diversification and vertical integration

47Before joining Curacyte AG, Dr. Delvos was MediGene AG’s Chief Operating Officer (COO) for ap-

proximately four years.
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were not strategic objectives or ends in themselves but rather a result of the firm’s

primary objective of value maximization (observation 2). Since the firm evaluated

its strategic options regularly, one might interpret Curacyte’s corporate evolution as “a

string of opportunistic strategy adoptions” to fulfill the firm’s aim of shareholder value

maximization.

Second, diversification was only initially of importance to the firm to fill up the

firm’s pipeline and fulfill the requirements of an IPO (observation 3). Thus, diversification

was used as a means of active portfolio management to resolve the firm’s crisis

following its technology breakdown, to reduce the firm’s overall risk and to comple-

ment the firm’s capabilities (observation 4). However, diversification did not fulfill

the purpose of enabling future growth, e.g., with respect to long-term revenue po-

tential of product candidates (observation 5). The latter might also be influenced by the

particular financial constraints of a privately held biotechnological firm.

Third, Curacyte’s diversification steps were clearly related to its existing core

business and capabilities (observation 6). The firm always remained closely focused

on its core product business: one target class and two compound classes in acute care

in respectively two and one therapeutic areas (observation 7). In addition, most steps

were of complementary nature to supplement the firm’s existing product pipeline

and/or core capabilities in its areas of weakness (observation 8). This is true for

the firm’s three major diversification steps. First, Curacyte regained a product pipeline,

an underlying technology platform and an intellectual property base to complement the

firm’s existing scientific staff and financial resources through the in-licensing deal with the

University of Jena. Second, Curacyte gained access to a complementary asset with respect

to its development phase, which was very related to the firm’s therapeutic focus, through

the merger with VitaResc Biotech. Finally, Curacyte complemented its chemical synthesis

and molecular biology capabilities of its small molecule inhibitors of enzymes as target

class through the acquisition of IBFB Pharma.

Fourth, most diversification steps were implemented rather opportunistically,

driven by factors such as personal networks, common shareholders, or access to further

financing, although these steps were mostly a result of the firm’s strategic planning or

adaption of the initial strategy (observation 9). This might also be explained by the

firm’s financial constraints, which could limit its ability to implement diversification steps

as L&A deal targets might favor more mature firms with less restrictions in terms of
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financial and/or managerial capabilities. While Curacyte stated they preferred internal

diversification steps due to transaction costs and risks of mixed or external steps arising

from information asymmetries, most diversification steps applied an external mode

through in-licensing and M&A (observation 10). Although the firm carried out several

internal diversification steps such as the gradual start of its own drug R&D projects, the

firm’s external steps were of significantly higher strategic importance48.

Fifth, Curacyte’s overall diversification path can be seen as a result of several oppor-

tunistic strategy adaptations, which were in large part driven by external factors

such as the firm’s financial valuation and its access to external financial resources,

i.e., VC financing rounds, a potential IPO and cash received through the sales of assets

(observation 11). This is true for the firm’s most important deals and diversification or fo-

cusing steps: first, Curacyte’s technology acquisition in 2001 laid the foundation of future

financing rounds. Second was the merger with VitaResc Biotech, which was enabled by

both firms’ investors to close Curacyte’s series B financing round, and the later acquisition

of IBFB Pharma, which together enabled the closing of a financially very significant series

C financing round. Third, Curacyte’s second portfolio prioritization in 2007 prepared the

divestiture of its preclinical product pipeline and technology base in 2008 to finance CIII

development of Hemoximer. In addition, the high risks of biopharmaceutical R&D

caused a disruptive step within the firm’s corporate evolution (observation 12).

The firm adds:

“The strategic logic of the firm’s evolution changed several times and emerged

in phases: our broad pipeline strategy, our therapeutic focusing, and our value

chain focus on the late stage asset. It certainly included opportunistic steps

as well. In that sense, it is a mix of strategic planning and opportunistic im-

plementation. However, one key strategic element remained unchanged since

2002: the clinical development of Hemoximer.” (former CFO, Curacyte AG)

While the extensive case study analysis already highlights the outstanding importance

and dependence of the financing environment on the firm’s corporate evolution, the firm

summarizes this as follows:

48Curacyte started five in-house drug R&D projects throughout its evolution: CU2010, FXIIIa inhibitors,

TPO receptor agonists, matriptase inhibitors and IL-4 inhibitors. However, CU2010 and the matriptase

inhibitors were derived from its in-licensed serine protease technology. In addition, the TPO receptor

agonists and the IL-4 inhibitors were of minor importance and only developed for a short time period.
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“To generate value, one has to focus on and primarily develop its key strategic

asset that accounts for large parts of the firm’s valuation. In Curacyte’s case,

this asset was Hemoximer. To be able to further develop this key asset, closing

financing rounds is a major necessity. However, investors’ fear of suffering a

total loss is a major driver of horizontal diversification of biopharmaceutical

companies as these investors often demand firms to have a balanced pipeline.

While this strategy might be reasonable, it implies a high price as drug discovery

and preclinical development is costly and demands high management attention,

but does not imply significant higher valuations.” (former CFO, Curacyte AG)

Evaluating the overall success of biopharmaceutical firms’ corporate diversification path is

difficult in general considering the costly and time-consuming R&D process. In the case of

Curacyte, it is almost impossible since the firm remained a private company rarely disclos-

ing financial details of transactions or corporate figures. However, the firm summarizes its

overall corporate performance as follows:

“Judging the performance before products reach the market is extremely diffi-

cult. However, we made good progress with developing our product pipeline,

achieved an attractive sales price for our early-stage pipeline, laid the financial

foundations for Hemoximer’s CIII trials and are confident considering the later

registration of Hemoximer. Thus, we are satisfied with the overall success of

our corporate evolution path.” (former CFO, Curacyte AG)
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4.3. Case study 3: MediGene AG

4.3.1. Corporate profile and history

MediGene was founded in June 1994 by Dr. Peter Heinrich, Prof. Dr. Ernst Ludwig Win-

nacker, Prof. Dr. Horst Domdey and Prof. Dr. Michael Hallek as a spin-off of the Gene

Center of the University of Munich in Martinsried near Munich, Germany, as ‘BayGen

Gesellschaft für molekularbiologische Diagnostik, Therapie und Technologie GmbH’. With

the exception of Dr. Heinrich, all founders were scientists at the Gene Center, which was

headed by Prof. Winnacker as its director. The founding idea was to use genetic and molec-

ular biological methods to develop therapeutics and vaccines against previously incurable

diseases within oncology and cardiology. MediGene had three founding technologies: ITD

and rAAV, which were developed by Prof. Domdey and Prof. Hallek at the Gene Center

Munich, and CVLP, which was based on the German Cancer Research Center (GCRC)’s

scientific knowledge of human papilloma viruses (HPV) and jointly developed by MediGene

and the GCRC49 (see section 4.3.2 for details). The firm was renamed to MediGene and

started its operations in January 1995 after having secured e1.0M in its series A venture

capital (VC) financing round throughout 1994 (see Table 4.12). Since venture capital was

then only sparsely available in Germany, the firm also started a service business offering

DNA sequencing to generate profitable revenues reinvested in its own drug R&D.

MediGene spent its first years in the Innovation Center Biotechnology50 campus in Mar-

tinsried next door to both the Gene Center Munich and two Max-Planck-Institutes and

concentrated on the development of early-stage research projects derived from its founding

technologies. In parallel, the firm generated sales revenues through its DNA sequencing

business accounting for ∼20% of operating costs in 1995 to 1997, which helped to finance

the firm’s fast growth despite limited venture capital financing (see Table 4.13). In early

1997, the firm was transformed into a stock corporation (“Aktiengesellschaft”) and moved

to its current location in Martinsried, just a few hundred meters away from the Gene Cen-

ter Munich. In parallel, the venture capital financing environment in Germany brightened

and the federal and state governments set up several programs to support the creation of

49The GCRC respectively its former director, Prof. Dr. Harald zur Hausen, was awarded with the Nobel

Prize in Physiology or Medicine in 2008 for the scientific discovery, on which the CVLP technology was

based: the role of human papilloma viruses (HPV) in cervical cancer.
50‘Innovations- und Gründungszentrum Biotechnology’ (IZB), a Martinsried-based technology startup in-

cubator specifically focused on life-science startups.
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type (details) datea amount investors (purpose, if aid money)

PIPE (standby equity
distribution agreement
(SEDA))b

12/08 e25.0Mb YA Global Investments – 36-month option for capital increase
of up to e25.0M; not yet executed

aid money (grant) 02/08 e0.6M BioChancePlus program of German Federal Ministry of Edu-
cation and Research (further dev. of rAAV & CVLP tech.)

PIPE (capital increase) 09/07 e15.6M Santo Holding
aid money (grant) 04/07 n/ac Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation (PC dev. of HiDex

diabetes type I therapeutic)
PIPE (capital increase) 02/07 e12.6M undisclosed institutional investors
PIPE (standby equity
distribution agreement
(SEDA))

08/06 e0.0M Société Generale – 18-month option for capital increase of 2M
shares; not executed

aid money (grant) 06/06 e0.4M BioChancePlus program of German Federal Ministry of Edu-
cation and Research (expansion of EndoTAG technology into
new therapeutic applications)

aid money (grant) 03/06 e1.4M Bavarian Research Foundation (expansion of EndoTAG tech-
nology into new therapeutic applications)

PIPE (capital increase) 03/06 e15.6M undisclosed institutional investors
PIPE (capital increase) 10/04 e21.6M undisclosed institutional investors
PIPE (capital increase) 08/04 e4.0M former Munich Biotech’s investors: Global Life Science, HVB

Life Science, DEWB, SET, MPC
PIPE (capital increase) 03/04 e15.2M TVM Capital, OrbiMed, undisclosed existing investors
convertible dept 03/04 e1.5M undisclosed institutional investors – 4% coupon 4-year con-

vertible bond; converted into shares in 12/05
IPO (capital increase) 06/00 e125.0M stock market investors
aid money (grant) 11/98 e1.1M BioRegio program of German Federal Ministry of Educa-

tion and Research, Bavarian State Ministry for Research and
Technology (R&D alliance with Universities of Hamburg &
Würzburg on ITD technology)

VC (series C) 09/98 e23.7M TVM Capital, Star Ventures, Alpinvest, Deutsche Bank, Dres-
dner Bank, Vontobel Private Equity, Atlas Venture, Dieckell,
Merifin Capital, KfW Mittelstandsbank, JPMP Capital, Pri-
vate Equity Holding, private investors

aid money (grant) 11/97 e2.8M Bavarian Research Foundation (gene therapy R&D alliance
with Hoechst for malignant melanoma drug using MediGene’s
rAAV tech.)

VC (series B) 09/96 e7.7M TVM Capital, Star Ventures, Alpinvest, KfW Mittelstands-
bank, MPM Capital, Viscardi Ventures

VC (series A) 1994 e1.0M TVM Capital
totald e249.8Md

aFormats applied are either mm/yy, yyyy or qq/yy bNot included in total figure since not yet executed

cAmount undisclosed dDoes not include both not executed standby equity distribution agreements (SEDA)

Table 4.12.: MediGene AG financing environment as of 31.12.2008 (Source: MediGene’s

corporate filings & website, press search, EvaluatePharma)
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a German biotechnology industry through research grants. Subsequently, MediGene se-

cured e7.7M in its series B VC financing round in September 1996 and e2.8M as a research

grant supporting a product R&D alliance with Hoechst in November 1997 (see Table 4.12).

As a consequence of the improved financing environment, MediGene decided to concentrate

solely on drug R&D and to spin off its DNA sequencing business. As a consequence, the

firm created its first subsidiary in May 1998 by combining this business with the medical

diagnosis company Syscomp, thereby founding MediGenomix (see Figure 4.13). MediGene

continued to hold a 30% stake in MediGenomix until June 2001, when the firm divested

this stake to the laboratory analytics firm Eurofins.

In September 1998, MediGene was able to secure e23.7M in its series C VC financing

round and received another research grant totaling e1.1M to improve its ITD technology

within an academic R&D alliance shortly afterwards (see Table 4.12). By that, MediGene

was able to almost double its operating spendings, most of which were R&D investments,

to e9.6M and raise its number of employees to 50 in 1999. Nevertheless, the firm was able

to limit its operational loss in 1999 and previous years due to its DNA sequencing revenues,

various research grants, external R&D funding and upfront and milestone payments, which

significantly contributed to financing its expenses (see Table 4.13).

In June 2000, MediGene raised e125.0M through its IPO at the Neuer Markt – the growth

segment of the Frankfurt Stock Exchange – by placing shares at a price of e42. In De-

cember 2000, it was added to the NEMAX50 index51 (see Table 4.12). As a consequence

of its comfortable financing situation, the firm possessed the requirements to significantly

enlarge its R&D activities through several licensing and acquisition (L&A) deals. Most

importantly, it acquired NeuroVir Therapeutics in November 2000 in a stock-based acqui-

sition using its shares as acquisition currency and thereby established a U.S. subsidiary52.

In addition, the firm concluded several important product in-licensing deals and acquired

a non-strategic stake in Atrix Laboratories in one of these deals (see Figure 4.13). As a re-

sult, the firm’s number of employees rose from 50 in 1999 to 185 in 2002, its operating costs

grew from e9.6M to e43.7M and its EBIT loss escalated from e-3.6M to e-40.2M since

the firm did not generate significant revenues besides some R&D funding and milestone

payments provided by pharmaceutical development partners (see Table 4.13).

51The NEMAX50 represented the fifty largest technology firms listed at the Neuer Markt. Following

Neuer Markt’s termination in June 2003, the NEMAX50 was substituted by the TecDAX containing

the thirty largest technology firms. MediGene was a founding index member of TecDAX.
52MediGene was a pioneer among German biotechnology firms as the first to acquire a U.S. company.
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figurea 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008

revenue [eM] 0.8 0.9 1.8 2.2 6.0 6.4 7.5 3.5 1.7 13.1 19.7 31.2 23.9 39.6
- sales [eM] 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.5 10.8 11.7 21.3 30.5
- upfront & milestone payments [eM] n/ab n/ab n/ab 0.0 2.8 1.0 2.3 0.1 0.1 8.0 8.8 18.8 0.8 3.0
- R&D funding [eM] n/ab n/ab n/ab 0.6 1.3 2.3 4.9 3.1 1.5 0.2 0.0 0.0 1.1 0.6
- grants [eM] n/ab n/ab n/ab 1.4 1.8 0.8 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.5 0.6 0.9
- other income [eM] 0.5 0.5 1.1 0.0 0.0 2.3 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.4 0.1 0.2 0.1 4.6
operating costs [eM] 1.4 2.4 3.3 5.0 9.6 16.7 36.2 43.7 30.8 27.9 31.2 39.6 55.5 71.3
- COGS [eM] n/ab n/ab n/ab 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.9 9.1 10.7 18.5 26.9
- R&D [eM] n/ab n/ab n/ab 3.9 7.8 13.8 27.7 35.2 21.8 15.6 16.0 21.3 28.0 27.5
- SG&A [eM] n/ab n/ab n/ab 0.9 1.4 2.5 5.7 7.2 7.9 6.3 6.1 7.6 9.0 10.5
- others [eM] n/ab n/ab n/ab 0.2 0.3 0.4 2.8 1.3 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.4
EBIT [eM] -0.6 -1.4 -1.4 -2.8 -3.6 -10.3 -28.7 -40.2 -29.0 -14.7 -11.5 -8.4 -31.7 -31.7
operational CF [eM] n/ab n/ab n/ab -2.0 -3.0 -6.8 -22.0 -38.6 -26.5 -12.1 -11.2 -2.6 -34.0 -27.4
investment CF [eM] n/ab n/ab n/ab -0.6 -8.4 -21.5 9.0 5.3 0.0 4.8 -0.4 2.0 -1.3 4.3
financing CF [eM] n/ab n/ab n/ab 17.3 4.3 111.0 0.9 0.3 0.3 34.3 0.8 15.3 29.1 1.7
market capitalization [eM] - - - - - 742.5 235.0 44.2 66.7 157.4 156.9 199.7 181.6 146.3
share price [e] - - - - - 73.47 20.99 3.94 5.96 8.50 8.36 6.97 5.35 4.30
outstanding shares [#m] - - - - - 10.1 11.2 11.2 11.2 18.5 18.8 28.7 33.9 34.0
employeesc [#] n/ab n/ab 29 35 50 90 160 185 112 114 114 171 172 133
- R&Dc [#] n/ab n/ab 25 28 37 71 118 127 59 79 80 130 129 101
- SG&Ac [#] n/ab n/ab 4 7 13 19 42 58 53 35 34 41 43 32
- MediGene AGc [#] n/ab n/ab 29 35 50 90 123 133 92 105 107 123 126 128
- MediGene, Inc.c [#] -d -d -d -d -d -d 37 52 20 9 7 6 5 4
- MediGene Ltd.c [#] -d -d -d -d -d -d -d -d -d -d -d 42 41 1

aAs of period end (December 31) bNot reported since only few figures released in MediGene (2000b) for financial years 1995 to 1997; in particular, only revenue split in sales and

other income reported cFunction and subsidiary employees split shown dSubsidiary not existent in corresponding financial year

Table 4.13.: MediGene AG corporate figures 1995-2008 (Source: MediGene (2000a, 2000b, 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006a,

2006b, 2007, 2008a, 2008b))131
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Figure 4.13.: MediGene AG business segments and legal entities

Source: MediGene (2001, 2003, 2006a, 2008a)

In June 2002, MediGene discontinued its cardiological lead project due to unexpected side

effects and low efficacy in a CI/CII trial (MediGene (2002: 9-10)). Shortly afterwards,

the firm decided to stop all cardiological activities as part of a corporate restructuring to

lower its high losses and cash burn rate. In March 2003, this was operationalized through a

spin-off of its cardiological activities and approximately 30 employees into newly-founded

subsidiary Larnax, in which MediGene continued to hold a minority share (see Figure

4.13). Since Larnax failed to secure new financial sources, it discontinued its operations by

the end of 2003 and was technically reintegrated into MediGene in August 2005. In June

2003, the firm also decided to concentrate all R&D activities at its German headquarters

and laid off approximately 30 employees of its U.S. subsidiary. Both restructuring efforts

aimed to reduce annual costs by e11.5M53. Following the burst of the Internet bubble and

the failure of its previous lead project, MediGene’s share price dropped sharply and the

firm was excluded from the TecDAX index, NEMAX50’s successor, in August 2003.

As a consequence of its corporate restructuring and increased revenues resulting from sales

and milestone payments of its first approved product, MediGene lowered its EBIT losses

by two thirds from 2002 to 2004 and decreased the number of employees from 185 to 114

(see Table 4.13). In 2004, it acquired the assets of bankrupt Munich Biotech AG within

its second stock-based M&A deal and significantly strengthened its financial position by

raising e42.3M through three capital increases and the issuance of a convertible bond – a

pioneering financing way among German biotechnology firms at that time (see Table 4.12).

53MediGene press release June 18, 2003.
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Due to a rebound in its share price, MediGene was again added to the TecDAX index in

March 2005. In the following years, the firm continued to significantly reduce its losses

and cash burn rate due to increased revenues, which were significantly driven by upfront

and milestone payments from its two approved products (see Table 4.13).

In early 2006, MediGene received two research grants totaling e1.8M and raised another

e15.6M in a capital increase to finance the extension of its product pipeline (see Table 4.12).

This extension was operationalized in August 2006 through MediGene’s third stock-based

M&A deal acquiring Avidex Ltd. and thereby establishing a UK subsidiary (see Figure

4.13). In parallel to this acquisition, the firm agreed upon a standby equity distribution

agreement (SEDA) allowing MediGene to sell up to two million shares close to current

market prices to Société Generale within 18 months. However, MediGene never executed

this option. In September 2006, MediGene was excluded from the TecDAX.

Following this acquisition, MediGene significantly increased its number of employees, op-

erating costs and EBIT losses, mainly driven by increased R&D spending and lacking

one-time upfront and milestone payments (see Table 4.13). Therefore, the firm placed

two additional capital increases in 2007, raising e28.2M, and signed another standby eq-

uity distribution agreement (SEDA) in late 2008, allowing MediGene to sell shares worth

up to e25.0M to YA Global Investments within three years. In addition, MediGene re-

ceived a e0.6M research grant and one grant of an undisclosed amount (see Table 4.12).

Through the latter capital increase in September 2007, MediGene gained Santo Holding

as shareholder owning a stake of approximately 9%54.

In October 2008, MediGene decided to spin off major parts of its recently acquired UK

subsidiary, formerly Avidex, into newly-founded Immunocore to lower its operating costs

and EBIT losses (see Figure 4.13). While MediGene kept former Avidex’ lead product, Im-

munocore comprises most of former Avidex’ employees and discovery & preclinical projects

and its underlying technology and receives further financing by some of Avidex’ former

venture capital firms. MediGene kept a 39% stake in Immunocore, provided e3M cash as

start-up financing and was granted a right of first refusal to all oncological projects.

Today, MediGene operates in two business segments: marketed products and drug candi-

dates, previously denoted as specialty pharmaceuticals and biopharmaceuticals (see Figure

54Santo Holding has partially reinvested the Sprüngmann family’s funds received through the e5.65B

trade sales of the generics companies Hexal and Eon Labs to Novartis in spring 2005. Thereafter, the

Sprüngmann family became one of the leading private investors in the German biotechnology market.
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4. Case studies of biopharmaceutical firms’ corporate diversification

R&D focus owned proprietary drug R&D and R&A
therapeutic focus oncology, musculoskeletal (inflammation)
business modela Product Technology Hybrid FIPCO
value chain focusa TI TV LI LO PC CI CII CIII R&A S&M
pipeline sourcing in-house R&D; in-licensing; co-development; M&A
strategy summary Cover all value chain steps from research and drug development to drug commer-

cialization (S&M) with the aim to become a fully integrated company (FIPCO).
Maintain a broad drug R&D pipeline with various projects in different development
stages and based on different mechanism of actions, different technologies and
different scientific approaches independent of each other to diversify the R&D risks.

locations (dateb) Martinsried, Germany (1994); San Diego CA, USA (11/00); Oxford, UK (08/06)

aActive value chain steps or business model printed bold bFormats applied are either mm/yy, yyyy or qq/yy

Table 4.14.: MediGene AG corporate profile as of 31.12.2008 (Source: MediGene’s corpo-

rate filings)

4.13). The segmentmarketed products denotes three in-licensed products: Eligard (new

drug delivery), Oracea (follow-on) and Veregen (NME using a natural compound). The

segment drug candidates includes all highly innovative technologies and drug candidates

within R&D. As of the end of 2008, MediGene wholly owns two subsidiaries in the U.S.

and UK, a minority stake in its spin-off Immunocore, a non-strategic stake in QLT and

potentially a non-strategic stake in Virionics depending on further development (see Figure

4.13). Its operating activities are mainly concentrated at its German headquarters, where

128 out of 133 employees are located (see Table 4.13).

MediGene’s current corporate profile is summarized in Table 4.14. The firm applies a

typical product-oriented drug R&D business model and focuses on diseases with high un-

met medical need in the therapeutic areas oncology and musculoskeletal (inflammation).

The firm’s value chain focus reaches from early-stage discovery to registration and approval

(R&A) of drugs. MediGene’s pipeline sourcing strategy includes both in-house R&D lever-

aging of its own technologies and external sourcing through in-licensing, co-development

and M&A deals. The firm’s strategy aims to forward integrate into sales and marketing

(S&M), thereby becoming a fully integrated pharmaceutical company (FIPCO) to maxi-

mize the returns of drug R&D and to possess a broad pipeline of drug R&D projects based

on independently of each other and different mechanism of actions (MoA), technologies

and scientific approaches to diversify the high risks of drug R&D.
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4.3. Case study 3: MediGene AG

4.3.2. Technology and product pipeline evolution

While MediGene always applied a pure product-oriented drug R&D business model, the

firm possessed six technologies throughout its corporate evolution, which it leveraged for

its own in-house drug discovery efforts. These technologies and the chronological technol-

ogy pipeline evolution are summarized in Table 4.15 and Figure 4.14.

MediGene had three founding technologies in 1995. First, its integrated target definition

(ITD) platform aimed to identify genes that cause cardiological diseases as potential drug

targets. It comprised, e.g., a target database, tissue samples and disease-specific models

used for early-stage drug discovery projects. ITD was spun off into Larnax in March 2003

together with all cardiovascular projects. Second, its recombinant adeno-associated viruses

(rAAV) technology was applied to develop cancer vaccines by using viral vectors to deliver

certain patient-specific cancer genes to stimulate the human immune system against cancer

cells to treat the disease (“patient-tailored gene therapy”). This technology and its derived

product were discontinued in August 2004. Both ITD and rAAV were originally invented

at the Gene Center Munich by two scientific founders of MediGene. Third, its chimeric

virus-like particles (CVLP) technology used recombinant “empty” viruses that imitate the

external form of the human papilloma virus (HPV) without its negative health effect as

vaccines against cervical cancer and its precursors. It was invented by MediGene and

the German Cancer Research Center (GCRC) and discontinued together with its derived

product in March 2003.

Throughout its corporate evolution, MediGene possessed three additional technologies,

which were previously developed by other biotechnology firms and acquired within M&A

deals. First, its oncological herpes simplex viruses (oHSV) technology was acquired in

November 2000 and initially invented by NeuroVir Therapeutics. It aimed to use the outer

shell of herpes simplex viruses as therapeutics to destroy cancer cells (“gene therapy”).

Second, its EndoTAG technology was acquired in August 2004 and initially invented by

Munich Biotech. EndoTAG uses liposomes to deliver therapeutic agents such as chemother-

apeutics to attack tumor blood vessels and thereby starve out cancer cells. Both oHSV

and EndoTAG are still active as of the end of 2008. Third, its monoclonal T-cell receptor

(mTCR) technology was acquired in September 2006 and originally developed by Avidex.

It uses monoclonal T-cell receptors combined in a fusion protein with a therapeutic agent to

target antigens for activating or stopping certain immunological reactions. This technology

was spun off into Immunocore in October 2008.
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name innovator datesa description

mTCR (monoclonal T-
cell receptor)

Avidex 09/06
until
10/08

Technology to usemonoclonal T-cell receptors as therapeutics to target antigens for activating or stopping
certain immune system reactions against various diseases. mTCRs are generally combined in a fusion protein with
a therapeutic agent (e.g., a cytokine or superantigen). In contrast to antibodies, mTCRs also recognize antigens
within cells and thereby provide a new therapeutic potential. In 10/08, spun off into Immunocore. Projects
derived from this technology: HiDex, EsoDex, TaxoDex, TeloDex, SurDex, ProDex, ReaDex, mTCR/5T4

EndoTAG Munich
Biotech

08/04
active

Technology for lipid-based targeted drug delivery based on a combination of liposomes as transport agent
and a therapeutic substance embedded into the liposomes to attack specific blood vessels needed for tumor
growth (starve out effect – vascular targeting). EndoTAG liposomes are positively charged, attach very easily to
negatively charged tumor blood vessels and thereby enable selective therapeutic substance transport to tumor
blood vessels. Projects derived from this technology: EndoTAG-1, EndoTAG-2, EndoMTX, EndoGreen

oHSV (oncological her-
pes simplex viruses)

NeuroVir
Therapeu-
tics

11/00
active

Technology to use genetically-modified herpes simplex viruses (HSV) programmed to destroy rapidly
growing tumor cells as gene therapy (oncolysis). Can still be used if tumor is immune to chemotherapy and
radiation. Slightly modified technology version, HSV amplicon technology, only uses virus’ outer shells
(so-called gene shuttles) to deliver therapeutic genes without delivering viral genes for increased drug safety.
Projects derived from this technology: G207, NV1020, NV1030, G47

ITD (Integrated Target
Definition)

MediGene,
Gene Cen-
ter Munich

1995b

until
03/03c

Technology to identify disease-causing genes as promising therapeutic targets against cardiovascular
diseases (vision to extend into other TAs). Consists of database of about 300 cardiovascular targets, tissue
samples and various disease-specific models of cells, organs and animals for TI, TV & LI (incl. MediGene’s 3D
heart model “in vitro heart”). In 03/03, spun off into Larnax (which discontinued operative business in 12/03).
In 08/05, Larnax merged into MediGene. Projects derived from this technology: DCMAG-1

rAAV (recombinant
adeno-associated
viruses)

MediGene,
Gene Cen-
ter Munich

1995b

until
08/04c

Technology to develop therapeutic tumor vaccines, e.g., against malignant melanoma cells, based on recom-
binant adeno-associated viruses (rAAV) to stimulate immune cells against cancer-specific antigens not recognized
by the human body (gene therapy). Projects derived from this technology: rAAV vaccine

CVLP (chimeric virus-
like particles)

MediGene,
GCRCd

1995b

until
03/03c

Technology to develop therapeutic vaccines based on chimeric virus-like particles (CVLP), recombinant
“empty viral envelopes” imitating the external form of a virus, to prevent infections (prophylactic immunization)
and to destroy infected cells (therapeutic immunization). Used for product R&D against the human papilloma
virus (HPV). Projects derived from this technology: CVLP vaccine

aIf two dates given: first date denotes start date, second date denotes end date. If one date given: denotes start date of active technology. Formats applied are either mm/yy, yyyy or qq/yy

bStart date not disclosed. One of MediGene’s founding technologies in 1995 cTechnology not applied within own drug R&D any more dGerman Cancer Research Center

Table 4.15.: MediGene AG technology pipeline as of 31.12.2008 (Source: MediGene’s corporate filings & website, press search,

EvaluatePharma, IMS Health)
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4.3. Case study 3: MediGene AG

MediGene’s product pipeline includes 26 disclosed R&D projects beside several undis-

closed early-stage projects (see Table 4.16). While projects were fairly diversified among

different target classes such as receptors, enzymes, cytokines and growth factors, derived

from various of the firm’s own platform technologies, used different compound classes such

as chemical small molecules, different types of biologicals and even a natural plant extract

and subsequently also applied different routes of administration (RoA), most projects tar-

get immunology-related diseases. While the firm’s own projects are all said to be NMEs as

drug novelty, the firm also in-licensed two less innovative late-stage projects (one new drug

delivery, one follow-on drug). All projects can be clustered into five groups according to

their therapeutic area: oncology & immunomodulators, musculoskeletal (inflammation),

dermatology, cardiovascular, and others.

In its most important therapeutic area, oncology & immunomodulators, MediGene

had 17 R&D projects throughout its corporate evolution. For its first approved product

Eligard, MediGene in-licensed European marketing rights after clinical trials were suc-

cessfully finished, managed the European R&A process and licensed the S&M rights to

Yamanouchi. Eligard uses a new drug delivery system (Atrix’ Atrigel) to deposit a sub-

cutaneous gel depot of a known chemical small molecule compound targeting a GPCR

receptor. Depending on the formulation, this gel depot will be gradually metabolized over

several weeks or months to treat prostate cancer. Its second approved product Veregen

was in-licensed in CII trials to leverage MediGene’s knowledge in HPV-induced diseases.

Is uses a natural plant extract of green tea leaves as compound, is targeting a receptor

and is topically administered against genital warts, which are caused by certain types of

human papilloma viruses (HPV). It was approved in its primary indication in 2006 in the

U.S., where S&M rights were licensed to Bradley, with market approval pending in the EU.

Veregen is also examined in a CII trial against actinic keratosis (precursor of skin cancer)

and was previously evaluated against basal cell carcinoma. The firm’s current clinical lead

project EndoTAG-1 was derived from the EndoTAG technology and obtained through the

acquisition of Munich Biotech’s assets. It is an injected chemical small molecule that com-

bines the chemotherapeutic agent paclitaxel and a liposome as delivery agent to target the

enzyme classes hydrolase and GTPase as target classes. It completed a CII trial against

advanced pancreatic cancer, is examined in an ongoing CII trial against breast cancer and

previously also concluded several CI studies in solid tumor indications. Additionally, CII

trials against prostate cancer were planned, but not carried out. MediGene’s NV1020

project was derived from the oHSV technology and obtained through the acquisition of
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drug name partner target target compound compound novelty RoA therapeutic therapeutic status
[othersa] [roleb] class molecule class molecule [patent] areac indication(s)d [phasee]

Etomoxir
[BY-744]

Byk Gul-
den (now:
Nycomed)
[LR-term.],
Larnax [B]

enzyme
(trans-
ferase)

carnitine
palmitoyl
transferase 1
(CPT1)

chemical
(small
molecule)

CPT1 inhibitor
(substituted 2-
oxiranecarboxylic
acid)

NME
[paten-
ted]

oral cardiovas-
cular

congestive heart
failure (CHF)

inactive

DCMAG-1 Larnax [B] undisclosed dilated cardio-
myopathy asso-
ciated gene 1
(DCMAG-1)

chemical
(small
molecule)

undisclosed NME
[paten-
ted]

unknown cardiovas-
cular

congestive heart
failure (CHF)

inactive

YourDex Avidex
[MA]

receptor
(subclass
undisclosed)

cluster of
differentiation
8 (CD8)

biological
(recombi-
nant)

CD8 antago-
nist
(ILT2-CD8+
inhibitor)

NME
[paten-
ted]

paren-
teral

dermatology psoriasis active
[PC]

transplant rejec-
tion

active
[PC]

Oracea [Col-
101]f

CollaGenex
(now: Gal-
derma)
[LR, LE]

undisclosed protein 30S
(subunit of
prokaryote
ribosomal)

chemical
(small
molecule)

doxycycline
monohydrate
(tetracycline
antibiotic)

follow-
on
[paten-
ted]

oral dermatology rosacea sold
[S&M]

Veregen
[Polyphenon
E]

Epitome
[LR],
Bradley
(now:
Nycomed
US)
[LE-U.S.
only]

receptor
(subclass
undisclosed)

human
papilloma
virus (HPV)
type 6 or 11

natural
(plant
extract)

polyphenol
sinecatechines
concentrate
(green tea
extract)

NME
[paten-
ted]

topical dermatology,
oncology &
immuno-
modulators

genital warts (U.S.
market)

active
[S&M]

genital warts (EU
market)

active
[R&A]

actinic keratosis
(skin cancer prec.)

active
[CII]

basal cell carci-
noma (BCC)

inactive

Table 4.16: MediGene AG product pipeline – continued on next page
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Eligard
[Leuprogel]f

Atrix (now:
QLT) [LR],
Yamanou-
chi (now:
Astellas)
[LE]

receptor
(G-protein
coupled
receptor
(GPCR))

gonadotropin-
releasing
hormone
receptor
(GnRHR)

chemical
(small
molecule)

leuprolide
acetate (GnRH
agonist) with
Atrigel depot
drug delivery
system

new
drug
deli-
very
[paten-
ted]

injection oncology &
immuno-
modulators

prostate cancer – 1-
month formula

active
[S&M]

prostate cancer – 3-
month formula

active
[S&M]

prostate cancer – 6-
month formula

active
[S&M]

EndoTAG-1
[MBT-0206]

Munich
Biotech
[MA]

enzyme
(hydrolase,
GTPase)

β-tubulin
(TUBB)

chemical
(small
molecule)

liposomeg &
paclitaxel
(chemotherapy
mitotic
inhibitor)

NME
[paten-
ted]

injection
(intra-
venous)

oncology &
immuno-
modulators

advanced pancre-
atic cancer (combo
with gemcitabine)h

active
[CII]

breast cancer active
[CII]

solid tumor indi-
cationsi

active
[CI]

prostate cancerj inactive

NV1020 NeuroVir
Therapeu-
tics [MA]

undisclosed undisclosed biological
(gene
therapy)

recombinant
tumor-killing
herpes simplex
virus type 1
(HSV-1)

NME
[paten-
ted]

injection oncology &
immuno-
modulators

liver cancer metas-
tasis (combo with
chemotherapy)

active
[CI/II]

prostate cancer inactive
liver cell cancer inactive

anti-L1 MAb GCRC
[LR], Cell-
trion
[LE-asia]

undisclosed L1 protein biological
(MAb)

anti-L1
signalling-
pathway
inhibitor

NME
[paten-
ted]

injection oncology &
immuno-
modulators

ovarian cancer active
[PC]

endometrial cancer active
[PC]

G207 NeuroVir
Therapeu-
tics [MA]

enzyme
(oxyge-
nase)

ribonucleotide
reductase

biological
(gene
therapy)

recombinant
tumor-killing
HSV-1

NME
[paten-
ted]

injection oncology &
immuno-
modulators

malignant brain
cancerk (glioblas-
toma)

inactive

Table 4.16: MediGene AG product pipeline – continued on next page
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NV1030 NeuroVir
Therapeu-
tics [MA]

undisclosed undisclosed biological
(gene
therapy)

recombinant
tumor-killing
HSV-1

NME
[paten-
ted]

injection oncology &
immuno-
modulators

general cancer indi-
cations

inactive

G47
[G47delta]

NeuroVir
Therapeu-
tics [MA]

undisclosed undisclosed biological
(gene
therapy)

recombinant
tumor-killing
HSV-1

NME
[paten-
ted]

injection oncology &
immuno-
modulators

general cancer indi-
cations

inactive

CVLP
vaccine
[chimeric
virus-like
particles
HPV
vaccine]

Schering
[LE-term.],
Virionics
[LE]

human
papilloma
virus

undisclosed biological
(bio-
engineered
vaccine)

recombinant
CVLP fusion
protein of
human pa-
pilloma virus
(HPV) 16 L1
& E7

NME
[paten-
ted]

injection oncology &
immuno-
modulators

cervical cancer &
intraepithelial neo-
plasia (CIN)

inactive
(outli-
censed)

anal intraepithelial
neoplasia (AIN)

inactive

vulvar intraepithe-
lial neopl. (VIN)

inactive

rAAV
vaccine

Gene Cen-
ter Munich
[LR], Hoe-
chstl

[LE-term.]

cytokine,
growth
factor

granulocyte-
macrophage
colony-stimu-
lating factor 2
(GM-CSF 2)

biological
(bio-
engineered
vaccine)

rAAV viral
gene delivery
vectors &
cytokines

NME
[paten-
ted]

injection oncology &
immuno-
modulators

malignant
melanoma

inactive

ovarian cancer inactive

EndoTAG-2
[MBT-0312]

Munich
Biotech
[MA]

enzyme
(isomerase)

DNA topoiso-
merase I

chemical
(small
molecule)

liposomeg &
camptothecin
(chemothera-
peutic agent)

NME
[paten-
ted]

injection oncology &
immuno-
modulators

solid tumor inactive

TaxoDex Avidex
[MA], Im-
munocore
[B]

undisclosed tax-antigen
on human T-
cell leukaemia
virus type-1
(HTLV-1)

biological
(recombi-
nant)

mTCRm

tax-inhibitor
conjugated to
interleukin-2

NME
[paten-
ted]

injection oncology &
immuno-
modulators

adult T-cell leu-
kaemia (ATL)

sold

Table 4.16: MediGene AG product pipeline – continued on next page
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EsoDex Avidex
[MA],
Immuno-
core [B]

undisclosed NY-ESO-1
cancer-testis
antigen
(CTAG)

biological
(recombi-
nant)

mTCRm NY-
ESO-1
inhibitor
conjugated to
interleukin-2

NME
[paten-
ted]

injection oncology &
immuno-
modulators

lung cancer sold
bladder cancer sold

TeloDex Avidex
[MA], Im-
munocore
[B]

enzyme
(poly-
merase)

tumor-antigen
telomerase

biological
(recombi-
nant)

mTCRm

telo- merase
inhibitor con-
jugated to a
superantigen

NME
[paten-
ted]

injection oncology &
immuno-
modulators

pancreatic cancer sold

SurDex Avidex
[MA], Im-
munocore
[B]

undisclosed survivin biological
(recombi-
nant)

mTCRm sur-
vivin inhibitor
conjugated to
a superantigen

NME
[paten-
ted]

injection oncology &
immuno-
modulators

pancreatic cancer sold

ProDex Avidex
[MA], Im-
munocore
[B]

enzyme
(serine
protease)

prostate-
specific antigen
(PSA)

biological
(recombi-
nant)

mTCRm PSA-
antagonist con-
jugated to ther-
apeutic agent

NME
[paten-
ted]

injection oncology &
immuno-
modulators

prostate cancer sold

mTCR/5T4
[mTCR/5T4
fusion pro-
tein]

Active Bio-
tech [RD],
Avidex
[MA], Im-
munocore
[B]

undisclosed undisclosed biological
(recombi-
nant)

mTCRm con-
jugated to Ac-
tive Biotech’s
TTS-CD3 5T4
superantigen

NME
[patented]

injection oncology &
immuno-
modulators

general cancer indi-
cations

sold

Table 4.16: MediGene AG product pipeline – continued on next page
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RhuDex
[AV1142742]

Active Bio-
tech [LR],
Avidex
[MA]

receptor
(subclass
undisclosed)

cluster of
differentiation
80 (CD80)

chemical
(small
molecule)

CD80
antagonist
(inhibitor of
CD28-CD80
interaction)

NME
[paten-
ted]

oral musculo-
skeletal

rheumatoid arthri-
tis (RA)

active
[CII]

multiple sclerosis
(MS)

active
[PC]

psoriasis active
[PC]

EndoMTX - enzyme
(synthase,
trans-
ferase)

thymidylate
synthetase,
dihydrofolate
reductase

chemical
(small
molecule)

liposomeg &
methotrexate
(chemothera-
peutic agent)

NME
[undis-
closed]

injection musculo-
skeletal

rheumatoid arthri-
tis (RA)

active
[disc./
PC]

ReaDex Avidex[MA],
Immuno-
core [B]

undisclosed heat shock
60kDa protein
1 (chaperonin)

biological
(recombi-
nant)

heat shock
protein 60
antagonistm

NME
[undis-
closed]

injection musculo-
skeletal

rheumatoid arthri-
tis (RA)

sold

EndoGreen - undisclosed undisclosed chemical
(small
molecule)

liposomeg &
chemothera-
peutic agent

NME
[undis-
closed]

injection sensory or-
gans

age-related mac-
ular degeneration
(AMD)

active
[disc./
PC]

HiDex Avidex
[MA], Im-
munocore
[B]

undisclosed undisclosed biological
(recombi-
nant)

mTCRm

CD8+ blocker
conjugated to
a cytokine

NME
[paten-
ted]

injection endocrine diabetes type I (ju-
venile onset)

sold

aDenotes other name(s) used for this drug, e.g., research codes or former brand names bRole of partner: B = Buyer (of product), EP = Equal (R&D) Partner, LE = Licensee,

LR = Licenser, MA = M&A firm (acquired or merged with firm), RD = R&D Partner, S = Seller (of product); term. = terminated agreement cBased on EPhMRA TA classification

dFirst indication listed denotes primary indication. Other listed indications are secondary indications eDenotes latest phase of product fMediGene possessed only EU S&M rights

gLiposome used as transport agent hOrphan drug status (EU & U.S.) iIn various CI trials by MBT (not MediGene) before M&A jMediGene planned CII trials; not executed

kOrphan drug status (U.S.) lToday, Sanofi-Aventis mmTCR-derived compounds are generally fusion proteins combining mTCRs with a therapeutic agent (e.g., cytokine, superantigen)

Table 4.16.: MediGene AG product pipeline as of 31.12.2008 (Source: MediGene’s corporate filings & website, press search,

Bloomberg, Datamonitor, EvaluatePharma, IMS Health, PharmaProjects)
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NeuroVir. It is an injected biological recombinant compound used as gene therapy against

an undisclosed target and is developed in a CI/CII trial against liver cancer metastasis.

Previously, it was also examined in preclinical trials against prostate cancer and liver cell

cancer. MediGene’s anti-L1 MAb project was originally initiated by the German Cancer

Research Center (GCRC). It is an injected biological monoclonal antibody targeting the

L1 protein and is in preclinical development within an R&D alliance with GCRC against

ovarian cancer and endometrial cancer.

Besides its five active oncological projects, MediGene previously also developed various

other projects, which were discontinued or sold for various reasons. The most important

ones were MediGene’s founding and previous oncological lead projects rAAV vaccine and

CVLP vaccine, which were both derived from the corresponding technologies. The rAAV

vaccine was an injected bio-engineered vaccine used as gene therapy. Is was evaluated in a

CI/CII trial against malignant melanoma in cooperation with Hoechst and against ovarian

cancer in preclinical trials. The CVLP vaccine was an injected bio-engineered vaccine as

well, which used “empty viral envelopes” of human papilloma viruses (HPV) to trigger

an immunization effect. It was examined in a CI/CII trial against cervical cancer and

cervical intraepithelial neoplasia (CIN) in cooperation with Schering and also evaluated

for anal intraepithelial neoplasia (AIN) and vulvar intraepithelial neoplasia (VIN). Its

remaining oncological projects were of low importance to MediGene. EndoTAG-2 was

also derived from the EndoTAG technology using the same technological principle and

targeting the same indications as EndoTAG-1, but used a different chemotherapeutic agent.

The firm previously also developed three other oHSV-derived biologicals as gene therapy:

G207, which was developed in a CI/CII trial against malignant brain cancer targeting the

enzyme class oxygenase, and G47 and NV1030, which were both examined preclinically

in general cancer indications. Finally, MediGene obtained six early-stage cancer projects

derived from the mTCR technology through the acquisition of Avidex: EsoDex, TaxoDex,

TeloDex, SurDex, ProDex, and the mTCR/5T4 fusion protein. All projects used injected

recombinant biologicals as compound class using a fusion protein of a monoclonal T-cell

receptor and different therapeutic agents as compound, targeted different enzyme classes

as target class and were developed against various cancer indications.

MediGene’s musculoskeletal therapeutic area mainly consists of its CII lead project

RhuDex, which was obtained through the acquisition of Avidex, who previously in-licensed

RhuDex from Active Biotech. It is an orally available chemical small molecule compound

targeting a receptor. It is being developed in a CII trial against rheumatoid arthritis and
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is preclinically evaluated against multiple sclerosis and psoriasis. EndoMTX was derived

from the EndoTAG technology using the same technological principle as EndoTAG-1 with a

different chemotherapeutic agent. It is examined against rheumatoid arthritis and targets

the enzyme classes synthase and transferase. ReaDex was previously developed against

rheumatoid arthritis as well, derived from the mTCR technology and obtained through

the acquisition of Avidex.

MediGene’s dermatological therapeutic area comprises three projects. Oracea, for which

the European rights were in-licensed within its R&A phase and sold to Galderma follow-

ing its market approval. Oracea is a follow-on product based on a well-known chemical

small molecule and was developed against rosacea. YourDex was obtained through the

acquisition of Avidex. It is a recombinant biological compound targeting a receptor and

is preclinically developed against psoriasis and transplant rejection. Veregen should be

mentioned as well since it is also prescribed by dermatologists in its primary indication,

and is developed against a dermatological indication in its line extension.

In its cardiovascular therapeutic area, MediGene previously had two R&D projects,

which were both developed against congestive heart failure. First, Etomoxir, which was

in-licensed from Byk Gulden. Etomoxir was an orally available chemical small molecule

compound targeting the enzyme class transferase as target class and was MediGene’s lead

project in its early years before being discontinued in its CII trial. Second, DCMAG-

1, which was an in-house developed early-stage project using a chemical small molecule

targeting a newly discovered gene target derived from its ITD technology platform.

Its other products were of low importance. EndoGreen was also derived from the En-

doTAG technology using the same technological principle as EndoTAG-1 and developed

against age-related macular degeneration. HiDex was previously developed against dia-

betes type I, derived from the mTCR technology and obtained through Avidex’ acquisition.

Since products were developed at different points in time, MediGene’s chronological prod-

uct pipeline evolution including changes in development phases is shown in Figure 4.14.

Throughout its first years of existence, MediGene primarily developed its two bio-engineered

cancer vaccines (rAAV, CVLP) and developed its ITD technology platform, from which its

cardiological early-stage project DCMAG-1 was derived. Hence, the firm concentrated on

three areas: HPV-induced diseases, cardiological diseases such as congestive heart failure,

and cancer gene therapy. In 1999, MediGene strengthened the first two areas by in-licensing

Veregen and Etomoxir, which became the firm’s oncological and cardiological lead projects.
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Figure 4.14.: MediGene AG product and technology pipeline evolution

Source: MediGene’s corporate filings & website, press search, Bloomberg, Datamonitor,

EvaluatePharma, PharmaProjects

In 2000, the third area was strengthened through the acquisition of NeuroVir by adding two

clinical projects (NV1020 and G207) and two research projects (NV1030 and G47, both

discontinued early 2002), all based on the oHSV technology. End of 2000, MediGene pos-

sessed six major projects: Veregen, Etomoxir, NV1020, G207, CVLP vaccine, and rAAV

vaccine, with the former five in clinical development. In 2001, its clinical pipeline was

further enriched by in-licensing the late-stage project Eligard. In June 2002, MediGene

discontinued its cardiological lead project Etomoxir due to unexpected side effects and low

efficacy. Subsequently, it spun off all cardiological projects & technology in March 2003.

In the same month, MediGene discontinued its CVLP vaccine and underlying technology

due to a patent litigation. In 2003, it also suspended the CI/CII trial of G207 for financial

reasons and started a line extension of Veregen. In August 2004, MediGene discontinued

its other founding project rAAV vaccine and underlying technology due to its complex

and costly manufacturing process. In the same month, MediGene acquired the EndoTAG

projects and technologies and continued development of EndoTAG-1. At the end of 2004,
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MediGene possessed five major projects: Eligard, Veregen (in two indications), NV1020,

EndoTAG-1, and G207, with the first one marketed and the others in clinical development.

In 2006, MediGene enlarged its portfolio through the acquisition of Avidex. In addition to

its most important CII project RhuDex, it obtained the mTCR technology and nine de-

rived discovery or preclinical projects. Throughout the same year, the firm also in-licensed

European rights to Oracea and the preclinical anti-L1 MAb project. In 2007, MediGene

started two early-stage projects derived from its EndoTAG technology and supported by

a public research grant. In July 2008, MediGene sold EU rights to Oracea back to its in-

ventor. Except for RhuDex and YourDex, the firm spun off the mTCR technology and all

projects previously acquired from Avidex into newly-founded Immunocore. In the fourth

quarter of 2008, MediGene discontinued G207 after many years without R&D progress

for undisclosed reasons. As of the end of 2008, MediGene possessed five major projects:

Eligard, Veregen (in two indications), EndoTAG-1, NV1020, and RhuDex, with the first

two marketed and the others in clinical development.

4.3.3. Licensing and Acquisition (L&A) deals

Throughout its corporate development, MediGene agreed upon many licensing and acqui-

sition (L&A) deals. The most important deals are summarized in Table 4.17 denoting

the type of deal and its dimension (product and/or technology), the partner and its role

within the deal, start and end dates, a detailed deal description, covered products and/or

technologies, and financial conditions.

While a detailed discussion of the most important deals and their impact on the firm’s

corporate diversification profile will be provided in the following subsection, several deal

types can be differentiated. First, multiple technology or product in-licensing deals were

agreed upon to broaden the firm’s product pipeline, get access to necessary intellectual

property, or use third parties’ R&D technologies. Second, several R&D alliances were

signed to gain partners for late-stage product development of MediGene’s products or

academic and biotechnology partners for early-stage development of its own products or

projects originated by academia. Third, three Mergers and Acquisitions (M&A) deals

were signed to broaden the firm’s product and technology pipeline. Fourth, two sales and

marketing (S&M) alliances were agreed upon to market MediGene’s products approved for

sales. Fifth, multiple out-licensing deals were signed covering late-stage R&D products or

non-strategic intellectual property of previous pipeline projects. Sixth, three trade sales
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trade
sale
[P&T]

Immunocore [LE] 10/08 Spin-off of mTCR technology, mTCR projects and staff into Im-
munocore (former Avidex without RhuDex, YourDex) financed
by three former Avidex investors. MediGene receives the right of
first refusal for projects in predefined cancer indications. Medi-
Gene’s second focusing step (focus on few core projects).

HiDex, EsoDex, Taxo-
Dex, TeloDex, SurDex,
ProDex, ReaDex,
mTCR/5T4 [P]; mTCR
[T]

EI in Immunocore:
39%; MediGene pro-
vides e3M cash and
patents worth e1M

trade
sale [P]

Galderma
Laboratories [LE]

07/08 Trade sale of Oracea’s S&M rights (EU & Russia) after EU ap-
proval to Galderma, who bought Oracea’s licensor CollaGenex in
04/08. MediGene’s first focusing step (divestiture dermatology).

Oracea [P] UP: e8M; SM: up to
e24M

manufac.,
out-lic.
[P]

Celltrion [O] 11/07
active

Celltrion conducts anti-L1 MAb’s process dev. & contract manu-
facturing and gets Asian product rights (incl. Japan) in exchange.
MediGene retains IP in all other regions (incl. EU & U.S.).

anti-L1 MAb [P] none: IP transfer in ex-
change

R&D
alliance
[P]

Juvenile Diabetes
Research Found-
ation (JDRF) [O]

04/07
until
10/08

2-year funded collaborative R&D to accelerate ongoing PC stud-
ies of HiDex developed against diabetes type I. Product R&D
part of Immunocore spin-off in 10/08.

HiDex [P] RF by public grant
(JDRF): undisclosed

fee-for-
service
[T]

Sanofi Pasteur [LE] 12/06
until
10/08

MediGene applies mTCR technology to create vaccine validation
tools for Sanofi Pasteur. Part of Immunocore spin-off in 10/08.

mTCR [T] RF: undisclosed (rev-
enues of e1.7M booked
2007 & 2008)

in-
licensing
[P]

CollaGenex
Pharmaceuticals
(now: Galderma
Laboratories) [LR]

12/06
until
07/08

In-licensing of Oracea’s S&M rights (EU & Russia; within R&A).
MediGene aims to become FIPCO (strategic goal of full value
chain coverage to maximize value) through European dermato-
logical sales force for Oracea & Veregen (S&M synergies).

Oracea [P] UP: e4M; SM: up to
e5.7M; SR: 12%-15%
(SM, SR redeemed in
07/08 deal)

M&A
[P&T]

Avidex (now:
Immunocore) [LR]

08/06 Stock-based acquisition of Avidex to broaden MediGene’s cancer
and autoimmune drug pipeline (lead compound RhuDex in CI tri-
als, various R&D projects) and add a drug discovery technology
(mTCR technology).

RhuDex, YourDex, Hi-
Dex, EsoDex, TaxoDex,
TeloDex, SurDex, Pro-
Dex, ReaDex, mTCR/
5T4 [P]; mTCR [T]

EI in MediGene:
28% (worth e49.6M);
VCs provide £3M
to Avidex; Société
Generale provides
18-month SEF

Table 4.17: MediGene AG Licensing & Acquisitions (L&A) deals – continued on next page
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R&D-
all., in-
lic. [P]

German Cancer
Research Center
(GCRC) [LR]

07/06
active

2-year R&D alliance to develop an MAbs against the ovarian
cancer protein L1 (in PC dev. at GCRC). In 07/08, MediGene
exercised in-licensing option and extended R&D alliance.

anti-L1 MAb [P] undisclosed

out-
licensing
[P]

Virionics [LE] 04/06 Out-licensing of worldwide product rights (without Europe) to
discontinued CVLP vaccine as therapeutic or vaccine. Virionics
to resume CI/II trials discontinued by MediGene in 2003.

CVLP vaccine [P] EI option in Virionics:
up to 15% (MS-based);
SR, UM: undisclosed

R&D
alliance
[T]

University of
Munich [O]

03/06
active

3-year R&D alliance to extend EndoTAG technology’s use to
other diseases (beside cancer), in which pathogenic formation of
new blood vessels plays a pivotal role, e.g., rheumatoid arthritis.

EndoTAG [T] RF by public grant:
e1.8M (by German &
Bavarian state)

S&M
alliance
[P]

Bradley Pharma-
ceuticals (now:
Nycomed US) [LE]

01/06 Out-licensing of Veregen’s S&M rights (U.S.) in dermatological
indications (in R&A for genital warts) and co-financing of R&D
of line extensions. In 10/06, $14M MS reached (U.S. approval).

Veregen (Polyphenon E)
[P]

UP: $5M; RSM: up to
$64M; SR: 20-25%e

out-
licensing
[P]

GlaxoSmithKline
[LE]

12/05 Non-exclusive out-licensing of certain patents to a therapeutic
tumor vaccines previously developed by MediGene (CVLP).

CVLP [P] UP: undisclosed

in-
licensing
[T]

Univ. of British
Columbia [LR]

11/04 In-licensing of IP expanding the application of MediGene’s HSV
technology to intravenous formulations.

oHSV [T] undisclosed

M&A
[P&T]

Munich Biotech
(MBT) [LR]

08/04 Asset acquisition of insolvent MBT (EndoTAG technology and
products, especially CI lead compound EndoTAG-1) to enhance
product & technology portfolio. MediGene hires key MBT em-
ployees. R&D MS agreed upon EndoTAG-1 reaching CIII trials.

EndoTAG-1,
EndoTAG-2 [P];
EndoTAG [T]

EI in MediGene: 12.7%
(worth e11.3M); RM:
undisclosed; MBT’s
VCs provide e4M

R&D
alliance
[P]

Active Biotech,
Avidex [EP]

05/04
until
10/08

Joint creation and R&D of a novel fusion protein using Active’s
proprietary 5T4 antibody-superantigen (TTS-CD3) and Avidex’
mTCR technology.

mTCR/5T4 [P];
Active’s 5T4 super-
antigen, mTCR [T]

undisclosed

Table 4.17: MediGene AG Licensing & Acquisitions (L&A) deals – continued on next page
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manufac-
turing
[P]

Ultrafine (now:
Sigma-Aldrich)
[LR]

03/04
active

Ultrafine to provide process dev. and GMP manufacturing of
RhuDex for preclinical and clinical studies.

RhuDex [P] undisclosed

S&M
alliance
[P]

Yamanouchi (now:
Astellas Pharma)
[LE]

01/04 Out-licensing of Eligard’s S&M rights (EU) to Yamanouchi. In
Germany, first approval in 12/03 and market launch in 05/04.
EU market approval in 12/04 (1-, 3-month formula) and 08/07
(6-month formula) and successive market launch.

Eligard (Leuprogel) [P] UP: e4M; SM: up
to e19.5M; SR: 45-
50%e,f

trade
sale
[P&T]

Larnax [LE] 03/03
until
12/03

Spin-off of all cardiology R&D programs and ∼30 employees to
newly formed Larnax financed by BioM (e0.25M seed capital)
to focus on oncology core competencies and realize ∼e6.5M cost
saving in 2003. In 12/03, Larnax discontinued business. In 08/05,
Larnax was merged back into MediGene.

Etomoxir, DCMAG-1
[P]; ITD [T]

EI in Larnax: 67.5%

R&D-
all., in-
lic. [T]

University of
Chicago [LR]

03/02 2-year R&D alliance to study ionizing radiation effects on tumor
cell (oHSV’s potential as stand-alone therapeutics or combination
therapy). In 10/03, MediGene exercised IP in-licensing option.

oHSV [T] RF, LF: undisclosed

in-lic-
en. [T]

Children’s Hospital
Boston [LR]

09/01 In-licensing of IP to HSV amplicon technology to increase the
value of MediGene’s oHSV technology.

oHSV [T] undisclosed

in-lic-
en. [T]

Sloan-Kettering
Cancer Center [LR]

08/01 In-licensing of IP to use chemotherapy with MediGene’s oHSV
as combination therapy to treat cancer.

oHSV [T] undisclosed

manufac.
[P]

BioReliance [LR] 08/01
active

BioReliance to provide manufacturing and testing services of
G207 and NV1020 compounds for clinical trials.

G207, NV1020 [P] undisclosed

in-lic-
en. [P]

Active Biotech
[LR], Avidex [LE]

08/01 In-licensing option (WW rights) to Active’s RhuDex granted to
Avidex. In 04/02, option exercised. In 05/05, MS reached (CI).

RhuDex [P] UP, SR: undisclosed;
UM: up to $8.3M

in-
licensing
[P]

Atrix Laboratories
(now: QLT) [LR]

04/01 In-licensing of Eligard’s S&M rights (EU) in prostate cancer (in
U.S. within R&A / CIII) and option for other indications. Medi-
Gene to conclude clinical trials and R&A in EU. Atrix to manu-
facture Eligard.

Eligard (Leuprogel) [P] UP: $2M cash, $3.8M
in purchase of ∼233k
Atrix shares; RM,
SM: up to $14M; SR:
∼20%e,f ; manufactur-
ing costs: ∼20%e,f

Table 4.17: MediGene AG Licensing & Acquisitions (L&A) deals – continued on next page
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R&D
alliance
[P]

Evotec OAI [LR] 03/01
until
03/03

Evotec provides LI fee-for-services using its EVOscreen ultra-
HTS system & compound library against MediGene’s DCMAG-1
target identified by its ITD technology. MediGene gets all IP.

DCMAG-1 [P]; Evotec’s
EVOscreen &
compound library [T]

UP, UM, SR: undis-
closed

M&A
[P&T]

NeuroVir
Therapeutics [LR]

11/00 Stock-based acquisition of NeuroVir to strengthen oncology busi-
ness and gain access to the U.S. market & scientific community.
MediGene thereby diversifies its technology & product portfolio
(fourth technology (oHSV), fourth & fifth clinical projects (G207,
NV1020)) to reduce risk profile and enhance success probability.

G207, NV1020,
NV1030, G47 [P]; oHSV
[T]

EI in MediGene: 8.6%
(997k shares) for
91% in NeuroVir (9%
bought in 06/00)

in-
licensing
[T]

GeneData,
Compugen,
Affymetrix,
Ciphergen [LR]

fall 2000
until
03/03

Various technology in-licensing to complement ITD platform:
GeneData’s bio-IT solution (gene sequencing, expression), Com-
pugen’s LEADS bio-IT DB and analysis tool (TI of genes, phar-
macological prediction), Affymetrix’ GeneChip technology (TI of
genes), Ciphergen’s ProteinChip technology (TI of proteins).

ITD [T] undisclosed

R&D
alliance
[P&T]

Gene Center of
University of
Munich [O]

08/00
until
08/02

2-year cooperation to jointly develop new vectors to transfer
genes into targets based on recombinant adeno-associated viruses
(rAAV) to apply rAAV-technology to other disease areas.

rAAV [P&T] RF: undisclosed

R&D-
a., out-
lic. [P]

Schering (now:
Bayer-Schering)
[LE]

03/00
until
03/03

Out-licensing of CVLP vaccine’s product rights (WW; in PC
dev.). Joint CI/II dev. (partly with German Cancer Research
Center). Schering solely responsible for CIII, R&A and S&M.

CVLP vaccine [P] UP, RF, RM, joint
R&D budget: e55M;
SR: undisclosed

R&D-
a., out-
lic. [P]

Aventis (now:
Sanofi-Aventis)
[LE]

02/00
until
08/04

Out-licensing of rAAV vaccine’s product rights (WW; in PC
dev.). Joint PC & CI/II dev., Aventis solely responsible for man-
ufacturing, CIII, R&A and S&M. e1M MS reached in 06/01.

rAAV vaccine [P] UP, RM, joint R&D
budget: up to $34M;
SR: undisclosed

in-
licensing
[P]

Epitome
Pharmaceuticals
[LR]

11/99 In-licensing of Veregen’s product rights (WW; CII in
U.S./Canada) in genital warts indication to strengthen Medi-
Gene’s human papilloma virus (HPV) activities. Epitome in-
licensed Veregen from Mitsui Norin in 1997. In 09/03, additional
in-licensing of hyperplasia indications from Epitome.

Veregen (Polyphenon E)
[P]

UP, UM, SR: undis-
closed

Table 4.17: MediGene AG Licensing & Acquisitions (L&A) deals – continued on next page
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in-
licensing
[P]

Byk Gulden (now:
Nycomed) [LR]

10/99
until
03/03

In-licensing of Etomoxir’s product rights (WW; in CI) against
congestive heart failure (CHF). Originally developed to treat di-
abetes (CII finished), but showed favorable effects in a CIb study
against CHF. In 06/01, licensing of additional cardiac indications.

Etomoxir [P] undisclosed

R&D
all.,
in-lic-
ensing
[T]

Univ. Hamburg &
Würzburg [O],
Univ. of Erlan-
gen-Nuremberg &
Hamburg [LR]

11/98
until
11/01

3-year R&D alliance on cardiac cell culture methods for high-
throughput validation (TV) of disease targets against congestive
heart failure (CHF). In 04/00, MediGene in-licensed 3D heart
model “in vitro heart” for gene’s TV & LI to complement ITD
technology by bridging gap between cellular and animal models.

ITD [T] RF by public grant:
e1.1M (by German &
Bavarian state; 11/98);
UP, LF: undisclosed
(04/00)

trade
sale [O]

Medigenomix,
Syscomp, Eurofins
Scientific [LE]

05/98 Spin-off of DNA sequencing services into together with medical
diagnosis company Syscomp founded Medigenomix to focus on
oncological and cardiological drug R&D (MediGene holds 30%
stake). In 06/01, MediGene sells remaining 30% to Eurofins.

- undisclosed (05/98);
UP: e0.4M (06/01)

R&D
alliance
[P]

Hoechst (now:
Sanofi-Aventis),
Cell Control [EP]

11/97
until
11/00

3-year R&D alliance on joint development of rAAV-vaccine
against malignant melanoma. MediGene to perform CI & CII
trials, Hoechst to provide funding and recombinant vectors of
GMP quality.

rAAV vaccine [P]; rAAV
[T]

e5.1M budget (e1.5M
Hoechst, e0.8M Medi-
Gene & Cell Control,
e2.8M R&D grant
from Bavarian Re-
search Foundation)

aDeal dimension: T = Technology, P = Product, P&T = Product and Technology, O = Other

bRole of partner: LR = Licenser, LE = Licensee, EP = Equal Partner, O = Other; if LR or LE: firm’s role complementary to partner (LR if partner LE and vice versa)

cIf two dates given: first date denotes start date, second date denotes end date. If one date given: denotes deal disclosure date. Formats applied are either mm/yy, yyyy or qq/yy

dFinancial details: EI = Equity Interest, LF = Licensing Fee, LR = Licensing Royalties, MS = reached Milestone, RF = Research Funding, RM = R&D Milestones, RSM = R&D and

S&M Milestones, SM = S&M Milestone, SR = Sales Royalties, TLF = Technology Licensing Fee, UM = Unspecified Milestone (SM, RM or RSM), UP = Upfront Payment

eOwn estimate based on average analyst estimates (in % of end-customer sale) fReceived and paid SR verified by revenue to COGS ratio in 2005 to 2007 (84%, 91% and 87%)

Table 4.17.: MediGene AG Licensing & Acquisitions (L&A) deals as of 31.12.2008 (Source: MediGene’s corporate filings &

website, press search, Datamonitor, EvaluatePharma)151
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were carried out to spin off non-strategic business units, products and/or technologies

to refocus the company. Seventh, several manufacturing agreements were signed to gain

access to large-scale manufacturing capabilities necessary for clinical trials and potential

product commercialization. Last, a fee-for-service deal with a pharmaceutical company

was signed leveraging one of MediGene’s technologies for a third party.

4.3.4. Within-case analysis

This subsection discusses MediGene’s corporate strategy and core business, its diversifica-

tion strategy, major diversification steps, its resulting diversification path, and its overall

corporate evolution and performance. This part is based on the already presented fact

base as well as on a case study interview with MediGene’s former Chief Executive Officer

(CEO)55, which was conducted in February 2009.

Corporate strategy and core business

MediGene’s corporate strategy always aimed to become a fully integrated biophar-

maceutical company (FIPCO) covering all value chain steps from early-stage drug

discovery to S&M of products through its own sales force. The main reason for this is

MediGene’s conviction that internally marketed products are necessary to achieve sus-

tainable and significant long-term profits and continuance in the pharmaceutical industry.

Besides its unchanged product-oriented business model and its strategic aim to vertically

forward integrate within the value chain, MediGene leveraged different technology plat-

forms for in-house product R&D and developed additionally in-licensed projects in later

development stages. Today, the firm focuses primarily on innovative drugs (NMEs) in on-

cological and immunological indications with high unmet medical need (therapeutic areas

‘oncology & immunomodulators’ and ‘musculoskeletal’). Also, the firm developed less in-

novative late-stage drugs, such as follow-ons or new drug delivery methods, to complement

its earlier-stage pipeline. The firm summarizes its strategy as follows:

“From the beginning, our vision was to become a FIPCO and to cover all value

chain steps including S&M since this is the only way to earn relevant and

sustainable profits in the long run. Hence, establishing an internal sales force

would be the ultimate strategic achievement.” (former CEO, MediGene AG)
55MediGene’s former CEO resigned from his position shortly after the case study interview in April 2009.
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In its early years, MediGene had three core businesses and competencies. First, its car-

diovascular activities in the areas of heart failure and cardiomyophathy, which included

the ITD technology, its derived projects, and Etomoxir. Second, its cancer gene ther-

apy and immune therapy activities comprised the rAAV technology and project, and

later also the oHSV technology and its derived products. Third, its human papilloma

virus (HPV) activities included the CVLP cancer vaccine and technology and later

also Veregen. MediGene built up capabilities and knowledge in oncological, immunologi-

cal and cardiological indications in the therapeutic areas oncology & immunomodulators

and cardiology, and primarily in two specific compound class: biological gene therapy and

bio-engineered vaccines. By in-licensing additional clinical projects, MediGene built up its

fourth corporate core within late-stage clinical development and R&A of drugs and

acquired capabilities in developing other compound classes such as small molecules, other

biologicals and even natural compounds such as plant extracts. With respect to late-stage

clinical development, the firm adds:

“We always aimed to become a FIPCO and never ruled out conducting a CIII

phase. However, rAAV and CVLP were extremely complex and expensive tech-

nologies necessitating a clinical development partner. CIII trials of Veregen

were less complex and feasible for us.” (former CEO, MediGene AG)

For various reasons, most of MediGene’s previous core businesses were discontinued over

time. In 2003, all cardiological activities and a substantial part of its HPV activities

were spun off or dismissed. In 2004, major parts of its cancer gene therapy activities were

ceased as well with the firm planning to spin off or divest its remaining parts throughout the

year 200956. To compensate discontinued projects and technologies, MediGene acquired

several new ones all targeting oncological or immunological indications, using either chem-

ical small molecules, biological recombinants or biological monoclonal antibodies (MAb)

as compound class, and leveraging its deep knowledge in oncology and immune system-

related therapy. MediGene’s current core business and competencies can be defined as

the clinical development of drugs in immunological and oncological indications

using small molecules, biological recombinants or biological MAb. Today, MediGene has

a clear focus on two therapeutic areas and several indications while leveraging different

technologies and developing different compound classes. The firm summarizes as follows:

56As of the end of 2008, MediGene plans to spin off or divest its oHSV activities in 2009 (MediGene

(2008b: 10)).
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“MediGene’s true core business is its outstanding knowledge of both the immune

system and oncology. Besides, we acquired necessary capabilities in drug R&D

of both small molecules and biologicals. In contrast to earlier years, we walked

away from gene therapy, immune therapy, and therapeutic vaccine projects.

They are scientifically very interesting, but commercially very difficult.”

(former CEO, MediGene AG)

Diversification strategy

MediGene acknowledges that diversification of its portfolio was always a major strategic

goal from its founding days until today. The major rationale of diversification is risk diver-

sification through active portfolio management by obtaining a broader product pipeline of

various projects across different development phases. It was of particular relevance within

its founding days as its own projects were yet in a relatively early stage. The firm states:

“We knew that only few of our founding R&D projects would reach the market.

Hence, we always aimed to diversify our product portfolio to a certain level

to manage the high attrition rate of biopharmaceutical R&D. In-licensing mid-

to late-stage projects to balance our portfolio across different phases were im-

portant – especially within the starting years as MediGene’s founding projects

were relatively early-stage – since investors and capital markets prefer balanced

portfolios.” (former CEO, MediGene AG)

Reviewing its strategy, the firm comments on the necessity of diversification as follows:

“Some venture capitalists prefer one-product drug R&D companies as they di-

versify risk themselves across different portfolio companies. As an entrepreneur

responsible for my employees and driven by building a successful firm in the long

run, I question this as a feasible strategy. Each firm should build up a pipeline

with a certain degree of diversification, which is key to survival once they have

to face setbacks, which will happen sooner or later. Following our IPO, we had

enough cash available in order to build and buy a diversified portfolio consist-

ing of early and more mature development programs. In retrospect, this was

the right strategy as we had to discontinue or cut down some of our founding

projects for different reasons, but we had several in-licensed products which filled

this gap.” (former CEO, MediGene AG)
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Due to its product-oriented drug R&D business model, the direction of diversification was

mainly product-linked focused on diversifying its product portfolio57. The firm prefers

related diversification (type of diversification) to leverage the firm’s existing capabilities

and knowledge within its focused therapeutic areas, indications and compound classes by

adding complementary technologies and/or products in these areas. As a consequence,

diversification adjacencies primarily have to fit the firm’s focused therapeutic areas and

indications and compound classes while the other discussed diversification dimensions such

as platform technology or target class are of minor strategic importance58. While this ap-

proach towards diversification adjacencies remained relatively stable over time, MediGene’s

corporate strategy and core business shifted over time. The firm believes that capability

relatedness is crucial for the success of a diversification step and adds that within some

diversification steps, obtaining access to a team of key scientists along with intellectual

property was a prerequisite for signing the deal. The firms adds:

“Even if an in-licensed project fits the firm’s corporate strategy in terms of

indication and compound class, some projects involve capabilities that are not

internally available while others have larger synergies with existing ones. For

the former deals, it is crucial to secure the core R&D team of the in-licensed

project. EndoTAG was such an example: we would not have in-licensed this

project without securing the key scientists. ” (former CEO, MediGene AG)

The firm does not possess a preferred mode of diversification and highlights the oppor-

tunistic nature of diversification steps. MediGene regularly applied common sys-

tematic business development activities such as yearly product portfolio reviews and pri-

oritization, due diligences of offered targets, screening of drug databases or visiting drug

partnering conferences. Some of these steps also included major investments to hire ex-

ternal advisors such as investment banks or strategy consultants. However, MediGene

concludes that its diversification deals were often driven by personal networks and were

rather opportunistic. In contrast, deals in tender offers had a more competitive bidding

environment, in which pharmaceutical firms often outbid innovative biopharmaceutical

companies with limited financial resources, as the firm notes:

57If drug R&D projects are derived from proprietary technologies, product and technology diversification

often coincide such as MediGene’s acquisitions of NeuroVir and Munich Biotech. In MediGene’s case,

these steps were mostly product-driven.
58In addition, the firm examines commonly used attributes to evaluate potential diversification steps, e.g.,

commercial potential, quality of intellectual property, or prior R&D results.
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“Our best diversification deals were generated through our network, e.g., via our

existing investors or through personal relationships. Bidding for a target within

a structured process orchestrated by an investment bank is almost useless as

there is always a pharmaceutical firm with better financial funding outbidding a

biotech startup with tight financial constraints.” (former CEO, MediGene AG)

Diversification steps

In the years after its incorporation in 1995, MediGene concentrated its efforts to develop its

three founding technologies ITD, CVLP and rAAV and their derived products. In parallel,

the firm started aDNA sequencing business offering services to third parties to generate

revenues to cross-finance its own research59. One can interpret this as an opportunistic

step that was not part of the firms corporate strategy. In the mid to late 1990s, the

financing environment for entrepreneurial biopharmaceutical firms in Germany brightened

and MediGene was able to secure e32.4M in three VC financing rounds and e3.9M through

two research grants until the end of 1998. As yearly service revenues always remained below

e1.0M and R&D costs skyrocketed, the DNA sequencing business and its cross-financing

effect became strategically less important (see Table 4.13). In 1998, MediGene decided

to concentrate on its core competencies within drug R&D in cardiology and oncology as

the firm considered its DNA sequencing business as unrelated to its drug R&D activities.

Hence, it divested the DNA sequencing business in May 1998 into MediGenomix, which

was founded jointly by MediGene and laboratory service firm Syscomp60. In June 2001,

MediGenomix was sold to Eurofins61. MediGene comments as follows:

“The DNA sequencing business was unrelated to our core drug R&D business

and primarily started to generate cash in our founding years. As we secured

significant financial sources in the years after foundation, it became strategically

less important. We successfully sold this unit to generate a value added and

earned positive returns thereby. And MediGenomix, now a subsidiary of the

public company Eurofins, continues to be successful within its market.”

(former CEO, MediGene AG)
59In those days, DNA sequencing was not yet a commodity and only offered by a few analytical service

firms. Hence, prices paid to analyze a base pair were comparably high. As a consequence, MediGene was

able to compete and claims to have always earned positive returns with its DNA sequencing services.
60Syscomp is a firm associated with Labor Schottdorf, one of Germany’s leading laboratory service firms.
61Eurofins is today the market leader in DNA sequencing services in Europe.
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Slightly before MediGenomix’ spin-off, MediGene signed its first important deal with a

large pharmaceutical company in November 1997: a 3-year R&D alliance with Hoechst

on the joint development of its rAAV vaccine. Hoechst provided recombinant vectors of

GMP quality and contributed e1.5M in funding with another e2.8M provided by the

Bavarian Research Foundation as a grant while R&D activities continued to be carried out

by MediGene. Overall, this deal was of strategic importance to MediGene for numerous

reasons: as external technology validation of its rAAV vaccine, a reputation gain since

Hoechst was a highly regarded pharmaceutical company, to secure significant additional

funding62 and to gain access to manufacturing capabilities expensive to develop in-house

as the rAAV vaccine used bio-engineered large molecules, which are costly to manufacture.

While strategically important, the firm admits that this deal was rather opportunistic and

driven by the firm’s personal network63. Presumably, it was a major prerequisite to close

MediGene’s e23.7M series C financing round in September 1998 and thereby a milestone

in its corporate development.

Through two deals, MediGene strengthened its cardiological activities. In November 1998,

MediGene signed a 3-year R&D alliance with academic institutions on cardiac cell

culture methods for high-throughput validation of identified disease targets against con-

gestive heart failure. This deal was closely related to MediGene’s prior activities as the

strategic aim was to gain access to complementary capabilities to strengthen its technology

platform ITD by adding capabilities in the field of TV & LI and thereby closing the gap

between MediGene’s knowledge in cellular and animal models. The deal was supported

by a research grant from the German Federal and Bavarian State governments providing

e1.1M. As a result, MediGene in-licensed certain intellectual property from its academic

partners in April 2000. Strategically more significant, the firm in-licensed worldwide

rights to Etomoxir, a CI cardiological drug developed against congestive heart failure

(CHF), from Byk Gulden in October 199964. The primary goal of MediGene’s first diversi-

fication step was to complement its cardiological activities with a clinical asset and thereby

to better balance the firm’s product portfolio and to justify its early-stage investments in

cardiology as capital markets only value clinical projects. The firm comments:

62Note that MediGene’s cumulated operation costs from 1997 to 1999 were e17.9M. This deal provided

e4.3M in external funding and covered almost 25% of these costs.
63Prior to co-founding MediGene, the former CEO worked at Wacker Chemie, in which Hoechst owned a

stake.
64Etomoxir was previously developed as a diabetes drug but failed within clinical development. However,

a CIb study showed favorable effects against congestive heart failure (CHF).
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“Our ITD technology was very promising, but also very early-stage and we knew

it would take years to reach the clinical development stage with projects derived

from ITD. Hence, we were looking for a cardiological clinical asset within our

focused indications heart failure and cardiomyopathy to verify our cardiological

R&D investments.” (former CEO, MediGene AG)

This step was very closely related to MediGene’s prior activities since Etomoxir was devel-

oped in the same therapeutic areas and indication (CHF) as the firm’s early stage projects,

in the same compound class (small molecule) and route of administration, it was an inno-

vative NME with a new mechanism of action as well and even “fits to a group of targets

we identified very early in our research”65. MediGene implemented its corporate strategy

to vertically integrate into clinical development through this step as Etomoxir was its first

project in clinical development. Its former CEO stated that “Etomoxir is a sound strategic

addition to our pipeline”66. While following the firm’s corporate strategy, the firm states

that it was an opportunistic diversification step driven by the firm’s network:

“While following our corporate strategy, this deal was also opportunistic and

initiated through our network: the out-licensing partner offered Etomoxir to a

venture capitalist, who told us about this opportunity due to the good strategic

fit to MediGene.” (former CEO, MediGene AG)

In November 1999, MediGene in-licensed worldwide rights to Veregen, a CII drug

developed against genital warts, from Epitome Pharmaceuticals, which had previously in-

licensed rights from Mitsui Norin in 1997. This diversification step was less related to

MediGene’s prior activities and capabilities in many dimensions. First, it was from a dis-

junctive compound class as its active substance is a natural plant extract, an extract of

green tea leaves67, resulting in different challenges, e.g., within manufacturing or R&A68.

Second, it was neither an oncological nor a cardiological drug and was not related to the

firm’s focused therapeutic areas or indications. Finally, it was administered as topical

treatment whereas all other projects used an oral, parenteral or injective route of ad-

ministration. The binding link between Veregen and MediGene’s previous activities was

65MediGene press release October 11, 1999.
66MediGene press release October 11, 1999.
67It is of interest to note that Veregen later became the first botanical drug approved for prescription use

in the U.S..
68MediGene cooperated with the inventor of Veregen, Mitsui Norin, during further development. Mitsui

remained responsible for the manufacturing of the active substance.
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its target class or biology: both Veregen and the CVLP vaccine aimed to treat diseases

caused by human papilloma viruses (HPV), although different HPV types69, and Veregen

and both cancer vaccine projects CVLP and rAAV were immune stimulant compounds

that target the human immune system. Hence, the strategic objective of this diversifi-

cation step were first to add another clinical project to the pipeline and thereby further

balance the firm’s portfolio among different R&D phases and second to leverage the firm’s

knowledge in HPV-induced diseases and the immune system, as the firm admits:

“We knew we need at least two clinical projects to further balance our portfolio

for a successful IPO. Through the in-licensing of Veregen, we achieved this aim

and leveraged our knowledge in diseases caused by Human Papilloma Virus

(HPV) infections, which we acquired through our CVLP vaccine project.”

(former CEO, MediGene AG)

While following its strategy, this deal was somewhat opportunistic as the firm got into

contact with Epitome via its personal network through one of its venture capitalists. Medi-

Gene concludes that “there is money and there is smart money – through some venture

capitalists, you might get access to a network that can be of significant help in certain

situations such as an L&A deal”70. Judging the success of this deal is somewhat difficult:

while MediGene successfully managed the clinical R&D and R&A of Veregen and finally

got approval from the FDA in late 2006, its sales activities were not started before end of

2007 in the U.S. and significant revenues were not yet recorded. The firm adds:

“Veregen was one of the most complex projects one can imagine for three rea-

sons. First, it was the first botanical drug ever approved by the FDA, i.e., we

not only did pioneering work with respect to drug R&D, but also concerning

regulatory affairs together with the FDA. Second, Veregen’s manufacturing is

complex and we had to invest additional funds to optimize this process. Too

costly manufacturing is one source of drug development failures. Finally, clin-

ical development took longer than expected: we had to try various formulations

as the skin’s transmissibility was a hurdle, i.e., Veregen’s topical RoA was non-

trivial.” (former CEO, MediGene AG)

69As of today, more than 150 types of HPV are acknowledged to exist. Type 16 and 18 are said to cause

about 70% of cervical cancer cases. Types 6 and 11 are said to cause about 90% of genital warts cases.
70Case study interview, former CEO, MediGene AG.
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In February 2000, MediGene extended its existing R&D alliance with Aventis71

by out-licensing its rAAV vaccine for up to $34M in upfront payments, milestone

payments and joint R&D budget in addition to undisclosed sales royalties. Both companies

agreed to jointly develop and co-finance the rAAV vaccine in PC, CI and CII while Aventis

was solely responsible for CIII, R&A and S&M. MediGene thereby diversified its R&D risks,

secured external financing for further development and gained access to capabilities within

clinical development, which the firm hardly possessed itself at that time, to potentially

accelerate clinical development and shorten R&D time. In 2001, the rAAV vaccine entered

a CI/IIa trial. However, both firms discontinued the project due to difficult manufacturing

and a limited commercial potential of the drug72 in August 2004. While not a development

success, MediGene concludes:

“This deal was important for the evolution and maturity of MediGene for two

reasons. First, it gave our pipeline credibility. Second, through the partner,

we gained necessary capabilities and expertise as well as awareness of potential

problems of clinical drug development. Back then, we were an early-stage drug

R&D company employing mainly researchers with limited clinical experience.

Hence, it was a success and we gained a lot of experience and additional skills

although the project was discontinued later.” (former CEO, MediGene AG)

In a similar deal structure, MediGene signed an R&D alliance and out-licensing

agreement for its CVLP vaccine with Schering in March 2000 for up to e55M in

upfront and milestone payments, and a joint R&D budget in addition to undisclosed sales

royalties. Both companies agreed to jointly develop and co-finance CI and CII develop-

ment while Schering was solely responsible for CIII, R&A and S&M. MediGene’s strategic

rationale were very similar to its rAAV vaccine deal. First, it achieved an external tech-

nology validation of its pipeline products and a reputation gain through the cooperation

with a renowned pharmaceutical partner. Second, the firm secured additional funding of

CI/CII development and a financially strong partner necessary for the planned and costly
71Formerly Hoechst. Aventis was formed in 1999 through the merger of Hoechst and Rhône-Poulenc. In

2005, Aventis was acquired by Sanofi-Synthélabo to form Sanofi-Aventis.
72The rAAV project used a patient’s cancer cells to produce a patient-tailored vaccine within a six week

long manufacturing process. However, this process was very difficult, e.g., cell cultures did not grow

as expected or were impurified. In addition, patients included in the clinical study died during the

trials before even being treated as they were all end-stage malignant melanoma patients with a low life

expectancy. This significantly limited the commercial potential of the drug as a potential treatment

would have cost around e100K or more and reimbursement by health care systems was arguable.
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worldwide clinical late-stage development and thereby diversified its R&D risks. Third, it

gained access to manufacturing capabilities, which are expensive to build up in-house as

the CVLP vaccine used bio-engineered large molecules and which the firm did not possess

itself. MediGene admits that this deal was once again rather opportunistic as the firm’s

CEO knew the relevant people at Schering and as there were only few potential partnering

firms: the worldwide vaccine market is dominated by five large pharmaceutical firms73, of

which two – GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) and Merck & Co. – already had a rival cancer vaccine

pipeline project74. In October 2000, the CVLP vaccine entered a CI/CII trial. However,

both partners officially discontinued its development in March 2003 as initial results “did

not fulfill the high efficacy criteria”75. An international legal dispute on intellectual prop-

erty of the CVLP technology and associated claims for damages, in which MediGene had

been with Loyola University of Chicago and the U.S. biotech firm MedImmune since 1998,

was presumably more important to this decision. MedImmune also developed a virus-like

particle (VLP) technology, which formed the technological base for both GSK’s and Merck

& Co.’s HPV vaccine projects76. Throughout the course of this dispute, a U.S. lower

court judgement granted some ownership rights in the CVLP technology to Loyola and

MedImmune. Thereafter, MediGene filed an appeal against this judgment and Loyola and

MedImmune claimed damages against MediGene. In January 2003, all parties settled

their patent dispute and dismissed all mutual claims to damages or appeals77. While

clearly not a development success, the firm comments this partnership as follows:

“The CVLP project ended in an international patent dispute with major biotech

and pharmaceutical firms, which became expensive and life threatening to us.

Hence, we discontinued this project although it was very innovative. While both

projects were later discontinued, the two deals with Aventis and Schering were

of high importance and a huge success to us as they enabled our very successful

IPO in June 2000. The IPO proceeds helped financing further L&A deals and

our pipeline diversification.” (former CEO, MediGene AG)

73According to Sanofi Pasteur, around 85% of the worldwide vaccince market in 2007 were controlled by

five firms: Sanofi Pasteur, GlaxoSmithKline, Merck & Co., Wyeth (now: Pfizer) and Novartis.
74GlaxoSmithKline developed Cervarix and Merck & Co. developed Gardasil as cancer vaccine against

cervical cancer. Both products were approved in most major pharmaceutical markets in the meantime.
75MediGene press release March 25, 2003.
76MedImmune exclusively licensed its VLP technology to GlaxoSmithKline in 1997, which later granted

a sublicense to these patent rights to Merck & Co.
77MediGene press release January 9, 2003. See also MediGene (2000a: 39, 2001: 62-63, 2002: 67-68)
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In June 2000, MediGene listed its share at the Frankfurt Stock Exchange and raised around

e125M (see Table 4.12). While strategically less important, MediGene signed several

technology in-licensing deals with GeneData, Compugen, Affymetrix and Ciphergen

to complement its ITD technology platform, an R&D alliance with the Gene Center

of the University of Munich to jointly improve its rAAV technology and an R&D

alliance with fellow German biotech company Evotec for LI against a from its ITD

technology derived cardiological target in the following months (see Table 4.17).

In November 2000, MediGene acquired NeuroVir Therapeutics in a stock-based trans-

action, after which NeuroVir’s shareholders held 8.6% of MediGene’s outstanding shares,

adding a fourth technology (oHSV), a fourth and fifth clinical product (NV1020 and G207)

and a U.S.-based subsidiary. The acquired products and technologies were very related

to its prior activities and capabilities in all dimensions: NeuroVir also applied a product-

oriented business model and had a similar value chain focus from early discovery to clinical

development, its oHSV gene therapy technology stimulated the immune system through

genetically modified molecules comparable to MediGene’s rAAV technology, its products

targeted similar target classes, also used biologically modified molecules as gene therapy,

were all innovative NMEs and developed against oncological indications. Hence, MediGene

followed its defined corporate strategy to acquire complementary technologies and products

in areas, in which the firm can leverage its existing capabilities – a strategy already im-

plemented in its two previous in-licensing deals (Etomoxir and Veregen). The strategic

objectives of this diversification step were risk diversification as a “broadened range of

product candidates and technologies reduces the risk profile of the company”78 and to gain

access to the U.S. scientific und financial community to further diversify its shareholder

base and access to scientific insights. The firm describes this as a rather strategic step:

following its IPO, the firm systematically screened potential L&A targets with the help of

brokers as its own stock market valuation was fairly high, enabling stock-based acquisi-

tions. In parallel, privately-held biotech firms increasingly struggled to secure new funding

as stock markets began to freeze in late 2000. MediGene finally noticed NeuroVir through

a U.S.-based broker. In the years following the NeuroVir acquisition, its lead products

NV1020 and G207 progressed only slowly in clinical development. By the end of 2008,

the clinical development of G207 was distontinued and MediGene planned to spin off or

out-license its oHSV technology and derived products (MediGene (2008a: 10, 17)). The

firms comments the deal’s success as follows:

78MediGene press release November 9, 2000.
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“We hoped to get more out of this deal. Gene therapy did not become a huge

breakthrough. Hence, we decided to focus on other projects in 2008. Due to

our continued belief in this project, we aim to divest the oHSV technology and

products through a spin-off or an out-licensing deal to access financing from

third parties and to generate a value added.” (former CEO, MediGene AG)

In April 2001, MediGene in-licensed the European product rights to Eligard, a

prostate cancer drug within R&A, from Atrix Laboratories for around $6M in upfront

payments and equity investments, up to $14M in milestone payments, additional sales

royalties and product reimbursement as Atrix remained responsible for drug manufacturing.

MediGene’s primary goal of this step was to vertically forward integrate into drug R&A to

complement its capabilities, and to further diversify its product pipeline risks. Thereby, it

was a rather strategic deal following its corporate strategy although it was opportunistically

initiated through a broker, who contacted several pharmaceutical firms offering Eligard in

a bidding process won by MediGene79. In all manners, this diversification step was rather

unrelated to its other activities. Most importantly, Eligard is not an innovative NME as it

uses a known generic compound in combination with Atrix’ innovative drug delivery system

Atrigel80. Besides, MediGene had little knowledge about Eligard’s target, compound,

indication, the leveraged platform technology Atrigel, its route of administration, and

drug R&A. MediGene internally built up the latter thereafter. This deal became a success

as Eligard won European approval at the end of 2003, recorded total sales of more than

e75M in 2008 and allowed MediGene to implement its strategy through vertical integration

(MediGene (2008a: 28)). The firm comments:

“People questioned the deal logic as Eligard was less innovative and unrelated

to our highly innovative products. Our corporate strategy aimed to become a

FIPCO and we possessed the necessary funding through our IPO. With in-

licensing Eligard, we vertically forward integrated into R&A and thereby ob-

tained a less-risky, late-stage project. Eligard became rather like our ‘life insur-

ance’ in case other projects should fail – a crucial and very successful decision

in retrospect.” (former CEO, MediGene AG)

79According to MediGene, it won the bidding process since it offered a significant upfront payment. Most

other firms only offered a less risky option contract with R&A milestone payments and royalties.
80The injected generic compound, leuprolide acetate, was first approved by the FDA in 1985. Atrix’ Atrigel

drug delivery system uses a subcutaneous implant, in which a compound such as leuprolide acetate is

included and from which it is delivered as “slow release formulation” over a predefined time period.
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In the following months, MediGene signed a couple of strategically less important deals to

complement its oHSV technology platform: a manufacturing agreement with BioRe-

liance for clinical compounds of NV1020 and G207, two in-licensing deals with the

Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center and the Children’s Hospital Boston of intellec-

tual property relevant to its oHSV technology and a 2-year R&D alliance with the

University of Chicago to advance its oHSV technology, which resulted in in-licensing

of certain intellectual property. Besides, the firm concentrated on advancing its existing

four core businesses: first, its cardiological activities including Etomoxir in CII; second, its

cancer gene therapy projects including its rAAV vaccine in CI/CII, NV1020 and G207 both

in CI; third, its HPV activities including Veregen in CIII and CVLP vaccine in CI/CII; and

fourth, its late-stage activities consisting of Eligard in R&A. With one project in R&A, one

in CIII, one in CII, two in CI/CII and two in CI, MediGene achieved its strategic aim to

possess a diversified and balanced drug portfolio across all clinical phases. Besides, the firm

also achieved the “fundamental strategic objective of aligning MediGene internationally”

through the acquisition on NeuroVir and following adjunctive agreements with academic

institutions and even actively thought about “its first sales activities in the United States”

for Veregen depending on the progress of CIII trials (MediGene (2001: 4, 50)).

In June 2002, MediGene discontinued its cardiological lead project Etomoxir after

unexpected side effects occurred in a small number of patients in a CII study and shortly

afterwards announced the plan to divest its complete cardiological activities Eto-

moxir, DCMAG-1 and its ITD platform technology. In March 2003, it operationalized

this plan by divesting these activities and around 30 employees to newly founded Larnax

GmbH, in which the firm aimed to hold a minority stake of around 25%. Larnax received

e0.25M in seed financing from BioM, a state-owned biotech incubator based in Martinsried

and headed by MediGene’s co-founder Prof. Dr. Horst Domdey, and originally planned to

secure additional capital. Through this spin-off, MediGene aimed to reduce its cash burn

rate by around e6.5M in 2003, to focus on its core competencies defined as developing

biological large molecules against oncological indications, and to maintain upside potential

in its cardiac technologies through its minority stake (MediGene (2003: 6, 24)). However,

Larnax failed to secure further funding. Subsequently, it ceased business and dismissed all

its employees in December 2003. In August 2005, Larnax’ remaining assets were finally

reintegrated into MediGene. While clearly not an R&D success, MediGene regarded “these

kind of setbacks [..] as part of the risks of a pharmaceutical firm, which is why MediGene

built a diversified portfolio early on” (Ernst & Young (2003d: 54)). The firm adds:
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“As Etomoxir was a potential blockbuster drug, the stock market’s reaction after

disclosure of these problems was brutal. Thus, we had to discontinue its devel-

opment and our other cardiac activities. Our portfolio was diversified enough,

but cardiology was our core. Side effects in clinical trials frequently happen,

especially if patients got various other drugs previously such as in this case,

and are part of the drug R&D business. In retrospect, we probably should have

continued its development.” (former CEO, MediGene AG)

In addition to its Larnax spin-off, MediGene simultaneously carried out a three-step

pipeline prioritization and restructuring effort. First, it discontinued its CVLP

vaccine in March 2003 and thereby concurrently ceased two of its three founding technolo-

gies (see page 161). Second, it relocated its U.S.-based research activities responsible for

the oHSV technology, NV1020 and G207 to its German headquarters in June 2003, focused

its U.S.-based activities on clinical development and regulatory affairs, and dismissed an-

other 30 employees. MediGene thereby reached additional annual cost savings of around

e5M, totaling e11.5M when including the Larnax spin-off81. Finally, MediGene suspended

the clinical development of G207 for financial reasons in August 2003 and did not reiterate

its development before June 2005 (MediGene (2003: 3, 2005: 15)). In summary, two of

its previously seven clinical projects were discontinued and a third one was suspended.

Nevertheless, MediGene also disclosed four line extensions in cognated indications with

Veregen and NV1020 at the same time. While three of them were discontinued about a

year later, one Veregen line extension in actinic keratosis entered CII trials in 2004.

In December 2003, Eligard was first approved in Germany in its 1-month formulation

and subsequently approved and launched in other European countries and other formula-

tions in the following months and years. While MediGene originally aimed to establish an

own sales force once products are approved, it chose another commercialization strategy

in this case: MediGene concluded a S&M alliance for Eligard with Yamanouchi in

January 2004 receiving e4M in upfront payments, e19.5M in milestone payments and

additional sales royalties. Yamanouchi was the second largest pharmaceutical company

in Europe in the field of urology in 200282 and – while a cancer treatment – Eligard is

mostly prescribed through urologists. MediGene’s strategic objective of this deal was to

win a leading pan-European urological firm as its S&M partner since it believed that “a

81MediGene press release June 18, 2003.
82Yamanouchi had around 800 sales representatives and posted over e500M in drug sales in Europe, mostly

through urology products. See MediGene press release January 14, 2004.
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new company like MediGene possesses neither the recognition nor the experience, nor the

marketing structures or resources needed for successful sale of a product on the highly

competitive urology market” (MediGene (2003: 13-14)). While this deal was a success to

the firm, one can imagine the huge hurdles for an entrepreneurial company to establish its

own S&M force. The firm comments:

“We once aimed to market Eligard in Europe ourselves. Within the urology

market, this would have involved high investments and partnering became the

preferred option. Choosing one of the few pan-European firms was the bet-

ter choice compared to single partnerships in each country. As firms such as

AstraZeneca or Takeda already had competing products, there were only few

firms left. Yamanouchi – now part of Astellas – was one of the market leaders.

Hence, this deal was a huge success for us.” (former CEO, MediGene AG)

In August 2004, MediGene acquired the EndoTAG technology and product as-

sets from bankrupt Munich Biotech (MBT) in a stock-based transaction, after which

MBT’s shareholders owned 12.7% in MediGene. Concurrently, MBT’s investors tendered

MediGene shares worth e4.0M and will receive milestone payments starting with the en-

trance of CIII of EndoTAG-1. MediGene’s primary strategic objective of this deal was to

enhance its product portfolio and to diversify its R&D risks since it had only two remaining

clinical drugs following several R&D failures – down from previously seven – with a third

one, Eligard, being marketed. One might regard this deal as rather related as MBT’s key

projects were all developed against oncological indications in similar target classes, were

innovative NMEs, and had a comparable value chain focus in early clinical development.

Nevertheless, this diversification step was less related as the EndoTAG technology had

little overlap with MediGene’s other technologies and required specific capabilities within

R&D and manufacturing, which the firm did not possess. Besides, it used small molecules

as compound class whereas MediGene was mostly focused on biological compounds. Ac-

cording to MediGene, hiring around 20 of MBT’s key employees and getting further capital

from MBT’s existing investors were prerequisites to this deal as they secured the knowledge

transfer and helped to externally validate the EndoTAG technology, as the firm admits:

“EndoTAG fit our oncological focus, but the technology was disjunct and new

to us. Hence, we would not have signed this deal without securing key employ-

ees and further investments of MBT’s venture capitalists into this technology.”

(former CEO, MediGene AG)
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While MediGene viewed EndoTAG as a sound strategic addition, it terminated previous

talks about a cooperation as it suspected managerial problems at MBT. After MBT’s

bankruptcy, MediGene was contacted by the liquidator and was one of several interested

firms. Besides a solid financial deal structure, the firm also offered to retain part of its

employees and to continue MBT’s R&D activities in the Munich area. According to Medi-

Gene, the latter was a key success factor to winning this rather opportunistic deal. In

the following years, EndoTAG-1 progressed into CII trials in its primary indication and

is also evaluated in a CII line extension. Hence, this deal was a success to MediGene as

EndoTAG-1 became the firm’s lead project.

MediGene thereafter concentrated on clinical development financed through three capital

increases in 2004 raising e42.3M, which were enabled through positive news from Eligard’s

approval (see Table 4.12). In addition, it concluded a few strategically less important deals

in two areas. First, it complemented its oHSV patents through an in-licensing deal with

the University of British Columbia in November 2004 and secured two research grants

totaling e1.8M through an R&D alliance with the University of Munich in March

2006, which evaluated an application of the EndoTAG technology in the musculoskeletal

TA. Second, it exploited intellectual property of its discontinued CVLP project by out-

licensing certain patents to GlaxoSmithKline in December 2005 and out-licensing

the CVLP project to Virionics in June 2006. Within the latter deal, MediGene might

receive an R&D milestone-dependent equity stake in Virionics of up to 15%.

In January 2006, MediGene concluded an S&M alliance for Veregen in the U.S.

with Bradley Pharmaceuticals for $4M in upfront payments, up to $64M in milestone

payments dependent on Veregen’s progress in the indications genital warts and actinic

keratosis, and additional sales royalties. While MediGene aimed to start its own S&M

activities for Veregen in Europe, it did not possess the financials to start a U.S.-based

operation in parallel. Therefore, MediGene aimed to find a strong U.S. partner with access

to dermatologists, gynecologists, and urologists as it expected Veregen to be described

through all three groups. With Bradley, MediGene achieved a good strategic fit as Bradley

was both active in dermatology and internal medicine. In October 2006, Veregen reached

U.S. approval triggering the first milestone payment of $14M to MediGene. However,

Veregen was not launched in the U.S. before December 2007 and revenues in 2008 were

low “as the drug was not yet actively offered for sales” (MediGene (2008a: 28)). While

reasons for this delay remain unclear and it is too early to judge the success, the takeover of

Bradley through its competitor Nycomed in October 2007 could be one of several reasons.
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Following its strategy after Eligard’s approval, MediGene used the positive news flow of

Veregen’s partnering deal to raise e15.6M in a capital increase in March 2006 to finance

its further R&D activities and to broaden its portfolio through several L&A deals. Strate-

gically less important as the project was still relatively early-stage, MediGene concluded

a 2-year R&D alliance with German Cancer Research Center to develop their

preclinical anti-L1 MAb against ovarian cancer in July 2006. This deal also included an

in-licensing option, which was exercised by MediGene in July 2008. The strategic aim of

this deal was to broaden the firm’s pipeline by adding an early-stage project and thereby

generating long-term potential, and to “amplify its own resources” to complement its core

competencies in clinical drug R&D and R&A through drug discovery (MediGene (2006a:

12)). In July 2007, MediGene concluded a manufacturing agreement with Celltrion in

exchange for Asian product rights and thereby got access to manufacturing capabilities

without investing its own financial resources.

In August 2006, MediGene acquired Avidex in a stock-based transaction, after which

Avidex’ shareholders hold around 28% of MediGene’s outstanding shares, and thereby

added a third technology (mTCR), a fourth clinical product (RhuDex) and nine discovery

projects to its pipeline. Prior to closing the deal, Avidex’ investors contributed £3M to the

firm to help further financing its pipeline. The primary strategic goal of this diversification

step was once again to broaden its clinical pipeline primarily by adding a second CII

project83 and thereby to actively manage the R&D risks. Before this transaction, MediGene

had EndoTAG-1 in CII, NV1020 in CI/II, and G207 in CI with the latter two rather

slowly progressing since its acquisition in late 2000. While MediGene actively searched

for pipeline additions following the S&M alliance with Bradley, this deal was once again

rather opportunistically driven by its personal network. The firm adds:

“We actively sought to in-license a second CII project and therefore systemati-

cally screened various potential L&A targets to diversify our R&D risks in case

EndoTAG-1’s clinical results were unfavorable. However, closing this deal was

somewhat opportunistic: We knew Avidex’ management team and fortuitously

met at a conference, at which they told us they considered various strategic

options including a trade sale. Primarily, we were interested in the phase II

drug RhuDex and acquired the whole company as RhuDex was not available

stand-alone.” (former CEO, MediGene AG)

83RhuDex had completed CI trials and a CIIa trial was scheduled to start in the months ahead.
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Overall, this diversification step was rather related to MediGene’s prior activities: all

projects were developed in known or related target classes, used either biologically re-

combinant large molecules or chemical small molecules as compound class, were innova-

tive NMEs mostly orally administered or injected and fit MediGene’s value chain focus.

However, MediGene also added another platform technology and, more importantly, ex-

panded into musculoskeletal, endocrine, and dermatology as new therapeutic areas. As

musculoskeletal drug RhuDex was the primary aim of this acquisition, this step should be

interpreted as less related since specific knowledge of a therapeutic area and indication are

key success factors in clinical development. As with its prior Veregen in-licensing deal,

the firm states that immunology plays a central role in RhuDex primary indication and

was the binding element between its prior and newly acquired activities. Through Avidex’

acquisition, MediGene had to postpone its previous aim to reach the break-even point in

2006 (MediGene (2006a: 3)). As a consequence, the firm concurrently closed a standby

equity distribution agreement (SEDA) with Société Generale allowing it to sell up to two

million new shares within the next 18 months to the bank. However, it did not execute

this option and raised e28.2M in two capital increases in February and September 2007 in-

stead. In addition, MediGene subsequently signed two collaborations to further finance its

activities. First, a fee-for-service deal with Sanofi Pasteur in December 2006 covered

its mTCR platform technology and generated cumulated service revenues of e1.7M in 2007

and 2008. Second, an R&D alliance with Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation

(JDRF) in April 2007 covered its preclinically developed diabetes drug HiDex and included

an undisclosed research grant from JDRF.

In December 2006, MediGene in-licensed the European product rights to Oracea,

a dermatological drug within R&A, from CollaGenex Pharmaceuticals for e4M in upfront

payments, up to e5.7M in sales milestones, and additional sales royalties. In many dimen-

sions, Oracea was rather unrelated to MediGene’s other very innovative NMEs as it was a

less innovative follow-on drug using the well-known, generic, chemical small molecule com-

pound doxycycline originally developed by Pfizer against a well-known target. Doxycycline

was approved in the U.S. in 1967 and marketed as orally administered broad-spectrum an-

tibiotic under the brand name Vibramycin against various indications and TAs. Oracea

was a reformulation of doxycycline developed against the dermatological indication rosacea

using a different drug delivery mode to steadily release the active substance over a long

period of time to avoid Vibramycin’s side effects, which was for this reason not suited

for long-term therapy (MediGene (2006a: 33)). The only binding element to MediGene’s
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activities was that both Oracea and Veregen are prescribed by dermatologists. MediGene’s

strategic aim of this diversification deal was to implement the final step of its long-term

corporate strategy to form a FIPCO by vertically forward integration into S&M through

establishing its own dermatological sales force in Europe as it believed that “the sale of

drugs creates the greatest value in the pharmaceutical industry” (MediGene (2006a: 3)).

Shortly after this deal, MediGene submitted its first drug application for Veregen in Eu-

rope. To achieve synergies in S&M and reach a satisfactory earning potential through its

sales activities, MediGene needed a second marketed dermatological drug. Therefore, it

systematically screened potential L&A candidates in the dermatological therapeutic area

and considers this deal as rather strategic. The firm adds:

“In Europe, we wanted to build our own dermatological sales activities for Vere-

gen as it is primarily prescribed by dermatologists. Without a second derma-

tological drug, these activities would not have been economically worthwhile.

Hence, we systematically screened the market and finally in-licensed Oracea.”

(former CEO, MediGene AG)

In January 2008, MediGene announced the plan to focus its business on drug commercial-

ization and clinical development of drugs in oncology and musculoskeletal by divesting its

mTCR program into a spin-off to achieve “a significant reduction in research expenditures

in 2009”84. In October 2008, this step was operationalized through the spin-off of most

of Avidex’ former activities into newly founded Immunocore, which comprised

the mTCR technology, most of its derived products, MediGene Ltd.’s employees, and the

company office and labs of its UK subsidiary. MediGene only retained RhuDex in CII and

YourDex in PC and received a 39% equity stake in Immunocore in exchange for a e3M

one-time investment, while further financing was provided from Immunocore’s three new

investors. In addition, MediGene received the right of first refusal for projects in predefined

cancer indications. The strategic rationale of this divestiture was to reduce MediGene’s

cash burn rate while retaining upside potential through an equity stake and the right of

first refusal to clinically develop Immunocore’s cancer drugs. MediGene confirms that it

used its network to Avidex’ former investors to secure external financing and was thereby

able to opportunistically close a deal in a very short time frame as these investors knew

Avidex’ technology and products, which significantly reduced the time necessary for a due

diligence. The firm comments on this deal as follows:

84MediGene press release January 7, 2008.
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“Avidex’ mTCR program was scientifically very promising but very early-stage.

We could not afford its expensive and time-consuming development in the long

run. Acquiring Avidex primarily aimed to add RhuDex as second CII drug.

Afterwards, we were looking for external financing of Avidex’ other activities.

Finding external financing in 2008 – the year the financial crisis started – and

securing mTCR’s further development was a huge success to us.”

(former CEO, MediGene AG)

In March 2008, MediGene announced very promising CII results with EndoTAG-1 in its

primary indication pancreatic cancer. In the wake of these results, the firm reviewed its

corporate strategy and subsequently decided to solely focus on R&D and S&M in

the oncology and musculoskeletal therapeutic areas, primarily its major projects

EndoTAG-1 and RhuDex, and to divest all other activities within a pipeline prior-

itization in June 200885. Besides its already planned divestiture of its mTCR technology

and products, this also included the planned spin-off of its oHSV technology and its de-

rived projects NV1020 and G207, the closure of European S&M partnerships for its two

dermatological drugs Veregen and Oracea both within R&A, and the potential sales of

discovery projects not developed in oncology or immunology such as YourDex and already

discontinued technologies such as rAAV. The strategic rationale of this step was mainly

driven byMediGene’s restricted financial resources as it did not possess the funding to both

establish its own S&M activities and to further finance its expensive clinical development

activities to achieve at least clinical proof of concept86. The firm comments:

“We planned to launch our own dermatological sales force and already hired

some of the key S&M employees. In early 2008, we obtained excellent results

from our CII study with EndoTAG-1. Thereafter, we consider two options:

further investing into dermatology, which is a relatively low margin business,

or divest these assets and concentrate on our two very promising CII projects,

which are potential blockbuster molecules. We decided to do the latter as we are

convinced this yields higher returns to our investors.”

(former CEO, MediGene AG)

85MediGene press release June 2, 2008.
86MediGene could potentially have concluded a partnership prior to PoC. However, it is generally more

difficult to find an external partner prior to PoC and deal valuations are much lower before clinical

PoC is established due to its higher development risks.
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MediGene implemented its revised strategy in a first step in July 2008 through selling Eu-

ropean product rights to Oracea to Galderma, the dermatology firm that acquired

Oracea’s inventor CollaGenex in early 2008. In return, MediGene received an upfront pay-

ment of e8M, might receive up to e24M depending on Oracea’s market launch and sales

revenues and was redeemed from previously agreed sales milestone and royalty payments.

According to MediGene, Galderma itself had a high interest in repurchasing Oracea’s Euro-

pean product rights and actively approached MediGene after its acquisition of CollaGenex.

Hence, this step was rather opportunistic. Potentially, it might have played a role in Medi-

Gene’s decision to revise its corporate strategy as it was able to commercialize Oracea very

quickly. The purchase and trade sale Oracea was undoubtedly a huge success to MediGene:

having invested e4M at the end of 2006, the firm received an upfront payment of e8M in

2008 and will get up to e24M in milestone payments, which might significantly contribute

to further funding its R&D activities in the future.

Diversification path: phases and profiles

MediGene’s corporate evolution can be comprehended in five phases. All phases are drawn

on a time line including the deals and corporate development steps within each phase,

which are drafted below the corresponding phases (see Figure 4.15). In addition, corporate

diversification profiles for these phases illustrating MediGene’s business model, vertical

integration and horizontal diversification at interesting points in time are shown in Figures

4.16 to 4.19.

MediGene’s first diversification phase, denoted as DNA analytics and cardiovas-

cular & oncology (vaccines) drug discovery, lasted from the firm’s foundation until

fall 1999 (see the corresponding diversification profile 1997 in Figure 4.16). Throughout

this phase, the firm already applied its never adapted product-oriented business model but

also offered DNA analytical services in an opportunistic attempt to cross-finance its drug

R&D, as venture capital was yet rarely available in Germany. While being rather a services

business unrelated to drug R&D, the DNA analytics business was never a dominant part

of MediGene and divested in 1998. Additionally, MediGene concentrated on developing

its three founding platform technologies ITD, rAAV and CVLP and thereby limited its

vertical integration on discovery and preclinical development. MediGene’s horizontal di-

versification was derived from its founding projects: it developed mainly bio-engineered
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Figure 4.15.: MediGene AG diversification path, phases and major milestones

Source: Author

vaccines as compound class87 against the two target classes cytokines and growth factors88,

all projects were innovative NMEs (drug novelty) being injected (route of administration)

and were developed in the therapeutic areas oncology and cardiology. Besides its divesti-

ture, the firm only concluded one R&D alliance. Hence, this phase can be interpreted as

the “found and form” period in which MediGene was incorporated and built up resulting

in a firm with 50 employees by the end of 1999.

From an R&D perspective, this phase was clearly a disappointment as all three founding

projects were discontinued later on. However, MediGene convinced private investors with

its promising R&D pipeline and was able to raise e36.2M through three financing series and

two grants. This was a major prerequisite to operationalizing the firm’s planned product

portfolio diversification as the firm was aware of the high risks of pharmaceutical drug

R&D. Therefore, this phase was ground-breaking to the firm’s evolution and a success to

MediGene although its founding projects were all ceased.

87The firm later developed chemical small molecules against ITD-derived targets. In its founding years,

this presumably did not play a significant role as is was focused on TI & TV within its ITD technology.
88Note that the target classes of two of its three founding projects were not disclosed.
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Figure 4.16.: MediGene AG diversification profile 1997 and 1999/00

Source: Author

The firm’s second diversification phase, denoted as cardiovascular & oncology (vac-

cine & therapeutics) drug R&D and R&A, began with the firm’s first in-licensing

deal in fall 1999 and lasted until its pipeline prioritization and restructuring in late 2002

to early 2003. Throughout this phase, MediGene significantly diversified its product port-

folio through several L&A deals while keeping its product-oriented business model and

oncology and cardiovascular therapeutic areas focus unchanged. The firm’s L&A deals can

be clustered in two waves prior to and following its IPO. Two diversification profiles are

shown for the resulting profile after each wave (see the corresponding diversification profile

1999/00 in Figure 4.16 and 2001/02 in Figure 4.17). Within the first wave, MediGene in-

licensed two clinical projects, Veregen and Etomoxir, and concluded two R&D alliance89.

Through these in-licensing deals, it enhanced its vertical integration until CII develop-

89While both R&D alliances were seminal to MediGene, they did not change the firm’s diversification

profile.
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Figure 4.17.: MediGene AG diversification profile 2001/02 and 2003

Source: Author

ment and significantly broadened its horizontal diversification: most fundamentally, the

firm added two new compound classes and was thereafter active in drug R&D in all three

major compound classes (chemical, biological, and natural compounds). In addition, its

projects were developed within a third and fourth target class, enzymes and receptors, and

used two additional routes of administration, topical and oral, with different drug deliv-

ery technologies and needs. Solely its focus on innovative NMEs (drug novelty) and its

founding platform technologies remained unchanged. Within the second wave, MediGene

acquired NeuroVir in its first M&A transaction and in-licensed late-stage drug Eligard.

It thereby added a fourth platform technology and enhanced its vertical integration into

R&A of drugs. However, MediGene’s horizontal diversification only modestly broadened:

it added two new sub-classes to the focused target classes, one new subclass within the

focused compound classes, which was closely related to its bio-engineered rAAV vaccine,

and its ‘new drug delivery’ drug Eligard formally added a different, less innovative drug
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novelty class, which was less relevant as Eligard was already within R&A, and its focused

route of administration remained unchanged. Overall, this phase can be interpreted as the

“buy and build” period in which MediGene significantly broadened its activities through

multiple L&A deals. As result, it had strengthened each of its initial three core compe-

tencies and businesses through adding additional technologies and/or products and added

a fourth core competence in late-stage clinical development and R&A of drugs (see page

153). It is crucial to consider that these diversification steps significantly added both

complexity and required additional capabilities in several dimensions. First, the firm was

subsequently active in many pharmaceutical value chain steps from very early discovery,

e.g., TI through its ITD platform technology, to late-stage worldwide clinical development

and R&A of drugs. Second, it had projects using all three major compound classes and

accordingly other routes of administration facing different challenges in R&D and manu-

facturing. Third, it had four platform technologies and thereby multiple distinct research

activities. Finally, it had additional managerial capability needs through its broadened

activities, e.g., through drug R&D and R&A both in Europe and the U.S.. Veregen is a

good example of the challenges of this added complexity (see page 159).

From an R&D perspective, this phase was not a huge breakthrough and is a good example

for the manifold hurdles and risks of drug R&D. MediGene’s major three initial projects

Etomoxir, rAAV and CVLP had to be discontinued for various reasons: side effects in

clinical trials (Etomoxir), too costly manufacturing and limited commercial potential (rAAV

vaccine) and an international patent litigation with major pharmaceutical firms (CVLP

vaccine). Its oHSV technology and projects NV1020 and G207 presumably faced scientific

challenges in R&D and were finally decided to be spun off in 2008. While later approved in

the U.S. and within R&A in Europe at the end of 2008, Veregen had to undergo additional

clinical trials due to challenges with its formulation and manufacturing and a yet to be

determined U.S. R&A process as it was the first botanical drug ever approved. Due to

limited revenues, its success remains unclear. Finally, Eligard was approved at the end

of 2003 and later became a huge commercial success. However, MediGene only partially

benefits from this success since it was not responsible for its clinical development and

consequently had to spent most of its recorded sales royalties for product purchasing from

its licenser90. From a financial point of view, this phase was an achievement to MediGene

90In 2005, 2006 and 2007, Eligard’s sales to COGS ratio was 84%, 91% and 87%. This ratio was derived

by the author from the firm’s corporate filings. A 2008 ratio is difficult to derive as figures are not

reported separately for Eligard and Veregen.
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Figure 4.18.: MediGene AG diversification profile 2005 and 2007

Source: Author

as it laid the foundation for its successful IPO, raising e125M in June 2000 through its

first wave of L&A deals. This enabled the firm to heavily increase its own investments

into drug R&D resulting in a jump of its cash burn rate from e6.8M in 2000 to e38.6M in

2002 (see Table 4.13). However, due to this high negative operational CF, MediGene also

became more dependent on near-term R&D successes to finance its further activities as it

used e94M in cash from 2000 to 2003. One could also interpret this as some kind of risk

accumulation as the firm became again more reliant on external financing, which tends to

be heavily dependent on the business cycle.

MediGene’s third diversification phase, denoted as oncology drug R&D and R&A,

was characterized by the firm’s two pipeline prioritizations and lasted from late 2002 to

early 2003 until mid of 2006 (see the corresponding diversification profile 2003 in Figure

4.17 and 2005 in Figure 4.18). Within its first pipeline prioritization, MediGene relocated

most of its U.S.-based activities to its corporate headquarters in Germany, and discontinued
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its cardiological activities, which were spun off into Larnax, and its CVLP vaccine project.

It thereby focused on two platform technologies while its vertical integration remained un-

changed. Within its horizontal diversification, the firm most importantly focused on a

single therapeutic area, oncology, developing both therapeutics and vaccines. Strategically

less important, it dismissed a subclass of one of the firm’s focused four target classes and

one route of administration while its compound class and drug novelty focus remained un-

changed. Within its second pipeline prioritization, the firm discontinued its rAAV vaccine.

In return, it added the EndoTAG technology and products through its second M&A deal.

In summary, MediGene remained focused on two platform technologies and kept its vertical

integration unchanged although it replaced one technology by another. Also, the firm fur-

ther focused its horizontal diversification by discontinuing R&D of biologically engineered

vaccines as compound class and limiting its target classes from four to two. In addition,

it focused its oncological activities on the R&D of therapeutics while formally becoming

active in dermatology as a second therapeutic area through Veregen’s line extension, al-

though these activities never became a strategic priority. Its pipeline’s drug novelty and

route of administration remained unchanged. Throughout this phase, MediGene substan-

tially reduced its previously extended diversification profile and limited its complexity and

capability needs both in R&D and management. Most notably are the firm’s focusing on

one major therapeutic area, fewer compound classes, two instead of four platform technolo-

gies and the consolidation of most of its activities in one subsidiary lowering managerial

capacity needs91. Hence, one could interpret this phase as a “consolidation period”.

Both financially and with respect to its R&D progress, this phase was a success to Medi-

Gene. Within R&D, the firm achieved market approval for two drugs and subsequently

concluded two S&M alliances as it decided not to forward integrate into S&M itself. In

addition, it successfully launched a line extension for Veregen, for which it started a CII

trial in 2004. Finally, its newly acquired technology EndoTAG and its derived lead project

EndoTAG-1 achieved promising R&D results later on. Financially, the firm steadily im-

proved its EBIT and operational CF from e-40.2M and e-38.6M in 2002 to e-8.4M and

e-2.6M in 2006. In parallel, its market capitalization rose from e44.2M at the end of 2002

– MediGene’s all time low on a year-end base – to e199.7M at the end of 2006 and its

year-end share price increased from e3.94 to e6.97 in the same period (see Table 4.13).

The firm’s fourth diversification phase, denoted as oncology & immunology drug

91As most of its projects were already in clinical development, its restricted target class focus is of lower

relevance.
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R&D and R&A and dermatological S&M, started in mid 2006 with three L&A deals

and lasted until MediGene’s third pipeline prioritization in 2008 (see the corresponding

diversification profile 2007 in Figure 4.18). As a result, MediGene extended its vertical

integration by laying the foundation to forward integrate into dermatological S&M. It was

thereby close to finally achieving its long-term strategic goal to become a fully integrated

pharmaceutical company (FIPCO). Besides, it significantly broadened its research activ-

ities by adding a third platform technology and extended its horizontal diversification in

multiple dimensions: most importantly, the firm added musculoskeletal as third therapeutic

area92 with oncology and musculoskeletal becoming the primary foci of its R&D activities

and dermatology the focus of its planned S&M force. Additionally, MediGene added four

enzyme subclasses to its focused target classes, two different types of biological compounds

(monoclonal antibodies and recombinants) to its compound class, two additional routes of

administration and, with Oracea, a follow-on drug (drug novelty). The latter four diversifi-

cation dimensions were of lower strategic importance to MediGene as it primarily aimed to

strengthen its clinical and late-stage pipeline through RhuDex and Oracea. Its broadened

activities with respect to target class, compound class and route of administration were

mainly induced by its preclinical projects. Oracea’s less innovative drug novelty was rather

irrelevant as this project already concluded R&D and was within R&A. Nevertheless, the

firm once again significantly diversified its activities mainly in the dimensions vertical inte-

gration and therapeutic area focus – although to a lesser extent than throughout its second

diversification phase. Overall, this period can be interpret as “refilling the pipeline and

building a sales force”.

Due to the long and expensive drug R&D process, evaluating the phase’s success is in-

conclusive, in particular with respect to the R&D progress of the projects obtained in

the Avidex acquisition. However, Oracea became a success for MediGene as it was later

out-licensed to the licenser earning a manifold return on its investment. Financially, this

diversification phase caused significant increases in R&D costs leading to a higher cash

burn rate and negative EBIT (see Table 4.13).

MediGene’s fifth diversification phase, denoted as oncology and immunology drug

development and R&A, began with the firm’s third portfolio prioritization in 2008 (see

the corresponding diversification profile 2008/09 in Figure 4.19). Throughout this phase,

the firm reversed its prior diversification strategy by deciding to focus its R&D and S&M

92Formerly, the firm developed projects in five therapeutic areas. However, its projects in sensory organs

and endocrine were part of its acquisitions, very early-stage and never a focus to the firm.
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Figure 4.19.: MediGene AG diversification profile 2008/09

Source: Author

on its two lead projects EndoTAG-1 and RhuDex. In 2008, this strategy was partially

implemented through Immunocore’s spin-off and Oracea’s trade sale. As a consequence,

the firm concentrated on two platform technologies with additional plans to divest its oHSV

technology. Its vertical integration and horizontal diversification formally remained almost

unchanged due to several active research projects, which are however of little relevance to

the firm as it plans to divest, discontinue or limit them. MediGene’s drug R&D activities

were primarily focused on chemical small molecules as compound class, which were all

NMEs as drug novelty using an oral or injection route of administration, and were developed

against two target classes, receptors and four different enzyme types, in the two therapeutic

areas oncology and musculoskeletal93. This new focus displays a remarkable development

in its corporate evolution: MediGene was founded as a firm devoted to primarily develop

93Its two marketed drugs are of little importance to the firm’s horizontal diversification of its R&D activities

although formally adding another compound class, route of administration and drug novelty class.
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biological compounds. As projects are still within lengthy R&D, it is yet inconclusive to

judge the success of this diversification phase.

Overall corporate evolution and performance

From the extensive discussion of MediGene’s corporate and diversification strategy, and its

diversification steps, path and phases, one can draw several case study-specific observations.

First and foremost, MediGene always aimed to become a FIPCO to maximize its

own value by securing a higher proportion of its products’ value added as it believes that

late-stage clinical development and S&M of drugs are the only way to earn relevant and sus-

tainable profits in the pharmaceutical industry in the long run (observation 1). This belief

always remained a central cornerstone of the firm’s corporate strategy from its early days

on and was never changed despite multiple adaptions of its strategy and diversification pro-

file throughout its evolution. There are four major implications of this belief and corporate

strategy. First, the firm always applied a pure product-oriented business model

and never changed this focus as it regarded the technology platform business model as less

attractive due to a more limited revenue potential and lower profit margins94 (observation

2). Second, it always aimed to vertically forward integrate into clinical drug devel-

opment and S&M of drugs to secure a higher proportion of the generated value added

of its drug projects (observation 3). However, the firm did not yet fully implement this

strategy and refused to enter drug S&M of its three approved drugs by opportunistically

choosing a different approach for various reasons: in Eligard’s case, the firm did not possess

the financial strength to start its own S&M activities. In the case of Veregen and Oracea,

it decided to concentrate its activities on its oncological product EndoTAG-1 following

very promising CII results as it believes this yields higher returns (observation 4). Third,

horizontal diversification into adjacencies were crucial to secure future revenue

and growth potential and leverage its capabilities to achieve its strategic aim of becoming

a FIPCO (observation 5). Finally, geographical diversification became important

once products were approved (observation 6). While the latter applies to MediGene’s S&M

activities, the firm also diversified geographically to enhance its R&D capabilities

through its first M&A deal as it believed that closer proximity to the U.S.-based scientific

community has positive effects on its own R&D activities (observation 7).

94See Ernst & Young (2000c: 108) for a comparison of the biopharmaceutical product vs. technology

platform business through MediGene’s former CEO.
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Second, diversification steps were of outstanding importance to MediGene’s

evolutionary path since they significantly reshaped the firm’s scope and focus in most

dimensions (observation 8). While starting as an early-stage drug discovery company de-

veloping biological compounds in the fields of oncology and cardiology, MediGene today

focuses on clinical development and R&A of chemical small molecules within oncology and

musculoskeletal. All of its founding projects and technologies were discontinued and its

current activities and R&D projects were all obtained through various diversification steps,

which were conducted to externally source new capabilities, technologies and/or projects.

MediGene’s primary objective of diversification was active portfolio management to

reduce the overall risks and manage the high attrition rate of drug R&D by

balancing its drug R&D activities across multiple stages and basic technologies, and by

broadening its product pipeline through additional projects (observation 9). The firm’s

secondary objectives were to acquire an initial clinical pipeline, which was a one-time

prerequisite to its IPO, to complement the firm’s technologies, products and ca-

pabilities, e.g., in the field of manufacturing of biological compounds, and to generate

future growth and revenue opportunities (observation 10).

Third, themajority of MediGene’s diversification steps were related to the firm’s

previous business and capabilities (observation 11). Of its most important diversifi-

cation steps, this is particularly true for the in-licensing of Etomoxir and the acquisition

of NeuroVir. It also applies to a certain extent to the in-licensing of Veregen and the ac-

quisitions of Munich Biotech and Avidex as its newly acquired activities had multiple links

to the firm’s previous activities in the eight discussed diversification dimensions. While

the in-licensing of Eligard and Oracea were less related to its core drug R&D business,

both projects were acquired with R&A – a value chain step in which the relatedness of the

therapeutic area is of primary significance. Even more important, most of the firm’s diver-

sification steps were knowledge-related as they were closely related to its current

business, but of complementary nature to supplement MediGene’s core capabilities

in its areas of weakness and to leverage its existing core capabilities through

adding additional products and technologies to its pipeline (observation 12).

Fourth, most diversification steps were product-related – not a surprise given the

firm’s product-centered business model (observation 13). Although following MediGene’s

corporate strategy, most diversification steps were rather opportunistically im-

plemented, and enabled through the firm’s personal network, its strong cash position

and/or positive news flow of previous diversification steps such as other L&A deals or its
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two S&M alliances (observation 14). While the firm stated not having a preferred mode of

diversification, almost all of MediGene’s diversification steps applied a mixed or

external mode through R&D alliances, licensing activities and M&A deals (observation

15). The only internal diversification steps were the firm’s entry into the DNA sequencing

business, Veregen’s line extension into a dermatological indication, and EndoTAG-1’s line

extension into a second oncological indication.

Fifth, MediGene’s overall diversification path can be understood as a chain of mostly

opportunistic diversification steps and several disruptive events and/or strat-

egy changes, which were mostly driven by external factors such as R&D success or failure,

opportunistic R&D prioritization, access to potential deals, and availability or lack of fi-

nancing opportunities (observation 16). This is true for almost all of MediGene’s important

diversification steps. First, the firm’s first wave of diversification steps in late 1999 to early

2000 was enabled through its series C financing round and opportunistically implemented

through its personal network. Second, the firm’s second wave of diversification steps in

2000 to early 2001 was enabled through its successful IPO. Third, its acquisitions of Mu-

nich Biotech and Avidex and the in-licensing of Oracea were enabled by positive news

flow of its S&M alliances for its late-stage projects Eligard and Veregen, which enabled

the firm to further raise capital to fund these steps, and were once again opportunisti-

cally initiated through the firm’s personal network. Finally, MediGene’s first and second

pipeline prioritization were caused by R&D failures and its third pipeline prioritization

and strategy adaption was caused by promising R&D results of its clinical lead project.

Hence, MediGene’s diversification path appears to be rather opportunistic as

the firm gradually shifted its core activities and capabilities through various

diversification steps over time and has today a fairly distinct corporate profile and fo-

cus: while founded as a company active in drug discovery and development of biological

compounds within oncology and cardiology, it focuses today on clinical development and

R&A of chemical small molecules within musculoskeletal and oncology and also had other

distinct activities and capabilities employed during its corporate evolution95 (observation

17). This gradual diversification was profoundly influenced by MediGene’s finan-

cial situation as highlighted earlier (observation 18). The firm comments on its overall

corporate evolutionary path as follows:

95As an example, it used to have a significant U.S.-based operation and was planning to built its own

dermatological S&M activities.
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“Within drug R&D, it is important to regularly evaluate your portfolio and

strategy by asking yourself: ‘What is the optimal corporate path? Where can we

generate the highest value added? Do we have to adapt our business model?’

A smart and balanced diversification is crucial. Otherwise, one does not have

any alternatives – and will not survive R&D failures, which can be caused by

various reasons as can be seen in our history, e.g., a patent dispute, side effects,

too expensive manufacturing, or lacking efficacy. At the end of the day, this is

also an opportunistic business with regard to many aspects such as fund raising

or licensing deals. A thought-through corporate strategy is important – but at

some point, one might choose a different path if a sound opportunity comes up.

Hence, corporate evolutions can be disruptive.” (former CEO, MediGene AG)

Evaluating the overall performance of the corporate evolution of a biopharmaceutical firm

is somewhat difficult if major projects are still within R&D. However, from a financial

point of view, MediGene’s evolution has not yet been a success for investors into its share:

placed at a price of e42 during the firm’s IPO in 2000, its share price declined by 83%

to e6.97 at the end of 2008. While the success of the firm’s current two clinical lead

projects and its implication on the performance of the overall corporate evolutionary path

are yet unclear, this case study is a good example of the outstanding strategic implication

of diversification in the biopharmaceutical industry.
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4.4. Case study 4: MorphoSys AG

4.4.1. Corporate profile and history

MorphoSys was founded in July 1992 by Dr. Simon Moroney, Dr. Christian Schneider

and Prof. Dr. Andreas Plückthun in Martinsried near Munich, Germany, as ‘Morphosys

Gesellschaft für Proteinoptimierung mbH’. The founding idea was the systematical mod-

ification of proteins for the development of innovative drugs for therapeutic usage (as

one can recognize from the company’s initial name). All founders were scientists at the

Max-Planck-Institute of Biochemistry and the Max-Planck-Institute of Neurobiology, both

located in Martinsried as well. In 1992 and 1993, MorphoSys secured e1.0M in its seed and

series A venture capital (VC) financing round to fund early operations (see Table 4.18). In

the first year of existence, MorphoSys was located at a Max-Planck-Institute in Martinsried

and focused on the development of its early founding technologies. Thereafter, it moved

to the Munich Technology Center96. Subsequently, MorphoSys secured two additional VC

financing rounds as well as various federal and state research grants, which were widely

available in Germany in the mid 1990’s to create a German biotechnology industry. As a

consequence, MorphoSys developed its core antibody technology, generated further growth

and moved again in 1997 to a 1,500m2 location in the Innovation Center Biotechnology97

campus in Martinsried next door to the two Max-Planck-Institutes. At the end of 1997,

MorphoSys had already 39 employees, generated revenues of e2.5M and – typically for

a biotech startup – produced a negative EBIT of e-0.5M (EBIT margin: -21%) and a

negative operational cash flow (CF) of e-0.7M (see Table 4.19).

As a consequence of its notable e10.7M series D VC financing round in 1997, the firm sub-

stantially increased its technology R&D investments and subsequently started commercial-

ization through licensing deals with pharmaceutical and biotechnological companies (see

subsection 4.4.2 and 4.4.3 for a detailed overview of the firm’s technologies, products and

L&A deals). In order to finance further growth, it planned its initial public offering (IPO)

in the growth segment of the Frankfurt Stock Exchange, the Neuer Markt, in September

1998. Due to stock market volatility of the Neuer Markt, the IPO was postponed to March

1999. MorphoSys used the e25.8M proceeds of its successful IPO to finance the devel-

96‘Münchener Technologiezentrum’ (MTZ), a Munich-based technology startup incubator providing office

space and other adjunct services to innovative young enterprises.
97‘Innovations- und Gründungszentrum Biotechnologie’ (IZB), a Martinsried-based technology startup

incubator specifically focused on life-science startups.
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type (details) datea amount investors (purpose, if aid money)

PIPE (capital increase) 05/07 e32.6M undisclosed institutional investors
PIPE (capital increase) 03/06 e17.1M undisclosed institutional investors
aid money (grant) 06/05 e2.0M BioChancePlus program of German Federal Ministry of Edu-

cation and Research (R&D cooperation with ProQinase and
University of Tübingen)

PIPE (capital increase) 03/05 e17.4M undisclosed institutional investors
PIPE (capital increase) 05/04 e9.0M Novartis AG
PIPE (capital increase) 03/02 e23.9M Schering AG
aid money (grant) 05/99 e1.7M Bavarian Research Foundation (HuCAL-Fab library)
IPO (capital increase) 03/99 e25.8M stock market investors
aid money (grant) 09/97 e0.7M BioRegio program of German Federal Ministry of Education

and Research (CMV project)
VC (series D) 07/97 e10.7M Rothschild’s International Biotechnology Trust, Atlas Ven-

ture, TechnoStart, TVM Capital, 3i, CDC Entreprises Capital
Investissement, JAFCO Ventures, Korda & Company

VC (series C) 10/95 e3.6M Atlas Venture, Korda Associates, 3i
aid money (grant) Q1/95 e1.2M Bavarian Research Foundation (R&D cooperation with Mi-

cromet and University of Munich)
VC (series B) 1994 e2.2M Atlas Venture, Globespan Capital Partners, KfW Mittel-

standsbank, Standard Life
VC (series A) 1993 e1.0M KfW Mittelstandsbank, Korda & Company, TechnoStart
total e148.8M

aFormats applied are either mm/yy, yyyy or qq/yy

Table 4.18.: MorphoSys AG financing environment as of 31.12.2008 (Source: MorphoSys’

corporate filings & website, press search, EvaluatePharma)

opment of further technologies related to its core antibody technology HuCAL and their

commercialization. Following its IPO, the firm continued its high growth path: between

1997 and 1999, revenues rose to e5.5M, employees to 85 and operational costs to e9.0M

(CAGR: 47%, 48% and 68%). As a result of its fast growth, the firm moved to its current

headquarters, a 5,000m2 complex located in Martinsried in the immediate neighborhood

of the two Max-Planck-Institutes and the Innovation Centre Biotechnology campus, in

late 1999. However, due to high increases in operating costs in 1999, negative EBIT rose

significantly to e-3.6M (EBIT margin: -65%) and operational CF to e-6.6M.

In the following three years, MorphoSys continued its high growth path. In February

2000, the firm opened a sales office in Charlotte, North Carolina (USA), to accelerate the

commercialization of its technologies in the U.S. market, the largest pharmaceutical market

in the world. In late 2001, the company additionally entered the drug R&D market by
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figurea 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008

revenue [eM] 2.5 4.6 5.5 8.5 16.1 16.8 15.3 22.0 33.5 53.0 62.0 71.6
- ther. MAbsb [eM] 2.5 4.6 5.5 8.5 16.1 16.8 15.3 21.2 29.1 34.7 42.4 53.4
- res. MAbsb [eM] - - - - - - 0.0 0.8 4.3 18.3 19.6 18.2
operating costs [eM] 3.2 5.7 9.0 15.3 23.3 42.3 18.4 21.3 27.3 46.9 54.9 55.2
- COGS [eM] - - - - - - - - 2.5 8.0 7.9 7.1
- R&D [eM] 2.4 4.1 5.8 8.2 9.9 19.6 9.0 12.4 14.0 17.5 22.2 27.6
- SG&A [eM] 0.8 1.5 3.3 5.9 10.1 18.7 7.2 7.5 10.8 21.4 24.8 20.5
- others [eM] - - - 1.3 3.4 3.9 2.2 1.4 - - - -
EBIT [eM] -0.5 -1.1 -3.6 -6.5 -6.8 -24.8 -2.5 0.5 5.3 5.4 8.3 16.5
operational CF [eM] -0.7 -0.4 -6.6 0.0 -3.6 -15.2 5.8 4.7 4.4 16.3 17.1 28.6
investment CF [eM] -10.0 1.5 -11.7 -2.2 3.6 -11.9 2.0 -9.3 -31.4 -36.2 -5.2 -39.3
financing CF [eM] 12.6 0.7 19.3 0.5 0.3 24.0 -2.1 10.5 18.4 19.6 32.6 2.5
market capitalization [eM] - - 97.8 450.9 220.7 63.0 54.6 207.2 249.0 365.1 356.8 421.5
share pricec [e] - - 27.5 126.0 61.5 16.0 11.1 38.1 41.3 54.4 48.3 18.8c

outstanding sharesc [#m] - - 3.5 3.5 3.6 3.9 4.9 5.4 6.0 6.7 7.4 22.5c

employeesd [#] 39 58 85 95 105 110 95 132 172 279 295 334
- R&Dd [#] n/ae n/ae 69 71 79 86 71 108 123 155 164 191
- SG&Ad [#] n/ae n/ae 16 24 26 24 24 24 49 124 131 143
- ther. MAbsb,d [#] n/ae n/ae n/ae n/ae n/ae n/ae n/ae n/ae n/ae 158 167 201
- res. MAbsb,d [#] n/ae n/ae n/ae n/ae n/ae n/ae n/ae n/ae n/ae 121 128 133
partnered MAbsf [#] n/ae n/ae n/ae n/ae n/ae 20 21 24 29 43 50 55
- in CII [#] n/ae n/ae n/ae n/ae n/ae - - - - - - 1
- in CI [#] n/ae n/ae n/ae n/ae n/ae - - - 1 2 3 3
- in PC [#] n/ae n/ae n/ae n/ae n/ae 7 8 8 7 14 23 29
- in discovery [#] n/ae n/ae n/ae n/ae n/ae 13 13 16 21 27 23 22
top 3 ther. MAb rev.g [%] n/ae n/ae n/ae n/ae n/ae 77% 81% 74% 71% 64% 67% 84%
top 3 total rev.g [%] n/ae n/ae n/ae n/ae n/ae 77% 81% 71% 62% 42% 46% 62%
no. 1 partner (rev. share) n/ae n/ae n/ae n/ae n/ae Centocor Centocor Centocor Novartis Novartis Novartis Novartis
no. 2 partner (rev. share) n/ae n/ae n/ae n/ae n/ae Bayeri Bayeri Bayeri Centocor Centocor Centocor Daiichih

no. 3 partner (rev. share) n/ae n/ae n/ae n/ae n/ae Scheringi Scheringi Novartis Scheringi Roche Bayeri Centocor

aAs of period end (December 31) b2 business segments: therapeutic MAbs and research MAbs c3:1 stock split in 2008 dFunctional and business segment employee split shown

eNot reported fNo. of partnered therapeutic MAbs gShare of therapeutic MAb total revenue with top 3 partners hDaiichi Sankyo iBayer Schering after merger in 2007

Table 4.19.: MorphoSys AG corporate figures 1997-2008 (Source: MorphoSys (1998, 1999, 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005,

2006, 2007, 2008))
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in-licensing several projects and targets and planned to build up an in-house drug R&D

pipeline. As a result, operating costs grew significantly with a CAGR of 67% between 1999

and 2002, driven by both a significant increase in R&D as well as SG&A spending, the latter

of which included in-licensing fees. In the same period, revenues only grew by a CAGR of

45%. Moreover, revenue remained almost flat in 2002 due to several patent disputes related

to the firm’s core antibody technology, which distracted potential clients. MorphoSys

finished the financial year 2002 with a negative EBIT of e-24.8M (EBIT margin: -148%)

and an operational CF of e-15.2M. Although Schering AG invested e23.9M for an equity

stake in MorphoSys in early 2002, the firm initiated a restructuring effort to preserve cash

reserves in November 2002, which included the vast discontinuation of its own in-house

drug R&D efforts and the closure of its U.S. office in Charlotte, and resulted in layoffs

of approx. 25% of its workforce (mainly its in-house drug R&D team). In December

2002, MorphoSys settled its most severe patent dispute with its rival Cambridge Antibody

Technology (CAT) (MorphoSys (2002: 4, 2008: 56)).

In the wake of its restructuring, MorphoSys reduced its negative EBIT from e-24.8M in

2002 to e-2.5M in 2003 although revenues slightly declined and earned a significant pos-

itive operational CF of e5.8M for the first time. In 2004, revenues grew by 44% and

enabled the firm to break even for the first time. In the following years, MorphoSys again

recorded high growth rates in all important dimensions, mainly driven by the successful

commercialization of its core antibody technology. Revenues, employees, EBIT and oper-

ational CF improved steadily by 34%, 26%, 140% and 57% respectively (CAGR 2004-08)

and both EBIT and operational CF has remained positive ever since. In 2003, MorphoSys

entered a second market segment, so-called research antibodies, through the creation of a

new division ‘Antibodies by Design (AbD)’. This division was further strengthened through

the acquisitions of Biogenesis and Serotec in 2005 and 2006, which were financed through

capital increases underwritten by institutional investors. As a result of these successes,

MorphoSys’ market capitalization, which declined significantly between 2001 and 2003,

rebounded. Subsequently, the firm was added to the TecDAX index98 in September 2004.

In 2006, MorphoSys re-entered in-house drug R&D (MorphoSys (2006: 5)).

Today, MorphoSys operates in two business segments: research antibodies and ther-

apeutic antibodies, which can be further divided into owned and partnered drug R&D

activities (see Figure 4.20). The firm’s core business segment, partnered therapeutic

98The TecDAX tracks the performance of the 30 largest technology stocks listed in the Frankfurt Stock

Exchange’s Prime Standard segment measured by trading volume and free-float market capitalization.
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Figure 4.20.: MorphoSys AG business segments and legal entities

Source: MorphoSys (2007, 2008)

antibody drug R&D, offers so-called fee-for-services to pharmaceutical and biotechnolog-

ical firms. MorphoSys offers different types of services. First, it licenses its technologies to

partners for their in-house R&D. Second, it uses its own technologies for drug discovery

services conducted in-house for partners. Within both areas, MorphoSys’ technologies are

typically used for proteomics and genomics research in target identification and valida-

tion (TI/TV), and for lead identification and optimization (LI/LO) of compounds against

given drug targets. Third, MorphoSys licenses intellectual property to therapeutic anti-

bodies previously identified using its technologies to partners for further drug development

(therapeutic option). MorphoSys typically receives upfront payments, technology licensing

fees and/or research funding for its services as well as milestone payments depending on

further development progress (such as entrance of certain drug R&D phases) and sales

royalties in case resulting products are marketed one day. In 2007, MorphoSys disclosed

milestone payments to be typically between e9M to e12M and sales royalties to be in the

mid-single-digit percentage range per antibody program (MorphoSys (2007: 13)). Within

its owned therapeutic antibody drug R&D, MorphoSys applies the same services for

its in-house drug projects at its own expense potentially generating higher returns in case

of success (different risk-return profile). The therapeutic antibody business is a typical

project business. It remains highly profitable with gross margins of 35-50% within recent

years solely driven by its partner business (MorphoSys (2007: 40)).

In contrast, its research antibody business segment is a typical product business. It of-

fers HuCAL antibodies for research purposes to academic institutions, and pharmaceutical
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and biotechnological firms. Originally, it was started to sell custom-generated research

MAbs and consequently named ‘Antibodies by Design’. Following the acquisitions of Bio-

genesis and Serotec, which both sold standardized MAbs through product catalogs, this

segment was renamed ‘AbD Serotec’ and today sells both customized and standardized

MAbs with the latter accounting for most of the segment’s revenues. MorphoSys aims to

create synergies between both business segments in R&D and S&M since both segments use

the firm’s core technologies and since customers of research antibodies might be upgraded

to customers of therapeutic antibodies if research projects turn out to have a potential

therapeutic or diagnostic application (MorphoSys (2007: 15)).

MorphoSys is today organized in four main legal entities (see Figure 4.20). First, Mor-

phoSys AG comprises the entire therapeutic antibody segment, some R&D and SG&A

functions of the research antibody segment, and all corporate SG&A functions. Second,

MorphoSys UK Ltd. houses most of the research antibody segment including R&D, man-

ufacturing and international sales (excluding Europe & the U.S.) and was established

through the acquisition of Serotec Ltd. in 2006. Third and fourth, MorphoSys US, Inc.

and MorphoSys AbD GmbH are responsible for S&M of research antibodies in the U.S.

and Europe. In addition, MorphoSys IP GmbH manages the group’s intellectual property

(IP). The group also consolidates four non-operative entities: first is MorphoSys USA, Inc.,

which was founded as its U.S. branch in 2000 to promote the firm’s therapeutic MAbs in the

U.S. and ceased operations during corporate restructuring in November 2002. Second, Pool

Real Estate Ltd. is a non-operative entity owning real estate property formerly utilized by

Biogenesis. Third and fourth, Oxford Biotechnology Ltd. and Oxford Biomarketing Ltd.

are former subsidiaries of Serotec Ltd. with an undisclosed purpose.

Summarized, the firm applies a hybrid business model consisting of its core antibody tech-

nology platform and own drug R&D. Within its own drug pipeline, MorphoSys focuses on

indications with high unmet medical need in the therapeutic areas oncology and muscu-

loskeletal (inflammation) and covers all value chain steps from target identification (TI) to

the end of clinical phase II (CII) to establish proof of concept (PoC) in humans. Its pipeline

sourcing strategy is focused on in-house R&D, in-licensing of drug targets or projects, and

co-development agreements, in which partners mostly contribute their complementary tar-

get knowledge and MorphoSys its antibody compound knowledge. Given the firm’s strong

cash position, M&A activities might be a possibility as well. Today, MorphoSys’ strategy

is centered around owned and partnered antibody drug R&D, for which its technology

platform is leveraged. Its current corporate profile is summarized in Table 4.20.
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R&D focus technology platform; partnered drug R&D; owned proprietary drug R&D
therapeutic focus oncology, musculoskeletal (inflammation)
business modela Product Technology Hybrid FIPCO
value chain focusa TI TV LI LO PC CI CII CIII R&A S&M
pipeline sourcing In-house R&D; in-licensing; co-development; potentially M&A
strategy summary Create a broad pipeline of owned and partnered therapeutic antibody drugs with

enhanced focus on owned or co-developed programs and increase the market share
of its research antibody business to achieve synergies between the research and
therapeutic antibody business segments. All activities are based on the firm’s
core antibody technology platform.

locations (dateb) Martinsried, Germany (07/92); Oxford, UK (01/06); Raleigh NC, USA (01/06)
Düsseldorf, Germany (01/06)

aActive value chain steps or business model printed bold bFormats applied are either mm/yy, yyyy or qq/yy

Table 4.20.: MorphoSys AG corporate profile as of 31.12.2008 (Source: MorphoSys’ corpo-

rate filings)

4.4.2. Technology and product pipeline evolution

MorphoSys’ technologies are all centered around its HuCAL technology platform

used for in vitro generation and optimization of fully human monoclonal antibodies (MAbs)

in research, diagnostic and therapeutic applications. HuCAL’s key advantage is the usage

of fully human MAbs, which are said to show fewer side effects as therapeutics in humans

compared to previous technologies such as murine, chimeric or humanized antibodies99.

The core of MorphoSys’ HuCAL technology platform is the Human Combinatorial

Antibody Library (HuCAL) currently with in its fourth generation (see Table 4.21 for

details). A HuCAL library is a collection of several billions human antibodies, which can

be systematically screened to identify potential compounds against given targets. Various

library generations mainly differ in size, the used antibody format (scFv, Fab, IgG), and

the screening technology (SIP, CysDisplay). All other technologies are either “within-

technologies” since they are an integral part of the HuCAL library system and used

to generate the HuCAL library (TRIM, SIP, CysDisplay), or “add-on technologies” to

enhance the efficiency of HuCAL antibody drug discovery (AgX, AutoCAL, RapMAT,
99HuCAL’s advantages are of particular importance for therapeutic applications: murine antibodies (100%

mouse protein) are only of limited use as drugs since the body often recognized them as foreign ‘non-

human’ molecules, triggering a defense reaction against them and reducing the therapeutic substance’s

benefits. Chimeric or humanized antibodies only partially consisting out of human proteins avoid these

problems only to some extent.
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name innovator datesa description

HuCAL platform tech-
nology (Human Com-
binatorial Antibody Li-
brary)

MorphoSys 1992b

active
MorphoSys’ overall platform technology for in vitro generation of highly specific and fully human
antibodies in research, diagnostics, and therapeutic applications. The technology’s core is the HuCAL
library, from which antibodies against antigens can be screened, selected, optimized and generated using other
MorphoSys technologies. HuCAL can be used for various purposes within drug discovery (TI to LO).

HuCAL-scFv library
(version 1, 2 & 3)

MorphoSys 1997
until
01/00c

First generation library containing approx. 2 billion different fully human antibodies using the scFv
antibody format. Core technology in first years after foundation of MorphoSys.

HuCAL-Fab library
(version 1 & 2)

MorphoSys 01/00
until
11/01c

Second generation library containing approx. 10 billion different fully human antibodies using the
Fab antibody format. Enables rapid LO due to new modular HuCAL-Fab antibody structure and is capable of
high throughput antibody generation leading to improved drug R&D efficiency compared to previous HuCAL
version.

HuCAL-Gold library MorphoSys 11/01
until
12/08c

Third generation library containing approx. 13 billion different fully human antibodies. Combines
advantages of Fab format from HuCAL-Fab library with superior CysDisplay screening technology and allows
diversification of all six parts of the antibody molecule (CDRs) for more efficient generation of higher affinity
and more diverse MAbs compared to previous HuCAL versions.

HuCAL-Platinum
library

MorphoSys 12/08
active

Fourth generation library containing approx. 45 billion different fully human antibodies using the
IgG antibody format. Enables MAb generation with higher affinity and improved expression rates compared to
previous HuCAL versions to shorten drug discovery times and improve lead characteristics.

TRIM (trinucleotide-
directed mutagenesis)

Johns
Hopkins
University

1992b

active
Technology for introducing productive and avoiding unproductive variability in antibody genes to
ensure highest quality of resulting gene libraries. Key technology used in generation of all versions of HuCAL
libraries. In-licensed from John Hopkins University. Core technology in first years after foundation of MorphoSys.

SIP (selectively in-
fected phage)

MorphoSys,
Max-
Planck
Innovationd

1992b

until
12/00c

First generation library screening technology for rapid and highly selective screening of HuCAL libraries
to select antibodies with high affinity and therapeutic activity against specific targets. Core technology in first
years after foundation of MorphoSys.

Table 4.21: MorphoSys AG technology pipeline – continued on next page
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CysDisplay (cysteine
mediated phage dis-
play)

MorphoSys 12/00
active

Second generation library screening technology based on use of bacteriophages, a variation of phage-
based screening. Improves efficiency of antibody screening and generation and enables generation of antibodies
with higher affinity. Specifically well suited for use with AutoCAL. Advancement and successor of original phage
display SIP.

AgX (antigen expres-
sion system)

MorphoSys 09/99
active

Technology for rapid high-level bacterial expression and purification of protein and peptide antigens
as targets (TI/TV). Using AutoCAL, highly specific antibodies against these expressed sequence tags (EST)
encoded protein fragment antigens can be selected from HuCAL libraries. Previously marketed as HuCAL-EST.

AutoCAL MorphoSys 2000
active

Modular system of laboratory robots and software for high-throughput screening and rapid antibodies
selection (LI) from HuCAL and non-MorphoSys antibody libraries (e.g., peptides libraries). Modularity allows
parallel usage of various laboratory robots.

RapMAT (rapid matu-
ration)

MorphoSys 12/06
active

Technology for quick-affinity antibody optimization (LO) to improve the options for identifying antibodies
from HuCAL libraries and reduce lead generation times. Successor of HuCAL’s standard maturation process
and integral part of HuCAL.

SAS (sequence analysis
software)

MorphoSys 2006
active

Software for sequence analysis of identified HuCAL antibodies. Internally, SAS was used many years before
it was released as a technology and sold externally in 2006.

aIf two dates given: first date denotes start date, second date denotes end date. If one date given: denotes start date of active technology. Formats applied are either mm/yy, yyyy or qq/yy

bStart date never disclosed. Assumed to be one of the key founding technologies in 1992. cPrevious technology version assumed to be discontinued with release of newer version

(end date of old version set to start date of new version). However, in some cases, old and new version were sold in parallel.

dIntellectual property jointly hold by MorphoSys and Max-Planck Innovation, the technology transfer entity of the Max-Planck Society.

Table 4.21.: MorphoSys AG technology pipeline as of 31.12.2008 (Source: MorphoSys’ corporate filings & website, press search,

Datamonitor, EvaluatePharma, IMS Health)
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SAS). TRIM is a technology used for the creation of HuCAL antibody libraries. AgX

enables the expression of peptides as drug targets within target identification and validation

(TI/TV). SIP and CysDisplay are first and second generation screening technologies used

for lead identification (LI) of HuCAL antibodies binding to a given antigen. AutoCAL is

a high-throughput screening (HTS) technology for screening automation to significantly

enhance lead identification (LI) efficiency and uses CysDisplay as screening technology.

RapMAT enhances the lead optimization (LO) process. Finally, SAS is a software tool to

analyze and compare proteins and HuCAL antibodies used in drug discovery. According

to MorphoSys, the company developed several other undisclosed technologies within the

first years after foundation. In 1995/1996, MorphoSys decided to focus its efforts on its

most promising candidate – the HuCAL technology platform – and discontinued all other

technologies. Since no information was disclosed on these early-stage technologies, they

are not listed in Table 4.21.

MorphoSys’ technology pipeline evolution can be considered to have taken place in

three waves (see Figure 4.21). Throughout the first wave from its foundation until 1997,

the firm developed its technological core, that is, its HuCAL library technology including

the firm’s own screening technology SIP. In addition, it in-licensed TRIM as technology

used to build HuCAL libraries. Throughout its second wave from 1997 until early 2003,

the firm developed its most important add-on drug discovery technologies – AutoCAL and

AgX – and released improved versions of existing technologies – HuCAL-Fab, HuCAL-Gold

and CysDisplay – which were in part prerequisites for these add-ons. Throughout its third

wave since 2003, MorphoSys released complementary add-on drug discovery technologies –

RapMAT and SAS – to cover all drug discovery steps and invested in gradual improvements

of its existing technologies, e.g., its newest HuCAL-Platinum library.

MorphoSys’ owned product pipeline consists of eight disclosed projects, most of which

were discontinued within the R&D process (see Table 4.22 for details). In addition, as every

other biopharmaceutical company, MorphoSys works on many other early-stage projects

never disclosed to the public. It is important to note that MorphoSys’ owned and partnered

product business is based on a so-called target exclusiveness. That is, MorphoSys

guarantees all its partners that only one company – a partner or MorphoSys itself – will

develop a HuCAL antibody against a given target and grants this target exclusiveness on

a first come first serve base. Since there is a limited number of targets in general (see page

340) and since not all targets are druggable by antibodies, this target exclusiveness is a

limiting factor for MorphoSys’ business model.
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[othersa] [roleb] class molecule class molecule [patent] areac indication(s)d [phasee]

Own products (Intellectual property held partially or completely by MorphoSys)

MOR101
[ICAM-
program]

Boehringer
Ingel-
heim (BI)
[LR-term.]

receptor
(subclass
undis-
closed)

intercellular
adhesion mole-
cule 1 (ICAM-1
/ CD54)

biological
(MAb)

human
HuCAL-
Fab ICAM-1
antagonist

NME
[patented]

injection dermatology deep dermal burn
(second degree
burn)

inactive

MOR102
[ICAM-
program]

Boehringer
Ingel-
heim (BI)
[LR-term.]

receptor
(subclass
undis-
closed)

intercellular
adhesion mole-
cule 1 (ICAM-1
/ CD54)

biological
(MAb)

human
HuCAL-
IgG4 ICAM-1
antagonist

NME
[patented]

injection dermatology psoriasis inactive

MOR103 - cytokine,
growth
factor

granulocyte
macrophage-
colony stimu-
lating factor
(GM-CSF)

biological
(MAb)

fully human
HuCAL GM-
CSF antagonist

NME
[patented]

injection musculo-
skeletal

rheumatoid arthri-
tis (RA)

active
[CI]

MOR202 - receptor
(subclass
undis-
closed)

cluster of
differentiation
38 (CD38)

biological
(MAb)

fully human
HuCAL-IgG
CD38
antagonist

NME
[patented]

injection oncology &
immuno-
modulators

multiple myeloma active
[PC]

leukemia active
[PC]

MOR201 ProChon
Biotech
[EP-term.]

receptor
(growth
factor
receptor)

fibroblast
growth factor
receptor 3
(FGFR-3)

biological
(MAb)

human
HuCAL-
IgG FGFR-3
antagonist

NME
[patented]

injection oncology &
immuno-
modulators

multiple myeloma inactive

Table 4.22: MorphoSys AG product pipeline – continued on next page
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[othersa] [roleb] class molecule class molecule [patent] areac indication(s)d [phasee]

ESL-1 MAb
[E-selectin]

University
of Münster
[RD-term.]

undisclosed E-selectin lig-
and 1 (ESL1)

biological
(MAb)

human HuCAL
MAb (details
undisclosed)

undis-
closed

injection oncology &
immuno-
modulators

general inflamma-
tory disorders

inactive

NGFR ago-
nist [TNFR-
16 agonist]

Karolinska
Institute

receptor
(cytokine
receptor
(TNFR
family))

nerve growth/
tumor necrosis
factor recep-
tor (NGFR/
TNFR-16)

biological
(MAb)

human HuCAL
NGFR agonist

undis-
closed

injection central
nervous
system
(CNS)

general nerve in-
jury

inactive

CMV
project

University
of
Erlangen-
Nuremberg
[RD-term.]

undisclosed undisclosed chemical
(small
molecule)

undisclosed undis-
closed

undis-
closed

systemic
anti-
infectives

cytomegalovirus
(CMV) infections

inactive

Fee-for-service products (Intellectual property held by partners – MorphoSys with drug discovery services)∗

Centocor
immunology
and cancer
MAbs

Centocor
(now:
Johnson &
Johnson)
[LR]

undisclosed undisclosed biological
(MAb)

human HuCAL
MAb (details
undisclosed)

NME
[patented]

injection oncology &
immuno-
modulators

general cancer indi-
cations

active
[CI]

undisclosed im-
munology indica-
tion

active
[CII]

R1450 [gan-
tenerumab]

Roche [LR] enzyme
(protease,
peptidase)

amyloid-β (A4)
precursor pro-
tein 40, 42

biological
(MAb)

human
HuCAL-IgG1
anti-β-amyloid
antagonist

NME
[patented]

injection central
nervous
system
(CNS)

alzheimer’s disease
(AD)

active
[CI]

Table 4.22: MorphoSys AG product pipeline – continued on next page
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BHQ880 Novartis
[LR]

undisclosed dickkopf-1 pro-
tein (DKK1)

biological
(MAb)

human HuCAL
MAb (details
undisclosed)

NME
[patented]

injection oncology &
immuno-
modulators

solid tumor /
tumor-induced
osteolytic bone
disease

active
[CI]

Zyrogen
[Genesis
MAb]

Genesis
[LR]

receptor
(growth
factor
receptor)

fibroblast
growth factor
receptor 5
(FGFR-5)

biological
(MAb)

human HuCAL
FGFR-5 antag-
onist

NME
[patented]

injection oncology &
immuno-
modulators

autoimmune &
inflammatory di-
seases (e.g., osteo-
porosis, systemic
lupus erythemato-
sus (SLE))

active
[disc.]

1D09C3
[anti-MHC
II MAbs]

GPC
Biotech
[LR]

undisclosed MHC (major
histocompati-
bility complex)
class II
molecules

biological
(MAb)

human
HuCAL-IgG4
apoptosis-
stimulant

NME
[patented]

injection oncology &
immuno-
modulators

B-cell
lymphomas∗∗

inactive

graft versus host
disease (GvHD),
transplant rejec-
tion

inactive

aDenotes other name(s) used for this drug, e.g., research codes or former brand names bRole of partner: B = Buyer (of product), EP = Equal (R&D) Partner, LE = Licensee,

LR = Licenser, MA = M&A firm (acquired or merged with firm), RD = R&D Partner, S = Seller (of product); term. = terminated agreement cBased on EPhMRA TA classification

dFirst indication listed denotes primary indication. Other listed indications are secondary indications eDenotes latest phase of product

∗Most fee-for-service deals (see table 4.23) without disclosed product details, thus products not listed

∗∗e.g., chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL), hodgkin’s lymphoma (HL), non-hodgkin’s lymphoma (NHL), multiple myeloma (MM); EU orphan drug status in CLL, HL, MM

Table 4.22.: MorphoSys AG product pipeline as of 31.12.2008 (Source: MorphoSys’ corporate filings & website, press search,

Bloomberg, Datamonitor, EvaluatePharma, IMS Health, PharmaProjects)
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Figure 4.21.: MorphoSys AG product and technology pipeline evolution

Source: MorphoSys’ corporate filings & website, press search, Bloomberg, Datamonitor,

EvaluatePharma, PharmaProjects

The firm’s owned product pipeline evolution coincidentally also advanced in three

waves (see Figure 4.21). Throughout the first wave from 1997 to 2000, the firm worked

on three early-stage research projects in different therapeutic areas and even in different

compound classes (MAbs and small molecules): ESL-1, a NGFR agonist and a CMV

project. All three projects were conducted in cooperation with academic partners and the

CMV project was supported by a e0.7M research grant from the German government (see

Table 4.18). They probably did not imply major cash investments by MorphoSys as they

were very early stage and discontinued shortly after being started. They might have been

undertaken to evaluate the firm’s technology in drug discovery and are of low importance.

Throughout the second wave from the end of 2001 until 2006, MorphoSys had four antibody

R&D projects within its own pipeline: MOR101 and MOR102, for which the ICAM-1

receptor target was in-licensed from Boehringer-Ingelheim, MOR201, which resulted from

a fee-for-service contract with ProChon and was in-licensed for cancer indications, and

its in-house development MOR202. This phase was MorphoSys’ first attempt to enter

own product R&D. However, most of its R&D efforts were already stopped after the firm’s
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corporate restructuring in November 2002, in which most members of the in-house product

R&D team were laid off. Intellectual property to MOR201 was returned to ProChon in

mid 2003. Development of MOR101, MOR102 and MOR202 officially continued for several

years, but MorphoSys aimed to out-license these projects before the start of clinical trials

(MorphoSys (2004: 54)). However, none of these projects were ever out-licensed. Following

a strategic R&D review in February 2006, MOR101 and MOR102 were finally discontinued.

MOR202 was continued with additional preclinical trials to be conducted.

In its third wave, started in 2006, MorphoSys is developing its lead compound MOR103

against rheumatoid arthritis and continues MOR202’ development. In addition, Mor-

phoSys signed several collaboration deals to further strengthen its owned product R&D

efforts (see subsections 4.4.3 and 4.4.4 for details).

MorphoSys’ partnered product pipeline results from various fee-for-service agreements

and contained 55 projects as of the end of 2008. As the firm does not disclose details for

most of these projects, Table 4.22 and Figure 4.21 mostly only contain products currently

or previously in clinical development. However, Table 4.19 lists the number of partnered

projects by phase and year and MorphoSys’ three most important partners defined by

booked revenues since 2002 and thereby demonstrates the success of MorphoSys’ technology

commercialization: from 2002 to 2008, the number of projects rose from 20 to 55. In 2005

and 2008, the first partnered project entered CI and CII respectively.

4.4.3. Licensing and Acquisition (L&A) deals

Throughout its corporate development, MorphoSys agreed upon many licensing and ac-

quisition (L&A) deals. The most important deals are summarized in Table 4.23 denoting

the type of deal and its dimension (product and/or technology), the partner and its role

within the deal, start and end dates, a detailed deal description, covered products and/or

technologies, and financial conditions.

While a detailed discussion of the most important deals and their impact on the firm’s cor-

porate diversification profile will be provided in the following subsection, several deal types

can be differentiated. First, fee-for-service deals with pharmaceutical and biotechnologi-

cal companies were made to commercialize MorphoSys’ technologies (technology licensing

or provided drug discovery services). Second, several technology in-licensing deals were

agreed upon to obtain intellectual property necessary to complement the firm’s technolo-
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type partner datesc deal details incl. products / financials received
[dim.]a [role]b technologiesa by licenser (LR)d

R&D
alliance
[P]

Galapagos [EP] 11/08
active

Long-term R&D alliance (TI to PoC) for joint therapeutic R&D
in rheumatoid arthritis, osteoporosis, and osteoarthritis. Gala-
pagos uses its adenoviral target discovery platform for TI & TV.
MorphoSys uses its HuCAL technology for MAb LI & LO.

HuCAL, Galapagos’
adenoviral target
discovery platform [T]

equal share of R&D
costs and future rev-
enues

manufac-
turing
[P&T]

Wacker Biotech
[LR]

11/08
active

Wacker to provide large-scale MAb CMO services and licenses
its Esetec technology to MorphoSys for small-scale production
of early-stage R&D therapeutic, diagnostic and research MAbs.
Extension of 2005 started manufacturing R&D cooperation.

Wacker’s E.coli
secretion technology
(Esetec) [T]

undisclosed

R&D
alliance
[P]

Leibniz-Institut
FMP [EP]

04/08
active

Leibniz-Institut für Molekulare Pharmakologie (FMP) gets access
to MorphoSys research MAbs for TI & TV. MorphoSys receives
rights to all resulting MAbs in exchange.

AbD research MAbs [P];
HuCAL Gold [T]

undisclosed

S&M
alliance
[P]

Sigma-Aldrich [LE] 02/08
active

MorphoSys’ AbD Serotec unit to develop HuCAL research MAbs
against Sigma-Aldrich targets, which will be offered through
Sigma-Aldrich’s online sales platforms.

AbD research MAbs [P];
HuCAL Gold [T]

undisclosed

in-
licensing
[P]

University of
Melbourne [LR]

01/08
active

In-licensing of U.S. patents to GM-CSF inhibitors for drug
MOR103, whereby MorphoSys hopes to gain exclusivity for anti-
inflammatory GM-CSF MAbs in the U.S..

MOR103 [P]; Univ. of
Melbourne GM-CSF
patents [T]

UP, RM, SR based on
U.S. net sales: undis-
closed

fee-for-
service
[T]

Novartis [LE] 12/07
active

10-year exclusive MAb alliance against a wide disease range (no.
of MAbs p.a. doubled). MorphoSys obtains selected co-dev. &
co-marketing options (exercised once in 09/08). Financials to be
used for greater focus on owned and partnered drug R&D.

all MorphoSys
technologies [T]

TLF, RF: >$600M; po-
tential total deal value
>$1B incl. RSM exl.
SR

R&D
alliance
[P]

Genesis [EP] 10/07
active

Genesis uses HuCAL-based MAbs originally purchased from AbD
for TV and PC dev. of Zyrogen and grants rights to Zyrogen to
Morphosys. Joint R&D decided upon further progress.

AbD research MAbs,
Zyrogen [P]; HuCAL [T]

undisclosed

Table 4.23: MorphoSys AG Licensing & Acquisitions (L&A) deals – continued on next page
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fee-for-
service
[T]

Astellas Pharma
[LE]

03/07
active

5-year licensing of HuCAL Gold for Astellas’ in-house drug R&D.
MorphoSys supplies HuCAL-generated MAbs against Astellas
targets, which conducts further R&D. In 07/08, Astellas licenses
RapMAT. Result of S&M alliance with GeneFrontier.

HuCAL Gold, RapMAT
[T]

UP, TLF, RF, LF, RM,
SR: undisclosed

R&D
alliance
[P]

Burnham Institute
for Medical
Research [EP]

11/06
active

Burnham receives access to MorphoSys’ AbD Serotec HuCAL-
based research MAbs for TI & TV and grants full rights to all
resulting research or therapeutic MAbs to MorphoSys in return.

AbD research MAbs [P] undisclosed

fee-for-
service
[T]

OncoMed
Pharmaceuticals
[LE]

06/06
active

2-year licensing of HuCAL Gold for OncoMed’s in-house R&D
of therapeutic MAbs in cancer indications. In 06/08, 2-year deal
extension, two therapeutic MAb programs initiated.

HuCAL Gold,
AutoCAL [T]

UP, TLF, UM, SR:
undisclosed

fee-for-
service
[T]

Schering-Plough
[LE]

05/06
active

2-year licensing of HuCAL Gold for Schering-Plough’s in-house
R&D and option to MAbs against up to ten disease targets. In
05/08, 1-year deal extension.

HuCAL Gold [T] UP, TLF, RF, RM, SR:
undisclosed

fee-for-
service
[T]

Daiichi Sankyo
(DS) [LE]

03/06
active

2-year collaboration where MorphoSys uses its HuCAL technol-
ogy to generate MAbs against one Daiichi Sankyo target and
licenses HuCAL Gold to in-house drug R&D. In 03/08, extension
for three additional years and up to six HuCAL-MAbs. Result of
S&M alliance with GeneFrontier.

HuCAL Gold [T] UP, TLF, RM, RF, SR:
undisclosed

S&M
alliance
[P]

Chimera Biotec
GmbH [EP]

02/06
active

Mutual co-marketing of MorphoSys’ AbD Serotec rapid genera-
tion of MAbs and Chimera’s Imperacer assay technology services
to each others customers worldwide.

AbD research MAbs [P];
Chimera’s Imperacer [T]

undisclosed

M&A
[P]

Serotec [LR] 01/06 Acquisition of research MAb firm Serotec (>4,600 products of-
fered) to more than triple research MAb revenues, to establish
the EU-leading research MAb supplier, to leverage MorphoSys’
R&D and S&M capabilities of its HuCAL technology globally
and to achieve revenue and cost synergies.

Serotec research MAbs
[P]

UP: e20.5M; EI:
e8.8M
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S&M
alliance
[P]

Chemicon
International (now:
Serologicals) [EP]

01/06
active

3-year worldwide S&M alliance where Chemicon sells HuCAL-
based research MAbs against Chemicon targets for in in vitro
R&D or clinical diagnostic applications (100 MAb projects p.a.).

AbD research MAbs [P] RF, LF, SR: undis-
closed

fee-for-
service
[T]

Merck & Co. [LE] 12/05
active

5-year license agreement for HuCAL Gold and AutoCAL in
Merck’s in-house drug R&D for therapeutic MAbs in various in-
dications.

HuCAL Gold,
AutoCAL [T]

UP, TLF, RF, LF, RM,
SR: undisclosed

in-
licensing
[T]

Eli Lilly [LR] 09/05
active

In-licensing of Eli Lilly’s patents and commercialization rights to
certain recombinant peptide and protein libraries in exchange for
HuCAL Gold license for use in Lilly’s in-house drug R&D.

Eli Lilly’s Kauffman
patents, HuCAL Gold
[T]

LF, UM, SR: undis-
closed (to MorphoSys),
HuCAL Gold (to Lilly)

fee-for-
service
[T]

Shionogi & Co.
[LE]

09/05
active

3-year license agreement for HuCAL Gold in Shionogi’s in-house
drug discovery R&D programs. In 09/08, deal extended for an-
other three years. Result of S&M alliance with GeneFrontier.

HuCAL Gold [T] UP, TLF: undisclosed

R&D
alliance
[P]

ProQinase, NMI
Institute of Univ.
of Tübingen [EP]

06/05
until
06/08

3-year project to develop an adenoviral siRNA-kinome-chip (ASK
chip) to analyze human protein kinases. Supported with e2.0M
by German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF).

ProQinase’s protein
kinase platform, AbD
research MAbs [T]

undisclosed

S&M
alliance
[P]

Jerini (now: Shire)
[EP]

04/05
active

Mutual co-marketing of MorphoSys AbD Serotec’s rapid gener-
ation of MAbs and Jerini’s peptide-based services and products
to their respective customers worldwide (except Japan).

AbD research MAbs [P];
PepStar, PepSpot,
PepMix (Jerini) [T]

undisclosed

M&A
[P]

Biogenesis (UK &
USA) [LR]

01/05 Acquisition of research MAb firm Biogenesis (>6,000 products
offered) to be integrated into Morphosys’ Antibodies by Design
(AbD) division to form a top five EU research MAb supplier.

Biogenesis research
MAbs [P]

UP: e6.6M; net debt:
e1.0M

S&M
alliance
[T]

GeneFrontier [LE] 09/04
active

S&M alliance for Japanese research and therapeutic MAb market
entry as part of wider geographical market expansion. In 01/07,
licensing of HuCAL to GeneFrontier’s in-house R&D to provide
Japanese partners with MAbs for proteome research and TV. In
12/07, extension to offer Japanese research institutes access to
research MAbs in exchange for IP.

HuCAL Gold [T] undisclosed (09/04);
TLF, shared S&M
rights: undisclosed
(01/07)
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manufac-
turing
[P&T]

Crucell, DSM
Biologics [LR]

09/04
until
12/16

In-licensing of Crucell’s PER.C6 human cell line manufactur-
ing technology for owned and partnered projects. In 08/06 and
03/08, extended for clinical & commercial production of MOR103
and MOR202 by Crucell’s allied DSM Biologics as CMO.

MOR103, MOR202 [P];
Crucell’s PER.C6
human cell line [T]

undisclosed

fee-for-
service
[T]

Novoplant [LE] 07/04
until
07/07

3-year licensing of HuCAL in Novoplant’s in-house drug R&D
for therapeutic antibodies as feed components in veterinary
medicine.

HuCAL Gold [T] UP, TLF, UM, SR:
undisclosed

fee-for-
service
[T]

Novartis [LE] 05/04
active

3-year deal where MorphoSys uses its HuCAL technology for LI
& LO of therapeutic MAbs against undisclosed Novartis’ tar-
gets and licenses HuCAL in Novartis’ in-house drug R&D for
MAb generation. In 06/06, deal extended (number of MAbs p.a.
increased) and prolonged until 05/11, RapMAT licensed. MS
reached in 08/05, 09/07.

BHQ880 [P]; HuCAL
Gold, RapMAT [T]

EI in MorphoSys:
e9M; RF, TLF:
e25.1M; RM, SR:
undisclosed (05/04);
extension: undisclosed
(06/06)

in-
licensing
[T]

Bayer [LR] 01/04
active

In-licensing of Bayer’s human cell line HKB11 for R&D and man-
ufacturing of HuCAL MAbs. Bayer receives upgrade to HuCAL
Gold for in-house R&D in exchange.

Bayer’s human cell line
HKB11, HuCAL Gold
[T]

UP (to MorphoSys):
undisclosed

fee-for-
service
[T]

Pfizer [LE] 12/03
active

5-year deal in which MorphoSys uses its HuCAL technology for
LI & LO of therapeutic MAbs against five Pfizer targets. In
12/06, early 3-year deal extension.

HuCAL Gold [T] UP, RF, RM: >$50M
(12/03), increase to
>$100M (12/06); SR:
undisclosed

in-
licen-
sing;
fee-for-
service
[T]

Boehringer
Ingelheim (BI) [LR,
LE]

02/03
active

In-licensing of patents of ICAM-1 molecules as targets in inflam-
matory disorders (MOR101, MOR102). In exchange, MorphoSys
uses its HuCAL technology for therapeutic MAb LI against two
BI targets. In 03/05, 5-year extension incl. an option for ad-
ditional MAbs, BI licenses HuCAL Gold for in-house R&D. In
07/08, BI licenses RapMAT. MS reached in 11/06.

MOR101, MOR102 [P];
HuCAL Gold, RapMAT
[T]

mutual RM, SR: undis-
closed (02/03); UP,
TLF, RF, UM, SR:
undisclosed (03/05,
07/08)
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manufac-
turing
[P]

Lonza [LR] 01/03
until
01/08

5-year CMO framework agreement for HuCAL MAb drug manu-
facturing of owned and partnered therapeutic MAb projects (fo-
cus on partnered MAbs).

- undisclosed

in-
licensing
[T]

CAT (now: Astra
Zeneca) [LR]

12/02
until
12/12

Patent dispute settlement and in-licensing of certain of Cam-
bridge Antibody Technology (CAT) patents for use in HuCAL
technology.

CAT patents [T] LF: e5.0M; EI: 12%;
UM, SR: undisclosed

in-
licensing
[P]

ProChon Biotech
[LR]

05/02
until
07/03

In-licensing of several ProChon FGFR-3 MAbs incl. jointly iden-
tified lead MOR201 for cancer indications while ProChon retains
IP in other indications. 3-year R&D alliance. In 07/03, deal
terminated and product rights returned to ProChon.

MOR201 [P] undisclosed

in-
licensing
[T]

Xoma [LR] 02/02
until
12/12

In-licensing of Xoma’s antibody expression technology (MAb de-
velopment and production) for use in phage display-based Hu-
CAL technology.

Xoma’s antibody
expression technology,
HuCAL Gold [T]

UP: e1.1M; EI: 8.4%
(e5.5M), 5-year Hu-
CAL Gold license

fee-for-
service
[T]

Schering (now:
Bayer Schering)
[LE]

12/01
until
12/07

MorphoSys uses its HuCAL technology for joint R&D of at least
five therapeutic MAbs, several in vivo diagnostic MAbs, and ther-
apeutic and diagnostic TI. Schering conducts further R&D and
sales of all resulting products. In 12/04, 2-year deal extension.
MS reached in 07/03.

HuCAL [T] EI in MorphoSys:
6.6% (e20M); TLF,
RF, RM, SR: up to
>e200M (12/01);
extension: undisclosed
(12/04)

R&D
alliance
[P&T]

Oridis Biomed [LR] 09/01
until
09/04

MorphoSys gains access to Oridis’ human tissue bank, which con-
tains more than 2.8M samples, and uses Oridis’ protein expression
analysis expertise for TI & TV to build own drug pipeline. In
exchange, Oridis licenses certain MAbs and HuCAL technology
for in-house R&D.

HuCAL Gold, Oridis’
human tissue bank &
protein expression
analysis tech. [T]

HuCAL Gold license &
MAb access; mutual
LF: undisclosed
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fee-for-
service
[T]

Centocor (now:
Johnson &
Johnson) [LE]

12/00
until
12/07

MorphoSys uses its HuCAL technology for therapeutic MAb LI
& LO against up to 30 Centocor targets within five years and
licenses HuCAL in Centocor’s in-house drug R&D for TI. In
03/02, licensing of AutoCAL. In 12/04, 3-year deal extension.
MS reached in 08/02, 11/02, 07/03, 03/04, 08/04, 09/05, 02/06,
12/08.

Centocor immunology
and cancer MAbs [P];
HuCAL, HuCAL Gold,
AgX, AutoCAL [T]

UP: e3M, RF: up
to e19M; RM, SR:
undisclosed (12/00);
extensions: undis-
closed (03/02, 12/04)

fee-for-
service
[T]

Biogen (now:
Biogen Idec) [LE]

12/00
until
09/04

Licensing of HuCAL technology in Biogen’s in-house drug R&D
for TV in genomics research. In 01/02, deal extension and up-
grade to HuCAL Gold.

HuCAL, HuCAL Gold,
AutoCAL [T]

UP, RF, RM, SR:
undisclosed

fee-for-
service
[T]

ImmunoGen [LE] 10/00
until
05/06

MorphoSys uses its HuCAL-Fab technology for therapeutic MAb
LI & LO against one ImmunoGen cancer target. In 06/01, li-
censing of HuCAL-Fab in ImmunoGen’s in-house drug R&D for
research MAb generation. In 06/05, upgrade to HuCAL Gold.
MS reached in 04/02.

HuCAL-Fab, HuCAL
Gold [T]

TLF, RM, SR: undis-
closed (10/00); UP,
TLF: undisclosed
(06/01, 06/05)

fee-for-
service
[T]

Roche [LE] 09/00
active

MorphoSys uses its HuCAL-Fab technology for therapeutic MAb
LI & LO against a Roche target in Alzheimer’s disease. In
03/2006, deal extended to two new cancer MAb programs. MS
reached in 12/00, 03/01, 07/02, 01/06.

R1450 [P]; HuCAL-Fab,
AutoCAL [T]

UP, RM, SR: undis-
closed (09/00); UP,
RF, RM: >e10M per
program, SR: undis-
closed (03/06)

fee-for-
service
[T]

Eos Biotechnology
(now: PDL
BioPharma) [LE]

06/00
until
06/02

2-year licensing of HuCAL in Eos’ in-house drug R&D for MAb
generation, TV and proteomics research.

HuCAL, AutoCAL [T] TLF, UM, SR: undis-
closed

in-
licensing
[T]

Genentech [LR] 05/00
until
12/10

In-licensing of Genentech’s monovalent phage display screening
technology for use in HuCAL incl. sublicensing right (part of
four deals to cover HuCAL).

Genentech’s monovalent
phage display screening
technology [T]

UP, TLF, SR: undis-
closed
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fee-for-
service
[T]

ProChon Biotech
[LE]

05/00
until
Q4/03

MorphoSys uses its HuCAL-Fab technology for LI & LO of ther-
apeutic MAbs against a ProChon target (FGFR-3) in skeletal
disorders. ProChon further develops any drug candidates. MS
reached in 11/00, 07/01.

HuCAL-Fab, AutoCAL
[T]

TLF, RM, SR: undis-
closed

fee-for-
service
[T]

Bayer (now:
Bayer-Schering)
[LE]

12/99
until
12/07

MorphoSys uses its HuCAL technology to identify therapeutic
MAbs against ten Bayer targets, in vitro diagnostic MAbs, re-
search MAbs, and for TI & TV. In 01/04, Bayer license HuCAL
for in-house R&D. In 07/01, 4-year extension. In 12/05, 5-year
extension to start three or more MAbs p.a. and 25 in total. MS
reached in 02/01, 01/03.

HuCAL, HuCAL Gold,
AutoCAL [T]

UP, TLF, RF, RM,
SR: up to $50M
(12/99); extensions:
undisclosed

in-
licensing
[T]

BioSite [LR] 12/99
until
12/09

In-licensing of BioSite’s multi-chain antibody phage display tech-
nology for use in HuCAL incl. sublicensing right (part of four
deals to cover HuCAL). In exchange, BioSite gets access to cer-
tain diagnostic markers (against SR).

BioSite’s multi-chain
antibody phage display
technology [T]

UP, TLF, SR: undis-
closed

in-
licensing
[T]

SCA Ventures
(now: Enzon) [LR]

12/99
until
12/09

In-licensing of SCA Ventures’ single chain antibody (SCA) tech-
nology for use in HuCAL-scFv and for R&D purposes incl. sub-
licensing right (part of four deals to cover HuCAL).

SCA Ventures’ single
chain antibody (SCA)
technology [T]

UP, TLF, SR: undis-
closed

fee-for-
service
[T]

GPC Biotech [LE] 04/99
until
02/08

MorphoSys uses its HuCAL technology to generate therapeutic
MAbs against GPC immunology, inflammatory and oncology tar-
gets. GPC discontinued resulting product in 02/08. MS reached
in 02/00, 09/00, 07/01, 07/01, 01/04, 11/04, 01/05.

1D09C3 [P]; HuCAL [T] TLF, RM, SR: undis-
closed

fee-for-
service
[T]

Chiron (now:
Novartis) [LE]

01/99
until
01/01

2-year licensing of HuCAL technology in Chiron’s in-house drug
R&D for MAb generation.

HuCAL [T] TLF, UM, SR: undis-
closed
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fee-for-
service
[T]

DuPont Pharma
(now: Bristol-
Myers Squibb) [LE]

08/98
until
06/07

Licensing of HuCAL technology in DuPont’s in-house drug R&D
for TI & TV. In 07/00, AutoCAL technology licensed. In 01/05,
upgrade to HuCAL Gold. MS reached in 12/00, 06/01.

HuCAL, HuCAL Gold,
AutoCAL [T]

UP, TLF, UM, SR:
undisclosed

fee-for-
service
[T]

LeukoSite (later:
Millennium, now:
Takeda) [LE]

08/98
until
12/01

MorphoSys uses its HuCAL technology for therapeutic MAbs
generation against three LeukoSite inflammatory and autoim-
mune targets. In 03/00, deal extended to six Millennium targets.

HuCAL [T] UP, RF, UM, SR:
undisclosed

fee-for-
service
[T]

Pharmacia &
Upjohn (now:
Pfizer) [LE]

03/97
until
02/99

MorphoSys uses its HuCAL and SIP technologies for LI and tar-
get characterization against diseases defined by Pharmacia & Up-
john, which in exchange aims to invest $2.5M into MorphoSys
within its IPO (unclear if done).

HuCAL, SIP [T] UP: $5.5M; TLF: $8M;
RF: $14.5M (over six
years); RM: $20M

in-
licensing
[T]

Dyax [LR] 10/96
until
12/17

In-licensing of Dyax’s phage display technology for use in HuCAL
incl. sublicensing right (part of four deals to cover HuCAL). In
11/07, deal extended.

Dyax’s phage and
antibody display
technology [T]

UP, TLF, SR: undis-
closed

fee-for-
service
[T]

Boehringer
Mannheim (now:
Roche) [LE]

1995 un-
til 1997

Development of MAbs to be used in a Boehringer Mannheim
clinical diagnostic set using MorphoSys’ trinucleotide mutagene-
sis and HuCAL library technologies.

TRIM, HuCAL [T] RF, SR: undisclosed

R&D
alliance
[P&T]

Micromet, Institute
of Immunology
Munich [LE]

01/95
until
1998

Development of therapeutic MAbs against a Micromet cancer
target in cooperation with the Institute of Immunology Munich.

- undisclosed

aDeal dimension: T = Technology, P = Product, P&T = Product and Technology, O = Other

bRole of partner: LR = Licenser, LE = Licensee, EP = Equal Partner, O = Other; if LR or LE: firm’s role complementary to partner (LR if partner LE and vice versa)

cIf two dates given: first date denotes start date, second date denotes end date. If one date given: denotes deal disclosure date. Formats applied are either mm/yy, yyyy or qq/yy

dFinancial details: EI = Equity Interest, LF = Licensing Fee, LR = Licensing Royalties, MS = reached Milestone, RF = Research Funding, RM = R&D Milestones, RSM = R&D and

S&M Milestones, SM = S&M Milestone, SR = Sales Royalties, TLF = Technology Licensing Fee, UM = Unspecified Milestone (SM, RM or RSM), UP = Upfront Payment

Table 4.23.: MorphoSys AG Licensing & Acquisitions (L&A) deals as of 31.12.2008 (Source: MorphoSys’ corporate filings &

website, press search, Datamonitor, EvaluatePharma)207



4. Case studies of biopharmaceutical firms’ corporate diversification

gies. Third, MorphoSys concluded product in-licensing deals covering either intellectual

property to targets or projects in certain indications. Fourth, several R&D alliances were

signed, most of which were aimed to co-develop early-stage drug discovery projects using

MorphoSys’ antibody technology platform. Fifth, several Mergers and Acquisitions (M&A)

deals were signed to enhance the firm’s business model within the research antibody busi-

ness. Sixth, several sales and marketing (S&M) alliances were agreed on to either add new

sales channels for the research antibody business segment or to enlarge the geographical fo-

cus of commercialization of the firm’s technology platform. Finally, several manufacturing

agreements were signed to gain access to large-scale antibody manufacturing capabilities

necessary for owned and partnered drug R&D.

4.4.4. Within-case analysis

This subsection discusses MorphoSys’ corporate strategy and core business, its diversifica-

tion strategy, major diversification steps, its resulting diversification path, and its overall

corporate evolution and performance. It is based on the already presented fact base as

well as on a case study interview with MorphoSys’ Director of Corporate Communication

and Senior Strategic Analyst to the CEO, which was conducted in early 2009.

Corporate strategy and core business

In retrospect, MorphoSys might be viewed as a typical technology platform business whose

corporate objective always had been to develop and commercialize its HuCAL technology.

However, the firm states that its initial corporate strategy had been different:

“From our early days on, our strategic corporate goal was to develop our own

therapeutic products. We initially developed various protein technologies in-

cluding our HuCAL antibody technology. It was always our goal to use our

technology base primarily for our own in-house product R&D program.”

(Director of Corporate Communication, MorphoSys AG)

This initial aim had to be adapted due to several external factors, particularly the firm’s

financing environment, since the biopharmaceutical product business model is an extremely

expensive, time-consuming and risky process. As the firm acknowledges:
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“We had to adapt our initial corporate strategy to our external environment.

When being founded in 1992, it was almost impossible to receive venture capital

in Germany, particularly as a biotechnology startup. And in 1999, an IPO in

Germany would have been impossible with a business model that will not be prof-

itable over the next 15 years – such as the biopharmaceutical product business

model. Thus, our corporate strategy in 1999 was to reach break-even within the

following years – and this was only possible by licensing our technology to third

parties.” (Director of Corporate Communication, MorphoSys AG)

MorphoSys did not return to its initial strategy to enter product R&D until late 2001. Due

to its high cash-burn rate typical for product R&D and a difficult refinancing situation

following the burst of the Internet bubble, the firm had to suspend its own product R&D

only a year later. Instead, it entered a less risky business, the market for research MAbs,

in 2003 and did not return to the product R&D business until early 2006.

Today, MorphoSys’ core business is the firm’s HuCAL antibody technology. All techno-

logical and product business activities are centered around HuCAL since all other technolo-

gies are either within-technologies or add-on technologies linked to the HuCAL libraries

and all in-house and partnered product R&D programs are based on HuCAL antibodies

as compounds. This corporate core remained unchanged since 1995/96, when MorphoSys

decided to focus on HuCAL and discontinued other protein technologies. As the firm adds:

“We initially had a diverse portfolio of distinct protein technologies. In 1995/96,

we went through a focusing process and solely concentrated on the most promis-

ing one: HuCAL antibodies. I don’t expect us to diversify within this dimension

anytime soon.” (Senior Strategic Analyst to the CEO, MorphoSys AG)

Based on MorphoSys’ core business, some of the firm’s characteristics within the 8-dimen-

sional diversification profile are predetermined, such as the route of administration (in-

jection), compound class or platform technology. Others, such as drug novelty, remained

unchanged, since MorphoSys always focused on NMEs100. In the remaining four dimensions

– target class, therapeutic area, value chain focus and business model – the characteristics

changed over time, which will be highlighted further on.

100The firm admits that a me-too product strategy can also be a plausible strategy for an antibody-centered

biotechnology company. Yet, MorphoSys concentrates on NMEs.
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Diversification strategy

So far, MorphoSys’ diversification steps have always been clearly related to its existing

activities (type of diversification), i.e., its knowledge and capabilities in the field of hu-

man antibodies. The firm believes that related diversification steps are generally more

successful than somewhat less related steps and therefore plans to further stick to its core

competencies within MAbs. Not surprisingly, given the firm’s evolution, the direction of

diversification has been often technology-linked. However, other moves have been associ-

ated with current or prior products and one deal – the S&M alliance with GeneFrontier

– was a typical geographical diversification step. MorphoSys applied different modes of

diversification such as internal development, R&D and S&M alliances, licensing deals as

well as M&A activities and admits that the choice of mode is mostly opportunistic. These

preferences supposably will not change in the near future, as the firm notes:

“So far, all business development steps have been clearly related to our core

competence, our outstanding capability: human MAbs. I don’t expect us to give

up this focus any time soon. Since there is no clear preference, future steps

could apply any possible modes: in-house R&D, in- and out-licensing, R&D

alliances, as well as possibly M&A deals. Most steps are opportunity-driven

with a given mode, i.e., if there is a company for sale, you can’t negotiate an

alliance deal.” (Director of Corporate Communication, MorphoSys AG)

MorphoSys’ strategic rationale of diversification has been either growth, especially revenue

growth, and/or risk diversification of its pipeline. When discussing the firm’s most impor-

tant diversification steps, the rationale will be further highlighted. According to the firm,

risk diversification is of specific importance in its own product pipeline:

“I have had discussions with investors saying that they prefer focused one-

product companies since they diversify themselves through different investments

within their portfolio. However, given the high risks within our industry, firms,

and specifically product companies, have to diversify themselves. There are var-

ious examples of one-product focused companies who failed.”

(Director of Corporate Communication, MorphoSys AG)

However, MorphoSys acknowledges the high importance of changing preferences of capital

markets to publicly-listed firms:
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“A major component of each decision is changing preferences of capital markets,

especially with respect to one’s risk profile. You always have to take into account

whether the market is willing to accept your next diversification step or not.”

(Senior Strategic Analyst to the CEO, MorphoSys AG)

Given the firm’s current diversification profile and its focus on antibodies as innovative

drugs (NMEs) in the fields of cancer and inflammation, its future diversification adjacency

priority – according to the firm – will be the expansion of the depth of its own product

pipeline through access to additional targets and target classes. As always, concrete steps

have an opportunistic character.

Diversification steps

Given the large number of deals in Table 4.23, similar deals such as various fee-for-service

agreements will be discussed together in its evolutionary order.

The first notable corporate diversification step was the firm’s decision to focus its tech-

nology pipeline on its HuCAL antibody technology in 1995/96. This was a strategically

driven step with a clear rationale: focus all project funding on the technology with the

most promising economical future. Besides, almost no information was disclosed on these

other early technologies since this dates back to the times as a private company.

Once having focused on a single technology, MorphoSys concentrated its efforts in the fol-

lowing years on advancing its antibody technology and released its first generation HuCAL

library in 1997. In addition, it started commercializing its technologies through several

fee-for-service deals. Although being typical business development activities and no

diversification steps in a narrow sense, these deals were a central cornerstone of the firm’s

strategy and success. In the following years, MorphoSys signed a large number of deals

with renowned industry leaders101 including 12 of the top 20 pharmaceutical companies

worldwide (see Table 4.23). MorphoSys claims to having systematically approached all

larger pharmaceutical companies102. Yet, fee-for-service deals are typically opportunistic

101For instance, Astellas, Bayer, Biogen Idec, Boehringer Ingelheim, Bristol-Myers Squibb, Chiron, Daiichi

Sankyo, Eli Lilly, Johnson&Johnson (through its subsidiary Centocor), Merck & Co., Novartis, Pfizer,

Roche, Schering, Schering-Plough, Shionogi and Takeda.
102MorphoSys also concluded deals with other biotechnological firms. However, since MAbs are a very

expensive technology and since the complexity of concluding a small vs. a large deal are comparable,

the firm focused its partner activities on larger pharmaceutical companies. In addition, MorphoSys
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and depend on the partners’ willingness to sign a deal. All fee-for-service deals followed

the same principle strategic rationale: first, to validate the firm’s HuCAL antibody tech-

nology ; second, to generate profitable revenue to finance the firms further activities; and

third, to build up a pipeline of partnered drugs and thereby generate long-term revenue

potential through milestone payments and sales royalties in case resulting products reach

certain clinical development goals and/or the market. Within the first years, validating

the technology was the primary rationale crucial for its future. MorphoSys notes:

“When we decided to focus on antibodies in 1995/96, there were critics doubting

the feasibility of MAbs as therapeutics (‘too large, too complicated’). Within our

early days, we once received a letter from an executive of a German BigPharma

company stating that he sees no probability of success in our technology. Validat-

ing the technology through external partners was therefore a strategic priority

for us. In that sense, the Pharmacia & Upjohn and the DuPont deals have

been a real breakthrough and thereby a major prerequisite for our IPO in 1999.”

(Director of Corporate Communication, MorphoSys AG)

The importance of deals vary both by potential deal value and the partners’ involvement

and investment in using MorphoSys’ technologies for drug R&D. Although being valuable

technological validations and “door openers” with respect to additional partnerships and

the firm’s IPO, the early deals with Pharmacia & Upjohn and DuPont were commercially

less important103. The deal with fellow Martinsried-based biotech firm GPC Biotech, not

one of the larger contracts, significantly contributed to the firm’s skyrocketing stock price

during the Internet bubble: both firms disclosed four preclinical milestones in 2000 and

2001 – apparently a valuable proof of MorphoSys’ technology to investors boosting the

firm’s stock price the days after disclosure. In addition, GPC Biotech’s partnered MAb

project became the first HuCAL antibody to enter clinical trials in early 2005 – another

very important technology validation. The first long-term agreement having a significant

commercial importance was with Bayer in late 1999. Bayer became one of the firm’s

largest partners in the following years with several partnered MAbs in development and

ranked among MorphoSys’ top 3 partners in four out of seven years (see Table 4.19).

Similarly, the deals with Roche and the Johnson & Johnson subsidiary Centocor in late

acknowledges that many biotechnological companies use inferior humanized mouse MAbs to save costs.
103Although disclosed with a potential high deal value, Pharmacia & Upjohn decided to divest the division

cooperating with MorphoSys soon after signing the deal and consequently terminated the agreement.

DuPont only licensed MorphoSys’ technologies for in-house R&D.
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2000 and Schering in late 2001 added three of the firm’s six top 3 partners (see Table

4.19). In addition, the Roche deal was another very important technology validation since

Roche used a second antibody platform beside the successful antibody technology of its

subsidiary Genentech. Centocor became one of the top 3 partners in every single year

since 2002 when this information was first disclosed, and was the first partner advancing

an MAb into clinical phase II trials. The Schering deal most likely possessed the second

highest deal value of all deals MorphoSys signed throughout its evolution104.

In late 2001, MorphoSys announced its next major corporate diversification step: the

start of its own proprietary product development using the firm’s HuCAL antibody

platform technology as a base. MorphoSys announced its plan to focus its own activities

on the fields of inflammation, cancer and infectious diseases for drug R&D from target

identification (TI) to the proof of concept in humans (end of CII). In order to gain access

to drug targets, MorphoSys planned to “leverage its technology by using it as currency

in transactions with pharmaceutical and biotechnological partners”105. The key strategic

rational of this step was the conviction that the product business model delivers the highest

returns in the biopharmaceutical industry, as the CEO noted:

“Our existing strategy of technology commercialization has served us well for

several years but we must now adapt it to maximize value for our shareholders.

I am convinced that the new strategy is the best avenue to continued growth

and that this will be reflected in our stock’s performance in the near term.

[...] Companies that develop new therapeutic products for unmet medical needs

create the greatest value in the biotechnology industry.” (Chief Executive Officer

(CEO), MorphoSys AG (source: MorphoSys (2001: 4))

This step was primarily operationalized through three deals with Oridis Biomed (access

to human tissue bank), ProChon Biotech (in-licensing of jointly developed MOR201 MAb

in cancer indications) and Boehringer Ingelheim (in-licensing of targets for MOR101 and

MOR102 MAbs). All deals followed the same strategic rationale: gaining access to comple-

mentary capabilities, i.e., target knowledge or early research focused on target discovery,

needed to advance its own product R&D. Through the assets’ complementary nature, these

steps were knowledge-related to its activities. Coinciding with in-licensing activities, the

104Comparisons shall be handled with care: some deals did not disclose financials and others disclosed

so-called “biotech-dollars” denoting the value in the unlikely event all R&D milestones are reached.
105MorphoSys press release April 22, 2002.
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firm built up its own in-house drug discovery team hiring employees experienced in these

indications in order to guarantee an organized knowledge transfer. Through two trans-

actions with Oridis Biomed and Boehringer Ingelheim, MorphoSys used its technology as

currency following the firm’s previously announced strategy. While the decision to enter

the product business was of strategic nature, its implementation was – as in most cases –

rather opportunity driven: in the case of ProChon, MorphoSys already had a close rela-

tionship with this partner due to an ongoing fee-for-service contract and knew both target

and tailored antibody. In the case of Boehringer Ingelheim (BI), MorphoSys possessed

valuable contacts since MorphoSys’ then Chief Scientific Officer (CSO) held the position

as director of BI’s molecular biology department prior to joining MorphoSys.

In late 2002, MorphoSys decided to reverse its prior diversification step and dis-

continued its own proprietary drug R&D for most parts. Consequently, its recently

built-up in-house drug discovery team was shut down and about one fourth of its employ-

ees, mainly members of the drug discovery team, were laid off in a larger restructuring

effort, which also included the dismissal of all operational activities of the firm’s U.S. office

in Charlotte, NC (USA)106. The strategic rationale of this step was to reduce the cash burn

rate and preserve existing cash reserves since MorphoSys failed to conclude a strategic

partnership for its own projects securing additional financial resources and since merger

discussions with fellow-biotech British Biotech were terminated without result at the end

of October 2002. Alternative funding sources of biotechnological companies dried up in

parallel mainly due to falling stock market prices following the burst of the Internet bub-

ble. Since raising additional capital would have been a prerequisite for continuing product

development, this step seemed to have few alternatives – as the CEO noted:

“Continuing this aggressive agenda required that we raise new capital through

a strategic equity partnership, which proved to be very challenging.” (Chief

Executive Officer (CEO), MorphoSys AG (source: MorphoSys (2002: 4))

106Although one might comprehend the event of opening and closure of MorphoSys’ U.S. sales office in 2000

and 2002 respectively as geographic diversification followed by refocusing, these steps are not regarded

as such for two reasons: first, MorphoSys’ U.S. activities were only supportive to its main operations

located in Martinsried, Germany, and were comparatively very small. Second, the U.S. and European

pharmaceutical markets are increasingly interconnected partially driven by many transatlantic mergers

and acquisitions. Large pharmaceutical companies (‘Big Pharma’) today own research labs distributed

over various locations on both continents. Therefore, these two continents are regarded as one market

with respect to biopharmaceutical R&D – a view also shared by MorphoSys.
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Following the refocusing on its core business, MorphoSys settled the patent dispute

with Cambridge Antibody Technology (CAT) in December 2002, which was ongo-

ing since 1998 in several mutual claims. This agreement was one of several technology

in-licensing deals covering intellectual property (IP) concerning MorphoSys’ HuCAL an-

tibody technology platform and by far the most important one. Other agreements include

Dyax (1996, 2007), BioSite and SCA Ventures (both 1999), Genentech (2000), Xoma (2002)

and Eli Lilly (2005). The rationale of this strategic steps was to gain security, ensure an

invulnerable IP base and achieve a certain freedom to operate for its HuCAL platform to

dispel a major barrier in commercializing its technology platform, as the firm notes:

“The primary reason of all technology in-licensing deals related to HuCAL was

to gain a ‘freedom to operate’. The CAT agreement was of outstanding impor-

tance: the open patent situation was a major hurdle in technology commercial-

izing since potential partners feared to owing sales royalties to another company

as well and that the ongoing dispute with CAT might threaten MorphoSys’ ex-

istence and HuCAL’s future. Following the agreement with CAT, our business

really took off.” (Director of Corporate Communication, MorphoSys AG)

In retrospect, the CAT settlement was a major corporate milestone. MorphoSys’ first fee-

for-service deal thereafter with Pfizer in late 2003 was a proof of business model to capital

markets. In the following years, MorphoSys significantly increased revenue through new

fee-for-service deals such as Novartis – the largest deal at this point in time – and Novoplant

(both 2004), Merck (2005), Schering-Plough and OncoMed Pharmaceuticals (both 2006)

and many extensions of existing deals, reached profitability and positive operational cash-

flows, and tripled the number of employees from 2002 to 2008.

Following the disposal of owned drug R&D and the focus on partnered antibody R&D,

MorphoSys decided to diversify its business model in 2003 by establishing a second

business unit focusing on research and diagnostic HuCAL-derived antibodies.

The strategic rationale of this decision was to add another segment besides its partnered

therapeutic antibodies that provides a certain level of security through comparable con-

stant and profitable revenues. The firm notes:

“The set-up of our research MAb business segment comprised a defensive com-

ponent. Following our experience within product R&D, we wanted to create

a second pillar generating constant revenues and cash flows and providing a
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certain level of security.”

(Director of Corporate Communication, MorphoSys AG)

Additionally, the research antibody business segment enables MorphoSys to generate syn-

ergies on the cost side within R&D by leveraging the firm’s HuCAL technology and on

the revenue side within S&M by acquiring new customers that might be upgraded to

therapeutic antibody customers if research projects turn out to have a potential thera-

peutic application. This step was first operationalized organically in 2003 by founding

the new business unit ‘Antibodies by Design (AbD)’, which was set-up to target “pri-

marily industrial and academic institutions requiring custom-generated antibodies [...] in

non-therapeutic applications”107. However, revenues remained relatively low in 2003 and

2004 (see Table 4.19). MorphoSys soon realized that research MAbs are rather a product-

driven business targeting a completely different market segment in which the firm was not

very well known. This might explain the firm’s limited initial success in this market seg-

ment. Therefore, MorphoSys decided to acquire complementary capabilities to strengthen

its research antibody business segment. Following a strategic acquisition process, the firm

acquired the two sales-centered research antibody catalog firms Biogenesis and Serotec in

January 2005 and January 2006. As MorphoSys adds:

“Soon after having started Antibodies by Design, we realized that we lack aware-

ness and an appropriate sales channel within the market for research antibodies

targeting research institutes and early drug discovery divisions of biopharmaceu-

tical companies. Organic growth would have been strenuous. Hence, we decided

to acquire the lacking sales channels and chose two well-known brands within

this market.” (Senior Strategic Analyst to the CEO, MorphoSys AG)

Following both M&A deals, the research MAb business segment was renamed ‘AbD Serotec’.

Although of minor strategic relevance, it was further strengthened through S&M alliances

with Jerini (2005), Chemicon International and Chimera Biotech (both 2006) and Sigma-

Aldrich (2008) to co-market AbD Serotec MAbs through additional sales channels.

In fall 2004, MorphoSys initiated a geographical diversification step through a strate-

gic S&M alliance with GeneFrontier of Japan for commercialization of its HuCAL

technology. Before, MorphoSys was only able to conclude agreements with large ‘western

world’ pharmaceutical companies due to limited market access. Since the top 50 phar-

107MorphoSys press release February 5, 2004.
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maceutical companies are either based in the U.S., Western Europe or Japan, the latter

country offered huge additional growth potential with many renowned Big Pharma com-

panies such as Astellas, Daiichi Sankyo, Eisai or Takeda. Hence, the strategic rationale

was to extend the number of potential lucrative partners, as the firm adds:

“We wanted to extend the potential lucrative clientele for our partnered business.

The number of potential partners in the western world increasingly shrank since

many firms already cooperated with us or had access to a different antibody

technology such as Astra Zeneca through CAT or Amgen through Abgenix.”

(Director of Corporate Communication, MorphoSys AG)

MorphoSys claims to have searched systematically for a Japanese partner who possessed

a strong network in the Japanese pharmaceutical market and who is aware of the local

business culture. Both factors are specifically highlighted by MorphoSys as major comple-

mentary assets that were relevant for choosing a strategic partner:

“It is of high importance to Japanese companies that one already cooperates with

some other Japanese firm. In addition, the ‘cultural deal-making’ in Japan is

quite different to Europe or the U.S.. Hence, the GeneFrontier deal was a

‘door-opener’ to the large market of technology commercialization deals with

major Japanese pharmaceutical companies since GeneFrontier is an established

market player.” (Senior Strategic Analyst to the CEO, MorphoSys AG)

The S&M alliance with GeneFrontier focused first only on MorphoSys’ therapeutic anti-

body business segment. In September 2005, both partners gained Shionogi as their first

Japanese partner licensing the HuCAL technology for in-house R&D. Further deals include

Daiichi Sankyo in March 2006 and Astellas Pharma in March 2007 with both companies

acquiring therapeutic options for R&D of antibodies as drugs. Although no financial de-

tails were disclosed, the cooperation with Daiichi Sankyo is of specific importance since

it became one of MorphoSys’ top 3 partners in 2008. In 2007, MorphoSys extended the

S&M alliance with GeneFrontier to its research antibody business segment to additionally

promote its research MAbs to renowned medical research institute in Japan.

Parallel to its sales activities, MorphoSys signed several manufacturing technology in-

licensing deals to build up in-house small-scale antibody manufacturing capabilities for

discovery and preclinical purposes. Deals include Bayer (HKB11 cell line) and Crucell

(PER.C6 cell line) both in 2004 and Wacker Biotech (E.coli secretion) in 2005. With its
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first partnered projects soon arriving clinical trials, MorphoSys concludedmanufacturing

deals with contract manufacturing organizations (CMO) to gain access to large-scale man-

ufacturing facilities of clinical compounds. Lonza (2003) was chosen to produce partnered

therapeutic MAbs108, and Crucell & DSM Biologics (2004) and Wacker Biotech (2008)

mainly to manufacture owned therapeutic MAbs. Thus, MorphoSys decided not to further

expand the vertical integration of its value chain to manufacturing since this would have

involved high investments in own manufacturing capabilities.

With ongoing technology commercialization success and available financial resources, Mor-

phoSys decided to diversify its business model and re-enter the product devel-

opment business again in February 2006. As in 2001/02, the firm aimed to cover all

value chain steps until proof of concept (end of clinical phase II), but focused solely on

indications with inflammatory and oncology109. In contrast to its first attempt in 2001/02,

the firm chose a more organic and less cash consuming growth path concentrated on its

remaining in-house product candidates while the strategic rationale of this step was similar

as before, as the CEO notes:

“Proprietary products represent the highest value-added application of our Hu-

CAL technology and we are excited about our ability to explore this potential

growth driver. [...] these efforts remain comparable with our present business

model, which are predicated on a cash generative business in order to remain in-

dependent of the capital markets.” (Chief Executive Officer (CEO), MorphoSys

AG (source: MorphoSys press release February 24, 2006))

MorphoSys decided to focus most of its efforts on its most promising preclinical candidate

MOR103, which reached clinical development in early 2008. Consequently, required intel-

lectual property covering the target was in-licensed from the University of Melbourne in

January 2008. In addition, the firm decided to re-evaluate its existing MOR202 project

in additional preclinical studies. MOR101 and MOR102 were finally officially discontin-

ued after years without any disclosed development progress and an unsuccessful search for

external development partners110.

108The agreement with Lonza was a framework treaty granting access to manufacturing capacities for

partnered therapeutic antibodies. However, these capacities were never used since all partners had

their own antibody manufacturing capacities.
109In 2001, MorphoSys planned to enter infectious indications in addition to inflammatory and oncology.
110Lacking interest of external development partners might also be due to problems with a similar antibody

by Biogen Idec which raised basic questions about the MoA of MOR101 and MOR102.
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To fill up its own product pipeline and generate further growth, MorphoSys had to solve one

major challenge: gaining access to de-novo or public domain targets, i.e., comple-

mentary assets to supplement the firm’s strong knowledge base in its antibody compound

class and in lead identification and optimization (LI/LO), as basis of antibody drug prod-

uct R&D. Although faced with a similar challenge to 2001/02, MorphoSys chose a less

aggressive strategy this time and concentrated on two potential target sources: in-house

target identification and co-development agreements with partners. In addition, the firm

wants to in-license late discovery or preclinical development projects to further supple-

ment its product pipeline. So far, MorphoSys’ efforts have been concentrated on several

co-development deals, which can be grouped in two types of deals. The first deal types

are typical product co-development R&D alliances with firms having specific target

knowledge. Both partners join forces combining the partners’ complementary capabilities

in the areas of TI/TV and LI/LO respectively and sharing further development costs,

revenues and project rights. Partners are strategically selected to fit MorphoSys’ focus

of therapeutic areas and indications. In November 2008, MorphoSys signed such a deal

with Galapagos leveraging Galapagos’ target discovery platform in rheumatoid arthritis,

osteoporosis and osteoarthritis indications. In addition, Novartis granted MorphoSys cer-

tain undisclosed co-development options for selected antibody programs in a large, 10-year

fee-for-service deal signed in December 2007. The second deal types are early-stage

product discovery alliances based on its research antibody business concluded

with research institutes or other biotechnological companies having well grounded target

or target discovery knowledge. In most cases, MorphoSys offered their partners access

to its AbD Serotec research antibodies used for the partners’ research purposes at no

charge in exchange for all intellectual property and development rights of all resulting

therapeutic antibodies111. Typically, the partners were granted rights to certain milestone

payments should MorphoSys receive certain undisclosed milestones. Examples of deals

with research institutes include the Burnham Institute for Medical Research in November

2006, the Leibniz-Institut für Molekulare Pharmakologie (FMP) in April 2008 and several

undisclosed Japanese research institutes through its partner GeneFrontier. Examples of

R&D alliance with firms include ProQinase and University of Tübingen in June 2005 and

Genesis in October 2007. The latter is a very illustrative example of how MorphoSys gains

access to product candidates through this type of deals: Genesis purchased research MAbs

111In some cases, MorphoSys applied its traditional business model and sold its research antibodies. If

partners decide to progress into development for therapeutic purposes, they would need to acquire a

therapeutic option or conclude a co-development agreement.
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prior to 2007 for drug discovery purposes. As a project was progressing into preclinical

development, Genesis needed to licenses the antibody’s intellectual property (purchase of

a therapeutic option). Hence, both companies signed a co-development agreement pre-

serving Genesis’ cash reserves and granting MorphoSys access to an interesting project.

Although other biotechnological firms are presumably using research antibodies for early

drug discovery in similar deal structures, no further details were disclosed until the end of

2008. Summarizing, the strategic rationale of this second type of deals is to abstain from

potential research MAb revenues in exchange for intellectual property within a capability

of complementary nature (target knowledge) and thereby creating synergies between both

business segments. In general, these deals create a win-win situation since MorphoSys

grants access to innovative new projects and the partners get access to an expensive tech-

nology they most likely would not been able to afford in a fee-for-service deal. One has

to emphasize that these deals are focused on early-stage discovery projects and will only

contribute in the mid- to long-term to build up a broader product pipeline. Additionally,

MorphoSys’ influence in early-stage discovery is very limited and potential projects could

be in various therapeutic areas or indications not of strategic interest to MorphoSys. It

is unclear how the firm will handle such theoretical cases. Potentially, it might still sign

co-development deals but abstain from investing its own money. MorphoSys adds that

this type of deal is focused on strategically selected renowned partners such as research

institutes in the field of medical research:

“We focus our efforts on renowned medical research institutes such as Burnham

or FMP which have a proven academic track record and specific knowledge in

the fields of target discovery and validation. Thereby, this type of deal grants

MorphoSys access to a complementary knowledge area: basic research.”

(Director of Corporate Communication, MorphoSys AG)

In 2007, MorphoSys substantially transformed its business model once more. The firm

decided to conclude a single last fee-for-service deal laid-out for a long-term period

and providing the firm with substantial financial resources to transform its hybrid business

model into a product business in the long run. Thereafter, MorphoSys planned not to

sign any new fee-for-service deals with new partners any more. The deal was setup as

follows: potential partners were offered to conclude a long-term fee-for-service deal grant-

ing the partner exclusive access to MorphoSys’ technologies. Existing contracts including

partners’ renewal options will be carried on, but MorphoSys guaranteed not to sign new
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or prolong existing fee-for-service deals in therapeutic applications112 if the partners do

not have renewal options. In exchange, MorphoSys expected considerable technology li-

censing fees and research funding as well as long-term investment into partnered antibody

projects. In cooperation with the investment bank Goldman Sachs, MorphoSys approached

top-level executives of large international pharmaceutical companies. Through an auction-

like strategic bidding process, several bids were submitted and reviewed. Finally, Novartis

was selected as partner and signed a strategic alliance in December 2007. Within a 10-

year alliance, Novartis provides MorphoSys with approximately $60M per year in research

funding and technology licensing fees to establish a partnered pipeline of innovative drugs.

In addition, MorphoSys receives R&D cost reimbursements for early-stage discovery ac-

tivities and clinical development, approval milestone payments and sales royalties. Mor-

phoSys disclosed the potential deal value to be above $1B including committed payments

and probability-weighted milestone payments (excluding sales royalties)113. Additionally,

MorphoSys was granted certain undisclosed options to co-develop several programs with

Novartis. In September 2008, MorphoSys exercised its first co-development option for an

undisclosed project. Commenting the deal, MorphoSys’ CEO noted:

“This is a transforming deal for MorphoSys. [...] it offers us the perfect con-

struct to increase significantly the value of our proprietary drug development

pipeline while simultaneously maximizing our financial interest in partnered pro-

grams.” (Chief Executive Officer (CEO), MorphoSys AG (source: MorphoSys

press release December 2, 2007))

There seemed to be several strategic rationale for signing a last fee-for-service deal and

transforming its business model. First, MorphoSys wanted to become less dependent on

third parties as its commercial success depended on external factors such as the partners’

intensity of technology usage or the extension and prolongation of deals through partners.

Second, the firm’s growth potential in its current technology commercialization business

was limited as 12 out of the top 20 pharmaceutical companies already cooperated with

MorphoSys, others possessed alternative antibody technologies, and a further geographical

expansion similar to the Japanese market entry in 2004 was not achievable since all relevant

112MorphoSys still possess the right to sign any kind of deal for non-therapeutic purposes (research or

diagnostic antibodies) and to sign co-development agreements for therapeutic applications.
113Unless with other deals, for which the highest potential deal value including possible milestone payments

and sometimes sales royalties was computed, MorphoSys disclosed a milestone-probability-weighted deal

value excluding sales royalties. Therefore, a comparison with other deals is of limited meaning.
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markets were already targeted. Third, to intensify its own drug R&D, substantial financial

resources over a long time period are necessary. And fourth, MorphoSys assumed to have

chosen a relatively good point in time since it pursued a certain leverage within negotiations

as major competitors such as Abgenix or Cambridge Antibody Technology (CAT) were

acquired in recent years by large biopharmaceutical companies (Amgen and AstraZeneca

respectively), substantially lowering the number of available antibody technologies. Thus,

potential partners were under a certain urgency to secure access to one of the last remaining

antibody technologies. The firm adds:

“Our commercialization business was on its peak in 2006/2007 with several

questions arising. How many additional partnerships are we able to conclude?

Are future deals going to be financially as lucrative as prior ones? To what ex-

tent are partners using our technology, thereby determining our revenue poten-

tial? Are partners prolonging their agreements? Our business always depended

heavily on third parties – our partners. Given the need of pharmaceutical com-

panies gaining access to one of the last available antibody technologies on the

market, we had the opportunity to conclude one large, financially very attractive

deal providing us with long-term cash flows and security to focus on our owned

product development business.”

(Director of Corporate Communication, MorphoSys AG)

MorphoSys claims to having chosen Novartis for additional reasons beside its financially

very attractive offer. First and most importantly, Novartis was considered to be a very

committed partner providing many internal resources on partnered R&D efforts. This was

documented by the first Novartis fee-for-service deal signed in May 2004 and extended in

June 2006. Novartis became a top 3 partner in 2004 and is the largest partner since 2005

(see Table 4.19). In addition, it progressed its first partnered antibody project into clinical

development within only three years – a time frame far below all industry averages (see

Table A.2 for a comparison). Second, one of Novartis’ strategic corporate priorities was to

enhance its biologics business. The alliance with MorphoSys is likely to be a cornerstone

of this strategy. Third, both firms’ corporate cultures were considered as related.

Through this deal, MorphoSys not only transformed itself into a product development

business in the long run, but also gained financial freedom and a long-term perspective

to build up its own pipeline and generate substantial long-term revenue potential through

milestone payments and sales royalties in its partnered business, as the CEO notes:
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“The decision was reached to secure a single large strategic partnership in order

to (i) secure all the benefits of the partnered discovery business for the long-

term and (ii) fund the Company’s own product development.” (Chief Executive

Officer (CEO), MorphoSys AG (source: MorphoSys (2008: 9))

Additionally, the deal structure might give MorphoSys a strong negotiating position with

AbD Serotec customers attempting to purchase therapeutic options for research MAbs:

due to the exclusivity granted to Novartis, MorphoSys is not entitled to sell therapeutic

options for HuCAL antibodies to new customers114. However, MorphoSys is permitted to

develop or co-develop antibodies following the principle of its first come first serve target

exclusiveness. Hence, AbD Serotec customers might need to sign a co-development deal

with MorphoSys to develop MAbs for therapeutic purposes. This will most likely increase

MorphoSys’ negotiating power of co-development agreements and could open up interesting

future pipeline sourcing opportunities. This seems to be in line with MorphoSys’ strategic

direction of reinvesting the deal funding in owned and co-developed pipeline projects.

Diversification path: phases and profiles

MorphoSys’ corporate evolution can be comprehended in five phases. All five phases are

drawn on a time line including the most important deals and corporate development steps

within each phase, which are drafted below the corresponding phases (see Figure 4.22). In

addition, a corporate diversification profile for each phase illustrating MorphoSys’ business

model, vertical integration and horizontal diversification are shown in Figures 4.23 to 4.25.

With its first diversification phase, denoted as development of various early tech-

nologies and lasting from the firm’s founding days until 1995/96, MorphoSys applied a

pure technology platform business model. The firm concentrated solely on the develop-

ment of various undisclosed technologies, its antibody technology platform HuCAL and

its within-technology SIP. MorphoSys provided no antibody-based drug discovery services

nor did the firm develop owned or partnered products. Thus, it literally had no horizontal

diversification resulting in a very narrow diversification profile for phase one (see profile

1995/96 in Figure 4.23).

114This is of high importance due to the priorly explained target exclusiveness: every therapeutic op-

tion granted lowers the number of available targets and thereby, the potential value of the exclusive

partnership to Novartis.
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Figure 4.22.: MorphoSys AG diversification path, phases and major milestones

Source: Author

MorphoSys’ second diversification phase, denoted as focus on antibody platform

technology (development & commercialization), started in 1995/96 with the firm’s

decision to focus its technological core on one technology, its HuCAL technology platform.

Since commercialization and further technology improvement is an ongoing process, the

corresponding diversification profile is shown for a point in time typically representing this

phase before the successor phase started (see profile 1998/99 in Figure 4.23). Back then,

MorphoSys became a clearly focused technology platform company with a single technolog-

ical core. In parallel, MorphoSys started its drug discovery services offered to partners and

had some of its own very early-stage discovery projects all conducted with academic part-

ners (see Table 4.22 and Figure 4.21). By that, MorphoSys extended its vertical integration

into drug discovery and its horizontal diversification in various respects. Since all projects

were partnered and discontinued shortly afterwards, horizontal diversification has little

strategic importance. Nevertheless, two observations are of interest. First, the firm had

no therapeutic area focus since all three projects targeted different TAs and no particular

target class focus. Second, the firm remained focused on innovative therapeutics (NMEs)

as drug novelty, biological monoclonal antibodies as compound class and injections as its
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Figure 4.23.: MorphoSys AG diversification profile 1995/96 and 1998/99

Source: Author

predefined route of administration and never changed this focus afterwards. Although one

partnered project was a small molecule, this did not influence the firm’s future diversi-

fication path and was presumably only conducted due to a e0.7M public research grant

supporting this project. These first product R&D activities can be interpreted as attempts

to gain experience with applying its HuCAL technology in drug discovery.

The ongoing commercializing of MorphoSys’ technology in its second diversification phase

can be seen as huge success for four reasons. First, MorphoSys signed a large number

of fee-for-service deals including 12 of the top 20 pharmaceutical firms. Second, the firm

claims that these deals generated highly profitable drug discovery service revenues (see

Table 4.23). The average segment profit margin of the therapeutic MAb business segment

was 45% from 2005 to 2008 (MorphoSys (2008: 13)). Gross margins of its partner business

should be significantly higher as these margins were negatively influenced by R&D costs
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for its own drug projects, especially since late 2006. Third, all deals generated long-term

revenue potential through milestone payments and sales royalties, which can be interpreted

as potential future windfall profits since they do not cause any further costs. With respect

to achieved milestones, the deals with Centocor, GPC Biotech, Novartis and Roche were so

far the most successful ones since antibody projects reached clinical phases and triggered

several milestone payments to MorphoSys (see Table 4.23115). Finally, corporate figures

such as revenues with therapeutic MAbs, EBIT, operational CF, market capitalization,

employees and number of partnered MAbs all strongly grew from 1997 to 2008. MorphoSys

generated a positive operational CF since 2003 and a positive EBIT since 2004 (see Table

4.19). One has to add that therapeutic antibody revenues remained flat in three consecutive

years from 2001 to 2003. This is another proof of how important the settlement with

Cambridge Antibody Technology in December 2002 was to the firm’s success thereafter.

The firm summarizes its technology commercialization as follows:

“All fee-for-service deals have been a financial success to us since every deal gen-

erated highly profitable revenues for providing research services to partners. In

addition, long-term upside through potential milestone payments and sales roy-

alties was generated and the technology was validated. The latter was primar-

ily important within early days of commercialization.” (Director of Corporate

Communication, MorphoSys AG)

MorphoSys’ third diversification phase, denoted as owned product R&D, was started

in 2001 and was its first attempt to enter the product development business (see diversifica-

tion profile 2001/02 in Figure 4.24). The transformation into a hybrid business model also

included major adaption of the firm’s organization since it had to build up an in-house drug

R&D team. MorphoSys planned to enhance its vertical integration until CII to establish

proof of concept in humans for its own R&D projects. Nevertheless, its projects remained

limited to preclinical development. Besides, it gradually improved its existing technology

platform by releasing its add-on technologies AgX and AutoCAL denoted as second wave

in 1999/2000. Since both technologies use the HuCAL libraries and are tailored to improve

their efficiency, all technologies can be grasped as one core platform. Within its horizontal

product diversification, two dimensions are of strategic importance as the firm always re-

mained clearly focused with respect to compound class, route of administration and drug

novelty. First, all projects targeted receptors as target class. Nevertheless, the firm seemed

115Table 4.23 only tracks disclosure dates as milestone payments’ amounts were mostly undisclosed.
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Figure 4.24.: MorphoSys AG diversification profile 2001/02 and 2005

Source: Author

to have no specific target class focus since three of its four projects were either in-licensed

targets (MOR101/102) or in-licensed projects (MOR201). Second, focused therapeutic ar-

eas were oncology & immunomodulators (including inflammation) and dermatology. While

the firm planned to also target infections, this plan was not realized116. Thus, MorphoSys

remained somewhat semi-focused in this dimension.

Approximately one and a half years after having entered owned product R&D, MorphoSys

reversed its diversification into the product business, suspended or discontinued three of

four projects, laid off most members of its own drug discovery team and about 25% of

the overall workforce, and had only minor own drug R&D activities in the following years.

Although financial aspects such as scarce cash reserves might have been one reason for

terminating these projects, scientific doubts about these projects might have also been an

important reason as well. This phase was clearly unsuccessful, which is also documented
116MorphoSys press release April 22, 2002.
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by a high negative EBIT of e-24.8M and a high cash burn rate of e15.2M in 2002 (see

Table 4.19). The firm adds:

“This first attempt to enter product R&D was undoubtedly not successful. How-

ever, product R&D is highly risky with small overall success rates. Therefore,

one has to evaluate success relative to expectations or average success rates

within the industry.” (Senior Strategic Analyst to the CEO, MorphoSys AG)

Rather similar to its second phase, MorphoSys refocused on its core technological base in

2003 within its fourth diversification phase, denoted as entry into market for re-

search antibodies. Thus, it reversed its business model to a technology platform business

and leveraged its core HuCAL antibody platform technology to serve a different market

in its antibody business (see diversification profile 2005 in Figure 4.24). This second busi-

ness segment was later strengthened through the acquisition of two sales-oriented firms,

Biogenesis and Serotec, to complement MorphoSys’ strong R&D capabilities by adding

successful S&M channels within the research antibody market – a capability MorphoSys

lacked previously. Also, its vertical integration was limited to drug discovery and preclin-

ical development, both mainly for partnered projects. The firm’s horizontal diversifica-

tion slightly changed with MorphoSys focusing on ‘oncology & immunomodulators’ and

‘musculoskeletal’ as therapeutic areas and on receptors, cytokines and growth factors as

target classes. However, horizontal diversification dimensions only have limited explana-

tory power throughout this phase as MorphoSys did not undertake significant own product

R&D.

The success of this diversification phase and its corresponding steps remains somewhat in-

conclusive. On the one hand, the research MAb business segment has not been a financial

success so far. Aside from its acquisition-driven growth in 2005 and 2006, this segment

only generated little revenue growth, which was one of the firm’s two major diversification

rationales. Disclosed segment profit margins remained negative from 2005 to 2007 (-67%,

-19%, and -3% respectively) and only recently reached break-even, but remained on a

comparable low level with 2% in 2008117 (MorphoSys (2008: 13)). On the other hand, the

research MAb segment successfully operationalized the firm’s strategy to exploit synergies

between both business segments within R&D and S&M. With respect to R&D, MorphoSys

117The firm added that the research antibody business segment’s profit margin was negatively influenced

by amortization of impairment in 2008. Without this impairment charge, the profit margin would have

been 5%. In prior years, EBIT was negatively influenced by goodwill amortization.
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Figure 4.25.: MorphoSys AG diversification profile 2007/08

Source: Author

doubled the revenues with human HuCAL custom research antibodies to e2.4M from 2005

to 2008 leveraging its HuCAL technology platform (MorphoSys (2008: 10)). Within S&M,

too, the firm was able to conclude several R&D alliances providing the firm access to po-

tential medical targets and thereby generating long-term potential for its own therapeutic

antibody product R&D business.

Throughout its fifth diversification phase, denoted as re-entry into owned product

R&D, MorphoSys reversed its business model into a hybrid business by re-entering the

product business in early 2006 (see diversification profile 2007/08 in Figure 4.25). This

step was further carried on through the Novartis deal signed in December 2007, which will

transform MorphoSys in a product-centered business model in the long run. As before,

MorphoSys plans to cover product R&D until proof of concept in humans (end of CII)

and thereby expanding its vertical integration. In addition, MorphoSys launched comple-
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mentary add-on technologies denoted as third wave, supplementing its platform technology.

With respect to horizontal diversification of its product pipeline, no further change occurred

since the firm concentrated its efforts on existing drug candidates, which were further pro-

gressed into preclinical and clinical development. Besides, several R&D co-development

and early-stage product discovery alliances were signed to fill up the pipeline in the mid-

term. Since this second effort to enter the product R&D business was only started in early

2006 and since drug R&D is a time-consuming process, the success can not yet be eval-

uated. As a first success, MorphoSys’ in-house lead compound MOR103 entered clinical

phase I in early 2008. In addition, the firm concluded its first co-development agreement

based on its research antibody business with Genesis in October 2007.

Overall corporate evolution and performance

From the extensive discussion of MorphoSys’ corporate and diversification strategy, and its

diversification steps, path and phases, one can draw several case study-specific observations.

First and foremost, MorphoSys always aimed to secure higher proportions of the

firm’s value added by conducting owned proprietary product R&D since the firm be-

lieves that this offers the highest value added in the biotechnology industry (observation

1). This implies several potential adaptions of the firm’s strategy. First, a planned shift

from its technology platform towards a product-centered business model. Second, the need

for horizontal diversification into adjacencies to leverage its own core antibody capabilities.

Third, potentially future vertical forward integration to retain higher proportions of poten-

tial future sales. One can hypothesize that the expiry of some core patents of the HuCAL

antibody platform technology within the next years might also be a driver of adapting

the firm’s business models since intellectual property protection is a major prerequisite for

technology commercialization. The firm’s planned shift towards a product-centered

business model was constrained by limited financial resources in the past, which

is why MorphoSys had to postpone its transition twice (observation 2). While the firm’s

current strategy aims to develop its owned product candidates until end of CII, its fu-

ture vertical integration might be decided opportunistically driven by external

factors such as anticipated stock market reactions, available financing and/or offered L&A

deals to out-license projects (observation 3). Finally, MorphoSys markets its current

products globally in all relevant geographies as market needs do not vary significantly

(observation 4). While it conducts S&M activities in Europe and Northern America itself,
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it chose to sign a strategic S&M alliance for the Japanese market with a local firm

as it was lacking the needed managerial capabilities and/or financial resources to pursue

all geographical diversification steps itself (observation 5).

Second, diversification steps were of high importance to MorphoSys’ evolution-

ary path since they reshaped the firm’s strategy and scope several times and were crucial

to the firm’s entry into the research MAb market and to establish its own product R&D

business (observation 6). In addition, diversification steps were mainly conducted to gen-

erate revenues and/or future revenue potential, to gain access to complemen-

tary capabilities and resources, and to some extent for active risk management

purposes118 (observation 7).

Third, almost all diversification steps were closely related to its current core

business – its HuCAL antibody technology (observation 8). Furthermore, most diversifi-

cation steps were knowledge-related as they were closely related to its current busi-

ness, but of complementary nature to supplement MorphoSys’ core capabilities in

its areas of weakness and to leverage the firm’s competitive advantage in its out-

standing antibody compound knowledge (observation 9). Besides its fee-for-service

deals, most major diversification steps shown in Figure 4.22 involved complementary assets:

within diversification phase two, the S&M alliance with GeneFrontier added a sales chan-

nel to serve the formerly neglected Japanese antibody market. In phase three, MorphoSys

obtained access to target knowledge through R&D alliances and in-licensing deals to com-

plement its core antibody compound knowledge for owned drug R&D purposes. In phase

four, MorphoSys acquired two research antibody catalog firms to attain previously lacked

S&M capabilities and a sufficient degree of awareness in a newly served market segment.

In phase five, MorphoSys chose to sign in-licensing deals, early-stage product discovery

alliances and R&D alliances to access target knowledge. This complemented once again

the firm’s antibody compound capabilities for owned product development purposes.

Fourth, diversification steps became more product-related within recent years

following the firm’s changing strategy and planned business model shift whereas they were

mostly technology-related in earlier years and phases (observation 10). While some of

MorphoSys’ diversification steps were strategically planned and implemented such as its

technology add-ons or its research MAb market entry, these steps did not involve signif-

118Active risk management was mainly a driver behind the firm’s decision to enter the research MAb

market, and partially to conclude numerous strategic R&D alliances to broaden its product pipeline.
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icant external capabilities or were enabled by the firm’s outstanding MAb core business

or available financial resources. Nevertheless, most other diversification steps involv-

ing third party knowledge and capabilities such as its R&D alliances were of a rather

opportunistic nature driven by prior use of research MAbs, e.g., or personal networks

(observation 11). Besides, most of MorphoSys’ diversification steps, in which the firm

expanded its activities beyond its founding technologies, applied a mixed or external

mode through R&D alliances, licensing activities and M&A deals (observation 12). In

diversification phases three and five, MorphoSys also launched its own in-house R&D ac-

tivities, but substantially strengthened them through in-licensing and R&D alliances. In

diversification phase four, MorphoSys decided to externally strengthen its once internally

started second business segment through M&A deals.

Fifth, the firm’s overall diversification path can be comprehended as a chain of mostly

opportunistic diversification steps and several disruptive events and/or strat-

egy changes, which were often driven by external factors, mainly limited financial

resources to pursue its own drug R&D (observation 13). MorphoSys initial strategy aimed

to leverage its technology for owned product R&D, but the firm had to adapt this strat-

egy several times primarily due to lacking financial resources for own R&D: prior to its

IPO in 1999, MorphoSys concentrated its efforts solely on extensive commercialization of

its HuCAL technology to become a profitable business within some years due to antic-

ipated capital market expectations. In 2001, the firm returned to its initial strategy to

develop products internally, but had to suspend these activities as soon as late 2002 again,

partially due to lacking financial resources. In 2003, MorphoSys entered the market for

research antibodies to build up a second business segment that earns relatively stable rev-

enues and profits, which can be later reinvested into product R&D, and thereby diversified

the firm’s overall risk. Finally, MorphoSys returned to its initial strategy to develop owned

products in 2006. While internal factors such as lacking managerial capabilities or fail-

ures in product R&D might hypothetically partially explain disruptive steps as well, the

restrictive financing environment appears to play an outstanding explanatory role. This

can be shown by comparing MorphoSys’ financing situation to major competitors with

similar antibody technology platforms such as Medarex or Abgenix, which leverage their

technology primarily for owned product R&D and often consume a large two-digit or even

a three-digit million $ amount annually over many years until reaching a positive cash flow.

Take Medarex as an example: from 1999 to 2008, its negative operational CF amounted

$-721M while MorphoSys earned a positive operational CF of e51.6M. Since MorphoSys
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only received a total of e148.8M in external financing since 1992, larger investments into

owned proprietary drug R&D aside from establishing its technology platform would have

been hardly possible considering the immense cash demand and the long-term horizon

needed to successfully develop owned products (see section A.5). MorphoSys comments:

“Our diversification path does not completely reflect our initial strategy, which

aimed to establish our technology and subsequently use it to develop owned drugs

in-house. However, we did not have access to sufficient levels of funding for

our own product R&D – in contrast to some U.S.-based competitors. If we had

an equivalent financing environment, MorphoSys would be a different company

today with a larger focus on own pipeline projects. In that sense, the entry into

the research antibody market and also the extensive technology commercializa-

tion were defensive steps reflecting the comparable conservative German capital

market.” (Director of Corporate Communication, MorphoSys AG)

When re-entering the product R&D business in 2006, MorphoSys announced their intention

to retain a cash generative business in order to remain independent of capital markets –

a further proof of the very different and challenging financing environment, which hardly

enables firms to invest larger sums into product development.

Evaluating the success of the firm’s overall diversification path is somewhat difficult, also

given the long-term horizon needed to capitalize biopharmaceutical product R&D. From

the firm’s point of view, the evolutionary path seems to be quite successful since the firm

succeeded in establishing and successfully commercializing one of the leading antibody

technology platforms. This success is reflected in the most important corporate figures

such as revenue growth, EBIT, operational CF, number of employees, or number of owned

and partnered antibody projects (see Table 4.19). The firm adds:

“MorphoSys established its antibody technology as industry standard – the most

promising antibody technology on the market. Our corporate development path

was highly successful and a real managerial accomplishment.”

(Director of Corporate Communication, MorphoSys AG)

From an investor’s point of view, this might be different. MorphoSys shares were issued at

e42 during the firm’s IPO in March 1999. In 2008, a 3:1 stock split was implemented. At

the end of 2008, the share price reached e18.75 – a return of 34% over a little less than

ten years compared to its IPO prices or a yearly pre-tax return of approximately 3%.
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case study findings

This chapter provides a comparative cross-case analysis of the four case studies and thereof

derived tentative propositions (section 5.1), and subsequently discusses these propositions

in the context of the existing diversification literature (section 5.2).

5.1. Cross-case analysis and tentative propositions

The following section provides a cross-case analysis and follows the structure of the four

major research questions of this thesis, which are outlined in section 3.1.

Rationale of biopharmaceutical within-industry diversification

This thesis started by asking why biopharmaceutical firms pursue corporate diversification.

A summary and categorization of the rationale of the case study firms’ diversification

steps provided in Figure 5.1 unveils three major reasons why biopharmaceutical firms

pursue horizontal diversification: active risk management, the generation of future growth

opportunities, and access to complementary capabilities and resources necessitated for

these growth opportunities. However, their importance varies over time.

Active risk management is an important rationale if a firm’s product pipeline is narrow

or unbalanced, i.e., consists of few projects and/or is concentrated on few value chain

steps. This is typically the case in the firms’ founding years or in periods after major

product or technology failures. As all four case study firms pointed out, too narrowly

focused firms might face difficulties in surviving in the long run given low probability of

success of biopharmaceutical R&D and consequently face difficulties in securing financial

fundings. This is specifically true for product-oriented firms. As an example, both Curacyte
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Figure 5.1.: Rationale of case study firms’ diversification steps

Source: Author

and MediGene stated that a certain degree of diversification was a major prerequisite to

pursuing an IPO. Besides, a certain diversification level yields synergistic benefits with

regard to some capabilities and resources each biopharmaceutical firm has to possess,

such as an executive management or laboratories. As a consequence, there might be

a minimum degree of diversification to actively mitigate risks and achieve a sufficient

synergistic level. However, case study firms repeatedly stated that private investors tend to

favor focused one-product firms since investors can diversify risks across different portfolio

companies themselves. Hence, these are indications for agency problems between investors

and managers concerning the degree of diversification and there seem to be differences in

these agency problems between privately held and publicly listed companies.

Once firms possess this minimal degree of diversification, the rationale for additional di-

versification steps changes. Given sufficient excess financial, tangible and/or intangible

resources, firms tend to diversify their capabilities and resources to generate future growth

potential. In order to achieve this, they aim to complement their capabilities and resources

in their areas of weakness depending on the firms’ individual core competencies to generate

both revenue and cost synergies through resource complementarities. As a consequence,

corporate diversification becomes a means of business development. However, there seem to

be differences in firms’ further diversification behavior between privately held and publicly
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listed firms. While Curacyte as privately held company clearly stated it would not pursue

diversification beyond a certain point to enable an exit of its investors in the mid-term,

all three publicly listed case study firms did not reveal this constraint. These discrepan-

cies might result from differing governance and ownership structures, and differences in

access to further financial resources to pursue diversification. Summarized, this leads to

the following propositions:

P1a: Initially, active risk management is a major rationale of diversification to

balance biopharmaceutical firms’ portfolios among various technologies, projects,

therapeutic areas, indications, drug novelties, compound classes, target classes,

and/or R&D phases. Once firms achieve a certain minimum degree of diversi-

fication through a balanced portfolio, its importance declines.

P1b: Besides, biopharmaceutical firms diversify primarily to generate future

growth opportunities, and to complement their capabilities and resources necessary

to explore these opportunities.

The link between the firms’ overall strategy and their corporate diversification strategy is

of specific interest in the context of this thesis. Diversification does not seem to be an end

in itself but has to assist the firms’ overall goal, which is to maximize its own value. Hence,

proposition P2 is postulated as follows:

P2: Biopharmaceutical firms’ long-term goal is to maximize their own value. Hor-

izontal diversification or vertical integration can be ways to achieve this, but are

neither a necessary nor a sufficient condition.

The long-term goal of value maximization is also driven by the fact that most case study

firms are closely governed by their investors and possess an anchor shareholder playing

an influential role1. Hence, there remains little space for empire building or executive

employment risk reduction through extensive diversification. Table 5.1 summarizes the

value maximization strategies of all case study firms. Interestingly, strategies vary quite

a bit from each other, have different implications on horizontal diversification, vertical

integration and business models, and are heavily dependent on the firms’ unique core com-

petencies and capabilities. As an example, MorphoSys’ and 4SC’s strategies are centered

around their unique compound technology platforms. MediGene was previously focused

14SC and MediGene have the Sprüngmann family, and MorphoSys has Novartis as anchor shareholder.

Curacyte as a privately held company is owned by several VC funds and strategic investors.
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case study firm value maximization strategy

MorphoSys Leverage its antibody technology platform to develop a broad drug pipeline internally,
in R&D alliances, and externally. Increasingly focus on own projects.

MediGene Become a FIPCO with a foci on oncology and musculoskeletal late-stage clinical devel-
opment and S&M to market home-grown and in-licensed drugs.

4SC Leverage its small molecule vHTS technology platform to internally develop a broad &
closely related drug pipeline from LI to PoC. Detain from vertical forward integration.

Curacyte Facilitate value-maximizing exit for its investors in the mid-term through one-product
approach focused on the firm’s main value driver: its CIII asset Hemoximer.

Table 5.1.: Value maximization strategies of case study firms (Source: Author)

on unique biological knowledge of several indications and cancer gene therapy, and today

focuses on clinical development and, potentially, S&M. Curacyte previously centered its

core competencies around one target class and one compound class, and today focuses on

its solely remaining CIII drug. Hence, diversification can be a strategic pillar to achieve

biopharmaceutical firms’ value maximization goal, but a focused approach of several con-

tracting steps could also serve as a firm’s answer to its specific evolutionary environment.

The value maximization goal seems to have an effect on the firms’ business models favoring

a product-oriented model as this might yield higher returns while also increasing the risks

of failures – a fact acknowledged by all case study firms. However, firms can mitigate these

risks through horizontal pipeline diversification, i.e., achieving at least a certain minimum

degree of diversification. As biopharmaceutical product R&D is extremely expensive, firms

applying a horizontally diversified product-oriented business model need to secure signifi-

cant funds, which might be easier for stock exchange-listed firms. As a consequence, the

tendency towards product-oriented business models might be accompanied by a tendency

towards capital market-oriented financing. Both trends were observed in the four case

studies, as highlighted in Figure 5.2. This leads to the following propositions:

P3a: Biopharmaceutical firms’ business models tend to converge towards a product-

oriented approach as this potentially offers higher returns, but also higher risks.

P3b: Given high drug R&D costs, firms tend towards a capital market-oriented

financing approach to mitigate these risks through horizontal diversification.

Several implications on vertical integration can be derived from the value maximization

goal. First, firms tend to vertically forward integrate with owned projects maturing to se-
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Figure 5.2.: Evolution of case study firms’ business models

Source: Author

cure a higher share of their generated value added. Figure 5.3 illustrates this phenomenon.

This might also be explained by problems arising from asymmetric information within out-

licensing drug R&D projects. In earlier development phases, there are less independent

data available, i.e., data derived in clinical studies monitored by independent committees

following strict directives of regulatory agencies. Hence, the fear of hidden information

might decrease offered valuations. Moreover, the higher risk of failure of earlier-stage

projects additionally decreases values. Therefore, many entrepreneurial biopharmaceutical

firms view proof of concept (PoC) in humans as a good point in time to partner drug

projects as safety and certain efficacy aspects were already demonstrated. Second, to what

degree vertical forward integration is pursued is decided opportunistically and depends

highly on the firms’ evolutionary development and external factors, most importantly the

attractiveness of available partnering deals and the availability of sufficient financing for

in-house development. The Curacyte and MediGene case studies demonstrated this fea-

ture particularly well. Third, product-oriented firms might limit their early-stage discovery

activities once their founding projects mature and concentrate on later-stage development

of owned, in-licensed and acquired projects as result of resource position barriers, that is,

resource or knowledge specificity of new scientific ideas. In contrast, technology-oriented

or hybrid firms that possess a technology platform leveraged for drug discovery might keep

these early-stage discovery activities. While the former was observed for the two product-

oriented firms Curacyte and MediGene, the latter applied to the two hybrid firms 4SC and

MorphoSys (see Figure 5.3). Summarized, proposition P4 is postulated as follows:

P4a: As a means to maximize their own value, biopharmaceutical firms tend to

vertically forward integrate to secure as much of their value added as possible.
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Figure 5.3.: Evolution of case study firms’ vertical integration

Source: Author

P4b: Whether to pursue vertical integration is decided rather opportunistically

depending on available financing and the attractiveness of possible partnering deals.

P4c: With founding projects maturing, product-oriented firms might limit their

early-stage activities and concentrate on downstream value chain steps. In contrast,

technology-oriented or hybrid firms possessing a platform technology leveraged in

drug discovery might retain their early-stage activities.

While not primarily studied, some observations concerning geographical diversification can

be drawn. First, geographical diversification is a logical consequence once products or tech-

nologies reach the market. This could be driven by the high proportion of fixed R&D costs,

which favor geographical diversification as a means to achieve synergistic fixed cost degres-

sion effects. It might be further enabled by only marginally differing market needs across

countries within this specific industry. As a consequence, there could be lower market entry

barriers once products are approved as product offerings do not have to be adapted to,

e.g., different customer preferences. Table 5.2 exhibits geographical diversification of case

study firms’ marketed products and technologies and supports this view as they are mar-

keted in all relevant markets worldwide2. Second, as geographical diversification occurs, its

2In only one other instance, a case study firm stated that geographical considerations played a role

in a diversification step: MediGene’s acquisition of NeuroVir was also pursued to gain access to the

U.S.-based scientific and financial community, i.e., to access complementary capabilities.
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case study
firm

marketed product
or technology

geographical diversification step and strategy

MorphoSys HuCAL technology Marketed through own S&M force in Europe and North America.
S&M alliance with GeneFrontier for the Japanese market.

MediGene Eligard S&M alliance with Yamanouchi (now: Astellas) in the EU. MediGene
only owns product rights in the EU.

Veregen S&M alliance with Bradley (now: Nycomed US) for the U.S.. Veregen
so far only approved in the U.S. (as of the end of 2008).

Oracea Trade sale of marketing rights in the EU and Russia to Galderma.
MediGene only owned product rights in the EU and Russia.

4SC 4SCan technology Marketed through own S&M force in Europe and North America.
S&M alliance with Summit Pharmaceuticals for the Japanese market.

Curacyte - -

Table 5.2.: Geographical diversification of case study firms (Source: Author)

mode will be chosen opportunistically depending on factors such as financial constraints,

institutional considerations and cultural aspects. 4SC’s and MorphoSys’ strategy to en-

ter the Japanese market are good examples: both firms chose a local partner to form a

S&M alliance for their platform technologies due to different business behavior and lacking

managerial capabilities in these markets. This leads to the following propositions:

P5a: Once products or technologies reach the market, geographical diversification

occurs as it yields synergistic benefits from fixed cost degression effects of R&D

costs, and as market needs only marginally vary across countries resulting in lower

market entry barriers.

P5b: The mode of geographical diversification is chosen opportunistically, influ-

enced, e.g., by financial constraints, institutional considerations or cultural aspects.

After having discussed the rationale of diversification of biopharmaceutical firms and their

implication on business models, vertical integration and geographical diversification, the

next paragraph will highlight the characteristics and nature of biopharmaceutical within-

industry diversification.

Characteristics of biopharmaceutical within-industry diversification

The second research question asked how biopharmaceutical firms diversify, i.e., what char-

acteristics biopharmaceutical within-industry diversification typically has. This starts by
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5. Integrative analysis and discussion of case study findings

Figure 5.4.: Direction of case study firms’ diversification steps

Source: Author

examining the direction of diversification. As illustrated in Figure 5.4, the majority of

firms’ diversification steps were product-oriented3. They became even more so within

recent years, which is not surprising as firms’ business models converged towards product-

oriented approaches as well. Moreover, firms generally possess few platform technologies,

which are leveraged for various products. Therefore, they first need to develop and di-

versify their technologies, which are thereafter leveraged for technology-related product

diversification. Table 5.3 displays the coherence of firms’ most important technologies and

products. It shows that none of the case study firms developed major additional platform

technologies in-house beyond their founding technologies. Furthermore, the importance of

technology diversification decreased over time as most of the technology-related diversifi-

cation steps shown in Figure 5.4 were means to complement the firms’ existing technology

platforms. Moreover, these technology platforms were intensively leveraged to derive mul-

tiple drug projects for in-house development. With MorphoSys, 4SC, and Curacyte, three

of the examined case study firms possessed in-house developed multi-product technology

platforms. Finally, all firms complemented their technology and/or product portfolio ex-

3Note that this thesis follows a different, more strategic notion of product and technology diversification

based on the researcher’s subjective categorization and managerial perceptions derived through case

study interviews. So far, studies mostly used product sales to measure product diversification, and

R&D spent or patent filing to measure technology diversification (see subsections 2.1.2 and 2.1.3).
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case study firm technology case study firms’ most important products

MorphoSys HuCALa MOR101b, MOR102b, MOR103, MOR201b, MOR202, partnered projects
MediGene mTCRb -

EndoTAGb EndoTAG-1b

oHSVb G207b, NV1020b

ITDa -
rAAVa rAAV vaccine
CVLPa CVLP vaccine
nonec Eligardb, Veregenb, RhuDexb, Oraceab, Etomoxirb

4SC 4SCana 4SC-101, 4SC-102, 4SC-203b, 4SC-206, 4SC-301b, partnered projects
nonec 4SC-201b, 4SC-202b, 4SC-205b

Curacyte serine pro.a,b CU2010, FXa inhibitorsb, uPa inhibitorsb

PDE-4b PDE-4 inhibitorsb

nonec Hemoximerb

aFounding technology platform bAcquired in L&A deal cNo underlying technology platform

Table 5.3.: Coherence of technologies and products of case study firms (Source: Author)

ternally to foster corporate diversification. This leads to the following propositions:

P6a: Product and technology diversification occur consecutively and coherently,

and mutually reinforce, cross-fertilize and constrain each other.

P6b: Facilitated by the nature of technology platforms, which can be leveraged

for multiple product diversification steps, the direction of biopharmaceutical firms’

diversification converges towards product-oriented diversification.

As technology and product within-industry diversification of biopharmaceutical firms ap-

pear to be mutually reinforcing and converging towards product-oriented diversification,

its type of diversification and relatedness is of interest. Figure 5.5 illustrates the related-

ness of the case study firms’ evolutionary diversification steps with their activities prior to

these steps. It shows that most diversification steps were closely related to their priorly

existing capabilities and core competencies. While firms also carried out medium or less

related diversification steps, they were often of lower strategic importance, i.e., did not

involve major investment of their own funds, were supported by research grants, or aimed

to divest non-strategic products or technologies. This is true for most of these type of

steps of 4SC, Curacyte, and MorphoSys. MediGene was the only case study firm that also

pursued several less related and strategically very important diversification steps, namely

the in-licensing deals with Epitome, Atrix, and CollaGenex, and the acquisition of Munich
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5. Integrative analysis and discussion of case study findings

Figure 5.5.: Relatedness of case study firms’ diversification steps

Source: Author

Biotech. Although most of the diversification steps displayed in Figure 5.5 were closely

related, it is important to highlight that for each case study firm, relatedness refers to dif-

ferent subclasses of biopharmaceutical within-industry diversification, such as vertical inte-

gration, therapeutic areas and indications, compound classes, or target classes. Moreover,

relatedness is heavily dependent on the firms’ previous core business and capabilities and

its evolutionary development, which are summarized in Table 5.4. Hence, firms tend to di-

versify within a few subclasses of biopharmaceutical within-industry diversification around

their individual core businesses. This phenomenon can be viewed as within-industry

intra-segment diversification. This leads to the following propositions:

P7a: Biopharmaceutical firms tend to diversify closely related to their existing ca-

pabilities and core competencies of their products and/or technologies.

P7b: They pursue not only within-industry diversification, but also diversify within

few and fairly narrow subclasses of biopharmaceutical within-industry diversifica-

tion depending on the firms’ individual previous core competencies and capabilities.

This can be comprehended as within-industry intra-segment diversification.

The latter can be exemplified by the case study firms’ core competencies and businesses,

which are listed in Table 5.4. In MorphoSys’ case, almost all diversification steps were
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case study firm core competencies and businesses (diversification dimension)

MorphoSys since foundation: HuCAL (platform technology) for biological monoclonal antibodies
(compound class)

MediGene until 2002-04 : cardiovascular indications heart failure and cardiomyophathy, and var-
ious oncological indications incl. HPV (TA, indication); biological gene therapy (com-
pound class)
today: clinical development (vertical integration) in oncological and immunological in-
dications (TA, indication)

4SC until 2003 : 4SCan (platform technology) for chemical small molecules (compound class)
today: 4SCan (platform technology) for chemical small molecules (compound class);
clinical development (vertical integration) in oncological and immunological indications
(TA, indication)

Curacyte until 2007 : serine protease platform (platform technology) for chemical small molecules
(compound class) against serine proteases (target class); cardiovascular indications dis-
tributive shock and blood coagulation, and oncological indications (TA, indication)
today: late-stage clinical development (vertical integration) against cardiovascular in-
dication distributive shock (TA, indication)

Table 5.4.: Core competencies and businesses of case study firms (Source: Author)

centered around its core HuCAL technology platform used for drug R&D of a specific

compound class – biological monoclonal antibodies. The same was true for Curacyte as its

diversification steps were primarily arranged around its serine protease technology platform

used for drug R&D of another compound class – chemical small molecules. Furthermore,

Curacyte applied an even more focused approach by directing its drug R&D on a few

selected indications in two therapeutic areas and its discovery activities on one specific

target class. Until 2003, 4SC displayed a similar pattern to MorphoSys and Curacyte

as its diversification steps were centered around its 4SCan technology platform used for

drug R&D of chemical small molecules as compound class. After 2003, 4SC added owned

drug R&D activities in two therapeutic areas as a second core business, which was further

emphasized through several diversification steps. Until 2002 to 2004, MediGene had three

core businesses: its cardiovascular activities, its oncological activities, and biological gene

therapy as compound class. Following various project failures, it concentrated on clinical

development of drugs in oncological and immunological indications. Nevertheless, the

majority of its diversification steps were arranged around these cores, although MediGene

also conducted a few less related steps, as already stated.

Figure 5.5 reveals another major attribute of biopharmaceutical firms’ diversification as
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5. Integrative analysis and discussion of case study findings

most steps comprise complementary capabilities and resources4. The nature of this com-

plementarity could be manifold and is once again highly dependent on the firms’ core

capabilities and evolutionary development. They might refer to technological knowledge

to improve and advance a platform technology, target knowledge used to leverage capabili-

ties within a specific compound class, discovery and preclinical development capabilities to

complement a platform technology or target knowledge, (late-stage) clinical development

capabilities and/or financial resources to support projects’ further development, indication-

specific knowledge to launch a line extension of an existing project in a not focused ther-

apeutic area or indication, additional sales channels to foster product commercialization,

or additional projects developed in similar areas than the firms’ existing projects. In the

presence of complementary capabilities, closely related diversification could yield poten-

tial revenue-enhancing (super-additive) synergies to biopharmaceutical firms as they can

employ their existing core capabilities and knowledge in additional areas, such as new

drug R&D projects. This is of specific relevance to firms that possess platform technolo-

gies, which can be more easily leveraged for additional activities than other capabilities.

Therefore, proposition P8 is postulated as follows:

P8: While diversification tends to be generally closely related, it also often com-

prises complementary capabilities and resources to generate revenue-enhancing syn-

ergistic benefits from knowledge complementarities with firms’ core competencies.

In this context, the mode of diversification also draws some interest. Two case study firms,

MorphoSys and MediGene, stated to not have a preferred diversification mode, and admit

that it is generally chosen opportunistically and largely predefined by the diversification

opportunity. The two other firms, 4SC and Curacyte, prefer internal and to some extent

mixed mode diversification steps. 4SC reasoned this preference with difficulties in finding

external diversification opportunities that fit the firm’s strategic focus. Curacyte’s pref-

erence of home-grown development is caused by risk and cost considerations arising from

asymmetric information and might be partially explained by the firm’s negative initial ex-

perience with its first in-licensing deal that resulted in the firm’s technology breakdown only

a few months after its incorporation. Nevertheless, Figure 5.6 shows the vast majority of

case study firms’ diversification steps applied an external or mixed mode of diversification.

High resource position barriers within the biopharmaceutical industry which result from

4Note that most of the diversification steps shown in Figure 5.5 that do not comprise complementary

capabilities were focusing steps used to spin off or divest non-strategic assets of the case study firms.
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Figure 5.6.: Mode of case study firms’ diversification steps

Source: Author

knowledge specificity of resources and capabilities could explain this phenomenon. Within

this industry, many innovative products and technologies are based on scientific discover-

ies from time-consuming and expensive basic research activities conducted by universities

or research institutes. On the one hand, conducting one’s own basic research activities

that are necessary for internal diversification steps might be difficult to pursue for many

entrepreneurial biopharmaceutical companies due to financial constraints and close gover-

nance of major shareholders, which demand development of products and/or technologies

that can be commercialized in a manageable time frame to exploit commercial value added.

On the other hand, scientifically valuable and marketable discoveries are often spun off from

universities and research institutes into newly-founded entrepreneurial biopharmaceutical

start-ups. These companies then become part of a within-industry collaboration and diver-

sification process, which could result in alliances with other biopharmaceutical companies

as a means of mixed mode diversification or within-industry consolidation through mergers

and acquisitions (M&A). This leads to the following propositions:

P9a: Biopharmaceutical within-industry diversification tends to apply an external

or mixed mode, which is mainly grounded in high resource position barriers, i.e.,

high knowledge specificity of capabilities and resources, of the science-driven and

science-based business in the biopharmaceutical industry.
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Figure 5.7.: Diversification mode of case study firms’ relevant products and technologies

Source: Author

P9b: High resource position barriers promote an industry-specific diversification

paradigm that is characterized through the spin-off and out-licensing of valuable

scientific discoveries from universities and research institutes to entrepreneurial

start-ups for commercialization purposes, and subsequently a high level of inter-

firm collaboration and diversification through alliances and M&A.

These propositions can be further validated with respect to two aspects. First, all four

case study firms were founded as spin-offs from universities and/or basic research insti-

tutes. Second, the majority of their relevant products and technologies, which the firms

did not possess when being founded, were actually sourced through external or mixed mode

diversification steps, as can be seen in Figure 5.75. With respect to the latter aspect, there

seem to be differences between platform technology or hybrid firms on the one hand and

product-oriented companies on the other hand as both product-oriented firms – MediGene

and Curacyte – did not pursue significant internal diversification steps as opposed to Mor-

phoSys and 4SC. However, in all cases, external or mixed mode of diversification are a

prevailing phenomenon.

5Figure 5.7 shows the firms’ most important technologies and products as listed in Table 5.3. Note that

in the case of MediGene, several technologies were omitted as these technologies were comprehended

as being part of a single platform technology.
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High resource position barriers could then also be an explanatory variable of the previously

observed phenomenon of within-industry intra-segment diversification, i.e., the notion that

biopharmaceutical firms tend to diversify closely related to their existing capabilities within

fairly narrow subclasses of the biopharmaceutical industry (see propositions P7a and P7b).

High resource position barriers prevent them from entering less related areas for several

reasons: less related diversification could not only yield problems with redeploying exist-

ing capabilities to achieve economies of scope, but might also prevent a firm to conduct a

thorough due diligence of a potential diversification step as it is lacking the needed capa-

bilities to properly assess the value of this opportunity – a fact admitted, for instance, by

Curacyte. Hence, proposition P10 is postulated as follows:

P10: High resource position barriers favor biopharmaceutical firms in pursuing

closely related diversification over less related diversification.

Proposition P8 previously stated that in the presence of complementary capabilities, closely

related diversification could yield revenue-enhancing (super-additive) synergies. A similar

logic could apply to a specific mode of diversification: in the presence of complemen-

tary capabilities, choosing a mixed mode of diversification through an alliance or joint

venture could yield potential cost-reducing (sub-additive) synergies to biopharmaceutical

firms compared to an internal or external diversification mode as financial investments can

be reduced significantly due to inter-firm synergistic benefits from knowledge complemen-

tarities of alliance partners. Once again, this is of specific relevance to firms that possess

platform technologies such as a target identification platform or a compound platform that

can be leveraged for multiple projects due to synergistic fixed cost degression effects. It is

of lower relevance to firms that, for example, possess capabilities in clinical development as

clinical trials are to a larger extent driven by variable costs of each conducted trial. Hence,

proposition P11 is postulated as follows:

P11: In the presence of complementary capabilities, mixed mode diversification

through alliances or joint ventures could generate cost-reducing synergistic benefits

from knowledge complementarities of the partners’ distinctive core competencies.

There are several examples of this phenomenon among the examined case study firms:

4SC and MorphoSys formed multiple alliances with other biopharmaceutical firms and

academic institutions to combine their in-house compound knowledge with the partners’
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specific target knowledge and biological capabilities, and MediGene formed several R&D

alliances with pharmaceutical firms for the clinical development of own projects as it did not

possess clinical development capabilities back then and as they were expensive to acquire.

However, this does not always imply a preference towards mixed mode diversification steps.

In some instances, external or internal diversification steps might be more preferential.

Combining proposition P8 and P11, it can be hypothesized that closely related and mixed

mode diversification through alliances or joint ventures combining the partners’ comple-

mentary capabilities could yield in both cost-reducing and revenue-enhancing synergies.

While there is not sufficient anecdotal evidence for this specific type of alliance within the

case studies, it follows a theoretical logic. This leads to the following proposition:

P12: In the presence of complementary capabilities, mixed mode diversification

into closely related areas through alliances or joint ventures could generate both

cost-reducing and revenue-enhancing synergistic benefits from knowledge comple-

mentarities of the partners’ distinctive core competencies.

The second research question finally asked how biopharmaceutical firms implement within-

industry diversification, i.e., to what extent it is driven by strategic considerations vs. op-

portunistic ad-hoc decision making. Figure 5.8 shows that case study firms’ diversification

steps were often a mix of both. It should be noted that outliers to each side display a

specific character: while most of the steps denoted as purely opportunistic were conducted

to spin off or monetize intellectual property that was either strategically less important or

not applied in a specific therapeutic area or indication, most of the steps characterized as

purely strategic applied an internal mode, which have by definition a smaller opportunistic

element but are also less common, as previously outlined. The opportunistic element of

biopharmaceutical within-industry diversification is admitted by the examined case study

firms as diversification steps were driven by multiple opportunistic elements, such as prior

technology usage of partners, personal networks, access to further financing through closing

a significant L&A deal, overlapping shareholder structures, incidental contacts at indus-

try conferences, or geographical proximity. Most prominently, MediGene stated having

generated its best deals opportunistically through its personal networks. The firm sub-

stantiates this by the notion that strategically selecting and bidding for an L&A target

within an orchestrated process is almost useless for an entrepreneurial biopharmaceutical

firm as a pharmaceutical company with stronger financial muscles will likely outbid its of-
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Figure 5.8.: Implementation of case study firms’ diversification steps

Source: Author

fer. Given that MediGene raised approximately e250M of external capital throughout its

corporate history – a dimension well above all other case study firms6 and probably among

the highest in the European biotechnology scene – most entrepreneurial biopharmaceutical

firms will likely face the same problem. As a consequence, there seem to be significant

discrepancies in the implementation of within-industry diversification between commonly

examined large conglomerates and less frequently investigated small entrepreneurial firms

due to diverging firm sizes, which explain differences in access to adequate (excess) capital

to finance diversification and in inflow of potential diversification opportunities through,

for example, L&A deals. This leads to the following propositions:

P13a: Biopharmaceutical within-industry diversification of entrepreneurial com-

panies is to a significant degree driven by opportunistic elements.

P13b: The prevalence of opportunistic elements in entrepreneurial biopharmaceu-

tical firms’ diversification step is due to their smaller firm size and grounded in

fewer possibilities to generate sufficient capital necessary to finance diversification

and limited access to diversification opportunities.

After having discussed the characteristics of direction, relatedness, mode, and implementa-
6MediGene raised e249.8M, MorphoSys e148.8M, 4SC e105.8M, and Curacyte e48.6M from its incor-

poration until the end of 2008. See the respective case studies for details.
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tion of biopharmaceutical within-industry diversification, the next paragraph will highlight

the dynamics of path dependency and the firms’ evolutionary within-industry diversifica-

tion paths.

Biopharmaceutical within-industry diversification paths and their moderating factors

Summarized, the previous section characterized product and technology diversification as

a mutually reinforcing, cross-fertilizing, and reciprocal constraining process, which is gen-

erally pursued in closely related areas compared to the firms’ existing core capabilities and

resources, and often includes complementary capabilities to achieve synergistic diversifi-

cation benefits between newly acquired and existing resources. Furthermore, it tends to

follow an external or mixed mode due to high resource position barriers prevalent in the

biopharmaceutical industry, and is often implemented as a mix of strategic considerations

and opportunistically arising possibilities and ad-hoc decision making. Considering these

characteristics of biopharmaceutical within-industry intra-segment diversification, it can be

hypothesized that corporate diversification paths of these firms also follow closely related

patterns. As a consequence, the firms’ initial resource configuration of their core capabil-

ities and competencies, and path dependencies play an even more important explanatory

role in evolutionary corporate diversification paths and the firms’ organizational evolution.

This leads to the following propositions:

P14a: Biopharmaceutical firms’ evolutionary corporate diversification paths follow

a closely related pattern of acquiring new and redeploying existing capabilities and

resources in areas that are cognate to their existing corporate cores, and disposing

non-strategic assets that became less related.

P14b: As consequence of this, path dependencies and the firms’ initial resources

and capabilities play an outstanding role in comprehending their evolutionary corpo-

rate diversification paths as they both direct and delimit evolutionary diversification.

In retrospect, some firms’ diversification paths appear to be more related than others as

their current activities more closely resemble its founding ones. Among all case study

firms, this applies most to MorphoSys, followed by 4SC, Curacyte, and then MediGene –

if ranking the relatedness of firms’ diversification paths. MorphoSys and 4SC both still

possess their founding corporate cores, whereas MediGene and Curacyte discontinued or

sold their founding products and technologies, substantially shifted their corporate cores
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and today have different corporate diversification profiles (see Table 5.4). However, this

does not necessarily imply that these firms diversified in a less related manner: while

partially true in MediGene’s case, Curacyte followed a closely related diversification path.

The fact that firms dispose non-strategic assets for multiple reasons, e.g., because they

became less related to the firms’ changing core capabilities, is important to comprehend

the notion of closely related diversification as disposition is pursued to refocus the firms’

activities. All case study firms have repeatedly acquired new capabilities and resources

in several L&A deals and, besides MorphoSys, have disposed or discontinued previous

ones7. While some firms might diversify (and focus) within the same knowledge domain

over time, others might gradually add activities in closely related knowledge domains while

disposing former ones along the way. In the former case, corporate profiles remain relatively

stable, whereas they can substantially change over time in the latter one. However, in

both examples, firms could still pursue a closely related diversification strategy. Only if

comprehending a diversification path as an evolutionary chain of multiple diversification

steps, it appears to be somewhat less related. Hence, proposition P15 is postulated as

follows:

P15: Even if biopharmaceutical firms pursue closely related diversification, their

core capabilities and resources could shift over time in different knowledge domains

resulting in somewhat less related corporate diversification paths. However, this

could be a result of the firms’ evolutionary sequence of multiple, closely related

diversification and focusing steps, which cause this gradual shift.

Besides, firms’ evolutionary diversification paths could be substantially influenced by sev-

eral important moderating factors such as R&D success or R&D failure, availability of

excess capital or tight financial constraints, firms’ active pipeline prioritization, access to

L&A deals, or shareholders’ objectives and governance. Figure 5.9 summarizes the case

study firms’ diversification paths, different diversification phases, and its moderating fac-

tors. Literally all major changes in the firms’ diversification paths resulting in new diversi-

7As an example, MediGene spun off or sold its cardiovascular activities to Larnax, intellectual property

of its CVLP project to GlaxoSmithKline and Virionics, its dermatological drug Oracea to Galderma,

and its mTCR technology and derived projects to Immunocore. 4SC spun off its quattro/suite tech-

nology into quattro/research, sold its QSB project to XL TechGroup, and out-licensed its 4SC-206

project in non-strategic viral indications to ViroLogik. Curacyte sold a non-strategic technology to the

Fraunhofer-Institute for Cell Therapy and Immunology (IZI), and its complete discovery and preclinical

activities including its core serine protease technology platform to The Medicines Company.
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Figure 5.9.: Phases and moderating factors of case study firms’ diversification paths

Source: Author

fication phases and most of the firms’ important diversification steps can be to some extent

explained by some of these factors – which can be exemplified through each case study

firm. MorphoSys initially aimed to enter drug R&D, but postponed this plan to enable

its IPO by reaching the break-even point within few years. It used the excess capital from

its IPO to enter the product R&D business in 2001, and reversed this step a year later to

reduce its cash burn rate as external financing became more difficult following the burst of

the Internet bubble. To reduce its overall risk profile anticipating risk-averse shareholders

in Germany, the firm entered the research antibody market as its second business segment.

Following the huge success of its core therapeutic antibody collaborative business, Mor-

phoSys finally possessed enough internal excess capital and a strong positive cash flow to

reenter owned product R&D in 2006. MediGene initially offered unrelated DNA sequenc-

ing services to generate cash, but divested these activities following several substantial VC

financing rounds, which were partially enabled by an R&D alliance with Hoechst. Their

proceeds were reinvested in 1999 to broaden and diversify its portfolio. The firm thereby

accomplished the prerequisites to pursue an IPO. Following its successful IPO in 2000, the

firm possessed large sums of excess capital, which were used for further diversification steps.

Due to the R&D failures of Etomoxir in 2002 and the CVLP vaccine in 2003, the firm sub-

stantially focused its activities by divesting all its cardiovascular projects and capabilities,

and restructured its business to preserve its remaining cash reserves as external financing

became difficult following these failures. The approval of its drug Eligard in 2004 allowed
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MediGene to raise additional capital and diversify its portfolio through the acquisition of

Munich Biotech’s assets. Similarly, the firm used the positive news flow from Veregen’s

approval in 2006 to raise additional capital and further diversify its portfolio through the

acquisition of Avidex and the in-licensing of Oracea. Finally, the R&D success of its lead

project EndoTAG-1 in a CII trial and financial constraints caused a pipeline prioritization,

which resulted in the divestiture of Oracea and most of its early-stage activities. 4SC

initially concentrated on developing its platform technology, but entered product R&D

in 2000 as this yields higher returns to shareholders in the long run. In 2003, it focused

its activities to achieve certain synergies. The termination of an important deal for its

lead project with Serono in 2005 was a major set-back. However, it managed to secure

additional financing and gained Santo Holding as its anchor shareholder, who subsequently

underwrote several capital increases and enabled the firm to significantly diversify its port-

folio in 2008. Curacyte already had to handle a major R&D failure shortly after foundation

in early 2001. Hence, it diversified and broadened its activities throughout 2001/02 and

2005 with help of its shareholder, which provided additional capital, to regain a technology

base and foster a potential IPO for its shareholders. After deciding not to pursue an IPO,

it had to prioritize its activities to reduce the cash burn rate and to avoid further dilution

of shareholders’ value. This resulted in the sale of its discovery and preclinical activities

and the solely focus on its CIII asset. Therefore, proposition P16 is postulated as follows:

P16a: Evolutionary corporate diversification paths of biopharmaceutical firms are

substantially influenced by moderating factors, such as R&D failures, R&D success,

excess capital, financial constraints, active pipeline prioritization, access to L&A

deals, or shareholders’ objectives.

P16b: As most of these factors are exogenously given and hardly endogenously

controllable, corporate diversification paths of biopharmaceutical firms appear to

be substantially influenced by opportunistically exogenous elements aside from the

firms’ endogenous strategy.

The latter can be further exemplified by firms’ disruptive events in their diversification

paths, i.e., substantial and abrupt changes in their diversification profiles. Figure 5.10

summarizes the underlying reasons of case study firms’ disruptive events. It shows that

they were mainly caused by R&D failures, active pipeline prioritization, and financial con-

straints. As pipeline prioritization is often caused by constrained financials, it becomes

clear that the financing environment and R&D success or failure are the two most promi-
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Figure 5.10.: Reasons of disruptive events of case study firms’ diversification paths

Source: Author

nent factors influencing biopharmaceutical within-industry diversification. The previous

discussion of the case study firms’ diversification paths, which are summarized in Figure 5.9,

provides anecdotal evidence for this. This can be mainly explained by two industry-specific

characteristics. First, entrepreneurial biopharmaceutical firms mostly rely on external fi-

nancing due to lacking revenues and costly R&D, which cause high negative operational

cash flows. Second, biopharmaceutical drug R&D is a highly risky business that often

follows a ‘winner takes all’ logic. This leads to the following proposition:

P17: The ability to secure sufficient financial resources, which is strongly influ-

enced by the firms previous R&D track record, is a major influence of biopharma-

ceutical firms’ evolutionary diversification paths.

Finally, it can be hypothesized that different moderating factors have diverging implications

on the relatedness of diversification. One the one hand, significant excess capital and

disruptive events such as R&D failures might cause less related diversification steps. In the

presence of excess capital, external pressure to reinvest cash within a certain time frame

and/or managerial empire-building could cause less related steps due to lacking closely

related diversification possibilities and/or loose governance through shareholders. If R&D

failures occur, the firm might call the economic value of its corresponding resources and
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capabilities into question. The potentially depressed value of these activities could then

be a major rationale of less related diversification. The case of MediGene provides some

anecdotal evidence for this. On the other hand, financial restrictions could to a certain

degree favor closely related diversification steps as firms put more emphasis on achieving

synergies between existing and additional capabilities and resources. The cases of 4SC and

Curacyte are exemplary for this. Hence, proposition P18 is postulated as follows:

P18: Whereas significant excess capital or disruptive events such as R&D failures

could favor less related diversification, financial constraints or smaller external fi-

nancing rounds might result in closer related diversification as this potentially yields

in higher synergies between existing and new capabilities and resources.

Biopharmaceutical within-industry diversification paths and their moderating factors hav-

ing been discussed, the next paragraph will cover the characteristics of dynamic diversifi-

cation capabilities, i.e., the technological, organizational and/or managerial routines and

process needed to successfully master evolutionary diversification.

Characteristics of dynamic diversification capabilities

Throughout the past discussion, it was shown that evolutionary corporate diversification

of entrepreneurial biopharmaceutical firms can be comprehended as a resource transforma-

tion process that follows a closely related pattern and often remains concentrated within

few and fairly narrow subclasses of biopharmaceutical within-industry diversification (de-

noted as within-industry intra-segment diversification). Moreover, it became clear that

biopharmaceutical corporate diversification is a complex construct, which is influenced

by numerous moderating variables throughout its path-dependent evolutionary develop-

ment and might result in different resource configurations over time. Figure 5.11 aims to

grasp and summarize the most important dimensions and variables to form an explanatory

dynamic framework of biopharmaceutical within-industry intra-segment corporate diver-

sification. Therein, biopharmaceutical firms’ corporate diversification strategy is compre-

hended as the resulting mix of strategic considerations, which can be characterized by the

rationale, direction, relatedness and mode of diversification, and implementation charac-

teristics, which involve both strategic thoughts and opportunistic ad-hoc decision making,

and is guided by the firms’ overall corporate strategy. Moreover, it is significantly influ-

enced by a broad set of industry-specific environmental variables, some of which can be
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Figure 5.11.: Dynamic framework of biopharmaceutical corporate diversification

Source: Author

translated to constructs that are commonly studied by scholars examining the corporate

diversification topic8. These environmental variables are to a large degree of exogenous

nature, are partially randomly occurring and rapidly changing, and might have signifi-

cant and potentially disruptive (positive or negative) effects on the firms’ evolution, such

as the financing environment, success of scientific R&D, success of L&A partnering and

commercialization activities, or access to possible L&A deals. Hence, the firms’ corporate

diversification strategy and various influences of environmental variables result in changing

degree of diversification throughout their path-dependent evolutionary development, which

are only partially controllable and predictable by the firms.

Due to these characteristics, corporate diversification of entrepreneurial biopharmaceutical

firms becomes an experimental, fragile, and to a significant degree randomly occurring

process. To successfully master this process in a high-velocity industry such as the bio-

pharmaceutical industry, it can be hypothesized that biopharmaceutical firms need specific

dynamic capabilities, which are therefore denoted as dynamic diversification capabil-

8As an example, the success of R&D, L&A partnering, and commercialization activities refers to an

entrepreneurial biopharmaceutical firm’s prior performance as its financial figures are of limited ex-

planatory power. Industry segments’ structure refer to market attractiveness of different segments of

the biopharmaceutical industry, such as a specific therapeutic area. The maturity of products and

technologies is a proxy of firm size and/or firm structure.
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ities. They refer to technological, organizational and managerial routines and processes

that are employed to implement corporate diversification as an evolutionary resource trans-

formation process. They act and react in advance and in response to the firms’ changing

environment. Dynamic diversification capabilities encompass strategic decisions concerning

various topics such as product and technology development, geographical coverage, exter-

nal financing, potential alliances, licensing and M&A deals, or business model adaptions.

Due to rapidly changing environments, they include both strategic planning and ad-hoc

decision making. They are highly path-dependent in their emergence and incorporate past

experiences and cumulative learning of the firms and their executive management9. This

leads to the following propositions:

P19a: Dynamic diversification capabilities are those technological, organizational,

and managerial capabilities that shape biopharmaceutical firms’ evolutionary cor-

porate within-industry diversification as resource transformation process.

P19b: They are needed to master strategic decisions, such as product and technol-

ogy development, geographical coverage, external financing, alliances, L&A deals,

or business model adaptions, to react fast to rapidly changing, significantly exoge-

nously driven environments by adapting the firms’ strategic resource configuration.

Dynamic diversification capabilities comprise several components, most importantly trans-

actional, technological, allocation, and organizational competences (see Figure 5.12). Trans-

actional competences are those managerial and organizational capabilities that are neces-

sary for the identification, economic evaluation, and execution of potential diversification

steps. Technological competences are those technical capabilities needed, e.g., within a due

diligence, to assess the attractiveness and commercial potential of diversification opportu-

nities in the technologically highly complex surrounding of biopharmaceutical R&D. They

are part of the firms’ existing technological capabilities needed to develop products and

technology platforms, but might be complemented by external capabilities and resources

as well. Allocation competences are managerial and organizational capabilities necessary to

efficiently allocate the firms’ capabilities and resources on the most promising projects, and

thereby form its resource transformation process. Organizational competences are those

capabilities that are needed to efficiently implement and successfully carry out corporate

diversification. Hence, proposition P20 is postulated as follows:

9This explicitly includes the executive management’s past experiences and learning gained in prior em-

ployments in different firms and potentially other industries.
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Figure 5.12.: Components of dynamic diversification capabilities

Source: Author based on Dosi and Nelson (1994)

P20: To master firms’ evolutionary resource transformation process by acquiring

new, and redeploy or dispose existing resources and capabilities in an efficient and

effective way, dynamic diversification capabilities need to comprise transactional,

technological, allocation, and organizational competences.

Previous authors have frequently attributed diversification success to the relatedness of

corporate diversification (see section 2.1.4). In high-velocity industries such as the bio-

pharmaceutical industry, in which success or failure of firms’ science-driven activities are

significantly influenced by exogenous, to some degree randomly occurring, rapidly chang-

ing, and only partially controllable environmental variables, it can be argued that related-

ness might not play a significant explanatory effect of diversification success. Relatedness

might be rather a necessary condition to redeploy firms’ existing resources and capabil-

ities through within-industry intra-segment diversification due to high resource position

barriers, as postulated in propositions P7a, P7b, and P10. Instead, it is herein theo-

rized that firms could generate diversification benefits through their ability to learn from

their past experiences (learning curve benefits), to consequently and adequately react to

changing exogenous and endogenous environments through timely resource reconfiguration

(economies of speed), and to carry out this resource transformation process in a resource-

conserving efficient way (cost efficiencies). As dynamic diversification capabilities and their

four proposed components master the corporate diversification process, firms’ profoundly

developed dynamic diversification capabilities could be attributed to generate long-term
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competitive advantage and success. It should be acknowledged that a firm’s individual

success is nonetheless to a significant degree driven by (partly) exogenous variables, such

as R&D success or failure. Nevertheless, profoundly developed dynamic diversification ca-

pabilities can help firms to minimize their losses from failures of experimental projects, and

to shift resources and capabilities to more promising projects through timely and active

risk management. This leads to the following propositions:

P21a: In high-velocity industries characterized through exogenous, rapidly chang-

ing, partially randomly occurring and not controllable environmental variables,

profoundly developed dynamic diversification capabilities are necessary to gener-

ate long-term competitive advantage through evolutionary corporate diversification.

P21b: In contrast, relatedness of corporate diversification might be less important

to success as diversification of entrepreneurial biopharmaceutical firms generally

follows a closely related, within-industry intra-segment pattern due to high resource

position barriers prevalent in this specific industry.

P21c: Profoundly developed dynamic diversification capabilities are characterized

through learning curve benefits, economies of speed, and cost efficiencies, i.e., in-

corporate firms’ path-dependent previous experiences, are carried out fast and rig-

orously, and aim to efficiently use the firms’ scarce resources.

It shall be noted that some of these characteristics are hard to reveal from an outside

perspective as firms tend to not officially discontinue less promising products or technologies

as they hope to generate some value from discontinued or de-prioritized projects through

L&A-deals. However, several firms directly or indirectly acknowledged the characteristics

noted in proposition P21c. For example, Curacyte’s former CFO stated that “active risk

management of the product pipeline, especially with respect to the early discontinuation

of less promising projects, is the art of management of a biopharmaceutical firm”.

This section extensively discussed the rationale and characteristics of biopharmaceutical

within-industry diversification, the dynamics and path-dependency of evolutionary diver-

sification paths, and the emerging theoretical construct of dynamic diversification capa-

bilities as means of orchestrating routines and processes of corporate diversification (see

Table 5.5 for a summary of all tentative propositions). The next section confronts these

tentative propositions with the existing literature.
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no. tentative proposition

P1a Initially, active risk management is a major rationale of diversification to balance biopharmaceutical
firms’ portfolios among various technologies, projects, therapeutic areas, indications, drug novelties,
compound classes, target classes, and/or R&D phases. Once firms achieve a certain minimum degree
of diversification through a balanced portfolio, its importance declines.

P1b Besides, biopharmaceutical firms diversify primarily to generate future growth opportunities, and to
complement their capabilities and resources necessary to explore these opportunities.

P2 Biopharmaceutical firms’ long-term goal is to maximize their own value. Horizontal diversification or
vertical integration can be ways to achieve this, but are neither a necessary nor a sufficient condition.

P3a Biopharmaceutical firms’ business models tend to converge towards a product-oriented approach as this
potentially offers higher returns, but also higher risks.

P3b Given high drug R&D costs, firms tend towards a capital market-oriented financing approach to mitigate
these risks through horizontal diversification.

P4a As a means to maximize their own value, biopharmaceutical firms tend to vertically forward integrate
to secure as much of their value added as possible.

P4b Whether to pursue vertical integration is decided rather opportunistically depending on available financ-
ing and the attractiveness of possible partnering deals.

P4c With founding projects maturing, product-oriented firms might limit their early-stage activities and con-
centrate on downstream value chain steps. In contrast, technology-oriented or hybrid firms possessing
a platform technology leveraged in drug discovery might retain their early-stage activities.

P5a Once products or technologies reach the market, geographical diversification occurs as it yields syner-
gistic benefits from fixed cost degression effects of R&D costs, and as market needs only marginally
vary across countries resulting in lower market entry barriers.

P5b The mode of geographical diversification is chosen opportunistically, influenced, e.g., by financial con-
straints, institutional considerations or cultural aspects.

P6a Product and technology diversification occur consecutively and coherently, and mutually reinforce, cross-
fertilize and constrain each other.

P6b Facilitated by the nature of technology platforms, which can be leveraged for multiple product diversifica-
tion steps, the direction of biopharmaceutical firms’ diversification converges towards product-oriented
diversification.

P7a Biopharmaceutical firms tend to diversify closely related to their existing capabilities and core compe-
tencies of their products and/or technologies.

P7b They pursue not only within-industry diversification, but also diversify within few and fairly narrow
subclasses of biopharmaceutical within-industry diversification depending on the firms’ individual pre-
vious core competencies and capabilities. This can be comprehended as within-industry intra-segment
diversification.

P8 While diversification tends to be generally closely related, it also often comprises complementary ca-
pabilities and resources to generate revenue-enhancing synergistic benefits from knowledge complemen-
tarities with firms’ core competencies.

Table 5.5: Summary of tentative propositions – continued on next page
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no. tentative proposition

P9a Biopharmaceutical within-industry diversification tends to apply an external or mixed mode, which is
mainly grounded in high resource position barriers, i.e., high knowledge specificity of capabilities and
resources, of the science-driven and science-based business in the biopharmaceutical industry.

P9b High resource position barriers promote an industry-specific diversification paradigm that is charac-
terized through the spin-off and out-licensing of valuable scientific discoveries from universities and
research institutes to entrepreneurial start-ups for commercialization purposes, and subsequently a high
level of inter-firm collaboration and diversification through alliances and M&A.

P10 High resource position barriers favor biopharmaceutical firms in pursuing closely related diversification
over less related diversification.

P11 In the presence of complementary capabilities, mixed mode diversification through alliances or joint ven-
tures could generate cost-reducing synergistic benefits from knowledge complementarities of the partners’
distinctive core competencies.

P12 In the presence of complementary capabilities, mixed mode diversification into closely related areas
through alliances or joint ventures could generate both cost-reducing and revenue-enhancing synergistic
benefits from knowledge complementarities of the partners’ distinctive core competencies.

P13a Biopharmaceutical within-industry diversification of entrepreneurial companies is to a significant degree
driven by opportunistic elements.

P13b The prevalence of opportunistic elements in entrepreneurial biopharmaceutical firms’ diversification
step is due to their smaller firm size and grounded in fewer possibilities to generate sufficient capital
necessary to finance diversification and limited access to diversification opportunities.

P14a Biopharmaceutical firms’ evolutionary corporate diversification paths follow a closely related pattern
of acquiring new and redeploying existing capabilities and resources in areas that are cognate to their
existing corporate cores, and disposing non-strategic assets that became less related.

P14b As consequence of this, path dependencies and the firms’ initial resources and capabilities play an
outstanding role in comprehending their evolutionary corporate diversification paths as they both direct
and delimit evolutionary diversification.

P15 Even if biopharmaceutical firms pursue closely related diversification, their core capabilities and re-
sources could shift over time in different knowledge domains resulting in somewhat less related corporate
diversification paths. However, this could be a result of the firms’ evolutionary sequence of multiple,
closely related diversification and focusing steps, which cause this gradual shift.

P16a Evolutionary corporate diversification paths of biopharmaceutical firms are substantially influenced by
moderating factors, such as R&D failures, R&D success, excess capital, financial constraints, active
pipeline prioritization, access to L&A deals, or shareholders’ objectives.

P16b As most of these factors are exogenously given and hardly endogenously controllable, corporate diver-
sification paths of biopharmaceutical firms appear to be substantially influenced by opportunistically
exogenous elements aside from the firms’ endogenous strategy.

P17 The ability to secure sufficient financial resources, which is strongly influenced by the firms previous
R&D track record, is a major influence of biopharmaceutical firms’ evolutionary diversification paths.

P18 Whereas significant excess capital or disruptive events such as R&D failures could favor less related
diversification, financial constraints or smaller external financing rounds might result in closer related
diversification as this potentially yields in higher synergies between existing and new capabilities and
resources.

Table 5.5: Summary of tentative propositions – continued on next page
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no. tentative proposition

P19a Dynamic diversification capabilities are those technological, organizational, and managerial capabilities
that shape biopharmaceutical firms’ evolutionary corporate within-industry diversification as resource
transformation process.

P19b They are needed to master strategic decisions, such as product and technology development, geograph-
ical coverage, external financing, alliances, L&A deals, or business model adaptions, to react fast to
rapidly changing, significantly exogenously driven environments by adapting the firms’ strategic resource
configuration.

P20 To master firms’ evolutionary resource transformation process by acquiring new, and redeploy or dispose
existing resources and capabilities in an efficient and effective way, dynamic diversification capabilities
need to comprise transactional, technological, allocation, and organizational competences.

P21a In high-velocity industries characterized through exogenous, rapidly changing, partially randomly oc-
curring and not controllable environmental variables, profoundly developed dynamic diversification ca-
pabilities are necessary to generate long-term competitive advantage through evolutionary corporate
diversification.

P21b In contrast, relatedness of corporate diversification might be less important to success as diversification
of entrepreneurial biopharmaceutical firms generally follows a closely related, within-industry intra-
segment pattern due to high resource position barriers prevalent in this specific industry.

P21c Profoundly developed dynamic diversification capabilities are characterized through learning curve ben-
efits, economies of speed, and cost efficiencies, i.e., incorporate firms’ path-dependent previous experi-
ences, are carried out fast and rigorously, and aim to efficiently use the firms’ scarce resources.

Table 5.5.: Summary of tentative propositions of cross-case analysis (Source: Author)

5.2. Discussion and contributions to literature

The following section discusses the contributions of this thesis to the diversification liter-

ature. Derived from the previous cross-case analysis and built upon its therein postulated

tentative propositions, it presents seven relevant contributions.

As the first contribution, is was shown that biopharmaceutical diversification often fol-

lows a closely related pattern not only within the biopharmaceutical industry, but also

within few and fairly narrow subclasses of the industry, i.e., biopharmaceutical firms diver-

sify into areas that are closely related to their existing capabilities and core competencies.

This phenomenon was characterized as within-industry intra-segment diversification

(propositions P7a, P7b, P14a). While excess capital and R&D failures could promote less

related diversification, financial constraints were associated with closer related diversifica-

tion (proposition P18). The industry’s high resource position barriers were considered

as explanation of this phenomenon: as resources become more context-specific and less mo-

bile, firms tend to follow more closely related diversification paths as a means to achieve
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synergistic benefits through resource redeployment (proposition P10). As a consequence of

closely related diversification paths, firms’ initial core capabilities and competencies

and path dependencies are crucial to comprehend corporate diversification as dynamic

evolutionary resource transformation process. More precisely, initial core capabilities and

competencies determine firms’ point of departure, from which diversification takes place.

Together with path dependencies, they delimit firms’ evolutionary diversification due to

closely related diversification patterns (proposition P14b). Nevertheless, a firm’s core ca-

pabilities and competencies could shift over time into different knowledge domains, which

mostly occurs gradually as a sequence of multiple closely related diversification and focus-

ing steps (proposition P15). These findings have several literature implications. First, this

thesis answers recent calls for more fine-grained investigation of corporate diversification,

i.e., to analyze corporate within-industry diversification (Stern and Henderson (2004), Li

and Greenwood (2004), zu Knyphausen-Aufseß, Zaby, and Kind (2006: 216), Tanriverdi

and Lee (2008)). It shows that biopharmaceutical diversification is highly context-specific

and occurs in few and fairly narrow subclasses of this industry such as therapeutic areas,

indications, compound classes, or target classes. This is congruent with previous research

findings highlighting these four subclasses as fundamental to understand diversification in

the biopharmaceutical industry (zu Knyphausen-Aufseß, Zaby, and Kind (2006: 209, 216),

Kind and zu Knyphausen-Aufseß (2007)), noting that innovation in one therapeutic area

does not imply a higher probability of success in other areas (Malerba and Orsenigo (2006:

70)), and stating that pharmaceutical diversification at the 4-digit SIC code level is at

most only superficially related (Hill and Hansen (1991)). However, these findings draw

a significantly diverging picture of corporate diversification compared to most previous

scholars as they suggest examining diversification at a more fine-grained level of detail,

i.e., within a certain industry or even within certain segments of an industry. Second,

these findings thereby call common SIC-based corporate diversification measures and their

empirical results into question as these measures are, e.g., too broad, do not measure corpo-

rate diversification on an accurate level, and only provide limited information on strategic

relatedness as they primarily focus on similarities in materials and product-market con-

figurations (Markides and Williamson (1994, 1996), Robins and Wiersema (1995), Dooley

et al. (1996), Acar and Sankaran (1999), Silverman (1999), zu Knyphausen-Aufseß (2000:

476), Stern and Henderson (2004)) with production relatedness between two areas not nec-

essarily implying synergies, such as in the case of drugs and chemicals (Davis and Thomas

(1993)). Third, the concept of resource position barriers was considered as major determi-
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nant of corporate diversification as resource sharing is highly context-specific and resources

could be immobile even across product lines within one industry (Wernerfelt (1984), Stern

and Henderson (2004)). Whether corporate diversification follows more or less related

patterns highly depends on the knowledge specificity of the examined industries. High

resource position barriers might prevent firms from realizing synergies from diversification,

which arise from better employment of existing resources and development or acquisition of

new ones (Markides and Williamson (1996)). However, previous corporate diversification

research has so far mostly neglected this concept. Hence, in the presence of comparable

resource position barriers, one might also observe the emerging phenomenon of within-

industry intra-segment diversification in other industries. Fourth, these findings highlight

the importance of firms’ initial resource configurations and path dependencies to firms’

evolutionary corporate diversification. For example, firms’ heterogeneity could amplify

over time as result of small initial differences in resource configurations and path depen-

dencies (Wernerfelt (2011)). As a consequence, longitudinal instead of purely quantitative

diversification research designs, which have been applied by most scholars so far, might be

more fruitful to further investigate these characteristics (Frechet and Pardo (2005)). Based

on this contribution, previous findings on the functional relationship between corporate di-

versification and firm performance, which were summarized in subsection 2.1.4 expanding

an explanatory model by Palich et al. (2000), might be contested.

Second, product and technological diversification were characterized as mutually re-

inforcing, cross-fertilizing and coherent processes, i.e., product and technologi-

cal diversification occur knowledge-related and non-randomly linked benefiting from each

other (proposition P6a). Biopharmaceutical diversification tends to converge towards

product-oriented diversification, that is, firms first engage in product-related technol-

ogy diversification followed by technology-related product diversification leveraging their

existing knowledge base of unique technologies to generate competitive advantage (proposi-

tion P6b). Once biopharmaceutical products or technologies reach the market, geograph-

ical diversification mostly occurs due to high fixed R&D cost degression effects and

marginally varying market needs while the mode of geographical diversification is mostly

chosen opportunistically (propositions P5a, P5b). These findings have several implica-

tions. First, they support the knowledge-relatedness or coherence hypothesis that states

that product and technology diversification occur coherently in a mutually reinforcing and

cross-fertilizing evolutionary push-pull process that benefits from synergies through, e.g.,

economies of scope (Teece et al. (1994), Granstrand (1998), Silverman (1999), Piscitello
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(2000, 2004), Breschi et al. (2003, 2004), Suzuki and Kodama (2004)). As a consequence,

firms tend to diversify into knowledge-related product areas in which they can best ex-

ploit their existing technologies and vice versa. Whether diversification is considered as

more or less related does not only depend on one dimension, such as product or technol-

ogy relatedness, but on various diversification dimensions10. However, previous research

has mostly neglected this multi-dimensionality and indeed focused on selected aspects of

the corporate diversification phenomenon. Second, they underscore the view that com-

petitive advantage is ultimately generated through differences in product offerings – not

technologies – although technologies could explain differences in firms’ scope and com-

petitive position (Patel and Pavitt (1997), Pavitt (1998)). D’Este (2005) showed that

pharmaceutical firms acquire technological capabilities in similar technology fields. Hence,

thorough developed organizational competences to translate technological diversification

and knowledge into offered products and processes are crucial to achieve and sustain com-

petitive advantage (Pavitt (1998), D’Este (2005)). Third, they draw a different picture

of geographical diversification in a high-tech industry such as the biopharmaceutical in-

dustry, which is characterized through expensive technology and product development, a

high proportion of fixed R&D costs and a low variance in market needs across different

geographies. While mostly stated as strategic option, in the biopharmaceutical industry,

geographical diversification might be rather understood as corollary or strategic imper-

ative to achieve competitiveness once products are marketed and could be implemented

opportunistically using different modes of diversification. Hence, technology-based firms

have incentives to economize increasingly expensive technologies through, e.g., geographic

diversification11 (Granstrand (1998)). Besides, little is known whether analog properties of

geographical diversification are prevalent in other high-tech industries which display similar

characteristics, such as semiconductors or medical technology. Based on this contribution,

diversification should be rather grasped as a multidimensional phenomenon that incorpo-

rates technological and product-market attributes, and which might naturally result in

geographical diversification in some specific industry settings.

Third, it was shown that biopharmaceutical diversification does not only follow a closely

10As an example, a technology-related product diversification into a new product area of one firm should

be considered as more related compared to product diversification into the same new product area of

another firm which does not possess the underlying technological competences.
11Besides geographic diversification, Granstrand (1998) named technology-related product diversification,

external technology sourcing and marketing, R&D rationalization, and technology-related partnering

as the other four options to master the challenge of increasingly expensive technologies.
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related pattern, but also often comprises complementary capabilities and resources

as this bears the potential to generate revenue-enhancing synergies with existing re-

sources (proposition P8). In addition, the generation of further growth opportunities

and the complementation of existing capabilities and resources to explore growth

were considered as major diversification rationales of biopharmaceutical firms while ac-

tive risk management was only pictured as an initial rationale as long as firms have not

yet achieved a certain minimum degree of diversification (propositions P1a, P1b). This

has several implications. First, it supports previous findings describing biopharmaceutical

firms’ search for complementary resources and capabilities as a major diversification ra-

tionale12 (Kind and zu Knyphausen-Aufseß (2007)) as this yields synergies with existing

core competencies (Mathews (2003), zu Knyphausen-Aufseß, Zaby, and Kind (2006: 210)).

It is somewhat contrary to previous findings describing diversification of pharmaceutical

firms as mainly driven by the attempt to reduce risk (Hill and Hansen (1991)). The fact

that further risk reduction beyond a certain minimum degree of diversification was not a

major rationale of entrepreneurial biopharmaceutical firms might be explained by limited

financial resources of these firms, which mostly rely on external financing as they often do

not yet record positive cash flows. Second, as the large majority of previous research has

not captured complementarities in the context of corporate diversification, it adds to the

few existing publications. Complementary capabilities and resources could be a potential

source of knowledge-relatedness13. It can be hypothesized that complementary capabilities

and resources are a moderating variable of the diversification-performance relation. Chiu

et al. (2008) considered them to be a moderating variable of the relationship between

technological diversification and performance with complementarities in marketing and

human capital having a positive and complementarities in production having a negative

moderating effect. Furthermore, complementary related within-industry diversification on

both the supply and demand side were seen as performance enhancing (Tanriverdi and

Lee (2008)). However, the latter result might only be transferable to industries in which

network externalities are strongly prevalent – which is not the case in the biopharmaceu-

tical industry. Summarized, this contribution suggests further investigation of the role

of complementarities in diversification as they might play an important role in further

understanding corporate diversification that is so far under-investigated.

12This was considered to be the case for so-called input deals and throughput deals whereas output deals,

i.e., deals to out-license or sell resources and capabilities, were considered to follow other rationales.
13Besides complementarities, Breschi et al. (2003) noted commonalities and proximity as the two other

potential sources. However, this relationship was not empirically tested.
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Fourth, it was shown that biopharmaceutical diversification often applies an external or

mixed mode, which was explained by high resource position barriers prevalent in

the biopharmaceutical industry (proposition P9a). Thus, high resource position barriers

were considered as an explanation of an industry-specific diversification paradigm in

the biopharmaceutical industry, which is characterized by a high level of collaboration

through alliances and M&A between multiple stakeholders such as universities, research

institutes, biopharmaceutical firms, and pharmaceutical companies (proposition P9b). In

addition, in the presence of complementary capabilities and closely related diversification,

mixed mode diversification through, e.g., alliances was hypothesized as being partic-

ularly preferential due to cost-reducing and revenue-enhancing synergies of the alliance

partners’ complementary-related resource configurations (propositions P11, P12). These

findings are congruent with results from the few other scholars examining this relationship.

Thus, firms are more likely to pursue external diversification through acquisitive entry into

markets that are characterized through higher barriers to entry, that is, in environments

characterized through, e.g., economies of speed, resource complementarities, and resource

novelty such as in the biopharmaceutical industry (Yip (1982), Mathews (2003)). As a

consequence, biotechnological firms’ high specialization in very narrow activity fields are

“the basis of the technological alliances between biotechnology firms and large pharmas”

(Mathews (2003: 1174)) as entrepreneurial biopharmaceutical firms can hardly acquire

all necessary resources internally, resulting in alliances and M&A (Patzelt et al. (2007)).

However, besides the existence of several publications, the concept of resource position

barriers and its moderating effect on corporate diversification is so far under-investigated.

As an example, differences between various external resource sourcing strategies, e.g., ac-

quisitions versus alliances, and the hypothesized benefits of mixed mode diversification in

the biopharmaceutical industry remain to be verified14. Summarized, this contribution

adds to the understanding of the choice of mode of diversification while differences and its

moderating factors remain to be further understood.

Fifth, due to firm size differences, corporate diversification of entrepreneurial firms was

characterized as being substantially influenced by opportunistic elements as these firms

face a different, more limiting corporate environment, e.g., fewer financing opportunities

14Although Carayannopoulos and Auster (2010) somewhat examined this topic and considered acquisitions

as more likely in the prevalence of knowledge complexity and similarity, and alliances to more frequently

occur as a result of knowledge specificity, performance differences of both external resource sourcing

strategies were not examined and have to be further investigated.
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or limited access to diversification opportunities (propositions P13a, P13b). In the bio-

pharmaceutical industry, opportunistic elements in diversification paths are par-

ticularly prevalent as entrepreneurial firms’ success is to a significant degree dependent

on one mostly exogenous industry-specific environmental variable – the success or

failure of a firm’s product and/or technology R&D – which in turn substantially influences

other enabling factors of diversification such as financing possibilities or access to diversi-

fication opportunities (propositions P16a, P16b, P17). These findings add another notion

to the diversification literature as most scholars have focused on diversification of multina-

tional corporations (MNC) and did not consider if diversification occurs opportunistically

as a dynamic response to a firm’s changing environment or results from a strategic plan-

ning process. Nevertheless, some scholars found similar patterns in the biopharmaceutical

industry, noting that diversification requires a pragmatic and opportunistic approach as it

mostly deals with R&D related issues (Kind and zu Knyphausen-Aufseß (2007)), and de-

scribing alliance formation of entrepreneurial biopharmaceutical firms as being dominantly

driven by their lack of financial resources (Patzelt (2008)), that is, rather as a means to

opportunistically secure necessary additional capital and less driven by strategic consider-

ations. Hence, firms’ diversification and refocusing might be often triggered by exogenous

shocks (Campa and Kedia (2002)) with R&D success or failure probably being the most

common and severe types of exogenous shocks entrepreneurial biopharmaceutical firms

might face. Summarized, diversification of entrepreneurial firms in high-velocity markets

might be substantially influenced by opportunistic ad-hoc decision making. However, this

phenomenon needs to be further explored as there is surprisingly little known on how firm

size differences influence corporate diversification towards more opportunistic actions.

Sixth, in high-velocity industries such as the biopharmaceutical industry, which are char-

acterized through exogenous, rapidly changing, partially randomly occurring and not con-

trollable environmental variables, and in the presence of opportunistic elements of en-

trepreneurial firms’ diversification, evolutionary corporate diversification was pictured as

an experimental, fragile, and to a significant degree randomly occurring pro-

cess. As a consequence, dynamic diversification capabilities, i.e., firms’ idiosyncratic

technological, managerial, and organizational capabilities, were hypothesized to be crucial

to master evolutionary corporate within-industry diversification as resource transformation

process. These dynamic diversification capabilities steer decisions regarding, e.g., product

and technology development, financing, alliances, L&A deals, or business model adaptions

(propositions P19a, P19b). Profoundly developed dynamic diversification capabilities need
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to comprise transactional, technological, allocation, and organizational compe-

tences and were considered as necessary to generate long-term competitive advan-

tage to the firm through evolutionary corporate diversification in high-velocity industries

(propositions P20, P21a). Competitive advantage was said to result from learning curve

benefits, economies of speed, and cost efficiencies as dynamic diversification capabil-

ities incorporate firms’ path-dependent previous experiences, need to be carried out fast and

rigorously, and aim to efficiently use the firms’ scarce resources (proposition P21c). This

has several implications. First, it resembles previous notions on the concept of dynamic ca-

pabilities as idiosyncratic technological, managerial and organizational competencies and

processes to adapt the firm’s resource configuration of strategic assets (Pisano (1994),

Grant (1996), Teece et al. (1997), Teece (2007)). Profoundly developed dynamic diver-

sification capabilities can generate long-term competitive advantage with both the firm’s

unique resource configuration and knowledge base and its unique organizational structures

and capabilities, that are employed to redeploy existing and acquire new resources, being

crucial to sustain abnormal profits in the long run (Markides and Williamson (1996), Teece

et al. (1997), Pavitt (1998), Eisenhardt and Martin (2000), Nesta and Dibiaggio (2003),

Zott (2003), Teece (2007)). Hence, successful diversification implementation, which ne-

cessitates corresponding dynamic capabilities, is then pivotal to achieve positive returns

with many unrelated diversified firms neglecting the required organizational and admin-

istrative imperatives (Dundas and Richardson (1982), Gary (2005)). This adds to the

understanding of diversification as relatively few scholars have previously considered tech-

nological, managerial and organizational competencies as being crucial for diversification

success or failure. As a consequence, these results suggest a string of pearls diversification

strategy, that is, firms executing several consecutive (and consequently smaller) diversifi-

cation steps, since such a strategy facilitates the build-up and enhancement of necessary

dynamic diversification capabilities within the firm15. Second, the proposed concept of

dynamic diversification capabilities might encompass a broader set of mutually benefiting

and reinforcing dynamic capabilities. Some of them were previously noted separately by

other scholars, such as alliance capabilities, M&A capabilities, or business development

capabilities (Kale and Singh (2007), Kind and zu Knyphausen-Aufseß (2007)). However,

there is some need for an integrated consideration as they all focus on different modes of

diversification. Third, it postulates three potential sources of competitive advantage, that

15Such a string of pearls strategy then inherently generates path dependencies. Carayannopoulos and

Auster (2010) provided such an example stating that the preferred mode of diversification is influenced

by previous diversification steps, e.g., alliances are preferred if seekers have previous alliance experience.
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is, learning curve benefits, economies of speed, and cost efficiencies. However, while other

authors partially considered similar explanations (Markides and Williamson (1996), Zott

(2003)), details remain to be further understood. It is crucial to note that dynamic diver-

sification capabilities also cost the firm. Depending on their size, some could be better off

without dynamic diversification capabilities and instead relying merely on ad-hoc problem

solving (Winter (2003)). Summarized, it appears as if firms’ idiosyncratic technological,

managerial, and organizational capabilities needed to master corporate diversification –

herein denoted as dynamic diversification capabilities – are a major cornerstone to explain

whether diversification is beneficial or disadvantageous to the firm.

Seventh, it was hypothesized that relatedness of corporate diversification might be

less important to explaining differences in biopharmaceutical firms’ performance as re-

latedness might be rather understood as a necessary condition of corporate biophar-

maceutical diversification to redeploy firms’ existing resources and capabilities instead

of a moderating variable of the diversification-performance linkage (proposition P21b).

This was explained to be grounded in the industry-specific characteristic of closely related

diversification paths, also denoted as within-industry intra-segment diversification, which

results from high resource position barriers prevalent in the biopharmaceutical industry

(propositions P7a, P7b, P10, P14a). As a consequence, one might not be able to associate

a clear positive or negative moderating effect of diversification relatedness on biophar-

maceutical firms’ performances, which is mainly dependent on other, mostly exogenous

environmental factors. Put differently, horizontal diversification or vertical integration are

neither a necessary nor a sufficient condition to achieve firms’ long-term goal of value

maximization (proposition P2). Nevertheless, biopharmaceutical firms have a tendency to

adapt a product-oriented business model and to opportunistically vertical forward inte-

grate as a means to maximize their own value as this potentially offers higher returns

associated with higher risks. They need to secure significant financial funds, e.g., through

a capital market-oriented financing approach, which requires a certain minimum degree of

diversification as a means of risk mitigation (propositions P3a, P3b, P4a, P4b). Finally,

product-oriented firms tend to restrict their early-stage activities in downstream value chain

steps once their founding projects are maturing due to high resource position barriers in

contrast to technology-oriented or hybrid firms, which possess platform technologies that

can be leveraged for new early-stage projects (proposition P4c). This contribution adds

to the skepticism towards previous findings on the functional relationship between corpo-

rate diversification and firm performance and questions previous results of various scholars
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examining this linkage. The first contribution already contested these results as corpo-

rate diversification was considered to occur on a finer level of detail, i.e., within a specific

industry or even within few and fairly narrow subclasses of this industry. This contribu-

tion even goes beyond this observation by characterizing closely related diversification only

as a necessary condition of corporate diversification in some specific industries, in which

high resource position barriers are prevalent. Scholars so far mostly examined corporate

diversification across different industries, which might be an explanation why these charac-

teristics were so far mostly neglected. Nevertheless, exceptions exist such as Malerba and

Orsenigo (2006), who noted that in markets that are characterized through a low degree

of cumulativeness and quasi-random procedures of search, such as the biopharmaceutical

industry, success in one market such as a therapeutic area does not necessarily result in

success in other markets. As a consequence, thorough management and implementation

of diversification might be the key to diversification success and abnormal profits rather

than relatedness per se (Dundas and Richardson (1982), Markides and Williamson (1996),

D’Este (2005), Gary (2005)). While some scholars have examined industry-specific organi-

zational requirements of diversification in the biopharmaceutical industry, e.g., for the case

of M&A transactions between pharmaceutical and biotechnological companies (Schweizer

(2005)), more needs to be done to further understand its managerial implications. Sum-

marized, this contribution calls for more attention to organization and managerial aspects

of corporate diversification, which were denoted as dynamic diversification capabilities.

Having discussed this thesis’ contributions, Table 5.6 summarizes all seven contributions

to the diversification literature. It is worthwhile to highlight two outstanding explanatory

constructs of this thesis’ research findings: resource position barriers and dynamic

diversification capabilities. High resource position barriers were considered as a major

determinant of many of the proposed characteristics of biopharmaceutical diversification,

such as closely related within-industry intra-segment diversification, the importance of

complementary capabilities and resources, and the preference of external or mixed mode di-

versification. Together with the importance of mostly exogenous industry-specific variables,

such as R&D success or failure, and firm size differences, which both cause opportunistic

elements in biopharmaceutical firms’ diversification paths, they form an industry-specific

environment that many biopharmaceutical firms are facing and by which their corporate

diversification is delimited and influenced. As a consequence, dynamic diversification ca-

pabilities to thoroughly manage and implement corporate diversification were found to be

necessary to successfully master diversification in this industry-specific environment.
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no. contribution proposition

C1 Biopharmaceutical diversification often follows a closely related pattern within
few and fairly narrow subclasses of the biopharmaceutical industry, which is par-
tially grounded in the industry’s high resource position barriers. This phenomenon
can be characterized as within-industry intra-segment diversification. As di-
versification paths follow a closely related pattern, firms’ initial core capabilities
and competencies and path dependencies are crucial to understand corporate
diversification as dynamic evolutionary resource transformation process.

P7a, P7b, P10,
P14a, P14b, P15,
P18

C2 Product and technology diversification can be grasped as a mutually reinforcing,
cross-fertilizing and coherent process. Due to the nature of technologies, which
can be leveraged for multiple purposes, firms tend to first pursue product-related
technology diversification followed by technology-related product diversification. In
the biopharmaceutical industry, technology- and/or product-related geographical di-
versification mostly occurs once technologies or products are marketed due to high
fixed R&D cost degression effects and marginally varying market needs.

P5a, P5b, P6a,
P6b

C3 Biopharmaceutical diversification often comprises complementary capabilities
and resources to generate revenue-enhancing synergies with existing competences
and further growth. Hence, capability complementation and generation of future
growth opportunities are major diversification rationales while active risk manage-
ment is only important if firms have not yet reached a minimum degree of diversi-
fication.

P1a, P1b, P8

C4 Due to high resource position barriers, biopharmaceutical diversification often ap-
plies an external or mixed mode. This promotes an industry-specific di-
versification paradigm characterized through a high level of collaboration
(e.g., alliances, L&A deals) between multiple stakeholders such as universities, re-
search institutes, biopharmaceutical firms, and pharmaceutical companies. These
collaborations are substantially grounded in cost-reducing and revenue-enhancing
synergies of closely related, mixed mode diversification comprising complementary
capabilities of multiple stakeholders.

P9a, P9b, P11,
P12

C5 Due to firm size differences between entrepreneurial firms and large conglom-
erates that result in varying corporate environments, e.g., fewer financing pos-
sibilities or limited access to diversification opportunities, entrepreneurial firms’
diversification paths are to a significant degree opportunistically driven. This
particularly applies to diversification paths of entrepreneurial biopharmaceutical
firms, which are substantially influenced by industry-specific exogenous envi-
ronmental variables such as R&D success or failure.

P13a, P13b, P16a,
P16b, P17

Table 5.6: Summary of contributions and corresponding propositions – continued on next page
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no. contribution proposition

C6 In high-velocity industries characterized through exogenous, rapidly changing, par-
tially randomly occurring and not controllable environmental variables, and in the
presence of opportunistic elements of entrepreneurial firms’ diversification, pro-
foundly developed dynamic diversification capabilities, i.e., firms’ idiosyn-
cratic technological, managerial, and organizational capabilities comprising trans-
actional, technological, allocative, and organizational competences, are crucial to
generate long-term competitive advantage through evolutionary corpo-
rate diversification. Long-term competitive advantage generated through dy-
namic diversification capabilities primarily results from learning curve benefits,
economies of speed, and cost efficiencies that are crucial for firms’ evolution-
ary resource transformation process.

P19a, P19b, P20,
P21a, P21c

C7 Due to high resource position barriers resulting in closely related within-industry
intra-segment diversification, relatedness of diversification might be rather
comprehended as a necessary condition of corporate biopharmaceutical di-
versification to redeploy firms’ existing resources and capabilities instead of a
moderating variable of firms’ performance. That is, relatedness of biopharmaceu-
tical diversification supposably has no clear positive or negative performance
implication as performance is rather dependent on other, mostly exoge-
nous environmental factors. Nevertheless, as firms have a tendency to adapt a
product-oriented business model and vertically forward integrate to maximize their
own value, they need to secure significant financial funds, e.g., through a capital
market-oriented financing approach, which requires a certain minimum degree of
diversification as a means of risk mitigation.

P2, P3a, P3b,
P4a, P4b, P4c,
P7a, P7b, P10,
P14a, P21b

Table 5.6.: Summary of contributions and corresponding propositions (Source: Author)
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This chapter summarizes the main results of this thesis and highlights its limitations (sec-

tion 6.1), and subsequently concludes with discussing some directions of further research

(section 6.2).

6.1. Summary and limitations of this thesis

This thesis examined the hitherto neglected phenomenon of evolutionary corporate within-

industry diversification and thereof resulting corporate diversification paths of so far rarely

studied small and medium-sized enterprises (SME) using the example of the biopharma-

ceutical industry. As there was still surprisingly little known about within-industry diver-

sification, it used an exploratory and explanatory case study research setting to investigate

new and previously neglected diversification dimensions and to generate new insights and

different perspectives on the corporate diversification topic. To adequately study firms’

corporate diversification over time, it used a longitudinal approach conducting in-depth

case studies of four German biopharmaceutical firms examining their evolutionary path-

dependent corporate diversification since the firms’ incorporation. Compared to existing

literature, this thesis draws a significantly diverging picture of corporate diversification

of entrepreneurial biopharmaceutical firms. As a result, corporate diversification of en-

trepreneurial biopharmaceutical firms was characterized as evolutionary within-industry

intra-segment diversification that often follows closely related patterns within few and

fairly narrow subclasses of the biopharmaceutical industry, occurring as mutually reinforc-

ing and cross-fertilizing technological and product diversification processes, and possibly

resulting naturally in geographical diversification once products or technologies reach the

market. Furthermore, it was considered to often comprise complementary resources and

capabilities, to usually apply an external or mixed mode of diversification, and to be

substantially influenced by opportunistic elements such as a more limiting corporate envi-
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ronment of SMEs and various industry-specific exogenous environmental variables. In the

industry-specific setting of the biopharmaceutical industry, in which resources are highly

context-specific and less mobile even across product lines within the same industry, relat-

edness was considered to be rather a necessary condition of corporate diversification to

redeploy firms’ existing resources and capabilities instead of a moderating variable of the

diversification-performance linkage. As a consequence, dynamic diversification capabilities,

i.e., idiosyncratic technological, managerial, and organizational capabilities that steer the

firm’s diversification process, were considered as crucial to generate long-term competitive

advantage through evolutionary corporate diversification in high-velocity industries result-

ing from learning curve benefits, economies of speed, and cost efficiencies. High resource

position barriers prevalent in the biopharmaceutical industry were found to be a major

explanatory variable of the industry-specific characteristics of corporate diversification.

Nevertheless, this study also has clear limitations. First, it focused on firms in one specific

industry all applying a fairly similar business model. Hence, it remains open whether the

results of this thesis and the described characteristics of corporate diversification can be

observed in other industries that face a comparable environment as well, such as semi-

conductors or medical technology. Second, it included companies from only one country

leaving the possibility of country-specific differences open. For instance, different financing

environments in other countries might result in varying diversification patterns of emerg-

ing biopharmaceutical firms. Incidentally, this thesis provided some anecdotal evidence for

this. Third, as this study has been exploratory in nature and used a relatively small sam-

ple of examined companies, it did not develop more accurate measures of within-industry

diversification and refrained from providing a quantitative proof of the proposed charac-

teristics of biopharmaceutical diversification. For example, the hypothesized cost-reducing

and revenue-enhancing synergies of closely related mixed mode diversification comprising

complementary capabilities or the proposed sources of competitive advantage of dynamic

diversification capabilities remain to be quantitatively proven. As a consequence, this the-

sis does not claim ultimate truth. Nevertheless, it might add some interesting but rarely

studied aspects to the challenging research agenda of the phenomenon of corporate within-

industry diversification. Hence, resulting directions for further research are described in

the following section.
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6.2. Directions of further research

From the previous discussion, six central topics emerge as possible direction of further

research, which are discussed subsequently in this section.

First, this thesis highlighted that in some industry settings, a more fine-grained understand-

ing of resources and capabilities is needed as they are highly context-specific and immobile

even across product lines within one industry. From an RBV perspective, this significantly

affects the perceived construct of corporate diversification. As a consequence, the emerg-

ing phenomenon of within-industry intra-segment diversification needs to be further

examined from various perspectives. As such, it is of interest whether other industries with

comparable resource position barriers also facilitate within-industry intra-segment diver-

sification. Quantitative studies could examine the relationship between within-industry

diversification and performance to reveal the moderating variables of this linkage, i.e., its

performance-enhancing and performance-depressing factors. These studies need to develop

industry-specific relatedness measures on a different, more accurate and fine-grained level.

This is grounded in the fact that previous concepts of measuring corporate diversification

on the industry level were seen as too broad. Hence, relatedness on the industry or even the

sub-industry level was rather considered as a prerequisite for diversification, but neither as

a necessary nor a sufficient condition to achieve abnormal returns and long-term competi-

tive advantage. Besides others, these studies should explicitly control for industry-specific

and firm-specific risk, which former studies mostly failed to do, and consider the influential

role of resource position barriers on corporate diversification.

Second, there is some need for more integrated, multidimensional approaches of

studying firms’ technological and product diversification as both phenomena are

mutually reinforcing, cross-fertilizing and occur coherently in knowledge-intense industries.

Previous concepts might be sufficient in less knowledge-intense environments, in which

technological resources and capabilities are less important, not codifiable and protectable

through patents, or rather refer to process-related knowledge incorporated in firms’ product

offerings. However, as firms diversify knowledge-related in knowledge-intense industries,

both concepts need to be further integrated. In addition, the role and the emergence of

geographical diversification in industries that display similar characteristics as the biophar-

maceutical industry, that is, high fixed R&D cost degression effects and only marginally

varying market needs across geographies, should be further studied. Examples of such

industries could be semiconductors, medical technology, computer hardware or software.
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Third, there is some need to further examine the role and effects of complementarities

on corporate diversification. For instance, access to complementary resources and ca-

pabilities might play an important role in a firm’s decision to diversify, in selecting specific

diversification targets, and in choosing some diversification modes above others. Comple-

mentary resources and capabilities could have a moderating effect on the diversification-

performance linkage and could depend on other variables, such as industry-specific resource

position barriers. As all these relations remain so far mostly under-investigated, this pro-

vides a rich field to explore the role of complementarities in the context of corporate

diversification in various industry-specific environments.

Fourth, firms’ preferences towards specific modes of diversification in different

industry-specific settings need to be further investigated as there is so far surprisingly lit-

tle known. For instance, the proposed influence of resource position barriers on the

chosen mode of diversification needs to be analyzed in other industries. Furthermore, a

focused analysis might shed more light on this topic and reveal other moderating variables.

Finally, there is much more work needed to understand if and how the mode of diversi-

fication, together with other characteristics of corporate diversification, might influence

the performance of firms’ corporate diversification. As an example, the hypothesized cost-

reducing and revenue-enhancing synergies of closely related mixed mode diversification

comprising complementary resources and capabilities need to be verified. However, there

might also be other beneficial diversification patterns that have not even been recognized

yet.

Fifth, there is a need for a different focus of corporate diversification research.

For instance, corporate diversification of small and medium-sized enterprises (SME) in

various industries has to be further investigated as these firms face significantly differ-

ent corporate environments that might result in other diversification patterns that are,

e.g., characterized through opportunistic elements. So far, SMEs were mostly neglected

by diversification scholars, who regularly focused on multinational corporations (MNC).

However, their research results might be biased by only focusing on large firms, since

these firms all somewhat succeeded in mastering the evolutionary corporate diversification

process. Hence, evolutionary path-dependent research settings that choose a population

approach, i.e., examine a whole population of firms including both small and large firms

and both successful and failed companies, might be the way to go forward. Some scholars,

such as Stern and Henderson (2004), have already paved the way towards such approaches.
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Sixth, dynamic diversification capabilities, that is, firms’ idiosyncratic techno-

logical, managerial, and organizational capabilities, and their influential role on

generating diversification benefits and long-term competitive advantage need to be further

investigated in various different high-velocity industries. As a consequence, this might call

for a shift of focus towards examining differences in management and implementation of

corporate diversification, which necessitates profoundly developed dynamic diversification

capabilities. Furthermore, broader concepts should be used to incorporate several distinct

capability areas that could be employed for firms’ corporate diversification efforts, such as

M&A or alliance capabilities. Moreover, much research is needed to further understand

the underlying reasons of how long-term competitive advantage can be exactly generated

through corporate diversification. Finally, more is needed to comprehend how a string of

pearls diversification strategy in specific industries should look like as this is the prerequi-

site for practitioners to implement these research results.

Summarized, there remain multiple topics to be investigated to further understand within-

industry diversification in various industry-specific environments. At the end of this chal-

lenging journey, one might hopefully succeed in revealing several beneficial patterns of

corporate diversification that draw a more accurate picture and go beyond common wis-

dom such as related diversification on the industry level being considered as more beneficial

than unrelated diversification.
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A. An introduction to biotechnology

This chapter provides an introduction to biotechnology and the biotechnology industry in

general and specifies the part of the industry this thesis is focused on: the red biotechnology

industry or, in other words, biotechnological companies in the pharmaceutical industry.

Section A.1 includes a definition of modern biotechnology and explains the evolution of

biotechnology in general, followed by the history of the biotechnology industry in section

A.2. A categorization of the biotechnology industry is provided in section A.3 including a

delineation of the most common business models. A description of the product research

and development (R&D) process within the (bio-)pharmaceutical industry including a brief

discussion of important biotechnological techniques that impact the pharmaceutical drug

R&D process is provided in section A.4. Finally, section A.5 concludes with an introduction

to the economics of modern drug R&D.

A.1. Definition and evolution of biotechnology

Various definitions describe the term biotechnology in literature. They often differ from

each other since they are used in different contexts with different meanings from both

industry practitioners and scholars in academics. Therefore, a clarification of biotechnol-

ogy within the context of this thesis is required. Since understanding and definition of

biotechnology has changed over time, this is closely linked to the history and evolution of

the biotechnology industry, which is briefly outlined in this section as well.

According to the United Nations Convention on Biological Diversity (1992), “biotechnol-

ogy means any technological application that uses biological systems, living organisms, or

derivatives thereof, to make or modify products or processes for specific use”. Since this def-

inition is very broad and embraces all applications of biological systems or living organisms

(e.g., the several hundred years old biological manufacturing processes of cheese as well as

state-of-the-art biotechnological manufacturing techniques within biopharmaceuticals), it
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has to be further detailed and explained within the historical context. The auditing and

consulting firm Ernst & Young (2006a: 20) provides a very useful time bar1 on the evolu-

tion of biotechnology which includes important milestones in the fields of science, business

and public policy and differentiates three main phases of the history of biotechnology. First,

the pre-genetics era before 1900, second, the genetics era from 1900-1970 and last, the era

of modern biotechnology after the 1970s, which is further divided into different sub-eras.

The pre-genetics era before 1900 includes scientific milestones such as the discovery of cells

by Hooke in 1663, the discovery of proteins and first description of enzymes by Schwann

in the 1830s, the principle of fermentation through microorganisms formulated by Pasteur

in 1856, the discovery of heredity by Mendel in 1865 and the discovery of nucleic acids in

nuclei of cells by Miescher in 1869. Thus, this era founded the basis of modern science in

the fields of, e.g., biology or biochemistry.

The genetics era from 1900-1970 began after the rediscovery of Mendel’s work on heredity

at the beginning of the 20th century. It includes milestones such as the discovery of the

location of genes on chromosomes by Morgan in 1910, the discovery of the first antibiotic –

penicillin – by Fleming in 1928, the detection of the role of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)2

in genetics by Avery and McCarty in 1944, the first animal – a frog – cloned by nuclear

transfer in 1951, the decipherment of the structure of DNA molecules by Watson in 1953,

the discovery of messenger ribonucleic acid (RNA)3 discovered by Jacob and Monod in

1967, and the genetic code cracked by Khorana, Holley and Nirenberg in 1967. During this

era, the principles of how living organisms work were discovered. In parallel, modern health

care systems were established in many western countries and the life sciences4 became one

of four major industry segments within the chemical industry with basic chemicals, spe-

1Wiens (1999: 11-12) provides another time bar of the biotechnology industry that lists milestones both

in science and technology within the field of biotechnology and dates back as far as 5,000 B.C. when

the making of beer was invented in Babylon.
2DNA is a nucleic acid that carries the genetic information used in the construction, development and

functioning of all known living organisms such as cells, proteins and RNAmolecules. The DNA segments

that carry this genetic information are called genes, but other DNA sequences have structural purposes,

or are involved in regulating the use of this genetic information (Campbell (2005: 41)).
3RNA is a nucleic acid that plays an important role in, e.g., the synthesis of proteins. RNA is quite

similar to DNA, but differs in a few important structural details, e.g., RNA is usually single stranded,

while DNA is usually double stranded. RNA molecules exist in different forms with different functions

such as messenger RNA (mRNA), transfer RNA and ribosomal RNA (Campbell (2005: 141)).
4Comprising pharmaceuticals, biological products, diagnostic substances, animal health, vitamins, nutri-

tional, and crop products (Swift (1999: 36)).
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cialty chemicals and consumer products being the other three segments, according to Swift

(1999). Both developments enabled the majority of the population in western countries

to participate and benefit from scientific achievements, leading to higher life expectancy

and a higher standard of living in general. Until the 1970s, biotechnological applications

within business were primarily limited to the food processing and agriculture industries.

As examples of early forms of biotechnology, one can name the development of the beer

brewing process, other naturally manufactured products such as cheese or the rearing of

crops. The latter was done by, e.g., selecting the best suited and highest-yield crops bred

with other plants, which inadvertently altered the genetics of the crops over time. This can

be seen as early forms of biotechnological engineering. Still, biotechnological techniques

until the 1970s were different and, most importantly, scientific achievements in the fields

of biology, among others, were not as systematically commercialized and transferred into

industrial products.

The era of modern biotechnology after the 1970s dramatically changed this. As Pisano

(2006: 1) notes, “science was a tool, an input, or a foundation for creating new products

and services” but “remained outside the boundaries of the business system” before this era

whereas now, “science is the business”. Many scientific innovations have been explored

and monetized through newly founded biotechnology startups, which led to the creation of

the biotechnology industry. This era includes scientific milestones such as the invention of

the recombinant DNA (rDNA) 5 technology in 1972 by Berg and the perfection of genetic

engineering techniques to ’cut and paste’ DNA and reproduce new DNA in bacteria in 1974

by Cohen and Berg, the discovery of gene sequencing techniques by Gilbert and Maxam and

the development of the Monoclonal Antibody (MAb)6 technology by Milstein, Köhler and

Jerne in 1975, the first transgenic animals (mice) produced in 1981, the start of the Human

Genome Project (HGP) in 1990 with the goal to map, sequence and render all accessible

5rDNA is a genetically engineered artificial DNA, which is produced through the combination or insertion

of one or more DNA strands from the same or different species, thereby combining DNA sequences

that would not normally occur together. rDNA differs from genetic recombination since it is exclusively

engineered and does not occur through cell or ribosome processes (Campbell (2005: 136), Berg et al.

(2006)).
6MAbs are laboratory-produced mono-specific antibodies that lock only on one specific antigen. They are

identical because they are derived (cloned) from a single parent cell in contrast to polyclonal antibodies.

Through modern techniques, it is possible for most substances to create MAbs that bind only to this

specific substance (e.g., a cancer cell). Application of MAbs include the detection or purification of

those substances by, e.g., inducing an immunological response against this substance also referred to

as monoclonal antibody therapy (Campbell (2005: 95), Waldmann (2003)).
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human genes by 2005, the discovery of the first breast cancer gene in 1994, the completion

of the human genome sequence in 2003, or the first crop genome (rice) sequenced in 2005. In

contrast to earlier times, an increasing part of key scientific breakthroughs was sponsored,

carried out and later monetized by biotechnology companies which were often financed by

Venture Capital (VC), not by scientists in academics financed mainly through governmental

funds. For instance, Kary Mullis invented the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) technique

for multiplying DNA sequences in vitro in 1983 – one of the most important techniques for

genetic research – as a scientist employed at the biotechnology company Cetus7. He later

won a Nobel prize for his invention (Pisano (2006: 2-3), Ernst & Young (2006a: 20)).

In contrast to the early stages of biotechnology, the term modern biotechnology stands

for a more systematic approach within the field of biotechnology after the 1970s. Following

a definition provided by Ernst & Young (2000c: 7), modern biotechnology, for which the

term biotechnology is used as a synonym within this thesis, is defined as follows:

Definition: “The term modern biotechnology refers to all innovative methods,

processes, or products, which include the use of living organisms or their cellular

compartments and draw on the results and knowledge generated from research in

the fields of biochemistry, molecular biology, immunology, virology, microbiology,

cell biology, or environmental and engineering sciences.”

Ernst & Young publishes annually or biannually reports on the status of the biotechno-

logical industry for various geographic regions including the U.S. (since 1986), Europe

(since 1993), the global industry (since 2002) and more specific regions such as the UK or

Germany including extensive descriptive data since the industry’s emergence in the 1970s.

These reports are probably the best freely available and long-time consistent data source

on the status of the biotechnology industry, highly recognized by both academics and prac-

titioners. Data provided in various reports are used in the following as basis to describe

key characteristics of the industry. To be consistent with this data, various definitions

provided in the following are taken over as well. Hence, this thesis also uses the term

biotechnological company or biotech company as stated by Ernst & Young (2007b:

18) on basis of the previous definition:

7Cetus was acquired by the biotechnology company Chiron in 1991. Chiron was acquired by the phar-

maceutical company Novartis in 2005.
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Definition: “Biotech companies are defined as companies that use modern biologi-

cal techniques to develop products or services for human health care or animal health

care, agricultural productivity, food processing, renewable resources, industrial man-

ufacturing, or environmental management. Medical device, large pharmaceutical,

large agribusinesses, and large manufacturing companies are outside the scope of

this.”

The latter definition includes different categories of biotechnology companies within var-

ious application areas and business models, all of which are introduced in section A.3.

Beforehand, section A.2 describes the history of the (modern) biotechnology industry in

the era after the 1970s.

A.2. The history of the biotechnology industry

The definition of a starting point of the (modern) biotechnological industry and the first

(modern) biotechnology company is somewhat arbitrary. In academics, the foundation of

Genentech Inc. in the United States of America (USA) in 1976 by venture capitalist Robert

A. Swanson and biochemist Dr. Herbert W. Boyer as the first biotechnology company

in the world is commonly seen as this starting point (Vanchieri (1991), Wiens (1999),

Ernst & Young (2006a)). Some scholars such as Garnsey (2003) refer to the 1971 founded

Cetus Corp. as the first biotechnological company although Cetus was founded “before

key scientific breakthroughs were in place” that were crucial for the evolution of modern

biotechnology as defined in the previous section, particularly the discovery of rDNA (Ernst

& Young (2006a: 12)).

Shortly after the foundation of Genentech in 1976, the company produced the first re-

combinant human protein, Somatostatin, in genetically engineered bacteria in 1977 and

cloned human insulin for the first time in 1978 (Genentech (2008)). According to Ernst

& Young (2006a: 12), three major events occurred in the year 1980 that boosted the

still young biotechnological industry in the United States (U.S.). First, a ruling by the

U.S. Supreme Court allowed the patenting of genetically engineered life forms and thereby

enabled the commercialization of biotechnological innovations. Second, the initial public

offering (IPO) of Genentech attracted both media and investors to the biotechnological

industry because the share price skyrocketed from the offering price of $35 to a daily high
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of $88 before closing at $71 with a gain of more than 100% within the day of the IPO (be-

sides, Genentech raised $35M through the IPO enabling further investments into R&D).

The IPO of Genentech is often compared with the Netscape IPO in the 1990s, which had

a similar stimulating impact on the Internet industry. Third, the Bayh-Dole Act gave

universities, among others, control over intellectual property (IP) of inventions that result

from federal government-funded research and thereby incentivized technology transfer and

commercialization of new technologies.

In 1982, the first biotechnological drug was approved, the genetically engineered human in-

sulin Humulin8 developed by Genentech and commercialized through the pharmaceutical

company Eli Lilly and Company (Genentech (2008)). In 1985, the first biotechnologi-

cal drug that was fully developed and commercialized by a biotechnology company, the

growth hormone Protropin, was launched – again by industry pioneer Genentech (Genen-

tech (2008)). This early prosperity in combination with the mentioned regulatory changes

led to an enormous increase in the number of newly formed biotechnology startups in the

USA. It grew from little less than 20 annually in the 1970s to a yearly average of about

75 companies in the 1980s (Ernst & Young (1990: 91-94)). Only one decade after its

emergence, the U.S. biotechnology industry accounted for about 700 privately held and

150 publicly traded companies employing a total staff of 40,000 in 1986 (Ernst & Young

(2003d)). Many of today’s industry leaders were founded during this period, including

Biogen in 1978, Amgen in 1980 and Genzyme in 1981 (Cooke (2001), Amgen (2008b)).

Although the rate of startup formation fluctuated in the following years with dips seen

in times of economic stagnation (e.g., 1987, 1993-1995) or periods of low availability of

venture capital (VC) financing and IPO possibilities (e.g., 2001-2003 after the burst of the

Internet bubble), the biotechnology industry in the U.S. grew almost without cease. From

1986 until the year 2000, the number of biotechnological companies rose to about 1,400 and

remained on this level since then because of the number of startups equaling approximately

the number of companies being acquired by others or going out of business (see Figure

A.1). The number of employees grew almost steadily over the years since more products

were brought to market rising the industry revenues of public and private companies by

approximately 1,200% within 17 years from less than $5B in 1989 to $20.2B in 1998 and

$58.8B in 2006 (Ernst & Young (2000a, 2002a, 2007a)). As a significant proportion of

all biotechnological companies reached a more mature stage, management challenges such

8Human insulin replaced pig insulin for the treatment of diabetes because it has no side effects, in contrast

to pig insulin, since it is similar to human insulin produced by the human body (Patzelt (2005)).
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Figure A.1.: Companies and employees of the U.S. biotech industry, 1986-2006

Source: Author based on Ernst & Young (2001a, 2002a, 2003a, 2003d, 2004c, 2005a,

2006a, 2007a)

as strategic alliances and Mergers & Acquisitions (M&A) started to play an increasing

role. Examples can be found in the cooperation between Pharma & Biotech companies,

e.g., Roche’s acquisition of a majority stake in Genentech in 1990, and between Biotech

& Biotech companies, e.g., Amgen’s acquisition of Immunex in 2002 and Abgenix in 2004

(Ernst & Young (2006a), Amgen (2008a)). This led to the emergence of a few so-called

“fully integrated pharmaceutical companies” (FIPCO) that cover the whole industry value

chain including marketing and sales. As an example, today’s worldwide industry leader by

revenue, Amgen, employed about 17,500 people (thereof approx. 7,000 in R&D), accounted

for $14.8B revenue and invested $3.1B in R&D in 2007 (Amgen (2008a)). Genentech, the

worldwide number two, had 11,174 employees, accounted for $9.4B revenue and invested

$2.4B in R&D in 2007 (Genentech (2007)). As further proof of the overwhelming success

of the U.S. biotech industry within the pharmaceutical industry and in general, one can

mention that both Amgen and Genentech ranked among the largest 150 U.S. companies

by market capitalization in 2002 with 1991 being the year a biotech company first entered

this ranking and both companies entered the rank of the ten largest drug development

companies worldwide by market capitalization in 2005 (Ernst & Young (2004c: 36, 2006a)).

In the other two major worldwide geographic regions for which the biotechnology industry
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is regularly monitored by Ernst & Young – Europe and Asia-Pacific – the development

of the biotechnology industry was somewhat different compared to North America (which

includes both Canada and the U.S.). The first biotechnological companies in these regions

were founded as well in the late 1970s or early 1980s including companies such as Biogen

in Switzerland/Netherlands in 1978 (which moved to the U.S. later), Biocon in India in

1978, Transgene in France in 1979, Celltech in the UK in 1979 and Qiagen in Germany in

1984 (Biogen Idec (2008), Transgene (2008), Biocon (2008), Cooke (2001)).

The European industry is nevertheless still less mature compared to the U.S. or North

America. Industry revenues of European public and private companies totaled $16.7B

compared to $58.8B within the United States in 20069 (Ernst & Young (2007a: 17, 45,

82)). The North American industry still employed more than twice as many people in 2006

although the European industry grew faster between 1998 and 2006 in terms of employment

and partially abolished its size deficits (see Figure A.2). The number of companies in 2006

was only slightly smaller in Europe, but the average size in terms of employees in the U.S.

was 166% higher than in Europe and the number of public companies was 115% higher in

the U.S. compared to Europe10. The latter is particularly important since public companies

have generally better access to capital funding their further development. Both average

size and number of public companies are indicators of the more mature development stage

of the North American industry compared to the European. As another indicator, it is

interesting to note that according to a ranking of the largest biotechnological companies

worldwide in 2006 in terms of R&D spending, only one out of the top ten companies,

Serono of Switzerland, was not headquartered in the U.S. (Parexel (2007)).

The case of the Asian-Pacific biotechnology industry is ambivalent. In total, the industry

is in an early development stage and less mature than the European or even the North

American one (see Figure A.2). Yet, this region is very diverse including industrial coun-

tries such as Japan or Australia as well as rapidly growing emerging countries such as

China or India. Australia accounted for 73% of total revenues of all public Asian-Pacific

biotechnology companies in 200611. Detailed country-specific data such as revenues, R&D

expenses or number of employees lack in Ernst & Young’s global industry reports for

9Industry revenues for Canadian private companies are not available. Therefore, only industry comparison

between the U.S. and Europe are possible.
10In 2006, the average number of employees per company was 125 in the U.S. versus 47 in Europe. 336

U.S. Biotechs were stock exchange-listed versus 156 in Europe (Ernst & Young (2007a: 7, 46)).
11Revenues of Australian public companies were $2.39B vs. $3.29B for all public companies in Asia-Pacific

in 2006 (Ernst & Young (2007a: 7, 73)). No revenues for private companies available.
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Figure A.2.: Companies and employees of global biotech industry, 1998, 2001, 2006

Source: Author based on Ernst & Young (2000a, 2000b, 2002a, 2003b, 2004c, 2004a,

2004b, 2007a)

Asian-Pacific countries other than Australia. According to Ernst & Young (2004a: 20,

2005a: 4), Australia was the world’s fifth largest biotechnology country in 2005 after the

U.S., Canada, Germany and the UK in terms of number of companies and the dominating

biotechnological country in Asia-Pacific in 2003: the country had 226 public and private

companies followed by China (about 180), India (about 95), Taiwan (about 55), Korea and

Japan (both around 40), New Zealand and Singapore (both about 25).

Although there is a considerable number of biotechnology companies in Asia-Pacific, most

of them are not focused on owned research programs as their North American or European

counterparts. Companies in China and India, in terms of number of companies in Asia-

Pacific second and third respectively, for example, mainly focused on “services such as

contract research, clinical development, and contract manufacturing” provided for Western

companies in the past (Ernst & Young (2007a: 71)). They only began recently reinvesting

earnings from so-called fee-for-service businesses into own R&D projects. In Japan, the

country’s regulatory environment constrained the evolution of the biotechnology industry

and especially drug development for decades. This competitive disadvantage was removed

only recently, when the regulatory system was changed and incentives for universities to

stimulate technology transfer and startup formation were increased in 2004, similar to the
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U.S. Bayh-Dole Act of the year 1980. Japan set itself the ambitious goal to create 1,000

biotechnology companies employing 80,000 people and issuing 100 university-originated

IPOs until the end of 2010 but still has a long way to go (Ernst & Young (2007a)).

And according to Ernst & Young (2007a: 73), even the fairly high developed Australian

biotechnology sector “suffers from a relative lack of established biotech companies” since

it is dominated by one large company, CSL, which accounted for the majority of total

revenues of all Australian public Biotech companies in 200612.

The geographical differences in industry size and maturity become clearer when looking

at the most important corporate figures aggregated for those three regions (see Figure

A.3). Although Europe acts almost at eye level with North America in terms of companies

in total located in either region (Europe’s 38% compared with North America’s 45%),

North America has a definite lead over Europe with respect to publicly traded companies

since it represents 59% of all companies worldwide vs. only 22% located in Europe. When

looking at aggregated key financial figures of these public companies, the dominant position

of the North American industry becomes clear: publicly traded companies in the North

American biotechnology industry not only employ 72% of all employees worldwide (vs.

21% in Europe), they account for 80% of all revenues (vs. 16% in Europe), 85% of all

expenses in R&D (vs. 13% in Europe), 82% of worldwide market capitalization (vs. 16% in

Europe), but only for 73% of worldwide net losses (vs. 21% in Europe) as the biotechnology

industry as a whole is still not profitable. Since the Asian-Pacific biotechnological industry

is very diverse consisting of many companies concentrated on services and therefore only

partially comparable to western companies concentrated on own research programs, it is

of special interest to highlight the causes of differences in size and maturity between the

European and the North American industry. Various authors have examined the industry’s

development differences of the two regions stating that the European biotechnological

industry is about 10 to 15 years behind its North American counterpart (Cooke (2001),

Bains (2006), Ernst & Young (2005b)).

Bains (2006) explains the immaturity of the European industry primarily with the sig-

12CSL reported AUD 3.05B total revenue in calendar year 2006 (CSL (2008a, 2008b, 2008c)), which equals

$2.28B using the AUD/USD conversion rate provided by Ernst & Young (2007a). If these revenues

were assigned and included totally to revenues of the biotechnology industry, CSL would account for

95% of total revenues of all public Biotech companies in Australia and 69% of total revenues of all

public Biotech companies in Asia-Pacific. Since Ernst & Young’s method used for assigning company

revenues to industry revenues is unknown, a comparision of these figures might not be accurate.
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Figure A.3.: Comparison of key figures of global biotech industry, 2006

Source: Author based on Ernst & Young (2007a)

nificantly lower financing level of biotechnological startups and, as a cause of that, the

relatively lower values at IPOs of European biotechnology companies. This is consistent

with Ernst & Young (2007a: 17, 40, 46) data showing that total financing of all public

and private Biotech companies in 2006 equaled $22.1B in North America (thereof $1.8B

in Canada) versus only $5.9B in Europe. While this was the second highest level of total

financing in the European industry between 1999 and 2006 (only slightly topped in the

boom year 2000), the average total financing in the same period of time in North America

equaled $14.9B13. Between 1996 and 2006, the average amount raised through an Biotech

IPO in the U.S. equaled e54.7M, 69% above the European average of e32.4M (see Figure

A.4 for data on an annual basis). While levels were comparable within both regions in

the second half of the 1990s, the difference widened again after the burst of the Internet

bubble at the beginning of the 21st century. In addition, the U.S. had an annual average

of 21.5 IPOs vs. only 14.2 in Europe. In contrast to that, Bains states that the number of

companies founded within the industry’s early years are not a primary factor of differences

in size and maturity since the level in the U.S. and Europe didn’t differ as much in the late

1970s and early 1980s but widened afterward. Other authors also highlight the presence

of venture capital and other types of financing as a sufficient condition for the growth of

13See yearly actuals in Ernst & Young (2001b), (2002a), (2003c), (2004c), (2005a), (2006a), (2007a).
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Figure A.4.: IPO comparison of the U.S. vs. European biotech industry, 1996-2006

Source: Author based on Ernst & Young (2001b, 2001a, 2002a, 2003b, 2003c, 2004b,

2004c, 2005a, 2006a, 2007a)

biotechnology startups (Audretsch (2001)), reckon close links to both large pharmaceutical

companies and publicly-funded research centers as key prerequisites for biotechnological

startups and spin-offs (Cooke (2001)) or note that the fragmented capital markets with

many funds favoring investments in their home country are a major problem of European

Biotechs (Fazeli (2005)). Giesecke (2000) sees the German and European patent law with

its “first to file” principle in contrast to the U.S. patent law’s “first to invent” principle as

another disadvantage leading to a less developed biotechnology industry since people in

academics are generally more interested in academic publications and subsequently often

miss the possibility to file patents in Europe. Giesecke (2000) adds as another disadvantage

that, at least in Germany, academic researchers never had incentives to file patents since

they have to bear the cost of patent filing themself, in contrast to, e.g., the U.S.. Both

result in lower level of technology transfer from laboratories to the industry.

Prevezer (2001) names four major differences that explain size and maturity differences

between the U.S. and the European industry. First, the funding of the basic scientific

research is said to be more generous in the U.S.. Second, as a result of the Bayh-Dole Act

of 1980, it is easier for academics in the U.S. to form startups since they are allowed to retain

their academic position whereas in Europe, the scientific and the business community are
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much more separated. Third, the access to managerial expertise for young startups and the

financing conditions in terms of access to venture capital specializing in high technology

investment and access to capital market are said to be better in the U.S.. In contrast to

that, institutional investors in Europe tend to invest in safer lower technology ventures

both impacting the financing of venture capital funds and the success potential of IPOs.

Fourth, the possibilities for alliances between startups and established companies is said to

be greater in the early times of the U.S. industry compared to Europe (Forrest and Martin

(1992), Prevezer (2001)).

Besides differences between the North American and European biotechnology industry, a

description and cross-national comparison of size and maturity within the European indus-

try is of interest. If size is measured in terms of number of public and private companies,

Germany was the leading biotechnology country in Europe in 2006, followed by the United

Kingdom (UK) and France (see Figure A.5). In terms of number of employees, the UK was

the leading country in 2006 followed by Switzerland, Germany and France. Nevertheless,

both statistics only measure absolute size and are partially influenced by a single or few

companies with a dominating size (e.g., Serono of Switzerland, which accounted for about

40% of all Swiss employees within the biotechnology industry in 200614).

A closer look reveals a more differentiated perspective on the industry. When taking ad-

ditional data into account, it becomes clear that the UK is the leading European biotech-

nology country. The country had the highest equity financing level, the highest num-

ber of strategic alliances and M&A deals, by far the largest number of drugs in clinical

development and was only beaten by Switzerland in terms of industry revenue in 2006

(see Table A.1). Nevertheless, the Swiss industry is dominated by one company, Serono,

which accounted for almost half of Switzerland’s industry revenues in 2006 and which was

acquired beginning of 2007 by the pharmaceutical company Merck KGaA of Germany

(Serono (2008)). According to Ernst & Young’s definition of a biotechnological company,

these revenues will not be counted as biotechnology industry revenues in the future, a ’fate’

influencing industry revenues negatively that happened UK’s industry likewise with the

acquisition of UK’s then leading Biotech company, Celltech, through the pharmaceutical

company UCB of Belgium in 2004 (Ernst & Young (2005a)).

When comparing the two largest European biotechnology countries, UK and Germany,

14Serono had 4,775 employees in 2006 vs. a total of 11,820 employees in the Swiss biotechnology industry

(Serono (2008: 39), Ernst & Young (2007b: 16)).
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Figure A.5.: Companies and employees of European biotech industry per country, 2006

Source: Author based on Ernst & Young (2007b)

it becomes clear that the German biotechnology industry is still less developed: in 2006,

revenues in the UK were 216% higher, the number of public companies 195% higher, the

number of drugs in clinical development 75% higher and total number of employees 52%

higher. One has to add that the industry in the UK including many companies was founded

in the 1980s. In contrast to that, the German industry is considerably younger since most

biotechnology companies were founded in the mid 1990s with direct or indirect support

through or inspired by the ’Biotechnologie 2000 Programm’ and the BioRegio contest

(Giesecke (2000), Dohse (2000)). Some authors acknowledge the German policy of facili-

tating the biotechnology industry in the mid 1990s as particularly successful in stimulating

rapid catch-up with both UK and global levels of biotechnology research (Harding (2003)).

Due to long development cycles within the industry and the fact that only a small number

of products developed by German Biotechs has reached the market so far, one has to wait

whether the catch-up in company formation also turns into economic success within the

near future.

Aside from the three European countries with a large number of biotechnological companies

(Germany, the UK, and France), a group of four relatively smaller European countries

consisting of Switzerland, Denmark, Sweden and the Netherlands established an impressive

biotechnology industry in the past. If one takes the relative size of these countries into
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ATa BEa DKa FRa DEa ILa ITa NLa NOa SEa CHa GBa total

companies [#] public 2 5 9 10 19 7 3 5 6 19 8 56 149
private 47 37 64 146 372 132 57 77 26 96 71 202 1,327
total 49 42 73 156 391 139 60 82 32 115 79 258 1,476

employees [#] public 330 1,180 5,190 5,620 2,180 430 170 3,120 160 3,650 6,880 7,750 36,660
private 800 780 1,290 3,400 7,490 2,450 2,170 1,580 270 1,140 4,940 6,980 33,290
total 1,130 1,960 6,480 9,020 9,670 2,880 2,340 4,700 430 4,790 11,820 14,730 69,950

revenues [eM] public 54 106 979 544 256 13 8 605 36 972 2,873 2,182 8,628
private 59 101 46 233 689 57 359 140 20 112 959 797 3,572
total 113 207 1,025 777 945 70 367 745 56 1,084 3,832 2,979 12,200

equity finan- VCb 62 118 144 242 213 113 42 29 42 47 140 238 1,430
cing [eM] IPOc 0 64 111 34 94 0 112 20 7 6 65 140 653

othersc,d 59 42 227 215 126 12 18 338 5 54 349 403 1,848
total 121 224 482 491 433 125 172 387 54 107 554 781 3,931

alliance public 3 16 8 6 27 1 2 11 4 18 5 68 169
deals [#]e private 1 15 9 27 43 8 5 11 1 6 26 40 192

total 4 31 17 33 70 9 7 22 5 24 31 108 361

M&A public 0 2 2 2 4 0 0 4 0 1 1 12 28
deals [#]e private 0 3 4 4 11 4 1 3 1 6 2 11 50

total 0 5 6 6 15 4 1 7 1 7 3 23 78

drugs in cli- public 5 6 49 25 40 11 8 9 11 22 58 147 391
nical develop- private 15 11 38 34 82 34 19 9 9 20 39 66 376
ment [#] Total 20 17 87 59 122 45 27 18 20 42 97 213 767

aISO3166 European country code bProvided to private firms cProvided to public firms de.g., follow-ons such as PIPE eBiotech-Biotech & Biotech-Pharma

Table A.1.: Key figures of European biotech industry per country, 2006

Source: Ernst & Young (2007b)327
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account measured by the country’s gross domestic product (GDP), all four countries rela-

tively outperform the three large countries in almost every dimension listed in Table A.1.

Since the differences and causes in the development of the biotechnology industry of differ-

ent countries are not the aim of this thesis, the cases of these four countries are not further

investigated. Finally one has to note that the biotechnology industries of other European

countries such as Austria, Italy or Norway are still in an early development stage – when

compared with the previously mentioned European countries – with few companies, few

employees and little industry revenues.

After an extensive description of the history of the biotechnology industry including a

geographical comparison of the most important worldwide regions, the following section

outlines different categories of biotechnology companies within various application areas.

A.3. Types of biotechnology companies

In addition to the definition of biotechnology companies, a further specification of this

term is needed to highlight the specific research focus of this thesis. Therefore, different

business areas and their business segments as well as commonly used business models of

biotechnology companies are outlined in the following.

First, different business areas are differentiated using a commonly applied ‘color scheme’

depending on the area of application of the firms’ products and services. Red biotech-

nology contains applications in the field of human or animal health care, green biotech-

nology those within the agricultural industry and white biotechnology industrial applica-

tions within chemicals, materials, renewable resources or environmental industries (Ernst

& Young (2005b)). Nevertheless, this color scheme is not uniformly defined within the

literature. Dasilva (2004) for example differs red (health care), green (agricultural and

environmental), white (industrial), yellow (food and nutrition science), blue (aquaculture,

coastal and marine), brown (arid-zone and desert), dark (biowarfare), purple (intellectual

property rights (IPRs)), gold (bioinformatics and nanobiotechnology) and gray biotechnol-

ogy (classical fermentation and bioprocess technology). The latter scheme is based on a

different definition of biotechnology since it includes both modern and classical biotech-

nological companies. Therefore, a further differentiation of biotechnology companies is

necessary. Ernst & Young (2007b: 18) defines various business segments within the

biotechnology industry in accordance with previous definitions, which are useful as they
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include various business areas and divide diverse companies within red biotechnology into

more uniformly business segments, as follows:

Definition: “Therapeutics: Development of drugs and other therapeutic ap-

proaches such as gene or cell-based therapies to treat diseases.

Molecular Medical Diagnostics: DNA/RNA based tests and methods to detect

a disease, the predisposition for a disease, or pathomechanisms; paternity testing

(classical immuno-diagnostic approaches are not considered).

Tissue Engineering: Biological substitutes for the restoration or replacement of

tissue or organ function [...] based on the application of stem cells and other cell

therapies as well as on novel biomaterials or growth factors.

Drug Delivery: Bringing drugs to their site of action by directed, specific, or

efficient delivery (advanced materials, liposomes, antibody, viral, or cell based).

Drug Discovery Technologies and Services: Early drug discovery technologies

(synthesis, optimization, and characterization of drug candidates), screening and

validation activities, assay development, and drug testing services.

Genomics, Proteomics and Enabling Technologies: All genomic (investi-

gation of the structure and function of genes) and proteomic (analysis of protein

regulation, expression, structure, post-translational modification, interactions, and

function) activities; bioinformatics, biochips, and other bio-related tools; biophar-

maceutical production, molecular basic research, and further enabling technologies.

Industrial Biotechnology: Use of modern biotech methods for the processing and

production of chemicals, materials, and fuels.

Agricultural Biotechnology: Use of modern biotech methods for the production

of transgenic plants with applications in the food, chemical, material or fuel sector;

molecular pharming (production of drugs in plants); testing for genetically modified

organisms in food.”

The business segments therapeutics, diagnostics, tissue engineering, drug delivery and drug

discovery technologies and services are all considered to be part of the red biotechnology

business area. Genomics, proteomics and enabling technologies subsumes various technolo-

gies used in different kind of biotechnological applications, although applications within

red biotechnology are presumably dominating. The last two business segments, indus-

trial and agricultural biotechnology, represent what was previously defined as white and

green biotechnology respectively. Distributions of companies in the U.S. and Europe by
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Figure A.6.: U.S. vs. European biotech companies per business segments, 2005/06

Source: Author based on Ernst & Young (2006a, 2007b)

both business segment and business area using Ernst & Young (2005b)’s ‘color scheme’

are shown in Figure A.6. This shows that red biotechnology is the by far dominating area

since 85% to 90% of all biotech companies operate within this field.

Second, one can distinguish four different commonly cited business models within the

previously mentioned business areas and segments: the product business model, the tech-

nology platform business model, the hybrid business model and the fully integrated phar-

maceutical company (FIPCO) (Fisken and Rutherford (2002)).

The product business model describes companies that focus on research & development

(R&D) of innovative products such as therapeutics, diagnostics or tissue engineering within

red biotechnology or transgenic plants within green biotechnology. In the case of red

biotechnology, these type of companies are research-focused firms mostly covering only

the R&D steps within the pharmaceutical value chain since they generally out-license their

products to other companies during the development process and generate revenues through

royalties mostly based on net sales, among other forms of financial participation such as

milestone payments (Leute (2005)). Therefore, the product business model is sometimes

also called Royalty Income-Based Pharmaceutical Company (RIPCO). It is considered to

be particularly risky since product R&D is time and capital intensive and average failure

rates are high (see section A.5 for the economics of drug R&D). Hence, partnering with
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other biotechnological or pharmaceutical firms through alliances to share risks and costs

is essential for most product-oriented companies. Nevertheless, if they succeed in bringing

products to the market, they often generate high yearly revenues of hundreds of millions

dollars or even above. Within the product business model, Fisken and Rutherford (2002:

193) differentiate the classical product business model denoting companies having both

research and development capabilities and the virtual product business model, which stands

for companies abstaining from running their own research activities and focusing on the

development of in-licensed products that already completed the discovery phase of the

drug R&D process. The latter subcategory is however rather an exception since it is only

suitable for firms explicitly experienced within clinical drug development.

Companies following the technology platform business model (also denoted as tool

business model) draw on innovative technologies or new research tools to offer royalty

based services to other firms, mostly within drug discovery (Fisken and Rutherford (2002),

Ernst & Young (2000c: 97)). They can be found within the business segments drug

discovery technologies and services, genomics, proteomics and enabling technologies, and

drug delivery. Other than product companies, their business model is less risky and they

already generate significant revenues a few years after their foundation. Nevertheless, their

revenue potential is much more limited compared to product companies due to their fee-for-

service business character. Papadopoulos (2000: IT3) notes that “none of these companies

is likely to be successful over the long term as currently configured, because there is no

long-term business opportunity based on a narrow technology platform that support [...]

valuations of several hundred million to a few billion dollars.”

The hybrid business model is a combination of both the product and technology plat-

form business models and is often considered to be an evolution of the platform model. It

became popular after the burst of the Internet bubble at the beginning of the 21st century

since the platform business model became less attractive to investors due to its limited

revenue potential and in consequence limited valuations at capital markets as stated by

Papadopoulos (2000) and the fact that it turned out to be more risky than expected.

Many hybrid companies emerged from platform companies through leveraging the com-

pany’s own proprietary technology platform for product R&D building a product pipeline

within different R&D phases while others acquisitively gained access to products through

in-licensing deals. Thus, these firms reinvested early revenues from licensing their platform

technology to others into their own product pipeline. According to Fisken and Rutherford

(2002: 193), 19 out of 22 biotechnology companies with market capitalizations in excess
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Figure A.7.: Vertical integration vs. diversification in pharmaceutical value chain

Source: Author based on zu Knyphausen-Aufseß and Meinhardt (2002)

of $3B were classified as product business companies in 2001. Nevertheless, the hybrid

business model is nowadays popular among emerging biotechnology companies.

As Ernst & Young (2000c: 98-99) notes, the business model of a fully integrated inte-

grated pharmaceutical company (FIPCO) is “the ultimate aim” of all (red) biotech-

nological companies since it implies competing at eye level with top tier pharmaceutical

companies such as Merck & Co., Novartis or Pfizer. FIPCOs are vertically integrated

companies that have the complete control over all parts of the pharmaceutical value chain

(see Figure A.7). They emerge from more mature product-oriented or hybrid companies

that either possess the required free cash flow from other activities or have sufficient cap-

ital raised from investors to develop and later commercialize their products on their own

without out-licensing them within later development stages to external partners. Amgen

is an example of such a FIPCO. Whether the strategy of vertical integration into a FIPCO

is suitable for a biotechnology company mainly depends on the availability of sufficient

fundings. Considering the immense financing requirements, becoming a FIPCO is hard

to apply for the vast majority of all biotechnology companies. Such an attempt might be

more suitable within niche markets since entrance barriers are generally lower (e.g., clinical

trial sizes are smaller and costs of market entry are lower since only medical specialists

within a certain therapeutic area have to be approached). Summarized, the FIPCO model
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implies potentially very high financial rewards since profits do not have to be shared with

partners, but also maximizes risks of product failure within R&D.

Besides these two categorizations, Ernst & Young (2000c: 6) also differentiates three cat-

egories of biotechnology companies. Category I firms’ business object “is exclusively to

commercialize modern biotechnology” in the sense of the definition of modern biotechnol-

ogy. These firms are exclusively covered through the definition of biotechnology companies.

Cited figures from Ernst & Young’s industry reports include only category I firms. This

thesis solely focuses on category I red biotechnology companies in the business segment

therapeutics applying a product-oriented, technology platform or hybrid business model.

Hence, other categories are less relevant.

After having outlined business areas, segments & models of biotechnological companies,

the following section outlines the drug R&D process in the pharmaceutical industry.

A.4. The biopharmaceutical drug R&D process

Red biotechnological companies developing drugs15 are part of the pharmaceutical industry

and are mainly R&D oriented corporations. Therefore, understanding the R&D process

of new drugs is crucial for this thesis. As Pisano (2006: 23) states, the main idea of

pharmaceutical drug R&D is sometimes described as the lock and key principle: the

aim is to find a compound or molecule (the key) that binds selectively to a specific

malfunction-causing target in the body such as a receptor, enzyme, gene or other (the

lock) to achieve a desired therapeutic effect such as replacing a necessary but absent target,

blocking a target (antagonist) or switching a target on (agonist). The R&D process can be

decomposed in the research phases (also denoted as discovery phases), the development

phases and the approval and post-approval phases (see Figure A.8). Each of these

three parts is further explained based on descriptions by Patzelt (2005) and Pisano (2006)

and further added by work of other authors16. A fourth part is supplemented including a

brief overview of important biotechnological techniques that impact drug R&D.

15As Campbell (2005: 44) states, the term drug is sometimes defined to be a chemical substance for the

diagnosis or treatment of a disease, according to the U.S. Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act of 1938.

In contrast to that, a biologic refers to a substance derived from living sources through a biological

process (Campbell (2005: 17)). This thesis uses the term drug as a synonym for therapeutics
regardless of whether they are of natural, biological / biotechnological, or chemical origin.

16For example, Krogsgaard-Larsen et al. (2002), Ng (2004), and Gad (2005).
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Figure A.8.: Phases and milestones of pharmaceutical R&D process

Source: Author based on Pisano (2006: 46)

The research phases: drug discovery

Drug discovery is the process by which drugs are invented. It aims to both determine

the medical target (the lock) of a disease or indication and potential drugs or compounds

(the key) that intervene with the target. It is generally organized in four sub-phases.

The first step is called target identification (TI) and aims to determine a set of potential

targets such as a receptors, proteins or genes which cause a disease in case of malfunction.

Usually, researchers come up with hypotheses on specific biochemical pathways that po-

tentially cause the disease based on prior basic scientific research or new scientific insights

in, e.g., genomics or proteomics. The process of TI generally includes the comparison

of ill and healthy patients’ genes or proteins using supporting techniques such as DNA

chips, gene databases or bioinformatics methods. If a company does research on a new

target with little to no prior scientific knowledge on its functionality and few scientific

publications, time and capital investments are generally higher and probability of success

is lower. In contrast, an established target with available background information bears

the risk of competitors already developing or marketing a drug although time and capital

requirements might be lower and probability of success higher (Baker and Gill (2005)).

Target validation (TV) as the second drug discovery step strives to confirm or disprove if

a modification of a target within the set of potential targets really causes the disease. This

is done by, e.g., proving whether attacking the target results in the death or recovery of

pathogenic cells. Further knowledge is gained through in vitro research with cell cultures or

RNAi techniques and/or in vivo research with animal experiments17. As Pisano (2006: 47)

17In vitro (Latin: ‘within the glass’) refers to laboratory research whereas in vivo (Latin: ‘(with)in the

living’) refers to research with humans or animals (Campbell (2005: 75)).
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notes, this step also includes efforts to determine if a potential target is ‘druggable’ by, e.g.,

determining its structures with respect to potential binding sites and to control whether

a potential target is structurally not similar to one already targeted through a drug. TV

concludes with the designation of a target against which a drug shall be developed.

The third step of drug discovery is called lead identification (LI) and aims to find a set

of potential drug candidates or compounds that bind to the chosen target. The molecular

structure of the target is often used as a starting point of research efforts. Depending on

whether the potential compound is a chemical ‘small molecule’ or biological ‘large

molecule’ (such as a protein, antibody, piece of DNA or RNA), various modern techniques

such as computational chemistry, high throughput screening (HTS), virtual high through-

put screening (VHTS) or rational drug design (RDD) are used to enhance the efficiency of

finding a drug against a chosen target.

Within the last drug discovery step, called lead optimization (LO), the promising set

of potential compounds identified within LI are optimized so that the interaction between

target and compound are as strong and as specific as possible while interactions with other,

non-diseased molecules and toxic side effects are avoided. This includes further research on

“analogs” or derivatives of those molecules and involves both traditional chemical synthesis

in case of small molecules and DNA or RNA molecules as well as biotechnological genetic

engineering methods in case of antibodies and proteins. Promising compounds identified

within LO are commonly checked for patent availability through an internal or external

patent counsel. Lead optimization ends in choosing the most promising drug candidate as

lead compound and a single or few so-called backup(s) or backup compound(s) that

are proposed for drug development. Those compounds are mostly never before approved

so-called New Molecular Entities (NMEs)18, although not all new drugs are NMEs.

The development phases: preclinical and clinical trials

The drug development phases aim to study pharmacodynamics (the drug’s effect

on the body) and pharmacokinetics (the body’s effect on the drug) and to prove the

safety and efficacy of the lead compound and its backup(s) both in vitro and in vivo

within animals (preclinical trials) and within humans (clinical trials).

18A NME is also denoted as New Chemical Entity (NCE) or New Biological Entity (NBE)
depending on whether it is a chemical “small molecule” or a biological “large molecule”.
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The preclinical (PC) development phase includes safety and efficacy tests of the lead

compound and its backup(s) within both in vitro experiments (e.g., cell assays) and in

vivo experiments (animals) prior to tests in humans. Generally, the research team tries

to understand the absorption, distribution, metabolism and excretion rates of the com-

pound(s) (also known as ADME parameters) using a wide range of drug dosages. Once

successfully finished, a so-called ‘Investigational New Drug (IND)’ application in case

of a NCE and a ‘Biological Investigational New Drug (BIND)’ application in case

of a NBE for approval of clinical trials of the most promising compound(s) is submitted to

one or several approval agencies. Generally, tacit approval is achieved unless revoked by

the authorities within 30 days after submission. In parallel, the inventor normally applies

for patent protection of the IND/BIND (this is necessary before publishing R&D results

especially due to the European “first to file” patent principle).

Clinical phase 0 (C0) studies or exploratory IND studies with humans are only recently

introduced and in few cases conducted trials prior to clinical phase I (thus not included in

Figure A.8). They involve 10 to 15 healthy humans getting only micro-doses not causing

any therapeutic effect. They are not intended for safety or efficacy tests but primarily

aim to rank drug candidates with respect to their pharmacokinetic parameters and to

test whether drugs behave in humans as desired within preclinical tests. They are mainly

undertaken for compound selection and to reduce economical risks of drug R&D.

Clinical trials in phase I (CI) are also known as safety trials and study the drug’s

safety or toxicity involving groups of 10 to 100 healthy humans. Besides safety aspects,

pharmacokinetic (ADME) parameters are analyzed and dose-ranging is used to determine

therapeutic effects of different dosages. Phase I trials can be conducted as Single Ascending

Dose (SAD), Multiple Ascending Dose (MAD) or food effect studies.

Clinical phase II (CII) studies, also known as efficacy trials, primarily aim is to prove

the compound’s efficacy to treat the disease and to evaluate different drug dosages. They

generally involve around 50 to 500 ill patients within a placebo-controlled, randomized

and double-blind trial19. A phase II study is sometimes divided into phase IIa (assess drug

doses) and phase IIb (proof of efficacy). Phase II is considered to be the most critical step

19Placebo-controlled trials are those were two group of subjects are studied to control the effect of

the IND/BIND vs. a faked treatment: one group is treated with the compound and the other with a

placebo. Randomized refers to the accidentally assignment of each subject to a group without personal

consideration. Double-blind trials refers to those were neither the subjects nor the researcher know

which treatment is given to which subject to avoid study biases.
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within drug R&D. Its successful completion is called the ‘Proof of Concept (PoC)’ since

both safety and efficacy are shown within humans. Consequently, valuations of potential

drugs increase dramatically once the PoC is achieved.

Finally, clinical trials in phase III (CIII) often include large groups of more than

one thousand ill patients treated over a longer time period usually involving multiple trial

sites in different countries and are therefore called large-scale and long-horizon efficacy

trials. They are commonly also conducted as placebo-controlled, randomized and double-

blind trials and aim to prove efficacy on a statistically significant level and to investigate

potential rare side effects not or only rarely noticed in prior trials. Since clinical trials within

phase III are mostly not finished when submitting the approval application, phase IIIa

(prior application submission) and phase IIIb (post application submission) are sometimes

distinguished. Phase III is considered to be the most expensive step within drug R&D

since it involves a large number of patients. Therefore, biotechnological companies tend to

out-license their products under development prior to conducting phase III clinical trials.

The approval and post-approval phases: regulatory proof and ongoing safety checks

If a drug successfully completes all development steps, it enters the registration and

approval (R&A) process. The inventing company applies for marketing approval through

any of the worldwide governmental approval agencies. The most important agencies by

far are the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA), the European Medicines Agency

(EMA) responsible for most European states20, and Japan’s Ministry of Health, Labour

and Welfare (MHLW). These three agencies cover most developed countries and represent

over 80% of worldwide drug revenues (Ng (2004: 6), Parexel (2007: 8)).

Taking the FDA as an example, companies submit a ‘New Drug Application (NDA)’

for compounds of chemical origin (NCEs) to the FDA’s Center for Drug Evaluation and

Research (CDER) and a ‘Biological License Application (BLA)’ for compounds of

biological or biotechnological origin (NBEs) to the FDA’s Center for Biologics Evaluation

and Research (CBER). Approval procedures for drugs of chemical and biological origin

20The EMA is the approval agency of all 27 countries within the European Union (EU) and the three

European Free Trade Association (EFTA) states who signed the European Economic Area (EEA)

agreement of 1994: Iceland, Liechtenstein and Norway. As the only other EFTA country, Switzerland

did not sign the EEA agreement joining the European Union Internal Market. Thus, the EMA is not

responsible for drug approval within Switzerland (European Medicines Agency (2008)).
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are comparable and both require extensive data on the safety and efficacy gained through

preclinical and clinical development, information on the drug package insert and proof

of whether the drug manufacturing procedures are adequate and compliant with Good

Manufacturing Practice (GMP) to ensure the drug’s quality, identity, safety and purity

(all legal requirements are coded in the United States Code (U.S.C.), title 21 (Food and

Drugs); for latest online version see the Code of Federal Regulations (C.F.R.) (2008)).

According to C.F.R. §314.60, the FDA shall process approval applications within 180 days

after receipt, although this time period starts over again with every FDA request for

additional information to the applicant and approval times thereby tend to be much longer.

For this reason, the FDA introduced a so-called ‘fast track’ granted to drugs treating

serious diseases and fulfilling so far unmet medical needs including a faster ‘priority review ’

approval vs. the ‘standard review ’ in 1992 (U.S. Food and Drug Administration (2008a)).

Between 1993 and 2003, the average FDA approval time was 8.5 months for drugs under

priority review and 16.2 months for those under standard review (U.S. Food and Drug

Administration (2008a)).

After drug marketing rights are granted, approval authorities may require the inventing

company to conduct post-marketing surveillance trials also known as clinical trials phase

IV (CIV) to ensure pharmacovigilance (safety surveillance) of, e.g., specific populations

not tested within prior clinical trials21 and to detect rare long-term side effects that may

be caused through interactions with other drugs. In few cases, phase IV trials result in

the immediate sales stop of drugs due to harmful long-term effects. Prominent recent

examples include rofecoxib (brand name: Vioxx) of Merck Inc. in 2004 and cerivastatin

(brand names: Baycol, Lipobay) of Bayer AG in 2001.

Inventing companies are entitled to exclusively market their products until patent protec-

tion expires. One generally differentiates three types of patents: product patents covering,

e.g., a specific compound of a therapeutics, process patents protecting the manufacturing

process of a product (especially of importance for biologics) and patents covering the start-

ing materials such as host cells or vectors (Oberholzer-Gee and Yao (2006: 2-3)). U.S. and

European patents are generally granted for 20 years from the patent filing date (Code of

Federal Regulations (C.F.R.) (2008), title 37 (Patents, Trademarks, and Copyrights), and

European Patent Convention (2008), chapter II, part III, article 63 (Term of the Euro-

21As an example, pregnant women are not likely to voluntarily participate in a pre-approval clinical trial.

Thus, a phase IV study may be required to monitor the drug’s effects on pregnant women who ingest

the drug for medical purposes.
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pean patent)). Since product patent applications are generally filed in combination with

IND/BIND applications, patent protection for drugs are much shorter due to the necessary

time for clinical trials and drug approval which averaged eight years for NCEs approved

between 2000 and 2006 according to Parexel (2007: 169) and reduced the effective period

of exclusive marketing rights to 12 years. To incentivize the development of drugs targeting

rare diseases, the U.S. and Europe both grant the status of an orphan drug to therapeu-

tics that treat very serious diseases affecting less than 0.05% of the population (U.S. Food

and Drug Administration (2008b), European Commission (2008)). Although regulatory

approval requirements are similar, orphan drugs enjoy market exclusivity (seven years in

the U.S., ten years in Europe) and other selective incentives such as tax reductions and a

harmonized market approval procedure for the U.S. and Europe.

Having outlined the drug R&D and approval process, it is important to note that these steps

only fully apply to new and innovative drugs known as New Molecular Entities (NMEs)

whereas other type of therapeutics only pass through selective steps. Following a modified

classification by the U.S. Congress Office of Technology Assessment (1993: 6-7), one can

differentiate four types of therapeutics22 that need to be tested before being approved and

marketed. First, New Molecular Entities (NMEs), which are patent-protected new

molecular compounds (NCEs or NBEs) never before used or tested in humans23. Second,

new drug delivery mechanisms, which are new approaches to deliver an existing com-

pound at the desired dose to humans. Third, follow-on products, which are new com-

binations, formulations, dosing forms or dosing strength of existing compounds. Fourth,

generics and biosimilars, which are bioequivalent copies of approved drugs for which the

patent protection of the active ingredient expired. As an example, in the case of generics,

which are copies of chemical ‘small molecules’, firms are not required to conduct preclinical

or clinical trials but only have to prove bioequivalence (i.e., that it performs in the same

22Besides different types of new therapeutics, according to Ng (2004: 1-2), one can distinguish two types of

drugs with respect to their sales channel: ethical or prescription drugs, also denoted as Rx drugs,

requiring a prescription by a medical doctor, and over-the-counter drugs, also denoted as OTC

drugs, freely available for sales since these are established and safe drugs ingestible without medical

advice (Campbell (2005: 107, 125, 201)). However, this denomination is not relevant within the context

of R&D requirements of therapeutics.
23NMEs can further be distinguished as pioneering drugs, which have a molecular structure or Mech-

anism of Action (MoA) different from all previously marketed drugs, and me-too drugs, which are

similar but not identical to a pioneering drug in molecular structure and MoA (U.S. Congress Office of

Technology Assessment (1993: 7)). This distinction often results from several companies racing to be

first to launch a new compound and appears to be irrelevant within this context.
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way as the innovative drug) for submitting a so-called ‘Abbreviated New Drug Application

(ANDA)’. Approval requirements for the relatively new phenomenon of biosimilars, which

are copies of biological ‘large molecules’, are higher since they only enjoy comparability sta-

tus but not the generics’ substitutability status due to, e.g., more complex manufacturing

techniques. Hence, the EMA requires clinical trials in phase I and III for approval and the

FDA has not even released regulatory requirements until the end of 2007.

The impact of new scientific techniques on drug discovery

The previously outlined phases of drug R&D remained comparable over years. However, as

Patzelt (2005: 16) notes, new scientific methods mostly within biotechnology dramatically

changed the way drug R&D is carried out. They led to a more systematic and efficient

approach compared to the until recently employed way of randomly screening naturally

or chemically synthesized compounds with regard to its effects on the target. Following a

description by Pisano (2006: 25-40), the most important techniques are briefly described

within three categories in the following.

The first category comprehends methods for expanding the number and knowledge of

medical targets. This is of special importance since traditional pharmaceuticals only

address a relatively limited number of about 500 molecular targets (Drews and Ryser

(1997a, 1997b)). Recent expectations assume that another 5,000 to 10,000 druggable

medical targets exist (Drews (2000)). Four bio(techno)logical techniques or paradigms

have mainly contributed to this increase in potential targets: Genomics, Proteomics, RNA

interference and Systems Biology. Genomics is defined as the study of genes (which

consist of DNA) and their function on the organism (Campbell (2005: 60)). Once high-

speed automated DNA and gene sequencing were available, the entire human genome was

sequenced with the aim to better understand the influence of specific genes on diseases.

Proteomics is said to be the study of the structure and function of proteins, which

are derived from genes, and aims to catalog proteins expressed by a cell or tissue to

enable comparisons of diseased and healthy cell or tissue patterns. Until recently, drug

targets where either proteins, e.g., receptors or enzymes, or genes coding those proteins.

RNA Interference (RNAi) enabled RNA to act as potential drug target as well. This

is important since messenger RNA (mRNA) acts as an intermediate by transcribing DNA

code (which carries the instructions to synthesize proteins) to cells (which are responsible

for protein production). By attacking RNA, one hopes to selectively “switch off” genes
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expressing proteins that cause diseases. Systems Biology is the integrated study of

various biological components such as genes, proteins, cells and entire organs. Since few

diseases can be traced to only a single gene, it tries to shift the level of analysis from the

traditional focus on one component, e.g., a gene or protein, to a biological system, e.g., a

cell or pathway through cells.

The second category includes techniques for expanding the range of available com-

pounds to attack targets. Earlier drugs were mainly so-called chemical synthesized ‘small

molecules’ since no method for the large-scale production of biological ‘large molecules’

such as nucleid acids or proteins existed. Three techniques have boosted the number and

types of tested compounds: recombinant DNA, monoclonal antibodies and combinatorial

chemistry. Recombinant DNA (rDNA) is genetically engineered DNA and a technique

that enables the large-scale production of a particular protein through cells. Since pro-

teins play a central role in many biological processes, it is today a key technology used

as a complementary method for chemistry-based drug discovery to synthesize drug com-

pounds, but also drug targets. A Monoclonal Antibody (MAb) is a mono-specific,

indefinitely replicable and extremely homogeneous antibody laboratory-produced through

cloning of a single parent cell that binds to only one antigen, the target protein (Campbell

(2005: 95)). Before this pathbreaking manufacturing technique was available, antibodies

could only be produced by injecting a ‘foreign’ protein into an animal. It then started to

produce antibodies against this protein, which had to be isolated and purified from the

immune serum. Those antibodies were so-called polyclonal antibodies reacting with vari-

ous proteins. MAbs enable the development of highly specific drugs that, e.g., transport

extremely toxic drugs to proteins only expressed by a specific cell and are to date mainly

used as cancer therapeutics. Combinatorial chemistry is an approach to chemical syn-

thesis (of small molecules) to automatically analyze all possible “analogs” of a compound

through an automated process. Analogs are slightly modified versions of a compound with

chemical building blocks assembled differently and are commonly examined within drug

discovery since they might offer greater drug safety and efficacy (Campbell (2005: 9)).

While this was carried out manually before, combinatorial chemistry increases the number

of produced compounds by approximately factor 1,000 (Pisano (2006: 29-30)).

The third category comprises new design and screening methods to find a match be-

tween a target and a compound and includes Rational Drug Design (RDD) and High

Throughput Screening (HTS). Other than traditional trial-and-error testing of chemical

compounds against targets, Rational Drug Design (RDD) aims to develop specific
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new drugs or compounds based on in-depth knowledge of the molecular structure and the

chemical and biological functions of the target molecules (e.g., enzymes or receptors) caus-

ing the disease. RDD is sometimes also referred to as structure-based drug design and

uses X-ray crystallography, nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy and other techniques

to build detailed 3D computer models of the target molecules used for analyzing pur-

poses. High Throughput Screening (HTS) is an automated, robotic-based approach

to testing a large number of potential compounds against various targets using software,

sensors, liquid handling devices and others. It automatically performs various experiments

on whether a compound and a target interact with each other and also automatically

evaluates the experiments’ results. In combination with combinatorial chemistry, HTS

increases the number of screened compounds by approximately factor 10,000 and thereby

rapidly increases drug R&D productivity (Pisano (2006: 38)). Thus, the invention of HTS

and combinatorial chemistry are one explanation for the slower growth rates of preclinical

development costs relative to clinical trial costs (DiMasi et al. (2003: 181)).

After having described the drug R&D process (with a focus on NMEs) within the phar-

maceutical industry including important breakthrough techniques that impacted the way

drug R&D works, the following section highlights the economic perspective of drug R&D.

A.5. Pharmacoeconomics – the economics of drug R&D

Pharmacoeconomics, the economic evolution of costs and financial rewards of develop-

ing therapeutics, unveils the unique industry-specific technical risks of drug R&D that

both pharmaceutical and biotechnological respectively biopharmaceutical companies are

facing24. To name a few, they include the problem of finding both the right target causing

a malfunction and the appropriate compound treating the disease among several million

possibilities, the control of potential side effects, the proof of efficacy or finding an appli-

cable drug delivery mode and route of administration (e.g., oral, nasal, pneumonial, rectal

or injection) (Pisano (2006: 44)). This section illustrates how time-consuming, highly

risky and extremely expensive drug R&D of NMEs is by highlighting the “three most

important components of R&D investment” within the pharmaceutical industry, as stated

by the U.S. Congress Office of Technology Assessment (1993): average time spent,

probability of success (PoS) and average costs.

24Aside from general risks within, e.g., sales & marketing, that are comparable to other industries.
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Average R&D times and probability of success (PoS) are generally computed on

basis of large samples of either approved or failed drugs within a pre-specified period of

time. Considering the uncertain outcome of drugs still under development, computation is

commonly conducted with a time gap of a couple of years to ensure that data is not biased

by drugs still under development. Data is mostly derived from large commercial R&D

pipeline databases such as IMS R&D Focus, PharmaProjects, Thomson Pharma iDdb3

or Wolters Kluwer Adis R&D insights, or from proprietary databases. Among the latter,

the Tufts CSDD database, which is supplemented through various of these commercial

databases, is among the most prominent ones used as reliable source in many high-ranked

academic papers (e.g., DiMasi et al. (1991, 2003), DiMasi and Grabowski (2007)).

Results from seven recent publications quoting average R&D times and PoS as well as

calculated overall averages are reported in Table A.2. Hence, the average drug R&D

time from discovery to market introduction equals 159.5 months or 13.3 years. The clinical

development and approval periods together average 98.7 months (8.3 years) with relatively

low deviations ranging from 84 months (7.2 years) to 108 months (9.0 years). Results

in overall R&D times therefore vary across studies mainly because of the high deviation

of reported discovery and preclinical R&D times, which last on average 60.8 months (5.1

years) with outliers ranging from 30 months (2.5 years) to 92.4 months (7.7 years). This

is not surprising since R&D times within basic research and discovery deviate more than

within clinical phases. Additionally, the relatively sparse coverage of R&D projects within

databases and other publications prior to IND/BIND and patent application submissions

might cause a sample bias for early phases. This is mainly the case because companies had

little incentive to disclose information previously since they fear sharpened competition

otherwise. By contrast, they are forced to publish information within the IND/BIND and

patent application submission before starting clinical development.

When considering probability of success (PoS), data availability problems for the dis-

covery phases are even more severe. Only two in Table A.2 cited studies, Lehman Brothers

and McKinsey & Company (2001) and Kellogg and Charnes (2000), report PoS rates for

discovery (22.5% and 60.0% respectively) while the other five studies do not offer similar

data. Thus, overall PoS of drug R&D is said to be 2.5% or 12.9% following these two

studies. Other publications report “funnels of success” stating the actual number of com-

pounds necessary to enter each phase to end up with one approved drug. Parexel (2007:

131) states that 11 million screened compounds will result in 12 compounds in preclinical

testing, 5 in clinical phase I, 3 in clinical phase II, 2 in clinical phase III and 1 approved
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Study Data TI TV LI LO PC CI CII CIII R&A TI to PC CI to R&A Total

DiMasi and Grabowski � time 52.0c 19.5 29.3 32.9 16.0 52.0 97.7 149.7

(2007) PoSa
N/Ad 83.7% 56.3% 64.2%c

N/Ad 30.3% N/Ad

DiMasi et al. (2003) � time 52.0c 12.3 26.0 33.8 18.2 52.0 90.3 142.3

PoSa
N/Ad 71.0% 44.2% 68.5%c

N/Ad 21.5% N/Ad

DiMasi et al. (1991) � time 42.6c 16.2 22.5 29.9 30.3 42.6 98.9 141.5

PoSa
N/Ad 75.0% 48.3% 63.5%c

N/Ad 23.0% N/Ad

Parexel � time N/Ad 30.0 21.0 30.0 29.0 27.0 30.0d 107.0 137.0

(2007: 172, 205) PoSa
N/Ad 25.0% 76.9% 68.4% 76.0% N/Ad N/Ad N/Ad N/Ad

Lehman Brothers and McKinsey � timeb 66.0c 12.0 18.0 24.0 30.0 18.0 78.0 90.0 168.0

& Company (2001: 24, 83) PoSa 22.5%c 50.0% 70.0% 50.0% 70.0% 90.0% 11.3% 22.1% 2.5%

Boston Consulting Group � time 12.0 24.0 4.8 32.4 19.2 84.0c N/Ad 92.4 84.0 176.4

(2001: 12) PoSa
N/Ad

Kellogg and Charnes � timeb 12.0c 36.0 12.0 24.0 36.0 36.0 48.0 108.0 156.0

(2000) PoSa 60.0%c 90.0% 75.0% 50.0% 85.0% 75.0% 54.0% 23.9% 12.9%

Average � time 60.8c 16.5 26.0 31.9 24.3 60.8 98.7 159.5

PoSa N/Ae 75.3% 52.9% 64.6%c N/Ae 25.7% N/Ae

aTransition probability of success (PoS) to next phase for single phase reported; total columns (last three columns) report multiplicative PoS for several phases bAuthor(s) reported

development times only in years; data conversion to months creates imprecision cData only reported as sum of several phases, which are left blank

dData not covered by report eOverall average not computed due to inadequately data base within popular studies

Table A.2.: Drug R&D times (in months) and probability of success (in %) by R&D phase

Source: Own calculation of averages, cited studies
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drug after roughly 15 years. Based on PhMRA data, Ernst & Young (2000a: 46-47) declares

that 5,000 to 10,000 screened compounds result in 250 lead candidates in preclinical testing,

5 in clinical phase I, 4 in clinical phase II, 1-2 in clinical phase III and 1 approved drug

after roughly 14.5 years. Bain & Company (2003: 4) claims that 13 compounds entering

preclinical testing result in 9 compounds in clinical phase I, 5 in clinical phase II, 2 in clinical

phase III and 1 approved drug. By contrast to high deviations in reported preclinical PoS,

clinical success rates25 reported through various cited studies are more comparable and

average 25.7%. As a “rule of thumb”, one can conclude that out of 10 compounds entering

preclinical testing, 4 enter clinical phase I and 1 will end up being marketed. Furthermore,

overall sucess rates from discovery to market approval are likely to be smaller than 1%.

Some authors study various sub-categories of drugs to unveil systematic differences among

distinct parts of the population in both average R&D time and PoS. Of specific interest

are two studies, DiMasi et al. (2003) and DiMasi and Grabowski (2007), which conducted

homogeneous samples of self-originated investigational chemicals (NCEs) and biologicals

(NBEs) respectively26. Results of both studies are included in Table A.2 and show that

development times are comparable (12.5 years for NBEs vs. 11.9 years for NCEs) while

clinical PoS is 141% higher for NBEs compared to NCEs (30.3% vs. 21.5%). Previous

studies examining biologicals lack a large enough sample of NBEs (Bienz-Tadmor et al.

(1992)) or are biased since the majority of sample drugs, ∼90%, are still within R&D

(Struck (1994)). Parexel (2007: 182) cites a Tufts Center study stating that clinical de-

velopment times of NCEs and NBEs were significantly different in the late 1980s (8.9 vs.

4.3 years) but time differences dimished since then and almost resembled each other in the

period from 2000 to 2004 (7.5 vs. 7.3 years). DiMasi (1995) found that the firm size has

no effect on final success rates, but showed that small firms’ drugs yield higher medical

improvement since 56% of them were rated as ones with moderate or significant gains over

existing therapy vs. only 38% for medium and large firms. Other studies found differences

among major therapeutic areas with respect to PoS (DiMasi (1995)) and average R&D

time (DiMasi (2001a)), noticeable higher PoS of in-licensed compounds compared to self-

originated compounds explained by a screening effect of acquired compounds (38.0% vs.

15.9% for 1987-1989 and 37.3% vs. 12.3% for 1990-1992, see DiMasi (2001b)) and overall

25The clinical sucess rate equals the multiplicative product of the four transition PoS from clinical phase

I to market approval.
26DiMasi et al. (2003) used a sample of 534 NMEs, most of which were NCEs, first tested in humans

between 1983 and 1994. DiMasi and Grabowski (2007) chose a sample of 522 NBEs, which consisted

of 278 recombinant proteins and 244 MAbs, first tested in humans between 1990 and 2003.
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R&D times rising from 8.1 years in the 1960s to 11.6 years in the 1970s, 14.1 years in the

1980s and 14.2 years in the 1990s while increases were smaller for priority FDA reviewed

drugs vs. standard FDA reviewed drugs (DiMasi (2001a)). Finally, DiMasi (2001b) exam-

ined reasons for research abandonment among three categories and found that 37.6% were

discontinued due to efficacy problems (too small or no therapeutic effect), 33.8% because

of economic considerations (insufficient return on investment, too limited market size) and

only 19.6% due to safety issues (animal or human toxicity).

When calculating the average R&D cost of drugs, two major approaches have been

used within the literature. Project-level studies measure R&D costs at the project level

and for each phase by calculation the net present value (NPV) using expenditure data

for a sample of drugs derived from the originating companies. Industry-level studies use

regression analysis to examine the relationship between all product introductions within a

predefined time window and industry R&D expenditure (including some control variables).

The U.S. Congress Office of Technology Assessment (1993: 48-50) reviewed both ap-

proaches and stated that industry-level studies suffer the major disadvantage of relating

drug introduction within one year to R&D expenditure of past years – a complex under-

taking that lies “often beyond estimation”. In addition, total R&D expenditure “includes

spending not only on new drug products but also on modifications and extensions of ex-

isting products”. Although most industry-level studies address this issue by using the

estimated proportion of total R&D spending devoted to new drugs, huge cost differences

between, e.g., in-licensed and self-originated drugs remain unappreciated. Hence, project-

level studies are considered to provide the “most detailed view of the costs of particular

projects and overall development costs” if they overcome their major disadvantage: ob-

taining reliable project-based data. The U.S. Congress Office of Technology Assessment

(1993: 62, 66) concludes that the project-level studies by Hansen (1979) and DiMasi et al.

(1991) are “reasonably accurate” and “internally consistent with one another”. Hence, the

remainder of this section focuses on these two studies and their two successors, DiMasi

et al. (2003) and DiMasi and Grabowski (2007).

The methodology used in all four studies are identical. A portfolio of self-originated drugs

from several companies served as the data base while in-licensed drugs are omitted since

their cost and revenue structure differ significantly. All included drugs entered clinical trials

within a specified time period and have finished R&D at the time the analysis was con-

ducted (thus, drugs were either approved or failed within R&D). Annual R&D expenditure
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data per drug was provided by the originating companies. On this basis, two important

figures were calculated. First, the average out-of-pocket cost per approved drug equaled the

average cash investments needed to develop one approved drug including both preclinical

and clinical R&D costs and the cost of failure of drugs abandoned within R&D. Second,

the average pre-approval capitalized cost per approved drug also included the opportunity

cost of capital employed within the developing firm. Hence, these figures included all com-

ponents of the adequate net present value (NPV) calculation of drug R&D costs as stated

by the U.S. Congress Office of Technology Assessment (1993: 11, 49): consideration of cash

outlays for discovery, preclinical and clinical development and approval, inclusion of cost

of failure of abandoned drugs, and calculation of timing and opportunity cost of capital.

For computing the average out-of-pocket cost per approved drug, six steps were necessary.

First, all cost data were converted to one reference year using a GDP Implicit Price De-

flator. Second, mean out-of-pocket clinical cost per investigational new drug (IND) and

phase were calculated including all costs within clinical development, approval submission

and manufacturing preparation for drugs that entered the corresponding phases. Third,

the expected out-of-pocket clinical cost per IND and phase were computed by weighting

the mean out-of-pocket clinical cost per IND and phase with phase transition PoS obtained

from a larger dataset of comparable molecules. Fourth, expected out-of-pocket preclinical

cost per IND were estimated applying a ratio of preclinical to clinical R&D expenditure de-

rived from a longitudinal time series of the surveyed firms. Fifth, the (total) out-of-pocket

cost per IND were computed as sum of both preclinical and clinical expected out-of-pocket

cost per IND. Sixth, this figure was multiplied with the estimated clinical approval success

rate.

The average pre-approval capitalized cost per approved drug were calculated as NPV by

capitalizing expected out-of-pocket costs forward to the point of marketing approval. Two

parameters are necessary for calculation: the firms’ cost of capital (CoC) derived through

the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM)27, and the average phase lengths obtained from

a larger dataset of comparable molecules (see page 343).

Table A.3 summarizes key assumptions and results of the four project-level studies includ-

ing time-adjusted numbers of DiMasi et al. (2003) and two industry-level studies that

comprehend all components of adequate NPV calculation (see page 347). Early project-

level studies such as Clymer (1970), Schnee (1972) or Sarett (1974) and early industry-level

27See, e.g., Brealey et al. (2005) for details on the CAPM and related methods.
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Sample Calculation method Included Dis. Used Failure costs Pre-tax cap.
Study years and data source & PC costs CoCb (failed drugs) costs (year)

Project-level studies

DiMasi and Grabowski 1990-2003 R&D project spending of 17 self-originated yes yes yes $1,241M

(2007) (start of CI) NBEs (9 recombinant proteins & 8 MAbs) (R&D ratio) 11.5% (PoS estimate) (2005)

from 4 firms (incl. failed drugs)

DiMasi et al. (2003) 1983-1994 R&D project spending of 68 self-originated yes yes yes $802M

(start of CI) NMEs (61 NCEs, 6 NBEs, 1 vaccine) (R&D ratio) 11.0% (PoS estimate) (2000)

from 10 firms (incl. failed drugs)

DiMasi et al. (2003) adj. as Adjusted from $ in 2000 to 2005 as as as $1,318M

in: DiMasi et. al. (2007) above using prior growth rates of R&D costs above above above (2005)

DiMasi et al. (1991) 1970-1982 R&D project spending of 93 self-originated yes yes yes $231M

(start of CI) NCEs from 12 firms (incl. failed drugs) (R&D ratio) 9.0% (PoS estimate) (1987)

Hansen (1979) 1963-1975 R&D project spending of 67 self-originated yes yes yes $54M

(start of CI) NCEs from 14 firms (incl. failed drugs) Assumption: 53% 8.0% (12.5% PoS (1976)

of total costs for NCEs)

Industry-level studies

Grabowski and Vernon 1970-1979 Analysis of industry R&D expenditure and Implicit in yes Implicit in $125M

(1990) (all NCE NCE production. Hansen’s (1979) method 9.0% method (1986)

approvals) approach replicated for triangulation.

Wiggins (1987) 1970-1985 Regression of NCE production on R&D Implicit in yes Implicit in $108Ma

(all NCE expenditure with 4 year lag. Usage of method 8.0% method (1986)

approvals) Hansen’s (1979) time profile.
a Wiggins (1987) reported $125M; adjusted to $108M by DiMasi et al. (1991) due to technical errors
b Opportunity cost of capital used as assumption

Table A.3.: R&D costs per approved drug – key studies

Source: In Table cited studies, U.S. Congress Office of Technology Assessment (1993: 49)
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studies such as Mund (1970), Baily (1972) or Schwartzman (1975) all failed to include

capitalization and the first three studies additionally failed to account for discovery and

preclinical costs and cost of failure. Since capitalization alone already accounts for roughly

50% of total costs, as stated in Figure A.9, these studies are suffering methodological

problems and are therefore omitted in Table A.328.

In general, industry-level studies tend to report lower numbers than project-level studies

since they are not clearly focused on self-originated drugs but also include in-licensed

drugs. Those drugs impose lower R&D costs (but also lower profit margins) to a single

firm since R&D costs and revenues are shared among alliance partners (U.S. Congress

Office of Technology Assessment (1993: 54)). Therefore, cost comparison between the two

types of studies have to be handled with care. But even comparing results among project-

level studies are difficult since total costs were computed for different years and CoC used

in NPV calculations vary. Nevertheless, DiMasi et al. (2003) compared the results of

their study covering approvals, for the most part, in the 1990s with DiMasi et al. (1991)

covering approvals in the 1980s and Hansen (1979) covering approvals in the 1970s. The

inflation-adjusted compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of out-of-pocket costs was 7.0%

per year between 1970s and 1980s approvals and 7.6% per year between 1980s and 1990s

approvals.

DiMasi and Grabowski (2007) also compare their cost estimates of biological NBEs with

time-adjusted cost estimates of chemical NCEs presented by DiMasi et al. (2003). Figure

A.9 exhibits discovery and preclinical, clinical and total costs and decomposes each figure

in out-of-pocket costs and capitalization costs. It reveals that overall costs of NBEs are

only slightly lower than NCEs ($1,241M vs. $1,318M) with preclinical costs being higher

and clinical costs being lower for NBEs. Hence, the proportion of capitalization costs is

higher for NBEs (55% vs. 49%). Two potential biases also recognized by the authors

remain that might impair the comparability of both studies. First, the most recent study

conducted a small sample of only 17 NBEs for mean phase costs. Second, the distribution

of drugs among different therapeutic areas within both samples differed greatly with NBEs

concentrated more in oncology and immunology and NCEs more in cardiovascular and

neuropharmacology. DiMasi et al. (1995, 2004) showed that R&D costs vary greatly from

drug to drug and can be partially explained by the therapeutic area.

28DiMasi et al. (1991: 112) and the U.S. Congress Office of Technology Assessment (1993: 49) both

provide an overview including earlier studies as well.
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Figure A.9.: R&D costs per approved drug (biotech’s NBEs vs. pharma’s NCEs)

Source: Author based on DiMasi and Grabowski (2007)

Following the cost estimate of DiMasi et al. (2003), a debate on the “802 million U.S.

dollar myth” has been started (Frank (2003)). Public Citizen (2003: 47-49), for instance,

criticized three shortcomings of DiMasi et al. (2003): first, the inclusion of (theoretical)

capitalization costs29, second, the disregard of tax deduction effects of R&D costs, and

third, various sample biases (overestimation of out-of-pocket costs due to a sole focus on

NMEs, questionable accuracy of cost data provided by survey companies, overestimation of

clinical trial costs). Although recognizing the methodology used by DiMasi and colleagues

as reasonably accurate, the U.S. Congress Office of Technology Assessment (1993: 55,

72) criticisms were related to tax deduction effects of R&D costs and biased firm samples

mainly consisting of large well-established firms. DiMasi et al. (2003: 174), among others,

deny R&D cost deductions on corporate income tax and state that they “cannot be viewed

as tax breaks”. However, the inclusion of tax deduction effects will remain part of the

academic discussion.

29This point of criticism is surprising since the concepts of opportunity cost of capital and capitalization

are widely accepted from both academic scholars and practitioners and are foundations of modern

theory of corporate finance.
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A.5. Pharmacoeconomics – the economics of drug R&D

Nevertheless, it is obvious that total drug R&D cost estimates in any of the four project-

level studies cited in Table A.3 are comparatively high due to two factors. First, these

studies use samples of large well-established firms which generally focus on the development

of so-called blockbuster drugs30. Average cost of drugs with more limited revenue potential

developed by smaller firms tends to be lower since, e.g., regulatory agencies allow clinical

trial sizes to be smaller. The emergence of thousands of biotechnological firms provides

anecdotal evidence for this31. Second, many drugs within R&D are not NMEs but other

types of drugs outlined on page 339 with lower average costs. Although cost estimates

provided by DiMasi and colleagues are methodologically well derived, they should not be

assumed to equally apply to smaller firms or firms that develop drugs other than NMEs.

Although exact numbers on average time, probability of success (PoS) and average costs

of drug R&D remain within the academic discussion, this section showed how time-

consuming, highly risky and extremely expensive biopharmaceutical drug R&D is.

Not only does it take on average more than one decade and major cash investments be-

fore first revenues from R&D investments are generated (besides royalties and milestone

payments derived from out-licensing projects), but also are the chances of failure much

higher than the chances of success. And even if one succeeds in bringing a product to

market, empirical evidence on the return on investments of drug R&D from three different

decades shows that only between 30% to 34% of all introduced drugs cover the mean R&D

costs (Grabowski and Vernon (1990, 1994), Grabowski et al. (2002)). Hence, it becomes

clear that diversification represents a central piece of corporate strategy of emerging

biotechnological companies in the pharmaceutical industry.

30A drug with annual revenues above $1B is defined as blockbuster (Campbell (2005: 19)).
31In addition, Grabowski and Vernon (2000) showed that expected returns and cash flows are important

explanatory variables of pharmaceutical firms’ research intensity on the industry level. One might

assume that this relationship somewhat holds for single drugs as well.
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B. Case study questionnaire

The following questionnaire was used to discuss the corporate diversification strategy and

its evolution with senior executive of the case study firms’ in five areas of interest.

Corporate strategy and core business

• What is the (ultimate) long-term corporate objective (in terms of business model,

vertical integration and horizontal diversification) and how (if) did these corporate

objectives change over time since your firm was founded?

• What do you define to be the core of your current business (e.g., focus on a

therapeutic area, compound class, technology . . . ) and how (if) did the core of your

business change over time since your firm was founded?

Diversification strategy

• Does your firm recognize (within-industry) horizontal diversification as an impor-

tant piece of its corporate strategy (e.g., extension into new therapeutic area, target

class, . . . ) and how (if) did this change over time since your firm was founded?

• If yes: what type of diversification (related, unrelated or no diversification) and

what mode of diversification (M&A, in-/out-licensing, R&D alliances, in-house

R&D) do you prefer? Do you consider the mode to have a relevant effect on

success?

• Why is diversification considered to be a strategic priority, and what is the primary

objective of your diversification efforts (e.g., growth, resolve crisis, risk reduction,

active portfolio management, . . . )?

• What are your (first, second, and third) diversification adjacency priorities (e.g.,
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expand into new therapeutic area, target class, . . . ), how are these priorities linked

to existing capabilities and how (if) did this change over time since your firm was

founded?

• Do you consider capability relatedness to have an impact on diversification

success? If yes: which capability dimensions and needs of new projects or tech-

nologies are most important to your company and have to be similar to generate

diversification benefits and success (e.g., economies of scale)?

Diversification steps

The following questions were discussed for all of the firms’ major diversification steps

throughout their corporate evolution. Within the case study interview, all deals were

jointly reviewed and the strategically most important ones were discussed.

• What was the primary reason or objective of this diversification step (“deal logic”

and “fit to corporate strategy” respectively)?

• With respect to your corporate profile & capabilities prior to this step:

– What was the overall relatedness of this step (related, unrelated or no diver-

sification)?

– For which capabilities was relatedness highest?

– Were there any relevant external factors that enabled this move (e.g., new

financial resources, R&D failure, deal flow supply, competitor bankruptcy, . . . )?

• Do you consider this step to be a long-term planned strategic step or a rather

opportunistic step (e.g., due to some “windfall opportunity”)?

• From an ex-post perspective, do you consider this diversification step (with respect

to its performance) as a success?

Diversification path: phases and profiles

• What is the overall logic of the diversification path and its steps?

• Do you consider this diversification path to be a result of the implementation of
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the (initial) corporate and diversification strategy or is it also partly result of

opportunistic diversification potentials? If yes, to what extent?

Overall corporate evolution and performance

• How do you evaluate the overall performance of the company since foundation?
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